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Meet the author 

There is always a story about how somebody became an 
Assyriologist (i.e. a student of Babylonian and Assyrian language 
and culture). Mine is a mixture of happy coincidences, inspiring 
teachers, delightful colleagues, and finding the subject-matter itself 
wonderfully congenial. 

When people ask what I do for a living, it is not uncommon for 
them to react with 'Babylonian! - Is that really a language?' And 
who can blame them? For the language is not only dead, it is also 
little known: while it is not uncommon to know someone who 
has studied Latin or Ancient Greek, learners of Babylonian are so 
few that, as a group, they are almost as elusive as the Babylonians 
themselves. 

Part of the reason for this is, perhaps, the absence of a primer 
suitable for the needs of interested lay people: though excellent 
textbooks of Babylonian and Assyrian exist, they are (in my view) 
too laconic or too daunting to be used without a teacher. With the 
intention of doing something about this, I put wet towels round my 
head, and wrote the volume you are reading. 

Whether you work through it systematically or simply peruse 
it out of idle curiosity, I hope you will feel the magic of reading 
things which were written down between two thousand and four 
thousand years ago. 

Martin Worthington 
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1 0 On, got ten minutes? 
"~,> 

Babylonian is an adcient Semitic language which wa .... poken in 
. ;~1.,South o( wblttis now Iraq. It was written in the cuneiform (i.e. 
"\f~~11~ script. The earliest known writings in Babylonian 
date from shortly after 2000 BC, but Babylonian personal names 
which appear in documents written in other languages show it was 
spoken (though not written down) even earlier. It died out as a 
vernacular language around 500 BC, but continued to be used for 
scholarship and religious cult well into the first century AD, perhaps 
even later. Over its long history it underwent some changes, but on 
the whole it was remarkably stable. 

XVI 

Babylonian's closest relative was Assyrian, which was spoken 
in the north of what is now Iraq. Together, Babylonian and 
Assyrian form the 'Eastern' branch of the Semitic family. They 
have no direct descendants. The two are so similar that they are 
often regarded as dialects of a single language, 'Akkadian'. Since 
anyone who has learned Babylonian is a good 90% of the way to 
a working knowledge of Assyrian, the main differences between 
Babylonian and Assyrian are described in Unit 41. 

What sources do we have for studying Babylonian and Assyrian? 
There is a widespread supposition that, the further back one 
goes into the past, the less information survives about it. If this 
were true, it would leave the Babylonians and Assyrians, whose 
civilizations far pre-date the Greeks and Romans, pretty badly off. 
Fortunately for them, however, the above supposition is simply not 
true: written sources in Babylonian and Assyrian are measured in 
the hundreds of thousands. This is because they did most of their 
writing on clay tablets, which have proven to be often one of the 
most durable media ever used. 

The possibility of learning about the Babylonians and Assyrians from 
their own writings is, however, a comparatively recent development. 
For after their languages died out the world gradually forgot how 



to read the cuneiform script, and with the passage of centuries the 
Babylonians and Assyrians were virtually lost to history. For a 
long rime, the only known sources of knowledge about them were 
scattered mentions in the Bible and Greek historians. 

It was only in the nineteenth century that rediscovery began 
through excavation, and the process got going in earnest with 
the decipherment of the cuneiform script. This was principally 
achieved by Edward Hincks, an Irish clergyman, and Henry 
Rawlinson, an officer in the British army. 

The decipherment was, in essence, made possible by a trilingual 
inscription which included Old Persian, Babylonian and Elamite 
versions. First, the Old Persian was deciphered, its understanding 
being greatly facilitated by its resemblance to known varieties of 
Persian. From this, inroads were made into the Babylonian, whose 
understanding was in turn facilitated by its similarities to Arabic 
and Hebrew. (Elamite, with no relatives among well-understood 
languages, is still poorly understood.) 

For several years, the question of whether the cuneiform script 
and the languages written in it really had been deciphered was 
controversial, so in 1857 the Royal Asiatic Society conducted an 
experiment: a cuneiform composition was sent to four different 
scholars (including Hincks and Rawlinson) who were requested 
to produce a translation without consulting with each other. 
The translations were to be compared, and if they were found 
sufficiently similar, the decipherment could be said to be 
sure - and thus it turned out. 

So picturesque an event was bound to catch the public imagination. 
Sure enough, when the 'Modern Major-General' in Gi~fl~ 
Sullivan's The Pirates of Penzance boasts that his ~ldcrude" 
ability to read 'Babylonian cuneiform', this is a~fision to the 
extracurricular achievements of major-general~ry Rawlinson. 

As scholars began to translate Babylonian and !$syrian writings, 
it became clear that there were astonishing disc~ies to be made. 

d 
Jj\~;~ 



.. IE Perhaps the most striking of these was George Smith's discovery 
~ of the Babylonian ~unt of the Flood, with many parallels to the = story told in Genes~:But it was also found that the Babylonians 
S: had used 'Pythago~s Theorem' over a thousand years before the 
.., birth of Pyth:1gor;is~ :md th:.lt many of the constelbtions which we 

",11il~Irited frQ~JJ:ie 'Greeks go back to Babylonian originals. Exciting 
diSe~ftntinue to be made as new tablets are found, translated 
and studied. In July 2007, Assyriologist Michael Jursa discovered 
a tablet in the British Museum which confirmed the name of the 
Chief Eunuch of Nebuchadnezzar as given in the Biblical Book of 
Jeremiah. The discovery was reported in the news all over the world. 

As we now know, there is a trace of Babylonian even in the English 
language. Our word 'alcohol' comes to us through Arabic, 'ai' 
being the Arabic word for 'the' (we also have it in 'algebra', which 
we likewise borrowed from Arabic). The element 'cohol' goes back 
to the Babylonian and Assyrian word guhlu, which meant a type of 
eye-paint - what we now refer to with the related word 'kohl'. And 
some scholars think that the English verb 'to babble' derives from 
'Babel' (as in 'the tower of Babel'), itself stemming from babili, the 
Babylonian word for the city of Babylon. 

So, there is more Babylonian around us than one might think, and 
as more tablets are studied many more discoveries will doubtless be 
made. But what about the language itself? 

For a start, we are lucky that the cuneiform writing system included 
vowels. This means that we can study the languages written in it 
at a much greater level of precision than languages whose writing 
system did not record vowels. Thus our knowledge of Babylonian 
and Assyrian is vastly superior to that of, for instance, Ancient 
Egyptian. For cuneiform allows us to distinguish different words 
and verbal tenses which in a writing system such as hieroglyphs 
would look identical. What is more, it gives us a fairly good idea 
of how Babylonian and Assyrian were pronounced, making them 
very satisfying to learn. 

So, how well do we actually understand Babylonian, which 
stopped being spoken two and a half millennia ago? The answer 
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is: astonishingly well. If (an admittedly rather remote contingency) 
the survival of the human race depended on modern scholars writing 
a letter in Babylonian and getting the ghost of Nebuchadnezzar to 
believe it was written during his lifetime, we can be pretty confident 
lhat the human race wOlTld <;lTrvive. 

Admittedly, there are gaps in our knowledge. For example, there 
are still some rare words whose meaning is not clear, and some rare 
grammatical forms or constructions which are poorly understood. 
Some verbal forms are not yet attested, so we do not know what 
they looked like. What is more, extant writings give us little sense 
of real-life conversation, so that we are not always sure how simple 
things such as 'yes' or 'hello' were said in daily life. However, even 
where our knowledge is hazy, it is growing by the year: as new 
sources are found and studied, and new linguistic patterns identified, 
our understanding advances, and doubts are laid to rest. We are 
learning more about Babylonian and Assyrian (and the people who 
wrote them) all the time. Theirs may be dead civilizations, but they 
nonetheless make for a very lively subject of study! 

One of the consequences of these ongoing gains in knowledge is 
that scholarship about Babylonian and Assyrian becomes outdated 
much more quickly than in other fields: whereas a grammar of 
Latin or Greek written fifty years ago could still be recommended 
unreservedly today, a fifty-year-old grammar of Babylonian 
or Assyrian would no longer be up-to-date. Though most of it 
would still be very useful, on some points it would be wrong, 
and on many points it would say nothing where we can now say 
something. If one were to go even further back to the nineteenth
century grammars of, say, Archibald Henry Sayee or Friedrich 
Delitzsch, an even bigger chasm would loom: brilliant - seriously 
brilliant - though they were in their day, to put them ill~h~ 
of a beginner today would be downright misleadi~',<' . , 

A similar caveat applies to translations. A fifty-year-ol~ translation 
of Cicero or Demosthenes could (though it might sound old
fashioned) be trusted today. By contrast, a fifty$ear-old translation 
of a Babylonian composition would almost certainly be out-dated 
in several respects: it would be quite likely for new manuscripts of 
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~' the composition t~ve come to light, filling in gaps or providing 
.. textual variants; thftteanings of certain words or phrases would E almost certainly haC-become clearer, so at least some of the 
S: translator's questi.arks could be done away with; better 
.", understanding ott1i.c grammar might mean that some of the 

}mtences w~"\~ve to be translated in a different way. Sometimes, 
;i1c11~~arise even with comparatively recent translations. 

xx 

The fact that translations of Babylonian become less reliable with 
age is a very good reason for learning the language: this enables 
you to form independent judgments about what a passage means, 
without being dependent on potentially outdated sources. 

And how about the language itself? What is it like, how different 
is it from the viewpoint of an English speaker? Well, it is very 
different from English in both vocabulary and grammar, but 
'different' does not mean 'difficult'. Its structures are so regular 
(and, one is tempted to add, so logical) that you can quickly come 
to understand it on its own terms. 

One of the central concepts in how Babylonian works is that, being 
a Semitic language (like Arabic and Hebrew), it builds its words 
out of groups of three letters known as 'roots'. Roots convey a 
general meaning, from which more specific meanings are derived 
by putting the relevant root through regular patterns (this means 
adding particular combinations of vowels and consonants). Thus 
take the three letters dmq, which convey the general idea of 
'goodness': put them through one pattern and you get the adjective 
damqu, meaning 'good'; put them through another pattern and you 
get the adjective dummuqu, meaning 'very good'; put them through 
yet another pattern and you get the word mudammiqu, meaning 
'someone who makes (things) good'. By learning the patterns, 
which are usually quite simple, you massively extend your range of 
vocabulary, as each pattern can be applied to many different roots. 

In English, whether a noun is the subject or object of a sentence is 
indicated by word order: the subject usually precedes the verb, the 
object usually follows it. Thus 'man' is subject in 'man sees dog', 



but object in 'dog sees man'. In Babylonian, by contrast, the subject 
and object are marked by endings: the subject takes -u and the 
object takes -a. So - to employ an unholy amalgam of Babylonian 
and English - a Babylonian could say 'manu sees doga' and 'doga 
sees manu', both meaning 'man sees dog', whereao; 'mana sees 
dogu' and 'dogu sees mana' would both mean 'dog sees man'. 
(Actually, a Babylonian would usually put the verb at the end of 
the sentence, and say 'dogu mana sees' or 'manu doga sees'; but 
that is a different story ... ) 

There are many other things about Babylonian which might 
surprise an English speaker. For example, it does not use articles 
(words like 'a' and 'the'); it does not always use singulars and 
plurals in the same way English does; the word for 'you' changes, 
depending on who is being addressed (a man, a woman, a group of 
women, or a group which includes at least some men). But one gets 
used to all these things, and in the end they will seem quite natural 
to you - just as they did to the millions of people who spoke 
Babylonian as a mother tongue. 

Learning a foreign language always takes some effort, but as 
languages go Babylonian is not difficult. The catch, if any, lies in 
the cuneiform script: this is extremely taxing, and takes years of 
full-time study to master. Thankfully, mastery of the script is not 
necessary for understanding the language. This book will teach 
you to read Babylonian in 'transliteration', i.e. converted from the 
ancient script into the alphabet we use today. You will not have 
learned how to read an ancient tablet in a museum, but you will 
have acquired a foundation which will assist you in travelling down 
that thorny path, should you choose to follow it. Meanwhile, you 
will have learned to read, in the original language, the large body 
of Babylonian compositions which modern scholars h t"~ 

Complete Babylonian is not 'complete' in the se.,\hat it initiates ';~ 
you into every secret of Babylonian philology, A it will enable 4iI!! 
you to understand and enjoy the textual treas. which the ~ 
Babylonians have left us, including letters, omSlS, incantations, ~ 
proverbs, and great works of literature.'~ ~ 

~:;,. .~ 
A:~¥~;;;, '4: , ~~::~7g;? 
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Part one 

Getting started 

1 
................................................................................................. 

Introduction 

Babylonian is a very beautiful and highly regular language, and 
one which vaunts a vertiginously vast, varied, and vibrant body 
of writings. It is a member of the Semitic family, and so is related 
to Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Ethiopic. It was spoken - and, 
happily for us today, written - in the south of ancient Iraq. It was 
alive from before 2000 BC to at least 500 BC, and continued to be 
used as a language of scholarship and cult even after dying out as a 
vernacular tongue. It was usually written on clay tablets (ranging in 
size from a postage stamp to a large book), but other surfaces (clay 
prisms, stone monuments) were also used. The latest Babylonian 
writings which can be precisely dated are astronomical almanacs 
from 74 to 75 AD. 

Decipherment was achieved in the 18 50S, and though the language 
is now well understood, the number of scholars proficient in it 
is extremely small, so that great numbers of ancient documents 
have yet to be studied, and startling discoveries continue to be 
made. As an academic subject at university level, this makes 
Assyriology (i.e. the language-based study of ancient Iraq) one of 
the most exciting fields in the humanities. One does not, however, 
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have to study Assyriology full-time, let alone devote oneself to it 
professionally, in order to enjoy the cultural and linguistic delights 
which a knowledge of Babylonian has to offer. The language is 
not complicated, and though at first glance the unfamiliarity of the 
vocabulary seems a large hurdle, most grammatical principles arc 
simple, and progress is correspondingly fast. 

Babylonian's closest relative was Assyrian (which was spoken in 
the north of ancient Iraq). The two are so similar that they are 
often viewed as dialects of a single language, 'Akkadian'. This 
book will explain the main ways in which Assyrian differs from 
Babylonian, thereby providing a basic knowledge of Assyrian. 

For a preview of the sorts of things you will be reading, have 
a look at the Key to the exercises. The exercises are all taken 
verbatim from original Babylonian sources. (For sentences longer 
than one word, the source is specified in the Key.) 

1.1 Periods of the language 

For a language with such a long recorded history, Babylonian 
was astonishingly stable. Though different stages or 'periods' are 
recognized, each with its own characteristics, they are so similar 
that someone who has mastered the language of one period will 
not have to work hard to learn that of another. 

The language of the second millennium is conventionally divided 
into two periods: Old Babylonian (c. 2000-1500 BC), and Middle 
Babylonian (c. 1500-1000 BC). During the second millennium BC, 

the vernacular language was also (give or take the odd archaism, 
poetic licence of various kinds, and such stylistic traits as generally 
characterize literary language) the language of literature. In the 
first millennium BC, a deeper cleavage developed between the 
language of literature ('Standard Babylonian') and the vernacular 
('Neo-Babylonian'): the former remained close to the language of 
the second millennium (Old and Middle Babylonian), while the 
latter underwent a number of changes. This course introduces 
you to the language of the second millennium and to the literary 



language of the first (Standard Babylonian). Proficiency in these will 
enable you to read the great works of Babylonian literature and 
scholarship, and it will also provide you, should you require it, with 
a solid foundation for studying the vernacular language of the first 
millenuium (Nco Babyloni:m). Exercises are given separately for 
Old and Middle Babylonian on the one hand (they are very similar) 
and Standard Babylonian on the other. You may wish to do both 
sets of exercises in parallel, or first complete one set and then work 
through the other. 

1.2 Reading fragments 

Most cuneiform manuscripts (i.e. inscribed clay tablets) are 
fragmentary. Often scholars have managed to piece multiple 
fragments of the same manuscript back together, but even so the 
proportion of manuscripts on which all the original cuneiform 
signs are perfectly preserved is small. It is fortunate, therefore, that 
a given work is often extant on multiple manuscripts: even though 
each of these may be fragmentary, together they often give a 
complete or near-complete text. This is especially common for first 
millennium literary and scholarly works. (By contrast, letters of all 
periods tend to be extant on only one manuscript.) 

Did you know? 
It is one of the exciting things about Assyriology that new 
(fragments of) manuscripts are being found all the time. 
Thus, for example, in 1930 The Epic of GilgameS ('Standard' 
version) was known from 108 inscribed clay fragments. 
By 2003 this number had grown to 184; thanks to the new 
sources, breaks could be filled, and the text of the Epic is 
becoming more complete . ...................................................................................................... 

When modern editors have multiple manuscripts at their disposal, 
they usually produce a 'composite text', taking one bit from one 
manuscript, another bit from another manuscript, and so on, and 
putting variants at the bottom of the page in the so-called 'apparatus 
criticus'. Especially in editions of first millennium manuscripts, 
the result is an eclectic entity, heterogeneous in both spelling and 
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grammar: it does not reflect the intentions of a single scribe, but 
amalgamates the habits and intentions of many scribes. The Standard 
Babylonian exercises in this book are mostly taken from modem 
editors' composite texts. Do not be surprised, then, if St;lnd;lrd 
Babylonian sentences seem to be internally inconsistent in spelling etc. 

1.3 Other books 

Iraqi would be a very good idea, while learning Babylonian, to 
familiarize yourself with other facets of Mesopotamian (i.e. ancient 
Iraqi) culture and history. This would provide useful background 
knowledge to bear in mind when translating the sentences in this 
book. You might start by reading translations of epics and myths, 
to get a feel for the sort of things that Babylonian stories talked 
about. To this end, one can recommend A.R. George's The Epic 
of Gilgamesh (Penguin Classics, 2003), Stephanie Dalley's Myths 
from Mesopotamia (Oxford World's Classics, 2008), and (with a 
bigger selection) B. R. Foster's Before the Muses: An Anthology of 
Akkadian Literature (CDL Press, 2005). 

An excellent and beautifully illustrated one-volume introduction 
to the history and culture of Mesopotamia is Michael Roaf's 
Cultural Atlas of Mesopotamia (Andromeda, 1999). More detailed 
are Marc van de Mieroop, A History of the Ancient Near East 
(Blackwell, 2006) and Amelie Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East, 
2 vols. (Routledge, 1997). 

If you like drinking from multiple wells (often a good idea in 
language learning), other introductions to Babylonian are: Richard 
I. Caplice, Introduction to Akkadian, 3rd ed. (Rome, 1988) and 
J. Huehnergard, A Grammar of Akkadian, 2nd ed. (Winona Lake, 
2005). Caplice's book is very condensed, Huehnergard's more 
fulsome. You might also find it rewarding to equip yourself with a 
copy of A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian (see Unit 42.1) and start 
consulting it alongside the Glossary at the back of this book. 

Beware of recent reprints of venerable books - owing to the rapid 
pace of discovery, scholarship about Babylonian grammar and 
philology ages quite quickly. 



2 
................................................................................................ 

How to use this book 

The function of this book is to provide you with the resources with 
which you can learn Babylonian. As it is you who is doing the 
learning, you have to remain in control of what you are learning, 
and exercise some initiative in learning it. 

A book of language instruction is not (alas!) like a good novel, 
to be read at even speed from cover to cover. Some sections are 
straightforward and can be read quite quickly, while others need 
to be absorbed carefully and slowly. You will judge which pace of 
reading is right for you from one section to another. 

Since the standard reference grammar of Babylonian is in German 
(W. von Soden's Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik, 3rd ed., 
Rome, 1995), more information has been provided in the present 
book than would normally be given in a work for beginners. 
Accordingly, it is not necessary to have mastered everything on a 
page (or even in a Unit) before moving on to the next. Sometimes 
it suffices to get the gist, and to remember where to look the 
information up when the need for more detailed understanding 
arises. In deciding what to learn and what not to learn you might 
be guided by the 'most important things to remember' sections at 
the end of Units. 

2.1 The examples 

Like the exercises, the examples are all taken verbatim from 
original sources. For longer or more interesting items, a reference 
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to the source is provided. (To decipher the reference, consult the 
list of abbreviations at the back of the book, just before the Index.) 

The abbreviations OB, MB and SB (Old Babylonian, Middle 
Babylonian, Standard Babylonian) are used to show to which stage 
of the language an example belongs. 

It is a very good idea not just to read the examples casually, 
but to work through them, copying them out by hand, looking 
up the words, and ensuring one understands how they work. 
(Occasionally, examples incorporate grammatical features which 
will be explained in later Units; it is, therefore, a good idea to 
re-read earlier examples in the light of knowledge acquired.) 

2.2 The exercises 

The exercises are not tests of whether you have mastered a Unit, 
but a way of helping you to master it. It is, therefore, perfectly 
natural to refer back to the Unit while doing them - this is not 
'cheating'! Similarly, there is no shame in making a mistake (even 
the same one several times). The crucial thing is to understand the 
nature of any mistakes one has made, and how to avoid repeating 
them. With practice, one shuffles bad habits off. 

For your convenience, the word or words in an exercise which 
display the rules explained in the foregoing Unit are marked in bold. 

In the early stages of learning a foreign language, translating 
a sentence is no easy matter. It is, therefore, a good idea to be 
methodical. The ideal would be to copy out the 'transliterated' 
sentence into a notebook, then to write down the vocabulary as 
one looks it up, then to write down the 'normalization' (as will 
be explained later, transliteration and normalization are two 
different ways of writing Babylonian in the Roman alphabet; see 
Unit 4.4) and translation. Leave plenty of space everywhere (e.g. 
writing every vocabulary item on a new line), both for clarity of 
presentation and to insert any additional annotations. Treated 
thus, a five-word sentence can easily take up half a side of AS and 



(" the first few weeks of learning) occupy one for several minutes. 
(~xperienced language learners will have their own methods of 
learning, and work out short cuts.) 

Du not be afraid of h('ing creative in how you approach the 
exercises! Sometimes, you may wish to translate directly from 
the normalization (provided in the Key), rather than from the 
transliteration. One can also learn a lot simply by reading the Key, 
carefully comparing the normalization and translation and looking 
things up to make sure one understands how they correspond. 
Indeed, some readers may wish to do this first, and then do the 
exercises a few days later. You can even create your own English
Babylonian exercises, taking the translations provided in the Key 
and translating these back into the original language. For this 
purpose you may wish to compile an English-Babylonian word list. 

For all these purposes (and others), you will probably find it useful 
to make a photocopy of the Key (perhaps also of the Glossary), 
to save you having to leap back and forth across the book. 

Sometimes, the source from which the exercise was taken is 
damaged. This is indicated with square brackets, e.g. [l]a means 
'the left-hand side of the cuneiform sign representing fa is broken'; 
r fa means 'part of the left-hand side of the cuneiform sign 
representing fa is broken'. While learning the language you can 
ignore such brackets, but it is good to get used to seeing them, 
as you will regularly meet them in editions. 

Often a sentence can be interpreted in several ways, and the Key 
to the exercises gives multiple interpretations. If one looks at the 
full passage from which the sentence is taken, it is usually obvious 
which of these interpretations applies. 

Not all Units contain the same number of exercises. The number in 
a given Unit is partly determined by the importance and difficulty 
of the grammatical phenomenon to be practised, and partly by 
the frequency with which the phenomenon will be encountered in 
exercises in other Units. 
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2.3 Units 44-47 

Units 44-47 gather together related points which recur through 
the course. They have been placed at the end because it would 
be daunting to encounter them at the beginning, but you will be 
referred to them periodically. It will be useful to read them through 
at some point. 

2.4 Learning vocabulary 

This book is structured so that you decide which words to learn, 
and when. You are not expected to learn a list of words in one Uni 
before moving on to the next. A list of common words is provided 
in Unit 43. 

You could get away with learning virtually no words, and looking 1 
them up in the Glossary as you need them; but after a while this 
would get tedious, so it is a good idea to learn words which you 
find yourself looking up frequently. Learning words will solidify 
your command of the language, and help you get under its skin. 

Most people will find it useful to develop associations for words 
they want to learn. For example, to help yourself remember the 
word nunu (which means 'fish'), you might imagine yourself 
saying 'Nu-nu-nu-nu-nu, this fish is not fresh!' to an uncooperative 
fishmonger. Speaking words aloud is a great help in learning them. 

2.5 Learning grammar 

According to a widespread perception, grammar is the shoal of 
piranha in the merry stream of language learning. This perception, 
which is entirely erroneous, has two likely sources. 

One is that grammatical information (e.g. verbal endings) is 
often presented in tables. Some learners tend to regard tables as 
distracting interruptions to the main text (like many people's view 
of the songs in The Lord of the Rings) and pass over them with 
just a cursory glance. Unsurprisingly, they have difficulty learning 



rammar! But even among learners who do look at tables, many 
;xpect to 'read' them with the same speed they would normal text, 
and then find they are not learning as quickly as they want. The 
trick is to realize that a table presents information in much more 
dense a fashion than normal text (think how long it would take to 
explain every table cell in words!), and that it needs to be studied 
more slowly. 

Another reason why many people get frustrated by grammar is 
grammatical terminology. The trick here is to realize that, often, 
the actual terms are completely arbitrary; it is the concepts and 
categories which they stand for that really matter. Accordingly, 
when a grammatical term is introduced, the term itself is much less 
interesting than why it is being introduced. 

For example, instead of speaking of verbs as having 'person', 
'number', 'gender', 'tense', etc., we could instead borrow the 
animals of Shaolin Kung Fu, and speak of verbs as having a 'tiger
quality', a 'monkey-quality', a 'snake-quality', a 'crane-quality' 
and a 'dragon-quality'. What really matters is that we understand 
that there is a difference between pairs such as 'you eat' and 
'he eats' (i.e. 'person'), 'I eat' and 'we eat' (i.e. 'number'), 'he eats' 
and 'she eats' (i.e. 'gender'), 'he eats' and 'he ate' (i.e. 'tense'). 
The nomenclature with which we describe these differences is 
simply a matter of convention. 
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3 
................................................................................................ 

Pronunciation 

Since we cannot hear native speakers of Babylonian, we do not 
know exactly how the language was pronounced, and in any case 
there must have been considerable variation across time and space. 
However, the pronunciations reconstructed by modern scholars 
are probably good approximations of how the language was 
pronounced by literate individuals in certain periods. 

The decipherers of Babylonian assumed that it had more or less 
the same sounds as other Semitic languages, especially Arabic. 
This assumption was confirmed in outline when scholars found 
Babylonian words written in the Aramaic and Greek alphabets. 
These confirmed that, for example, the sound which the 
decipherers had identified as I was indeed some sort of 'I'. 

There are, however, many 'I' sounds. British English has two: the 
'I' in 'low', pronounced with the tip of the tongue just above the 
teeth, is different from the 'I' in 'ball', which is pronounced deep in 
the throat. We can be confident that the Babylonian sound which 
we transcribe as I was, so to speak, a member of the L-family. 
Many subtleties in the pronunciation of Babylonian are still being 
discovered from patterns in cuneiform spellings. 

3.1 The sounds of Babylonian 

It is suggested that individual sounds be pronounced as follows. 
Most letters should cause English speakers no difficulty (where no 
extra indication is given, pronounce as in English). 



'_' a glottal stop, like 'tt' in the Cockney pronunciation of 'bottle': 
to the ear of an English speaker, this is a hiatus between sounds 
more than a sound in its own right. (See also the additional 
notes, below.) 

a-as in 'pat'. 

b 
d 
e-as in 'bed'. 
g- as in 'go'. 
h-as in Scottish 'loch', German 'Reich'. (As a reminder that it was 
not pronounced as in English 'hotel', some books print it as &.) 

i-like 'ee' in 'bee'. 
(i-some books use this instead of y; pronounce as in 'yes'.) 
k 
I 
m-as in 'mum'. (After the Old Babylonian period, single m 

between vowels was probably pronounced 'w', but do not let 
this worry you.) 

n 
p 
q-this was probably a 'k' followed by a glottal stop. This sound 
being very alien to modern Western languages, for convenience 
most Assyriologists pronounce it as a heavy 'k', articulated with 
the back of the tongue. 

r-probably rolled, as in Scots. Unlike in British English 
(e.g. 'barn', where the 'r' simply lengthens the 'a'), it is always 
pronounced. Thus make sure to distinguish, for example, 
martu 'daughter' from matu 'land'. 

s-as in 'sit'. 
~-this was probably a's' followed by a glottal stop. This 
sound being very alien to modern Western languages, it is 
conventionally pronounced 'ts' as in 'bits'. 

s-'sh' as in 'shop'. 
t 

(-this was probably a 't' followed by a glottal stop. This 
sound being very alien to modern Western languages, it is 
conventionally pronounced as a heavy 't'. 
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u-like '00' in 'pool', but shorter. 
w 
y-as in 'yes'. (Some books use i instead of y.) 
z-as in 'Zorro'. 

Notes: Double consonants (as in libbu 'heart', idukku 'they kill') 
are actually pronounced double, as in many modern languages 
(but not British English). 

q, $ and t (the so-called 'emphatics'): though to an English speaker 
these look like combinations of two different sounds (k + glottal sto 
s + glottal stop, t + glottal stop), speakers of Babylonian would have 
perceived them as single sounds (i.e. as one phoneme). Something 
similar happens with the English sound 'x' (as in 'box'): this is also 
made up of two different sounds ('k' and's'), but English speakers 
nonetheless perceive the combination as a single sound. 

I 

Little is yet known about the placement of the accent in Babyloni 
words, and even less about overall sentence intonation. For the 
purposes of learning the language, simply stress words in whatever 
way you find most natural. 

The sibilants (s, $, s, z) are perhaps the most hotly debated 
Babylonian sounds in modern scholarship. To complicate matters, ' 
it is generally thought that they changed over time. The suggested 
pronunciations above are conventional. 

In Old Babylonian, written h was used to represent the sound h, 
the glottal stop and perhaps also other guttural sounds. 

3.2 Short and long vowels 

A given Babylonian vowel could be pronounced short or long. 
(Long ones probably lasted about twice as long as short ones.) 
The length of a vowel can affect the meaning (e.g. mutu 'man' vs. 
mutu 'death'.) For an example of long and short vowels in English, 
compare the 'a' in 'bat' with the 'a' in 'father': the former is short, 
the latter is long. (But here there is the complication that the sound 



f the vowels is different, as well as their length.} In normalization 
fsee Unit 4·4} long vowels are identified as such with a horizontal 
line (a 'macron'): ii, e, i, U. 

Vowels resulting from contraction of two other vowels wt:rt:, at 
least at the end of a word, probably pronounced in a third way 
(i.e. different from both long and short), but we do not know 
exactly how. Many scholars simply pronounce them long. In 
normalization, contracted vowels usually bear circumflex accents: 
a, e, i, U. 

Insigtii·············································· .......................................... . 
You will sometimes (especially in words from middle 
weak roots - see Unit 25) encounter vowels resulting from 
contraction normalized with a macron instead of a circumflex 
accent. This is because the two 'parent' vowels did not belong 
to two separate syllables, but formed a diphthong (i.e. they 
were not really two fully separate vowels). For example, 
bitu(m) 'house' from original 'baitum': this was pronounced 
as in English '(fish) bait', not 'ba-it'. 

Many French scholars use circumflex accents for both long and 
contracted vowels when normalizing (i.e. they do not use macrons). 
Hence if you read an edition by a French scholar you may well 
encounter a, e, i, u where you would expect to find ii, e, i, U. 

3.3 Modern recordings 

Particularly in the early stages of learning Babylonian, it may be 
helpful to you to listen to modern scholars reading the language 
aloud, just as you would in a classroom. For this, you may wish 
to consult the online archive of recordings called 'Babylonian 
and Assyrian Poetry and Literature: An Archive of Recordings' 
(BAPLAR), a link to which may be found on the Complete 
Babylonian webpage, accessible fromWWW,JeachYQYJs.df.CQm!. 
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Writing Babylonian in Roman 
characters 

Although some samples are provided in Unit 40, this book does 
not teach you to read the script which the Babylonians wrote in 
('cuneiform'). You will instead learn how to read Babylonian 
converted into the Roman alphabet, as is done in modern editions. 

Nonetheless, it is important to understand something of how 
the cuneiform script worked (esp. 'syllabic' vs. 'sumerographic' 
spellings), and of the two ways in which cuneiform is converted 
into Roman characters ('transliteration' and 'normalization'). Like 
the Roman alphabet, the cuneiform script reads from left to right. 

".1 Syllabic vs. sumerographic spellings 

I 

Ancient scribes usually wrote a Babylonian word in Babylonian, 
spelling it out syllable by syllable. (The rules for how to divide a 
Babylonian word into syllables are given in Unit 47.5.) Sometimes, 
however, they instead wrote down the equivalent word in Sumeriallt 
for the Babylonians held Sumerian culture, from which they had 
inherited the cuneiform script, in great esteem. These two ways of 
writing are known as 'syllabic' vs. 'sumerographic', and they used 
the same repertoire of cuneiform signs. 

Sumerographic and syllabic spelling could be combined, e.g. a.sa-lu'" 
to spell eqlum 'field' (on italic vs. non-italic see section 4.3 below). 
In such cases, the syllabic component of the spelling is known as a 
'phonetic complement' to the sumerographic component. 



Regardless of how a Babylonian word was spelled (syllabically 
or sumerographically), it was usually read aloud in Babylonian. 
Accordingly, one of the things you will learn in this course is to 
convert sumerographic spellings (also known as 'sumerograms'; 
some books call them 'logograms') into their Babylonian 
equivalents. 

11.2 The element of choice in syllabic spellings 

In writing modern English, we have very narrow margins of choice 
over how to spell words. Occasionally, we can capitalize words which 
are normally not capitalized ('a Really Good Idea'), or substitute 
archaic spellings ('ye olde curiosity shoppe') for their modern 
equivalents. Generally, however, the spelling of each word is fixed. 

This was not so in Babylonian: the cuneiform script allowed a 
large element of individual choice in spelling words. We have 
already seen that one could choose to spell a word syllabically or 
sumerographically. But even syllabic spellings raised choices of 
their own. First, most syllables could be represented by several 
different signs, so one could choose which sign to use. Second, a 
syllable of the type consonant+vowel+consonant (e.g. gub) could 
be split into two signs, consonant+vowel and vowel+consonant 
(e.g. gu-ub). Thus when writing the syllable gub one could choose 
whether or not to split it. If it was not split, a sign had to be chosen 
among the several which could represent 'gub'; if it was split, one 
sign had to be chosen among several which could represent 'gu', 
and another among the several which could represent 'ub'. Third, 
one could decide whether to spell double consonants double or not. 
Fourth, one could decide whether to mark long vowels as such. 
(This was done with an 'extra' vowel, e.g. ba-a-bu for biibu 'gate'; 
the 'extra' vowels are known as plene spellings.) Fifth, one had the 
choice of whether to represent a word as it was actually spoken, 
or to undo assimilations etc. which had occurred in the spoken 
language (see Unit 44.5). Thus a given word can turn up in many 
different spellings. For instance, the word imaqqut 'he falls' could 
be written as i-ma-qut (three signs), i-maq-qut (three signs), i-maq
qu-ut (four signs), i-ma-qu-ut (four signs), i-ma-aq-qut (four signs), 
i-ma-aq-qu-ut (five signs). 
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4.3 Transliteration 

Transliteration is a system of conventions for converting cuneiform 
into Roman characters. The aim of transliteration is to write 
Babylonian in the Roman alphabet in such a way as to keep a 
one-to-one correspondence with the original cuneiform, so that the 
reader can see how the word was spelled in cuneiform (i.e. exactly 
which cuneiform signs were used). 

To indicate which cuneiform sign is being used to write a given 
syllable, numbers are used to distinguish between different 
cuneiform spellings of that syllable. For example, considering the 
syllable 'tum', one sign representing 'tum' is transliterated as tum" 
another as tum , another as tum , another as tum , etc. This system 

2. 3 4 

is applied to all syllables. 

Additional conventions in this system of numbering are that: the 
subscript, is normally omitted; the subscripts. and J are often 
replaced with acute and grave accents respectively, so that tum. can 
also be written tum, and tum as tum. (These accents have nothing 

J 
to do with pronunciation, as they would, for example, in French.) 
When Assyriologists read a transliteration aloud sign by sign, 
they say the numbers: tum or tum. = 'tum two'; 'one' is normally 
omitted. 

The following conventions are also used in transliteration: 

~ syllabic spellings are in italic, sumerographic spellings in 
non-italic 

~ in syllabic spellings, signs are joined into words by hyphens 
(e.g. iz-za-kar); in sumerographic spellings they are joined into 
words by dots (e.g. anse.kur.ra) 

~ when a word includes both types of spelling (sumerographic 
and syllabic), the two types are joined by a hyphen (e.g. du-ma; 
a.sa-Ium) 

~ in this book, 'determinatives' (see the list of sumerograms at 
the back of the book) are placed in superscript. 



As a result of all these conventions, a typical line of transliterated 
Babylonian looks like this: 

gU4 pa-a-su du-ma i-qab-bi iz-za-kar a-na anse.kur.ra 
na- 'i-id qah-li 

Each unit in this line (gu4, pa, a, su, du, rna, i, qab, etc.) represents 
one cuneiform sign. 

1t.1t Normalization 

Normalization is another way of converting cuneiform into Roman 
characters. It consists in writing Babylonian more or less as if it 
were a modern language: hyphens and dots between signs are 
abandoned (except for the particle -rna, discussed in later Units), 
sumerographic spellings are turned into the Babylonian words 
they represent, etc. Unlike transliteration, normalization does not 
indicate how a word was spelled in cuneiform. 

When normalizing, you have to use your knowledge of the 
language to decide where to double consonants and where to add 
marks of vowel length (e.g. a) or contraction (e.g. a). The line of 
transliteration cited above ... 

gu pa-a-su du-ma i-qab-bi iz-za-kar a-na anse.kur.ra 
4 

na-'i-id qab-li 

... would be normalized as follows: 

alpu pasu Ipus-ma iqabbi izzakkar ana Sisi na'id qabli 

This means 'The ox opened its mouth and spoke, saying to the 
h . b I ' orse, expert In art e, .... 

Transliterations do not normally use the letter y. You have to 
decide, on the basis of your knowledge of the language, when to 
normalize i as y (e.g. i-na bi-ti-ia as ina bltiya 'in my house'). 
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The most important things to remember 

1 In cuneiform, words can be spelled syllabically or 
sumerographically. 

2 In syllabic spellings, most cuneiform signs can represent 
several different syllables, and most syllables can be 
represented by several signs. 

3 In cuneiform spelling, long vowels and double consonants are 
not necessarily marked as such. 

,. In cuneiform spelling, a syllable of the type consonant + 
vowel + consonant can be split into two signs: consonant + 

vowel and vowel + consonant (e.g. gu-ub for the syllable 
'gub'). 

5 The two systems of conventions for transcribing cuneiform 
into Roman characters are 'transliteration' and 'normalization'. 

6 In transliteration, syllabic spellings are italic and sumerograms 
are non-italic. 

7 In normalization, Babylonian is written (more or less) as it was 
pronounced. 

8 In normalization, sumerograms are converted into Babylonian. 

9 In normalization, double consonants and markers of vowel 
length or contraction are inserted where necessary. 

10 In normalization, a line over a vowel means it is long; a 
circumflex accent over it means it results from contraction of 
two vowels. 



5 
................................................................................................. 

Roots and patterns 

Most Babylonian words (including nouns, adjectives and verbs) are 
formed according to regular patterns, by adding sounds to groups 
of three letters. These groups of letters, which typically consist of 
three consonants, are known as 'roots'. Roots are marked with the 
square root symbol ..J, so that, for example, '..Jn~r' means 'the root 
n~r'. (It does not imply that any mathematics is involved!) 

A root has a basic meaning associated with it, and the meanings 
of the words derived from it are related to this basic meaning. For 
example, ..Jn~r is associated with the basic meaning of 'guarding'. 
From it are derived the words nii~iru 'a guard', ni~ru 'protection', 
ni~irtu 'a guarded thing', i.e. 'treasure, secret', na~iiru 'to guard', 
ma~~arutu (from man~arutu) 'safekeeping', na~ru 'guarded', etc. 

Given knowledge of a word's root, the meaning of the root, and 
the meaning conveyed by the pattern through which the word is 
formed, one can usually get a good idea of what the word is likely 
to mean. For example, for the word nerebu: if one knows it comes 
from ..J'rb, that the meaning of this root is 'to enter', and that the 
pattern from which nerebu is formed typically denotes the place 
associated with the root (see Unit 46.r), one will not be surprised 
to learn that nerebu means 'place of entering', i.e. 'entrance'! 

To describe the patterns through which words are derived from 
roots, we will use P RS to represent the three root letters. This 
provides convenient shorthand: we can simply say 'the pattern 
taPaRRaSi' instead of saying 'the letters ta, followed by the first 
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root letter, followed by the letter a, followed by the second root 
letter, same again, followed by the letter a, followed by the third 
root letter, followed by i'. 

The pattern ,an be tUfllt:J intu an al:tual word by substituting P, 
Rand S with the relevant root letters. For example, the pattern 
PiiRiSu means 'the (male) person who performs the action of the 
root'. Thus for ..fn~r ('guarding') the PiiRiSu form is nii~iru, and 
means 'a guard'; for ..fmh~ ('beating'), the PiiRiSu form is miihi~u, 
and means 'a beater, a striker'. 

In specifying patterns we will use the symbol v to mean 'a short 
vowel' and the symbol vto mean 'a long vowel'. For example, the 
pattern iPRvS means 'the letter i, followed by the first root letter, 
followed by the second root letter, followed by a short vowel, 
followed by the third root letter'. Which vowel to insert will be 
explained from Unit to Unit as you learn new patterns. 

1 
I 

Exercise 5.1: Put the roots ..frkb 'to ride', ..fsrq 'to steal', and ..fhbs 
'to be swollen' through the following patterns: PaRSiiku, PaRSiita, 
PaRSiiti, PaRiS, PaRSat, PaRSiinu, PaRSiitunu, PaRSiitina, PaRS';' 
PaRSii. 

Exercise 5.2.: Create the forms for the roots ..fnks 'to cut', ..fpss 'to 
anoint', ..fptr 'to loosen', and ..fbqm 'to pluck out' according to 
the following patterns: uPaRRiS, tuPaRRiS, tuPaRRiSi, uPaRRiS, 
nuPaRRiS, tuPaRRiSii, uPaRRiSu, uPaRRiSii. (The repetition of 
uPaRRiS is deliberate. You will see why after studying Unit 16.2.) 



Part two 

Nouns and adjectives 

6 
................................................................................................. 

Overview of nouns and adjectives 

Like English, Babylonian has nouns (words denoting things, 
e.g. 'king', 'road', 'happiness') and adjectives (words which qualify 
nouns, e.g. 'good', 'fast', 'ugly'). This Unit introduces you to 
several facts about them; you do not need to absorb them all before 
moving on. (See also Unit 46.) 

6.1 'A', 'the', 'some', 'any' 

Babylonian has no articles, neither definite ('the') nor indefinite 
('a', 'an'). 

sarru = 'king', 'a king', or 'the king'; illt = 'gods' or 'the gods' 

The translation is determined by context. Babylonian also usually 
leaves 'some' and 'any' unexpressed. Insert one of these in 
translation when you judge that the sense requires it. 
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Indispensable though they may seem to us, articles (words such 
as 'a', 'the') are comparatively rare in the world's languages as a 
whole. That they cluster so densely in the languages of Western 
Europe is probably no coincidence but the result of mutual 
influence over the centuries (a so-called 'areal phenomenon') . ...................................................................................................... 

6.2 Grammatical 'case' 

In Babylonian, the dictionary form of nouns and adjectives 
can be analysed as a 'stem' + a grammatical ending (e.g. sarru(m) 

'king' = sarr + u(m)). This ending varies with the grammatical 
function (subject, object, etc.) which the word serves in the 
sentence. 

The principle that a word changes in accordance with the function 
it serves in the sentence also occasionally manifests itself in English, 
e.g. 'I' (subject) vs. 'me' (other functions). (With English 'lime', 
however, the entire word changes, rather than just the ending.) 

When Babylonian nouns and adjectives vary their endings according 
to the role which they play in the grammar of the sentence, they are 
said to change 'case'. A small minority do not change their ending 
according to case; they are said to be 'indeclinable'. 

6.3 The three cases 

Old and Middle Babylonian had three cases, known as 
'nominative', 'accusative' and 'genitive'. (On vocatives see below.) 
The nominative case is used for the subject of the sentence, and also 
where no other case is obviously necessary (e.g. in lists of words). 
The accusative case is used for the direct object. It can also be used 
with adverbial meaning (see Unit 36.5). 

Insight 
To remember that the accusative is used for the direct object, 
think of the sentence 'I accuse you!' ...................................................................................................... 
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The genitive case is used after all prepositions (words like 'in', 'to', 
'of), and in constructions meaning 'of' (see Unit 10). 

In all plurals (nouns, adjectives, masculine, feminine), the 
accusative and genitive endings are the same. 

6.4 Vocatives 

In Old Babylonian, vocatives (words calling out to people, e.g. 
'0 my lord') sometimes display no case vowel. 

OB sabit '0 ale wife' (from sabitum) 

Later in the language, the nominative is often used. 

SB belu '0 lord' 

When nouns with possessive suffixes (see Unit II) are used as 
vocatives, they appear in the form which serves for nominative and 
accusative. 

beli '0 my lord' 

(Strictly speaking, one could say that Old Babylonian has a 
vocative case, on a par with the nominative, accusative and genitive 
cases. However, vocatives are so rare that one can get away with 
thinking about them as isolated oddities, without going to the 
trouble of learning an extra case as such.) 

6.S Grammatical 'gender' 

English has two genders for people (masculine, feminine) and one 
for objects (neuter): 'he, she, it'. Babylonian has only two genders: 
masculine and feminine. Since there is no neuter ('it') gender, the 
masculine and feminine genders are used for all nouns. Thus, if one 
translated very literally, animals and inanimate objects would be 
referred to as 'he' and 'she' rather than 'it'. The grammatical gender 
of nouns denoting living beings is intuitively predictable: living 
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beings of male sex (man, boy, bull, king, billy-goat) have mascul" 
gender, and living beings of female sex (woman, girl, cow, queen, 
nanny-goat) have feminine gender. For other words, grammatical 
gender can usually be deduced from the 'dictionary form' (i.e. the 
form used in the Glossary at the hack of this book): if 't' appears 
after the root letters, the gender is feminine; if not, the gender is 
usually masculine. (You will become proficient in identifying the 
root letters as your study of Babylonian proceeds.) 

Feminine equivalents of masculine nouns and adjectives are formed 
by adding t or at (which in some words changes to et) to the 
masculine stem. This t is known as the 'feminine t'. 

belu 'lord' -+ beltu 'lady' 

sarru 'king' -+ sarratu 
'queen' 

rimu 'wild bull' -+ rimtu 'wild 
cow' 

damqu 'good (m.)' -+ damqatu 
'good (f.)' 

If a noun which does not have 't' after the three root letters is 
feminine, this is stated in the Glossary (see e.g. inu(m) 'eye'). 

Knowing a noun's gender is important, because it determines the 
form of words which qualify it or refer to it. For instance, if one 
wanted to say 'its' in Babylonian, this would literally be 'his' (-su) 
or 'her' (-sa), depending on whether the referent was masculine or 
feminine. 

Adjectives have separate forms for masculine and feminine. They 
are listed in the Glossary by their masculine forms. 

rimu kadru 'rampaging wild bull' 
rimtu kadirtu 'rampaging wild cow' 

6.6 Grammatical 'number' 

In English, nouns can be either singular ('man', 'ship') or plural 
('men', 'ships'). In Babylonian there is another possibility, known 
as 'dual' (used for pairs of things, such as hands, eyes, etc.). Being 



· the singular, dual or plural is known as a word's 'number'. 
~ouns have different forms for singular, dual and plural. Adjectives 
Iso have different forms for singular and duaVplural (dual and 

a lural adjectives are identical). The fact that adjectives change from 
~ingular to plural is unfamiliar to English speakers. 

6.7 Position of adjectives 

Adjectives normally follow the nouns they qualify, e.g. sarru rabU 
'the great king', but in poetic language the opposite can happen. 
In poetry, a noun and its adjective can even be separated by a verb. 

OB patri ispuku rabutim 'They cast great swords' (Gilg. II 167) 

6.8 Agreement between nouns and adjectives 

Adjectives agree with the nouns they qualify in case, gender and 
number. Thus if a noun is nominative feminine plural, an adjective 
qualifying it will also be nominative feminine plural. 

6.9 Agreement between nouns in apposition 

A word is in 'apposition' to another word when it is juxtaposed 
to it and functions like an epithet of it, e.g. 'That's my daughter 
Marigold' - 'Marigold' is in apposition to 'my daughter'. In 
Babylonian, nouns in apposition agree in case with the nouns 
they qualify. 

SB ina qibit assur beliya 'By the command of Assur, my lord' 
(Asar. 57: V·4) 

Assur stands in the genitive case, so 'my lord', which is in apposition 
to Assur, also stands in the genitive case (see Unit 11.5). 

6.10 Words functioning as nouns 

Adjectives, both masculine and feminine, can be used as nouns, 
e.g. tabu 'good' (m. sg.) can mean 'a/the good man', tabtu 'good' 
(f. sg.) can mean 'a/the good woman'. Feminine adjectives are often 
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used as abstract nouns, e.g. tiibtu 'good' (f. sg.) can also mean 
'goodness'. When they are so used, this is indicated in the Glossary 
(see e.g. tiibu(m) 'good'; the m in brackets is explained below). 

As will be explained in Unit 22, infinitives of verbs can be used as 
singular nouns. 

6.11 Mimation 

Many grammatical charts in this book, especially those for nouns 
and adjectives, display an m in brackets at the end of a form. This 
means that the m can be present, but need not be. This m is known 
as 'mimation' (from mim, the Arabic name of the letter M). When 
it occurs at the end of a word (without the particle -mal, this m is 
usually present in Old Babylonian, and usually absent in later periods. 
It began to be lost in the spoken language already towards the end 
of the Old Babylonian period (c. 1500 BC), but, owing to their liking 
for traditional spellings, scribes wrote it sporadically (and at times 
haphazardly) even after it had completely vanished from the spoken 
language. When the word was followed by the particle -ma, mimation 
was 'protected', and continued to exist even in the first millennium BC. 

OB sarrum and sarrum-ma; SB sarru but sarrum-ma 

Mimation is supplied in brackets in the Glossary. When a word is cited 
in isolation in the main text of the book, mimation is usually omitted. 

6.12 Names and epithets 

Names and epithets sometimes stand in the nominative even though 
the grammar would lead one to expect genitive or accusative. Some 
names do not have a 'case vowel' . 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

Unlike modern western names, whose original meanings 
are no longer recognizable, Babylonian names usually had a 
clear meaning. They varied in length from just one word (e.g. 
salluru, lit. 'plum') to an entire sentence. In this book, when 
several words form a name, they are joined by an en dash (-) . ...................................................................................................... 



6.13 Babylonian singulars corresponding to English plurals 

In English, if one were to behold a pile of slain warriors, one would 
speak of 'the bodies of the warriors' - 'bodies' because there are 
many of them. Instead, Babylonian would usually say 'the body of 
the warriors' because each warrior only has one body. Similarly, 
where English would say 'the cats lifted their tails', Babylonian 
would usually say 'the cats lifted their tail' - the idea being again 
that each cat is only lifting one tail. Occasionally, however, 
Babylonian behaves like English. 

6.1" '-er' and '-est' 

In English, we have special forms of the adjective: one ending 
in '-er' (the comparative: 'bigger', 'lighter'), one in '-est' (the 
superlative: 'biggest', 'lightest'). Babylonian adjectives do not have 
special comparative or superlative forms. The idea of something 
being more or less than something else is conveyed by eli (literally 
'upon', 'over'), which translates as 'than'. 

SB eli ba/tuti ima"idu mituti 'The dead will be numerous upon 
the living', i.e. 'The dead will be more numerous than the 
living' (ID Nin. 20) 

Did you know? 
Babylonian poets sometimes borrowed phrases or lines from 
each other. The most striking case (from which the sentence 
above is taken) is that of four lines in which the goddess 
IStar threatens to bring up the dead to devour the living. 
They occur almost verbatim in The Epic of Gilgamd, IStar's 
Descent and Nergal and EreSkigal. ...................................................................................................... 

The idea of something being' ... est' seems simply to be conveyed by 
context, particularly in conjunction with ina 'among': 

SB suturaku ina ilati (Gula Hymn 4) 

While this sentence could be translated as 'I am very great among 
the goddesses', the sense is very probably 'I am the greatest among 
the goddesses'. 
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6.15 Emphatic -ma 

A noun can be emphasized by attaching the particle -rna to it. 

OB ana beltiya-ma takliiku 'I trust in my lady' (AbB I, 

53: 24-2 5) 

The particle does not have a direct English counterpart. The 
emphasis could be rendered in translation by rephrasing, e.g. 'It 
is in my lady that 1 trust'. (-rna following a noun can also indicate 
that the noun is the predicate of a verbless clause; see Unit 29.3.) 

6.16 'And', 'or' 

Babylonian often omits to say 'and' and 'or' between nouns. When 
you feel that one of these is necessary, supply it in translation. 

6.17 Compound words 

Babylonian has very few compound words. They are formed 
like genitive constructions (see Unit 10), except that the second 
word does not necessarily have the genitive ending but ends in 
-u(rn), -a(rn), -i(rn) depending on its case, like any normal noun or 
adjective. 

e~ern~eru 'backbone' (from e~erntu 'bone' and ~eru 'back') 
asaredu 'foremost' (from asru 'place' and (w)edu 'sole, single') 

The most important things to remember 

1 The endings of Babylonian nouns and adjectives change 
according to the word's grammatical 'case' (which is determined 
by its role in the sentence), its number (sg., dual or pl.) and 
its gender (m. or f.) 

2 The nominative case is used for the subject. 

3 The accusative case is used for the direct object. 



Ie The genitive case is used after all prepositions. 

5 The grammatical gender of Babylonian nouns and adjectives 
can be masculine or feminine. 

6 All feminine adjectives and most feminine nouns have t 
(the 'feminine t') before the vowel u in the dictionary form. 

7 In prose, adjectives directly follow the nouns they qualify; in 
poetry, the adjective can precede them and/or be separated 
from them. 

8 Adjectives agree in number, gender and case with the nouns 
they qualify. 

9 Adjectives can be used as nouns. 

10 In Old Babylonian, many nouns and adjectives ended in m 
('mimation'), which was lost in later periods of the language. 
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................................................................................................. 

Nouns and adjectives, singular 

As was said in Unit 6.2, nouns and adjectives change their ending 
depending on their grammatical 'case', which is determined by the 
role they play in the grammar of the sentence. The subject of the 
sentence stands in the 'nominative' case, the object stands in the 
'accusative' case, and words introduced by prepositions ('in', 'on', 
'of', etc.) stand in the 'genitive' case. The endings for the three 
cases are the same for singular nouns and singular adjectives. For 
the m in brackets, see Unit 6. I I . 

7.1 Old and Middle Babylonian 

In Old and Middle Babylonian (i.e. c. 1900-1000 Be), the case 
endings for singular nouns and adjectives are as follows: 

Nominative 
Accusative 
Genitive 

Insight 

(subject) 
(object) 
(after prepositions) 

-u(m) 

-a(m) 

-i(m) 

The sequence nominative accusative genitive forms the 
acronym 'nag'; the sequence -u -a -i can be remembered easily 
by thinking of the sounds in the sentence 'you are free' . ...................................................................................................... 

30 

The case endings are added directly to the word's stem. When the 
stem ends in a consonant, it can be found by removing the case 
ending and mimation from the dictionary form (i.e. the form under 
which it is listed in the Glossary). 



sa"u(m) 'king' -+ stem sarr
sarratu(m) 'queen' -+ stem sarrat-

The singular forms of these two words in the three cases are as 

follows: 

'king' 'queen' 
nom. sarru(m) sarratu(m) 

acC. sarra(m) sarrata(m) 

gen. sarri(m) sarrati(m) 

When the word stem ends in a vowel, this vowel and the case 
vowel contract (see Unit 47.1), so that the stem vowel disappears 
and the dictionary form bears a circumflex accent on the case 
vowel, e.g. rubu 'nobleman' (from rubau; stem ruba-). In such 
cases the word stem is provided in the Glossary, so that you can see 
which vowel has contracted with the case ending. 

An exception to vowel contraction is that in Old Babylonian the 
sequence ia usually stays uncontracted. 

anni- 'this' nom. (anniu(m) -+) annu(m) 
acc. (annia(m) -+) anna(m) (Old Bab. anniam) 
gen. (annii(m) -+) anni(m) 

Some books insert' between any two adjacent vowels which have 
not contracted, e.g. anni'am instead of anniam; the meaning does 
not change. 

In all periods, the sequence ai or ai contracts to e. 

ruba- 'nobleman' nom. (rubau(m) -+) rubu(m) 
acc. (rubaa(m) -+) ruba(m) 
gen. (rubai(m) -+) rube(m) 

Note: the feminine equivalents of masculine nouns and adjectives 
whose stem ends in a vowel do not have stems ending in a vowel, 
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because t is added to the masculine stem (see Unit 6.5). The vowel 
before t, if short, is lengthened: 

stem anni- m. annu(m) 'this' -+ f. annitu(m) 'this' 
stem rubii- m. rubu(m) 'nobleman' -+ f. rubiitu(m) 'noblewoman' 
stem kanu- m. kanu(m) 'cherished' -+ f. kanittu(m) 'cherished' 

7.2 Standard Babylonian 

Around 1000 BC, short vowels at the end of words ceased to be 
pronounced distinctly. The effects of this change in writing vary 
from one manuscript (i.e. cuneiform tablet) to another, according 
to the habits, training and skill of the scribe. On some first 
millennium manuscripts, short vowels at the end of a word seem 
to be written virtually at random. On others, they are written in 
accordance with the rules of second millennium grammar. 

When translating first millennium literature, the rule of thumb is 
that you will often, but not always, see second millennium endings; 
and that endings are not an infallible guide to the role which words 
play in a sentence's grammar. When it looks as though the endings 
might be awry from the standpoint of second millennium grammar, 
be guided by the context. 

Many Standard Babylonian manuscripts were written by Assyrian 
scribes. (Indeed, our single most important source for Babylonian 
literature and scholarship is the libraries of the Assyrian king 
Assurbanipal.) Many of the sentences in the exercises and examples 
are taken from such manuscripts. 

Did you know? 
The Assyrian king Assurbanipal (668 until c. 627 BC), raised 
as a scholar rather than a future ruler, assembled enormous 
libraries of cuneiform manuscripts in his capital Nineveh. 
They were the largest in history before that of Alexandria. 
Excavated in the 19th century, the tablets are now in the 
British Museum. 



First millennium Assyrian scribes often use their own case system 
(see Unit 41.4), so th.at word ~n.dings ~re more regular than in 
Babylonian manuscnpts, but It IS possIble to translate correctly 
without being aware of this. Since Assyrian often has e where 
Babylonian has i, do not be surprised to encounter e instead of i 
while doing Standard Babylonian exercises. 

7.3 Adjectives, masculine and feminine 

As noted in Unit 6.6, Babylonian adjectives have different forms 
for masculine and feminine. The masculine form is used when 
qualifying a masculine noun, the feminine form when qualifying a 
feminine noun. In the Glossary, the feminine form is given after the 
masculine form. 

nom. 
acc. 
gen . 

'gracious god' 
ilu(m} damqu(m) 
ila(m) damqa(m} 
i1i(m) damqi(m) 

'gracious goddess' 
iltu(m) damiqtu(m) 
i1ta(m} damiqta(m} 
ilti(m} damiqti(m) 

...................................................... ················································1 
Insight 

The stem of feminine singular adjectives always ends in t . ...................................................................................................... 
Exercise 7.1, Old Babylonian: Normalize the sentences below and 
translate them into English. (On square brackets, used to indicate a 
damaged or lost sign on the original, see Unit 2.2.) 

Examples: ma-tum ki-ma li-i i-sa-ab-bu (isabbu 'it is bellowing'); 
¢ miitum kima Ii isabbu 'The country is bellowing like a bull' 
(AHlIi 3) 

a-wa-tum an-ni-tum saT-Ta-am i-ka-sa-a[d] (ikassad 'it will reach') 
¢ awiitum annitum sarram ikassa[d] 'This word will reac[h] the 
king' (AbB 5, 125: 6'-8') 

a-na saT-ri-im a-qa-ab-bi (aqabbi 'I will speak') 
as-su mi-ni-im ta-ak-Ia-su (taklasu 'you detained him') 
i-na ka-ap-ri-im ba-ru-um u-ul i-ba-as-si (ul ibassi 'there is not') 
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na-ak-ru-um i-na ma-tim na-di-i (nadi 'he has settled') 
u-ku-ul-tam su-bi-lim (subilim 'send to me!') 
i-na bi-ti-im ri-qi-im wa-as-ba-ku (wasbiiku 'I am living') 
is-tu u-ri-im a-ma-qu-ut (amaqqut 'I will jump down') 
su-ku-un (sukun 'set!') a-da-na-am 
an-za-am ku-su-ud (kusud 'defeat'!) 
i-Iu-um-ma (don't translate -mal u a-wi-Ium li-ib-ta-al-li-Iu 

{libtallilu 'may they be thoroughly mixed'} pu-hu-ur i-na (i-it-ti 
ru-u'-tam id-du-u (iddu 'they threw') e-Iu ti-if-ti 

Exercise 7.2, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last two sentences 
are MB. 

ri-ig-ma u-se-eb-bu-u (usebbU 'they made resound') i-na ma-tim 
u-bu-ut (ubut 'destroy!') bi-ta bi-ni (bini 'build!') e-le-ep-pa ma
ak-ku-ra ze-e-er-ma (zer-ma 'spurn ... ! and') na-pi-is-ta bu-ul
Ii-it (bullit 'preserve!') 

a-na (ana 'onto') g;'di-im-tim a-na mi-ni-im i-ti-ni-il-li (itenelli 
'he constantly goes up') 

am-mi-nim (amminim = ana minim) it-ti na-ma-aS-te-e ta-at-ta
na-Ia-ak (tattanallak 'you roam through') $e-ram 

ha-ri-im-tum is-ta-si (istasi 'she called out to') a-wi-lam 
li-ip-te-kum {liptekum 'may he open for you'} pa-da-nam 
pe-hi-tam 

i-di-in (idin 'give!') a-na sar-ri-im ka-ak-ka-am da-an-na-am 
a-na u -mi-im an-ni-i-im uz-na-ia i-ba-as-si-a (uzniiya ibassiii 

4 

'my attention is focussed' ana 'on') 
si-ru-um a-na si-ri-i[ml i-na-zi-iq (inazziq 'it worries' ana 

'about') 
a-ga-a $i-i-ra tu-up-pi-ra-su (tuppiriisu 'you (pl.) crowned him 

with') 
a-sa-re-du-ta $i-ru-ta qar-du-ta ta-qi-sa-su (taqisiisu 'you (pl.) 

bestowed upon him') 

Exercise 7.3, Old and Middle Babylonian: For the sumerograms, 
look up the Babylonian word in the list at the back of the book, 
and put it into the case (nominative, accusative or genitive) 
which is appropriate to the grammatical context. The last sentence 
isMB. 



geStin ta-ba-am su-bi-Iam (subilam 'send to me!') 
ku.babbar it i.gis u-ul i-di-nu-nim (ul iddinunim 'they did not 
give me') 

i-na e.gal-lim an-ni-im ir-bi (irbi 'he grew up') 
mi-il-kum sa munus im-ta-qu-ut (imtaqut 'fell') ana sa-sll (ana 
libbisu 'into his heart') 

kas is-ti-a-am (isti'am 'he drank') 
is-sa-qar-am (issaqqaram 'he spoke') a-na kar.kid 
suku u-ul ni-su (nisu 'we have') 
gun it ma-da-ta ugu-su-nu u-kin (elisunu ukin 'I imposed upon 
them') 

Exercise 7.4, Standard Babylonian: Remember that e may occur in 
place of i; see section 7.2. 

ga-me-lu ul a-mur (amur 'I could find') 
a-dan-na i-te-eq ('he/shelit passed') 
ki-ma sU-uS-kal-li u-kat-ti-man-ni (ukattimanni 'it enveloped 
me') sit-tu 

ina hu-ha-ri sa e-re-e sa-hi-ip (sahip 'he is caught') 
da-a-a-na (dayyana; see Unit 44.10) ~al-pa mi-se-ra tu-kal-lam 
(tukallam 'you make (s/o) experience (s/th)') 

u-rap-pa-as (urappas 'he will enlarge') kim-ta mes-ra-a i-ra-as-si 
(irassi 'he will acquire') 

sa-ar-tu le-pu-us (lepus 'I will commit') 
[ni]-~ir-ta i-mur-ma (imur-ma 'he saw"" and') ka-tim-ti ip-tu 
(iptu 'he opened') 

i~-~a-lim (i§§alim 'it turned black') ur-pa-tum pe-§i-tum 
mu-tum ki-ma im-ba-ri i-za-an-nun (izannun 'it was raining 
down') ugu-su-un (elisun 'upon them') 

i-na pu-uz-ri u-lid-an-ni (ulidanni 'she gave birth to me') is-kun
an-ni (iskunanni 'she placed me') i-na qup-pi sa su-ri 

na-ruq-qu ra-kis-tU i-din-su (idinsu 'give him!') 

The most important things to remember 

1 In Old and Middle Babylonian (second millennium Be), 
singular nouns and adjectives have the same endings, 
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2 The three cases are clearly distinguished. 

3 -u(m) for nominative. 

" -aIm) for accusative. 

5 -;(m) for genitive. 

6 The bracketed m ('mimation') is usually present in Old 
Babylonian, and usually absent later. Otherwise, singular 
nouns and adjectives have the same endings in Old and 
Middle Babylonian. 

7 In Standard Babylonian (first millennium BC), the case system 
no longer works properly: the vowels at the end of singular 
nouns and adjectives are sometimes written at random. 

8 A given adjective has both masculine and feminine forms. 

9 The 'stem' of a noun or adjective can be found by removing 
-u(m) from the dictionary form. 

10 If the dictionary form ends in -u(m), with a circumflex accent 
on the u, this means that the stem ends in a vowel. 



8 
................................................................................................. 

Nouns, plural 

Masculine nouns and feminine nouns have different endings in the 
plural. Any given noun has the same endings for genitive plural and 
accusative plural. 

8.1 Old and Middle Babylonian, masculine 

In Old and Middle Babylonian (second millennium BC), the case 
endings for masculine plural nouns are as follows: 

nom. -it, acc. -i, gen. -i 

The endings are added directly to the word stem (to identify the 
stem see Unit 7.1). 

sg. pI. 
nom. sarru(m) sarrit 
acc. sarra(m) sarri 
gen. sarri(m) sarri 

Masculine nouns which originated as adjectives or which look 
like adjectives sometimes take adjectival endings in the plural 
(e.g. et/u(m) 'young man', nom. pI. et/ittu(m); these endings are 
described in Unit 9.1). 

8.2 Old and Middle Babylonian, feminine 

In Old and Middle Babylonian (second millennium BC), the case 
endings for feminine plural nouns are as follows: 

nom. -iitu(m), acc. -iiti(m), gen. -iiti(m) 
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To add the feminine plural endings to a noun, one takes the noun 
in its dictionary form, removes the ending -u(m), the feminine -t
(if present), and (if present) preceding short a or e. The appropriate 
plural ending is added to what remains. 

nom. sg. 
sarratu(m) 'queen' 
kassaptu(m) 'witch' 
inu(m) 'eye' 

nom. pI. 
sarratu(m) 
kassapatu (m ) 
inatu(m) 

If the noun is related to an e-verb (see Unit 14.13), the plural 
endings -atu(m) and -iiti(m) usually change to -etu(m) and -eti(m). 

beltu(m) 'lady' (belu 'to rule') - nom. pI. beletu(m) 
erretu(m) 'curse' (ereru 'to curse') - nom. pI. erretu(m) 
uniqu(m) 'female goat kid' (enequ 'to suckle') - nom. pI. 

uniqetu(m) 

(As you become familiar with the patterns according to which 
Babylonian nouns are formed (see Unit 46), it will become easy for 
you to spot relations between nouns and verbs.) 

8.3 Standard Babylonian 

In vernacular Babylonian of the first millennium, cases were no 
longer distinguished in the plural: masculine nouns simply ended 
in -/ or -ani (several sumerograms can be normalized with either 
ending), feminine nouns in -at- followed by an indistinct vowel 
(usually spelled i). 

sg. 
m. ilu 'god' 
m. sarru 'king' 
f. sarratu 'queen' 

f. kassaptu 
'witch' 

pI. 
iii or ilani 'gods' 
sarri or sarrani 'kings' 
sarriiti (also -ate and -atu, more rarely -ata) 

'queens' 
kassapati (also -ate and -iitu, more rarely 

-ata) 'witches' 



occasionally, -ani appears as -eni. As in the second millennium, 
when the noun is related to an e-verb, -at- changes to -et-. 

erretu 'curse' (ereru 'to curse') -+ pI. erreti 

Most Standard Babylonian manuscripts follow the system of the 
contemporary vernacular language, but a minority use second 
millennium endings. Assyrian manuscripts usually spell -i as -e and 
-ati as -ate. 

Insigii·i·············································· .......................................... . 
The long i in the masculine plural suffix -ani probably often 
shortened to i. Consequently, many Assyriologists normalize 
the suffix as -ani: sarrani 'kings' . ...................................................................................................... 

8.4 Changes caused by feminine plural endings 

Sometimes, the addition of the feminine plural ending results in 
changes. These changes are the same in Old, Middle, and Standard 
Babylonian. In describing the changes, we will cite words in their 
Middle Babylonian forms (which differ from Old Babylonian ones 
in the absence of mimation, and from Standard Babylonian ones in 
the final vowel). 

1) Sometimes in the singular a consonant in contact with the 
feminine t has become assimilated to it (on assimilation see 
Unit 47.9). Since in the plural it is no longer in contact with t, 
the stem usually regains its original form. 

nom. sg. 
kittu (from kintu) 'firmness' 
ittu (from idtu) 'ominous sign' 
suttu (from suntu) 'dream' 

nom. pI. 
kinatu 
idatu 
sunatu 

2) Babylonian allows two consecutive syllables ending in a 
short vowel to occur only at the end of a word; if they occur 
elsewhere, the vowel of the second syllable is elided (see Unit 47.4). 
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Accordingly, the feminine plural ending sometimes induces vowel 
elision: 

nom. sg. nom. pI. 
puluhtu 'fear' 
damiqtu 'good thing' 

(puluhatu ~) pulhatu 
(damiqatu ~) damqatu 

These two phenomena ('undone' assimilation and vowel elision) 
can occur in one and the same form: 

nom. sg. 
pirittu (from piridtu) 'terror' 
marustu (from maru~tu) 
'distress' 

8.5 Vowel contraction in plurals 

nom. pI. 
(piridatu(m) ~) pirdatu(m) 
(maru~atu(m) ~) mar~atu(m) 

When the vowel of the plural ending is itself preceded by a vowel, 
the two vowels usually contract (see Unit 47.1). This happens in 
both masculine and feminine nouns. 

rubit 'nobleman' (from rubau) ~ nom. pI. rubit (from rubau) 
awatu 'word' ~ nom. pI. awatu (from awaatu) 

However, in Old Babylonian the sequence ia often stays 
uncontracted. 

rabitu(m) 'big thing' ~ Old Bab. nom. pI. rabiatum 
(but rabatum also possible) 

The sequence ai contracts to e. 

rubit 'nobleman' (from rubau) ~ acc./gen. pI. rube 
mit 'water' (from maul ~ acc./gen. pI. me 
samit 'heaven' (from samau) -+ acc./gen. pI. same 



8.6 Nouns which occur in the plural only 

Some nouns occur only in the plural. 

nisu 'people' (f.!) 
mu 'water', 'the waters' 
samu 'heaven', 'the heavens' 
dadmu 'villages', 'the inhabited world' 
libbatu(m} 'anger' 

In the Glossary they are marked 'pI. only'. 

8.7 Change of gender from singular to plural 

Some nouns are masculine in the singular but feminine in the 
plural. (The opposite does not happen.) 

bitu 'house' -+ bitatu 'houses'; eqlu 'field' -+ eqletu 'fields' 

In the Glossary such cases are marked with 'pI. -atu' (or 'pI. -etu'). 

Insight 
In the noun bitu 'house', the t at the end of the stem is not 
the 'feminine t' but a root letter: the root is ...jbit. In the 
singular, bitu is masculine. 

8.8 Unusual plurals 

A few nouns have masculine plural endings, but are nonetheless 
grammatically feminine (i.e. they take feminine plural adjectives and 
feminine plural verbal endings; feminine plural suffixes refer to them). 

nisu 'people'; ~enu 'sheep and goats' 

Three short masculine nouns double the stem consonant when the 
plural is formed: 

abu 'father' -+ nom. pI. abbu 'fathers' 
ahu 'brother' -+ nom. pI. ahhu 'brothers' 
i~u 'tree' -+ nom. pI. i~~u 'trees' 
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In Old Babylonian, two frequently used masculine nouns insert -a
between the stem and the plural ending. (The a is never visible, as it 
always contracts with the plural ending.) 

awilu 'man' -+ nom. pI. awilu (from awilau) 
§uharu 'young man' -+ nom. pI. §uharu (from §uharau) 

This is rare in other periods. 

In Old Babylonian the masculine plural ending -anu/-ani occurs 
mostly with alu(m) 'town'. 

alu(m) 'town' -+ OB nom. pI. alanu 

Exercise 8.1, Old Babylonian 
a-wi-lu-u bi-tam ip-Iu-su (iplusu 'they broke into') 
sar-ru-tam sa (translate sa as 'over') ni-si i-si-im-kum (isimkum 

'he destined you for') den-iii 
na-ab-Iu im-ta-aq-qit-tu (imtaqqutu 'they gradually died down') 
me-le-em-mu i-ha-li-qu (ihalliqu 'they are escaping') i-na qi-si-im 
li-ib-ba-tim im-ta-Ia (imtala 'he has become full of') 
si-bi u-kal-Iam (ukallam 'he will display') 
sa-am-mu i-na a.sa-lim u-ul i-ba-as-su-u (ibassu 'there are') 
tup-pa-am a-na me-e ad-di (addi 'I threw') 
mu-u u-ul i-ba-as-su-u (ibassu 'there are') 
al-pu sa-al-mu (salmu 'they are healthy') 
a-wi-lu-u i-na nu-pa-ri-im ka-Iu-u (kalu 'they are detained') 
a-lam ut-te-er (utter 'he turned' ana 'into') a-na ti-Ii it kar-mi 
a-wi-le-e wu-[u]s-si-ir (wussir 'release!') 

Exercise 8.2, Standard Babylonian: When normalizing 
sumerograms, use Middle Babylonian forms. 

i-na di-ma-a-ti si-hir-ti uru (sihirti ali 'round the town') a-lui 
pag-ri-su-un (alul pagrisun 'I hung their bodies') 

a-na pul-ha-a-ti sa ugmeS i-sim-su (isimsu 'he solemnly appointed 
him' ana 'as') den-iii (Gilg. II 228) 

da-mi ki-ma im-ba-ri u-sa-az-na-[an] (usaznan 'he makes rain 
down') (said of a demon) 

ina ka-ma-a-ti rab-§u (rab§u 'they were sitting') 



da_nun-na-ki is-su-u (issu 'they carried') di-pa-ra-a-ti 
lu kam-c su ' ina sap-Ii-ka (114 kamsu ina saplika 'may they bow 
down beneath you') lugalmd idimmd (kabtutu 'magnates') 

u nunmd 

The most important things to remember 

1 In the plural, masculine and feminine nouns have different 
endings. 

2 In Old and Middle Babylonian, masculine plural nouns end 
in -14 (nominative), -i (accusative), -i (genitive). 

3 In Old and Middle Babylonian, feminine plural nouns end 
in -atu(m) (nominative), -ati(m) (accusative), -ati(m) (genitive). 

It In Old and Middle Babylonian, any given noun always takes 
the same ending for accusative plural and genitive plural. 

5 In Standard Babylonian, masculine plural nouns usually end 
in -i (also spelled -e) or -ani, regardless of case. 

6 In Standard Babylonian, feminine plural nouns usually end in 
-ati (also spelled -ate), regardless of case. 

7 Adding the feminine plural ending to a noun sometimes causes 
a vowel within the stem to be elided, according to the rule 
given in Unit 47+ ('Within a word, two consecutive syllables 
ending in a short vowel can only appear at the end of the word; 
in other positions, the vowel in the second syllable is lost'.) 

8 Adding the feminine plural ending to a noun sometimes 
'undoes' an assimilation which had taken place in the singular. 

9 The gender of some nouns changes from singular to plural. 

10 Some nouns occur only in the plural. These include mu 
'water', samu 'heaven' and nisu 'people'. (The last-named is 
feminine.) 
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................................................................................................ , 

Adjectives, plural 

As with nouns, a given adjective has the same endings for 
accusative plural and genitive plural. Feminine plural adjectives 
behave exactly like feminine plural nouns. 

9.1 Old and Middle Babylonian, masculine 

In Old and Middle Babylonian (c. 1900-1000 BC), the case endings 
for masculine plural adjectives are as follows: 

nom. -utu(m), acc. -uti(m), gen. -uti(m) 

The endings are added directly to the word stem (on word stems 
see Unit 7.1), e.g. damqu 'good': 

sg. pI. 
nom. damqu(m) damqutu(m) 

acc. damqu(m) damquti(m) 

gen. damqu(m) damquti(m) 

The bracketed m ('mimation') is usually present in Old Babylonian, 
and usually absent in Middle Babylonian (see Unit 6.11). 

9.2 Old and Middle Babylonian, feminine 

In Old and Middle Babylonian (c. 1900-1000 BC), the case endings 
for feminine plural adjectives are the same as the endings for 
feminine plural nouns (see Unit 8.2): 

nom. -atu(m), acc. -ati(m), gen. -ati(m) 



The bracketed m ('mimation') is usually present in Old Babylonian, 
and usually absent in Middle Babylonian (see Unit 6. II). As with 
nouns (see Unit 8.2), if the adjective is related to an e-verb, -atu(m) 
and -at;(m) change to -etu(m) and -eti(m). The feminine plural 
ending is added in the same way as for nouns. 

9.3 Standard Babylonian 

In the vernacular language of the first millennium, masculine 
plural adjectives ended in -ut- followed by an indistinct vowel, 
usually spelled as ; (e on Assyrian manuscripts). Thus the 
usual ending in writing was -uti, regardless of grammatical 
case. Most manuscripts behave thus, but a minority use second 
millennium endings. 

Feminine plural adjectives behave exactly like feminine plural 
nouns, and the same applies to them as was said in Unit 8.3 
for feminine plural nouns: they usually end in -ati (-ate on Ass. 
manuscripts), regardless of grammatical case. As with nouns 
(see Unit 8.4), the feminine plural endings can induce changes: 
'undoing' of assimilation, and vowel elision. 

nom. sg. 
damiqtu(m) 'good' 
lemuttu(m) (from 
lemuntu(m)) 'evil' 

nom. pI. 
(damiqatu(m) ~) damqatu(m) 
(lemunetu(m) ~) lemnetu(m) 

9.4 Plurals of adjectives of dimension 

In addition to taking plural endings, adjectives of dimension ('big', 
'small', 'long', 'short', etc.) sometimes (perhaps always) double 
their second root letter when forming the plural. 

nom. sg. 
rabu(m) 'big' 
~ehru(m) 'small' 

nom. pI. 
rabbutu(m) 
~ehherutu(m) 
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······iii·si~jhi·········· ......................................................................... . 
Spellings such as ra-bu-tum are ambiguous: it is not clear 
whether the middle consonant was pronounced double but 
spelled single, or actually pronounced single. In such cases of 
doubt, one can normalize ra(b)butum . ...................................................................................................... 

9.5 Plurals of adjectives as nouns 

When masculine plural adjectives are used as nouns (e.g. damqu 
meaning 'the good one', alilu meaning 'the powerful one' - see 
Unit 6.10), they usually take adjective endings. 

sibuti upahhir 'He gathered the elders' (AH 1386) 

Sometimes masculine plural adjectives take noun endings. There is 
no difference in translation . 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

It is likely that most people in ancient Mesopotamia did 
not know which year they were born in, and so could not 
determine exactly how old they were. 

9.6 Adjectival endings on plural nouns 

Nouns which originated as adjectives or which look like adjectives 
may take adjectival endings in the plural. 

et/u 'young man' -+ nom. pI. et/utu 'young men' 

Exercise 9.1, Old Babylonian 
pa-si is-pu-ku (ispuku 'they cast') ra-bu-tim 
mi-ri da-an-nu-tim a-li-li us-[ta-li-ikl (ustalik 'he sent forth') 
in e-pe-ri ra-bi-u-tim (the non-contraction is an archaism) 

suhus.suhus-su (isdisu 'its roots', said metaphorically of a city) 
ki-ma sa.tu-im (sp. sadim) u-ki-in (ukin 'he made firm') 

se-ri-ik-ta-sa (seriktasa 'her dowry', accusative; 'her' refers 
to a dead woman) dumumd mah-ru-tum (i.e. from the earlier 
marriage) u wa-ar-ku-tum (i.e. from the later marriage) 
i-zu-uz-zu (izuzzu 'they shall divide') 



pu-us-qi wa-aS-tu-tim u-[p)e-et-ti (upetti 'I found ways out of') 
et-lu-tum u-na-sa-qu (unassaqit 'they kiss') si-pi-su (sepisu 
"his feet') 

at-ta-na-al-Ia-ak (attanallak 'I was walking about') i-na bi-Ti-it 
(ina biTit 'among' + genitive) et-1u-tim 

Exercise 9.2, Old Babylonian: Pay particular attention to the 
sumerograms: look up the Babylonian word in the list at the back 
of the book, and put it into the case (nominative, accusative or 
genitive) which is appropriate to the grammatical context: 

zu.lum (plural!) wa-at-ru-tim sa i-na giskiri6 ib-ba-as-su-u 
(sa ... ibbassu 'which grew') be-el giSkiri6 -ma i_c Ie '-[ qe] 
(bel kiTim-ma ileqqe 'it is the owner of the orchard who 
will receive') 

dingir (plural!) gal.gal (nom. pI. of Tabu 'great') ib-bu-u-nin-ni 
(ibbuninni 'they called me') 

gu hi .• 14 lIZ (plural!) maShi .• sa-am-mi na-ap-su-tim li-ku-Iu 
4 

(/ikulu 'they should eat') 

Exercise 9.3, Standard Babylonian 
it-bu-u-ma (itbu-ma 'they arose') ma-li-ke-e rab-bu-tu 
dutu a-na (ana 'against') dhum-ba-ba id-kas-sum-ma (idkassum
ma 'he roused') me-he-e ra-bu-tu 

21 urumeS-su-nu (iiliinisunu 'their towns', m. pl.) dan-nu-ti 14 
urumes-ni tuc"'eS sa li-me-ti-su-nu ai-me kur-ud (alme akSud 
'I besieged (and) conquered') 

ugu tam-Ie-e su-a-tum (suiitum 'that') e.galmeS rab-ba-a-ti a-na 
mu-sab be-Iu-ti-ia (ana musab belutiya 'as my lordly residence') 
ab-ta-ni (abtani 'I built') 

u-se-el-Ia-a (usella 'I will bring up') mi-tu-ti gu meS (ikkalu 'they 
7 

will eat') bal-tu-ti 
ki-ma kasmeS (singular) a-sat-ta-a (asatta 'I will drink') ameS 
dal-hu-te 

up-pi-is-si-ma (uppissi-ma 'treat her!') ki-rna garzames la-bi-ru-t[i) 
mal-ki sep-$U-ti e-du-Tu ta-ha-zi (edUTu tiihiizi 'they feared doing 

battle with me') 
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gim ar-me a-na (ana 'onto') zuq-ti sa-qu-ti §e-ru-us-su-un e-li 
(§erussun eli 'I went up against them') 

a-na ugme,-su (nisisu 'his people', f. pl.) dal-pa-a-te u-se-§i (use~i 
'I provided') nu-u-ru 

ugu (translate eli as 'at') ep-se-e-ti an-na-a-ti lib-bi i-gug (iibbi 
igug 'my heart became furious') 

har-ri na-hal-li na-at-bak kur-i (translate natbak sad; as plural) 
me-le-e mar-§u-ti i-na gi'gu.za as-ta-am-di-ih (astamdih 
'I sped across') 

The most important things to remember 

1 In the plural, masculine and feminine adjectives have different 
endings. 

2 In Old and Middle Babylonian, feminine plural adjectives 
have the same endings as feminine plural nouns: -atu(m) 
(nominative), -ati(m) (accusative), -ati(m) (genitive). 

3 In Old and Middle Babylonian, masculine plural adjectives 
have different endings from masculine plural nouns: -utu(m) 
(nominative), -uti(m) (accusative), -uti(m) (genitive). 

Ii As with nouns, any given adjective has the same forms for 
accusative plural and genitive plural. 

5 Like feminine nouns, Standard Babylonian feminine plural 
adjectives usually end in -ati (also spelled -ate), regardless of 
grammatical case; the final short vowel can vary. 

6 Standard Babylonian masculine plural adjectives usually end 
in -uti (also spelled -ute), regardless of grammatical case; the 
final short vowel can vary. 

7 As with nouns, the feminine plural ending can cause vowel 
elision according to the rule given in Unit 47+ ('Within a 
word, two consecutive syllables ending in a short vowel can 
only appear at the end of the word; in other positions, the 
vowel in the second syllable is lost'). 



8 Adding the feminine plural ending to an adjective sometimes 
'undoes' an assimilation which had taken place in the singular. 

9 Masculine adjectives used as nouns can take noun or adjective 
endings in the plural. 

10 Adjectives of dimension sometimes (perhaps always) double 
the middle root letter in the plural. 
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................................................................................................ 

The construct state 

One way to say 'of' in Babylonian, which you have already met 
in the exercises, is to use the preposition sa 'of' followed by the 
genitive case. 

bitu sa awili 'The house of the man' 
ina biti sa awili 'In the house of the man' 

The other way of saying 'of' dispenses with sa. It is done like this: 
the second word stands in the genitive, while the first word stands 
in a form known as the 'construct' form. This way of expressing 
'of' is best understood by considering its origin. 

10.1 The origin of construct forms 

In the ancestor language of Babylonian, the notion of 'of' could 
be expressed by the genitive case alone. Thus, in the phrase 'the 
land of the enemy', 'the enemy' would stand in the genitive case 
(nakrim), meaning 'of the enemy'; 'the land' would stand in 
whatever case was appropriate for its grammatical role in the 
sentence. (The examples are in non-italic, to indicate that they are 
not Babylonian as we know it.) 

matu nakrim (with 'land' in the nominative) 
mata nakrim (with 'land' in the accusative) 
mati nakrim (with 'land' in the genitive) 

Forms such as these sometimes appear in documents written in the 
parent (or aunt and uncle) languages of Babylonian, collectively 



known as 'Old .Akkadian', in about 2400-2100 Be. (~he reason 
why mimation IS a.bsent on the firs.t o~ the two words IS probably 
that mimation orgmall~ ~erved to I~dlcate .that a ~ord had no 

ossessive suffix or genItive dependmg on It.) As time passed, the 
~abit of running the two words together in speech eroded the short 
final vowel at the end of the first word (i.e. its case vowel). This 
resulted in a single form for all three cases: 

mat nakrim 'the land of the enemy' 

This is the form which occurs in Babylonian as we know it, and this 
principle applies to all singular words. However, if the case vowel 
is preceded by two consonants (e.g. libbu 'heart', kunukku 'seal', 
mahru 'front', siriktu 'gift'), refinements set in. For if no change 
had occurred other than the loss of the case vowel, one would have 
ended up with a word ending in two consonants (iibb, kunukk, 
mahr, sirikt), which Babylonian does not tolerate (see Unit 47.13). 
In such cases, a 'helping' vowel is inserted: libbi, mahar. Which 
vowel to insert and where (after or between the two consonants) 
is determined by factors which will be explained below. 

Plurals underwent the same development as singulars. However, in 
masculine plurals the ending was 'protected' by being long, and so 
was not eroded. 

OB kakkabu samai 'The stars of heaven' (Gilg. II 6) 

In feminine plurals, the short final vowel was eroded, so the ending 
of the construct form is -at (or -et) in all three cases. 

OB ummiinat nakrim 'The troops of the enemy' 

10.2 Singular construct forms 

If stated in words, the rules for producing the construct form of a 
word sound diabolically complicated. The rules will be given here, 
but it is far easier to remember the examples. 
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A} If the case vowel is preceded by one consonant (e.g. bitu 
'house'), simply remove the case vowel. 

bitu 'house' -> bit 

(Exception: in Old Babylonian, nouns related to III-weak verbs
see Unit 23 - often have construct forms ending in a vowel, e.g. tibi 
nakrim 'attack of the enemy' from tibum 'attack', related to tebu.) 

B} If the case vowel is preceded by two different consonants, the 
second of which is not the feminine t (e.g. mahru 'front', sipru 
'work', mur~u 'illness'), remove the case vowel and insert between the 
adjacent consonants the same vowel as appears earlier in the word. 

mahru 'front' -> mahar; sipru 'work' -> sipir; mur~u 'illness' -+ 

muru~ 

(Adjectives used as nouns follow a slightly different rule: the 
'helping vowel' need not be the same as the vowel earlier in the 
word. However, such forms are rare.) 

C) If the case vowel is preceded by two different consonants, the 
second of which is the feminine t, the construct form depends on 
how many syllables the word (including the case vowel) has. 

C i} If the word (including the case vowel) is two syllables 
long (e.g. subtu 'dwelling', ~ibtu '(financial) interest'), remove 
the case vowel and insert a between the feminine t and the 
preceding consonant (or insert e if the word is related to an 
e-verb - see Unit 14.13): 

subtu 'dwelling' -> subat; ~ibtu 'interest' -> ~ibat; beltu 'lady' --+ 

belet 

C ii} If the word (including the case vowel) is longer than two 
syllables (e.g. siriktu 'gift'), remove the case vowel and add -i. 

siriktu 'gift' -> sirikti 



Inslg·ti·i······ .................................................................................. . 
The 'helping vowel' -i added at the end of words in the 
construct state was probably not pronounced as a full 'i' 
sound, but more like the first 'a' in 'banana' (the so-called 
'schwa' sound) . ...................................................................................................... 

D) If the case vowel is preceded by a double consonant (bb, tt, 
kk, etc.), the construct form varies, depending on the number 
of syllables and (in the case of ttl on whether the second t is the 
feminine t: 

D i) If the dictionary form of the word is two syllables long 
(e.g. libbu 'heart') and/or if the second of the two consonants 
is the feminine t (e.g. sikittu 'shape', kittu 'truth'), remove 
the case vowel and add -i: 

libbu 'heart' -+ libbi; sikittu 'shape' -+ sikitti; kittu 'truth' -+ 

kitti 

D ii) If the dictionary form of the word is longer than two 
syllables and the double consonant does not include the 
feminine t (e.g. kunukku 'seal'), remove the case vowel and 
simplify the double consonant to a single consonant: 

kunukku 'seal' -+ kunuk 

E) If the word has a stem ending in a vowel, the construct form 
can be just the stem, or the stem with the appropriate case vowel. 
(In the latter case, the two vowels usually contract.) 

kussil 'throne' (from kussiu) q ina kussi sarrittiya or ina kussi 
sarrutiya 'on the throne of my kingship' 

Sometimes in Standard Babylonian the vowel at the end of the stem 
is lost. 

niHil 'bearer' (from nasiu) q nas bilti 'tribute bearer' 
(lit. 'bearer of tribute') 
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10.3 Plural construct forms 

The formation of plural construct forms follows the same 
principles as singular ones: mimation is lost, as are final short 
vowels (but not long ones). The question of double consonants or 
two consonants does not arise, so plural construct forms are much 
easier than singular ones. For masculine plural nouns, construct 
forms are the same as non-construct ones, ending in -u (nom.), 
-i (acc.), -i (gen.): 

nom. sarru, acc. sarri, gen. sarri 

OB ilu miitim itruru 'The gods of the land trembled' (SEAL 
LLLI: 42, Anzu) 

······Di(i·yo~·kno~··································· .................................... . 
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In the Anzu myth, Anzu (a mythical, bird-like creature) steals 
the Tablet of Destinies from the god Enlil. He thus usurps 
mastery of the Universe, and becomes all-powerful. He can only 
be defeated through a ruse suggested by the god of wisdom. 

When masculine plural adjectives are used as nouns, they can be 
put in the construct form. If this happens, they may take the same 
endings as nouns; alternatively, the construct form of the masculine 
plural adjectival ending is -ut for all three cases. For feminine 
plural nouns (and adjectives used as nouns), there is only one 
construct form for all three cases. It ends in -at (or -et): 

ummanat nakri 'The troops of the enemy' 

The first millennium masculine plural ending -ani remains such 
(or -ani - see Unit 8.3, Insight box) in the construct state (i.e. i is 
not lost, even if it shortened). 

10.4 Terminology and the idea of a noun's 'state' 

In discussing Babylonian grammar, it is useful to have a word for 
a noun's being or not being in the construct form. By convention, 



his is known as a noun's 'state'. When a noun is, so to speak, 
~ree-floating (as in Units 7 and 8), it is in the 'basic state'; when it 
is in the construct form, it is in the 'construct state'; when it has 
possessive suffixes (see Unit II), it is in the 'possessive state'; when 
it has stative suffixes, it is in the 'predicative state' (see Unit 18.8). 
These 'states' are mutually exclusive: a noun can never be in two 
of them at the same time. The case endings which you learned in 
Units 7 and 8 are those of the basic state. In the construct state, 
one form serves all cases (except for masculine plurals). The 
structure 'noun in the construct state + gentive' is known as a 
'genitive construction'. Except for la 'not' and the rare particle -mi 
(which marks a passage as being in direct speech), nothing can 
separate a construct from the genitive which depends on it. 

(Another state of the noun, the 'absolute state', is formed by removing 
the case vowel and (if present) the feminine t and (if present) a 
preceding short vowel. It is used after Iii in phrases meaning 'without', 
e.g. Iii saniin 'without rival', and in certain prepositional expressions, 
e.g. ana dur dar 'forever and ever'. It is rare, and not taught here.) 

10.5 Chains of construct forms 

To say something like 'X of Y of Z', one can use a 'chain' of 
constructs. 

OB lit umman nakrim 'A defeat of the army of the enemy' 
(OBE 156: 6) 

MB mustesir kissat iii 'Keeper-in-good-order of all of the gods' 
(RIMA 2, 12 i.l) 

MB hayi! ~alpat ayyabe 'Espier of the treachery of the enemies' 
(RIMA 2, 12 i. 7-8) 

SB mustesir nur kissati 'Keeper-in-good-order of the light of the 
Universe' (epithet of the sun god) (BWL 128: 34) 

In such chains, the first noun (e.g. lit) is in the construct state; its 
case (which one cannot tell from looking at it) is determined by 
the grammar of the sentence: nominative if the whole phrase is the 
subject of the sentence, accusative if the whole phrase is the direct 
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object, genitive if the whole phrase follows a preposition. The second 
noun (e.g. ummiin) is in the construct state and (though one cannOt 
tell this from looking at it) in the genitive case. The third noun is in 
the basic state and (as the ending shows) in the genitive case. 

In principle, chains of nouns in the construct state could go on 
for ever, but: (a) it is rare for very long chains to be necessary; 
(b) when chains of construct states get long, they tend to be 
interrupted with sa 'of'. 

SB musaklilat pillude sa iii 'Perfect-carrier-out (f.) of the rites of 
the gods' (BWL 267: 1-2) 

Genitive constructions cannot be used to express 'X and Y of Z'. 
For this, one has to use sa 'of'. 

10.6 Construct forms followed by multiple genitives 

To say something like 'X of Y and (of) Z', the construct state is 
followed by more than one noun with the genitive ending. 

OB ilat kuzbi u dadi 'Goddess of allure and sex appeal' 
MB siigis lemni u ayyiibi 'Slaughterer of evildoer and foe' 

(RIMA 2,12 i.II) 

u 'and' often appears between two such genitives, but it is not 
obligatory . 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

Babylonians were not prudish: their literature abounds with 
explicit sexual references . ...................................................................................................... 

10.7 Adjectives qualifying nouns involved in genitive 
constructions 

When an adjective qualifies a word in a genitive construction, it 
stands (as usual) in the same case as the noun it qualifies. For the 
purpose of determining the adjective's position, the entire genitive 



truction counts as a single noun: usually the adjective follows 
cons . . 
. but in poetry It can precede It. 
It, 

OB mupahhir nisi saphiitim sa isin 'The (re)assembler of the 
scattered people of Isin' (CH Prologue ii.49-5 1) 

SB kima ezzi tib mehe 'Like the furious onslaught of a storm' or 
'Like the onslaught of a furious storm' (Asar. 58: 16) 

An adjective qualifying a noun cannot appear within a genitive 

construction. 

10.8 Translating genitive constructions 

Owing to differences in how Babylonian and English sometimes use 
singulars and plurals (see Unit 6.13), one occasionally encounters 
singular construct forms which, so as to become English-sounding 
English, need to be translated as plurals. 

pagar muqtabliSunu 'The body of their warriors', i.e. 'The 
bodies of their warriors' 

Sometimes it is clear from the context that the translation requires 
more than just 'of'. 

OB iiI sunqim 'A town of famine', i.e. 'A town beset by famine' 
SB siirat letisu 'The hair of his cheeks', i.e. 'The hair on his cheeks' 

Possessive suffixes at the end of a genitive construction can qualify 
the entire construction. Thus siirat /etisu could mean 'his cheek
hair' as well as 'the hair on his cheeks'. 

10.9 The archaic construct ending -u 

Sometimes, singular nouns in the construct state display the ending 
-u. By the Old Babylonian period and later, this is an archaism. 

OB ina libbu er¥!tim 'Within the netherworld' 
(Gilg. VA+BM i.II') 
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Exercise 10.1, Old Babylonian 
ri-mi (rimi 'sit on!') pa-ra-ak sar-ru-tim 
i-sa-Iu (isalu 'they asked') tab-su-ut dingirmel e-ri-is-tam dma-rni 
ab-sa-nam /i-bi-il (Iibil 'let him bear') si-pi-ir den-iii 
i-na (ina 'from') si-i-ir i-Ii e-te-em-mu li-ib-si (Iibsi 'let there 
come into being') 

ik-ta-ab-ta (iktabta 'it has become burdensome for me') ri-gi-i", 
a-wi-Iu-ti 

it a-na-ku (u anaku 'as for me') ki-i a-sa-bi (from assabu 'someone 
who dwells') i-na bi-it di-im-ma-ti sa-hu-ur-ru ri-ig-mi (sahurru 
rigmi 'my cry is silent') 

qi-is-tum ig-re-e-su (igreSu 'it attacked him') is-ku-un (iskun 'it 
brought') ek-Ie-tam a-na (ana 'on') nu-ur sa-ma-i 

i-sa-at /i-ib-bi mu-ti na-pi-ih-tum ib-/i (ib/i 'it became 
extinguished' ) 

diskur be-el he.gal gU-gal sa-me-e it er-$e-tim re-$u-u-a (re$uya 
'my helper', nominative) zu-ni i-na sa-me-e mi-Iam i-na na-ag
bi-im li-te4-er-su (Iitersu 'may he deprive him oe) 

i-na a-al su-un-qi-im wa-as-ba-a-ku (wasbaku 'I am living') 
su-up-si-ik i-Ii ra-bi-[mJa (rabi-ma 'it was great') 

Did you know? 
According to the Babylonian Story of the Flood (Atra-hasis), 
mankind was created to work: the lesser gods rebelled against 
the higher gods because of all the agricultural work they had 
to do, so the higher gods created mankind to do it for them. 

Exercise 10.2, Middle Babylonian 
sal-ma-at qu-ra-di-su-nu (quradiSunu 'their heroes', m. pI. 
gen.) i-na mit-hu-u$ tu-sa-ri ki-ma ra-hi-$i lu-ke-mir (/ukemm;r 
'I truly piled up') 

kur kat-mu-hi dagal-ta a-na s;-hir-ti-sa ak-sud (ana sihirtisa 
akSud 'I conquered in its entirety') 

kur-a mar-$a it ger-re-te-su-nu (gerreteSunu 'their, i.e. the 
mountains', paths', f. pI. acc.) pa-tis-qa-a-te i-na aq-qul-lat 
urudumel lu ah-s; (/u ahsi 'I truly hewed my way through') 

um-ma-na-at kurpap-he-e ... it-ti um-ma-na-at kur kat-mu-hi-ma 
(do not translate -mal ki-ma su-u-be us-na-il (usna";1 'I laid low') 



pa-gar muq-tab-li-su-nu (muqtablisunu 'their warriors', m. gen. 
pl.) a-na gu-ru-na-a-te i-na gi-sal-Iat kur-i lu-qe-ri-in (Iuqerrin 
'I truly stacked') 

Exercise 10·3, Standard Babylonian 
a-na sa-hat kur-e pa-as-qa-te ip-par-sid-du (ipparSiddii 'they 
fled') mu-si-tis 

ki-ma sa-pa-at ku-ni-i-ni i~-Ii-ma sa-pa-tu-s[aJ (i~/ima sapatusa 
'her lips turned dark') 

mu-ut bu-bu-ti it ~u-mi r li-mu-ta' (Iimiita 'may he die') 
um-ma-na-at das-sur gap-sa-a-te ad-ke-e-ma (adke-ma 

1 called up') 

The most important things to remember 

1 Babylonian can express 'X of Y' by putting the two words 
next to each other: X is put into a special form known as the 
'construct state', and its case is usually invisible; Y stays in the 
'basic state', and is put in the genitive case. 

2 Constructions like this are known as 'genitive constructions'. 

3 One can form a chain of nouns in the construct state, and 
a noun in the construct state can be followed by multiple 
genitives. 

Ii Adjectives qualifying nouns involved in genitive constructions 
usually follow the entire construction and always agree with 
the nouns they qualify in case, gender and number. 

5 Masculine plural nouns have the same form in the construct 
state as they do in the basic state (nominative -ii, accusative 
-i, genitive -i in Old and Middle Babylonian; -i, -e or -ani in 
Standard Babylonian). 

6 Masculine plural adjectives used as nouns usually form the 
construct state with the ending -iit in all three cases. 
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7 Feminine plural nouns (and adjectives used as nouns) form the 
construct state with the ending -at (or -et) in all three cases. 

8 The rules for forming the construct state of singular nouns are 
intricate. 

9 For nouns with stems ending in a single consonant, the 
singular construct state is formed by removing the case vowel 
(e.g. bitu --+ bit). 

10 For other nouns, how to make the construct form depends on 
the number of syllables in the dictionary form of the noun, 
and what consonants the noun stem ends in {single, double, 
two different, feminine t, etc.}. 



1 1 
................................................................................................. 

possessive suffixes 

This Unit is basically about how to say 'my', 'your', 'his', 'her', 
'its', 'our', 'your', 'their' in Babylonian. Whereas English has self
standing words for this, Babylonian instead has suffixes which one 
adds to the relevant word. Thus, from the standpoint of an English 
speaker, it is as if Babylonian said 'housemy' instead of 'my house', 
'palacetheir' instead of 'their palace', etc. These suffixes are known 
as 'possessive suffixes'. 

Possessive suffixes can attach themselves to nouns (including verbal 
infinitives, participles, and adjectives used like nouns). The same 
suffixes are also used with some (but not all) prepositions. A noun 
with a possessive suffix is in the 'possessive state' (as distinct from 
the basic state, construct state and predicative state - see Unit 10.4). 

We will first present the suffixes, then explain what form a given 
word assumes before them (we will treat plurals before singulars, 
as they are easier). There is not much difference between second 
and first millennium forms, so we will treat them together. 

11.1 The suffixes 

Babylonian possessive suffixes are as in Table I. For the first person 
singular suffix, one uses -i after a consonant, and -ya after a vowel. 
(But sometimes, after u, -ya appears as -'a.) 
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Table 1 

1st 59. -I, -yo 'my 

2nd 59. m. -ka 'your' 

2nd 59. f. -ki 'your 

3rd 59. m. -su 'his' 

3rd 59. f. -so 'her 

1st pI. -ni 'our' 

2nd pI. m. -kunu 'your' 

2nd pI. f. -kina 'your' 

3rd pI. m. -sunu 'their' 

3rd pI. f. -sino 'their' 

The gender distinction which English makes in the third person 
singular ('his', 'her') is made in both the second and third persons, 
singular and plural. Thus, for example, the word for 'your' changes 
depending on whether one speaks to a man, a woman, a group of 
men, or a group of women. (A mixed group counts as masculine.) 

Some of these suffixes also have 'short forms', which mostly occur 
in poetry. They have the same meaning as normal forms. For 
-kunu, -kina, -sunu, -sina, the short forms are -kun, -kin, -sun, -sin. 
For -ka, -ki, -su, -sa, the vowel of the suffix is dropped; in Old 
Babylonian the vowel preceding a 'shortened' suffix is usually the 
case vowel (nom. u, acc. a; gen. is rare), while Standard Babylonian 
generally has u for both nom. and acc. 

libbaka 'your heart' -+ SB libbuk 

11.2 Learning the suffixes 

Here are some associations which may help you in learning the 
suffixes: 

-/ think of English'!' (though remember that -/ is 
pronounced like 'ee' in 'see'). 

-ka think of saying 'your' to a man called Karl. 



-ki 
-su 
-sa 
-m 

think of saying 'your' to a woman called Kim. 
think of saying 'his' about Franz Sclrnbert. 
think of saying 'her' about Charlotte Bronte. 
think of the American President Richard Nixon talking 
about 'our country'. 

-kunu -kina -sunu -sina you can probably learn these as a 
string of sounds, like a poem. 

11.3 Possessive suffixes and vowel elision 

The rules of vowel elision (see Unit 47.4) do not apply to 
possessive suffixes. Thus sarrasunu 'their king' does not become 
sarrasnu, and ummiiniitusunu 'their troops' does not become 
ummiiniitusnu - at least in writing. It is, however, possible that the 
spellings are traditional, and that (at least in some varieties of the 
language) vowels were elided. 

11.4 Possessive suffixes after plural nouns 

To add a suffix to a plural noun, remove mimation (if present) and 
add the suffix after the case vowel. 

ummiiniitu(m} 'troops' -+ ummiiniitusu 'his troops', 
ummiiniitusunu 'their troops' 

tereti(m} 'instructions' -+ teretisunu 'their instructions' 
quriidi 'warriors' -+ quriidisu 'his warriors' 

Since, after mimation (if present) is removed, plurals end in a 
vowel, the possessive suffix for the first person singular after plural 
nouns is -ya not -i. 

sibii 'witnesses' -+ sibiiya 'my witnesses' 

In Old and Middle Babylonian, plurals with possessive suffixes 
decline, just as they would without suffixes. 

sibiiya 'my witnesses' (nom.), sibiya 'my witnesses' (acc./gen.) 
tuppiituya 'my tablets' (nom.), tuppiitiya 'my tablets' (acc./gen.) 
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· .. ···oiCi··you·j(ii·ow?'··· .... ·· .... ············ .. ············ .............................. . 
Though cuneiform tablets were made of clay, and inscribed 
by hand while the clay was still damp, it is rare for a tablet to 
have fingerprints . 

...................................................................................................... 

11.5 Possessive suffixes after singular nouns in the 
genitive 

For singular nouns, how to add a possessive suffix depends on the 
noun's grammatical case (nominative, accusative, genitive). We will 
first give the rules for nouns in the genitive, which are simplest. 
For the genitive, the rules are the same as for plurals: remove 
mimation (if present), and add the suffix. 

ina biti(m) 'in the house' - ina bitisunu 'in their (m.) house' 
sa rube(m) 'of the lord' - sa rubeki 'of your (f. sg.) lord' 
bit ili(m) 'the temple of the god' - bit ilisunu 'the temple of 
their (m.) god' 

...................................................................................................... 
Insight 

Some Assyriologists normalize the genitive i as long before 
possessive suffixes: ina biti(m) 'in the house' - ina bitisu 
'in his house'. There are reasons for thinking that this is 
truer to Babylonian pronunciation, but nonetheless this 
book normalizes the i as short: this has the advantage of 
distinguishing sg. and pI. (ina kakkisu 'with his weapon' vs. 
ina kakkisu 'with his weapons') . ...................................................................................................... 

11.6 Possessive suffixes after singular nouns in the 
nominative/accusative 

A) Nouns with stems ending in a vowel. Remove mimation 
(if present), and add the suffix: 

rubU(m) 'nobleman' - rubusu (nom.), rubtisu (acc.) 

(Nouns with stems ending in -i or -i sometimes add the suffix 
directly onto the stem, e.g. murabbisu 'the one who brought 



him up' (nom.lacc.); the genitive conforms to the normal pattern: 

tnurabbisu.) 

Insight··············································· ......................................... . 
The noun pu 'mouth' has two stems: pii- and pi-. The stem 
piz- gives rise to the possessive forms pusu (nom.) and pasu 
(ace.) 'his mouth'; the stem pi- gives rise to the possessive 
form piSu 'his mouth' (nom.lacc.). (In the genitive, possessive 
forms from both stems have i: pisu 'his mouth'.) ...................................................................................................... 

B) Nouns with a stem ending in consonants. Nominative and 
accusative have identical forms. The general principle is that one 
adds the suffix to the word stem. 

With the first person singular suffix -I, this works without 
complications: 

bitu(m) 'house' --+ biti'my 
house' 

libbu(m) 'heart' --+ Iibbi'my 
heart' 

biltu(m) 'tribute' -+ bilti'my 
tribute' 

napistu(m) 'life' --+ napistt'my 
life' 

With other suffixes, it works without complications when the stem 
ends in a single consonant: 

bitu(m) 'house' --+ bitka 'your (m. sg.) house' 
mayyiilu(m) 'bed' --+ mayyiilsu 'his bed' 

However, when the stem ends in two consonants, adding suffixes 
other than -i directly to the stem would create a sequence of three 
consonants, which Babylonian does not allow (see Unit 47.13). 
Accordingly, a 'helping' vowel must be inserted. If it is a double 
consonant (whether or not the feminine t is involved), insert a. 

lemuttu(m) 'evil(ness)' -+ lemuttasu 'his evil(ness)' 

In Other cases, start from the construct state of the same noun 
(see Unit 10), and do the following: 
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~ if the construct state ends in a single consonant, add the suffuc 
directly to this form 

~ if the construct state ends in i, change i to a and then add the 
suffix to the resulting form 

If a noun has two alternative forms of the construct state, it may 
have two alternative forms with suffixes (i.e. in the possessive 
state). 

Some examples with -ka 'your (m. sg.)' are given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

basic state, nom. construct state, possessive state, nom.lacc. 
nom.lacc.lgen. 

ka/bu(m) 'dog' ka/ab ka/abka 'your dog 

sipru(m) 'work' sipir sipirka 'your work' 

libbu(m) 'heart' libbi /ibbaka 'your heart' 

ummu(m) 'mother' ummi ummaka 'your mother' 

sarru(m) 'king' sar,sarri sarraka 'your king' 

subtu(m) 'dwelling subat subatka 'your dwelling' 

napistu(m) 'life' napisti napistaka 'your life' 

Occasionally, literary language inserts a before the suffix where in 
prose it would be absent. (This can result in the elision of a vowel 
in the previous syllable.) 

rigmaka instead of rigimka (both 'your shout') 

11.7 Sound changes involving possessive suffixes 

When a suffix beginning with 5 immediately follows a sibilant or 
dental sound (5, 5, ~, z, t, d, fl, these two sounds coalesce into 55, 

rupsu(m) 'breadth' -+ rupussa 'her breadth' (from rupus+sa) 
bitu(m) 'house' -+ bissu 'his house' (from bit+su) 



mur~u(m) 'disease' --+ murussu 'his disease' (from muru~+su) 
biltu(m) 'tribute' --+ bilassunu 'their (m.) tribute' (from 
bilat+sunu ) 

subtu(m) 'dwelling' --+ subassa 'her dwelling' (from subat+sa) 
beltu(m) 'lady' --+ belessina 'their (f.) lady' (from belet+sina) 
mih~u(m) 'strike, blow' --+ mihissu 'his strike' (from mihi~+su) 

Like any double consonant, this 55 need not be spelled double in 
cuneiform. In Old Babylonian it often appears as zz. 

11.8 Unassimilated spellings 

After the Old Babylonian period, scribes often use spellings in 
which the assimilation is not complete, i.e. the s of the suffix has 
turned to 5, but the preceding sound has not. 

qi-bit-su 'his command' (sp. qibissu, from qibitsu). 

In Standard Babylonian, one even finds spellings where the 
assimilation has not taken place at all. It is highly probable 
that all such spellings were pronounced with assimilation 
(e.g. qibissu). 

11.9 A special case: nouns from III-weak roots 

Masculine nouns from III-weak roots (i.e. masculine nouns related 
to III-weak verbs, on which see Unit 23) exhibit two types of 
dictionary form: that in which the case vowel has contracted with 
another vowel (e.g. Tubu 'lord'), and that in which it has not (e.g. 
kitu 'imprisonment' from kalu 'to detain', tibu 'attack' from tebu 
'to arise'). Some nouns have both types of form (e.g. busu/busu 
'goods, property'). To add suffixes to nouns whose dictionary 
forms include a circumflexed vowel (like Tubu), see section 11.6 A 
above. Nouns like kilu and tibu behave differently: 

nom. tibusu, acc. tibasu, gen. tibisu (or tibisu) 
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ahu 'brother', abu 'father' and miiru 'son' usually also behave 
like this: 

nom. abusu, acc. abiisu, gen. abisu (or abisu) 
nom. ahusu, acc. ahiisu, gen. ahisu (or ahisu) 
nom. miirusu, acc. miiriisu, gen. miiriSu (or miirisu) 

11.10 Translating possessive suffixes 

The literal meaning of the possessive suffixes when they are 
attached to nouns is 'my', 'your', 'his' etc. However, the overall 
sense can change with the context. This happens also in English. 
Consider the two sentences 'I applaud the judges: their judgment 
was just' and 'He rendered their judgment before midday'. In the 
first sentence, 'their judgment' means 'the judgment which they 
gave'; in the second, it means 'the judgment which they received'. 
Some Babylonian examples: 

dini 'my legal verdict' = both 'the legal verdict which I rendered' 
and 'the legal verdict about me' 

!emsu 'his report' = both 'the report which he issued' and 'the 
report about him' 

libbiituya 'my anger' = both 'the anger I feel' and 'the anger 
(which someone else feels) towards me' 

Usually it will be clear from the context which of the possible 
meanings is meant. (The translation of possessive suffixes attached 
to infinitives is treated in Unit 22.2.) 

11.11 Suffixed nouns with adjectives 

When a noun bearing a possessive suffix is qualified by an 
adjective, the adjective usually follows the noun+suffix complex 
(but in poetry it can precede it). The adjective agrees with the noun 
in case, number and gender, just as it would if the suffix were 
absent. 



InSight··············································· ......................................... . 
Adjectives agree with nouns in case even when, owing to 
the presence of a suffix, this is not visible on the noun. For 
example, bissu 'his house' could be nominative or accusative; 
'his empty house' is bissu riqu(m) in the nominative, and bissu 
riqa(m) in the accusative. In the genitive it is bitisu riqi(m) . ...................................................................................................... 
OB temsunu gamram adini ul almad 'I have not yet heard their 
full report' (ARM 2612,411: 26) 

OB awatiya suquriitim lisme 'May he hear my precious words' 
(CH Epilogue xlviii.12-14) 

5B ki qibitisunu §irti 'In accordance with their exalted 
command' (Asar. 40-41: 20) 

11.12 Possessive suffixes referring to 'dangling' words 

Sometimes, a word or phrase at the start of a Babylonian sentence 
appears to be 'dangling', i.e. it only fits into the overall grammar of 
the sentence inasmuch as it is referred to by a suffix. 

5B summa amelu muhhasu umma ukal 'If a man, the top of his 
head has fever', i.e. 'If the top of a man's head is feverish' 

SB beletum maratka atta kaqqassa (from kaqqadsa) t[u]kabbi[t] 
'Your daughter Beletum, you have made her head heavy', i.e. 
'You have honoured your daughter Beletum' (AbB 9, 129: 6-7) 

Such constructions are especially common in law codes, omens and 
medical prescriptions. In Old and Middle Babylonian, 'dangling' 
words usually stand in the nominative, more rarely the accusative. 
In Standard Babylonian it is often difficult to tell their case. 

·0···················································· ................................................ . 
id you know? 
Babylonian and Assyrian medical prescriptions often contain 
revolting or peculiar-sounding ingredients (sailor's excrement, 
dog's tongue, lion fat, etc.). These were not meant to be 
understood literally, but served as cover names for plants. 
Similar substitutions were operated by medieval alchemists . ...................................................................................................... 
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11.13 Possessive suffixes anticipated by sa 

Poetic language sometimes employs a variant of the 'dangling 
construction', in which sa X ('of X') is followed by a suffix 
referring back to X. 

SB sa antum ina same iIIakii dimiisa 'Of Antum, her tears were 
flowing in heaven', i.e. 'Antum's tears were flowing in heaven' 
(dimiisa is a dual form - see Unit 12) (Schlaf, 98: 4) 

11.14 Possessive suffixes attached to prepositions 

Possessive suffixes can attach themselves to some (but not all) 
prepositions (Unit 11.3 still applies). This works, for example, for 
itti 'with', eli 'over', balu 'without', mahar 'before, in front of': 

itti 'with' -+ ittiya 'with me', ittisa 'with her', etc. 
eli 'over' -+ elikunu 'over you (m. pl.)', elika 'over you 

(m. sg.)', etc. 
mahar 'in front of' -+ maharki 'in front of you (f. sg.)', maharsu 
'in front of him', etc. 

OB urri u musi eliSu abki 'I cried over him day and night' 
(Gilg. VA+BM ii.S') 

Before suffixes, assu(m) 'because of, for the sake of' assumes the 
form assumi: 

assu(m) 'for the sake of' -+ assumiya 'for my sake', assumika 
'for your (m. sg.) sake', etc . 

...................................................................................................... 
Insight 

Though it is still useful to call them 'possessive suffixes' (to 
make it clear which set of suffixes one is talking about), when 
possessive suffixes attach to prepositions they do not have a 
possessive meaning . ...................................................................................................... 
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Exercise 1 1 .1, Old Babylonian 
a-ba-su wu-si-ir (wussir 'let go!') 
ma-~a-ra-tu-ia da-an-na (danna 'they (f.) are strong') 
[t]e-re-tu-ia sa-al-ma (salma 'they (f.) are in good order') 
a-ta-mar (atamar 'I have seen') pa-ni-ki 
i-Ia-a-tim a-na su-ub-ti-si-na li-sa-al-/i-mu (Iisallimu 'they (m.) 
should deliver safely') 

pa-ni-si-na u-na-wi-ir (unawwir 'I brightened') 
be-Ii ni-ik-ka-si-ia Ii-pu-us (Iipus 'he should do') 
mar-hi-tum li-ih-ta-r ad-da-a-am ' (Iihtaddam 'let her enjoy 
herself') i-na su-ni-rka' 

ni-pa-ti-su li-wa-as-se-ru (IiwasserU 'they should release') 
i-na (ina 'owing to') ri-ig-mi-ka i-Ii (iIi construct state of ilu) 
bi-tim u-ul i-~a-al-Ial (i~al/al 'he can sleep') 

~u-har-re-ni (sp. ~uhareni) It]u-ur-da[m] (turdam 'send to me!') 
sa-pi-ir-ni mi-nam ni-ip-pa-al (nippal 'we will answer') 
sa-at-ta-am du-um-mu-qu-um i-na Ii-ib-bi-ka li-ib-si (/ibsi 'let 
there be') 

e mu-ub-bi-ri-su i-tab-ba-al (itabbal 'he shall take') 

Exercise 11.1., Old Babylonian 
da-a-a-nu a-wa-a-ti-su-nu i-im-ma-ru (immaru 'they will 
inspect') 

i-na ut-li-ia ni-si kalam su-me-ri-im it ak-ka-di-im u-ki-il (ukil 
'I held') 

ni-si-S[u ra-a]p-sa-tim in su-ul-mi-im a-na da-ar i-tar-ra-am (ana 
dar ita"am 'he shall lead forever') 

le-u-ti sa-ni-nam u-ul i-su (isu 'has') 
a-wa-ti-ia su-qu-ra-tim i-na na.ru-ia as-tur (asp,tr 'I inscribed') 
e-Iu-tim i-ta-qi (ittaqqi 'he poured') ni-qi-su 
ni-pa-ti-ka is-tu nu-pa-ri-im su-~i-a-am (su#'am 'release!') 
wa-ar-du-u-a it al-pu-u-a u-ku-Ia-am li-im-hu-ru (IimhurU 'they 
should receive') 

li-ba-ti-ia ma-Iu-u (malil 'they (m.) are full of') 
qa-qa-ad-ka lu me-si (Iu mesi 'may it be washed') 
be-el hu-ul-qi-im hu-lu-uq-su i-Ie-qe (ileqqe 'he will take (back)') 
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a-ha-ka !u-ur-da-am-ma (!urdam-ma 'send to me!') 
a-ha-at-ki ma-ar-~a-at (mar~at 'she is ill') 

······D·i·cfyo~·k·n·ow?······························· ...................................... . 
As shown by Old Babylonian letters from the city of Mari, 
awareness of the possibility of contagion existed already in 
the 18th century Be: the writer of two letters says that, since 
so-and-so is ill, nobody is to use the same cup as her . ...................................................................................................... 

Exercise 11.3, Standard Babylonian 
ina suI-me u ha-de-e (hadu = 'joy', stem hada-) a-na kur.kur"'ri_ 
su-nu gurmei-su-nu-ti (utirsunuti 'I sent them back') 

an-nu-u ma-a-ru (literary equivalent of mar) ri-du-ti-ia 
it-ti lib-bi-ia a-tam-mu (atammu 'I communed') 
~u-lul-su-nu du lo ugu-ia it-ru-~u (itru~u 'they spread') 
ep-se-ti-su-nu lem-ne-e-ti ur-ru-hi-is as-me (asme 'I heard of') 
~u-bat ru-bu-ti-ia u-sar-ri! (usarri! 'I tore') 
lib-bi i-gug-ma (igug-ma 'it became furious, and') i~-~a-ri-ih 
(i~~arih 'it became hot (with rage)'} ka-bat-ti 

dGIs.gim.mas ina sa unugki i-na-aNa-la (ina!!ala 'he was seeing') 
su-na-te-ka 

id-di (iddi 'he flung off') mar-su-ti-su it-tal-bi-sa (ittalbisa 
'he clad himself in') za-ku-ti-su 

meh-ret um-ma-ni-ia a~-bat (a~bat 'I seized') 

Exercise 11.4, Standard Babylonian 
ina gis-par-ri-ia ul ip-par-sid (ipparsid 'he could escape') 
im-si (imsi 'he washed') rna-le-su ub-bi-ib (ubbib 'he cleansed') 

til-le-su 
ur-ki pi-te-ma (pite-ma 'open!') ku-zu-ub-ki lil-qe {Iilqe 'so he 
can take'} 

ki-ma ez-zi ti-ib rne-he-e as-su-ha (assuha 'I tore out') 
su-ru-su-un 

zi-kir-su-nu kab-tu it-ta- '-id (itta'id 'he strictly observed') 
sal-fat-sun ka-bit-tu as-Iu-Ia (aslula 'I plundered') 
pi-ta-a (pita 'open for me!') ba-ab-ka 
a-na ki-suk-ki-ia i-tu-ra (itura 'it turned' ana 'into') bi-i-tu 



ki.sikilmeS turmeS ina ur-si-si-na tus-ta-mit (tustamit 'you have 
killed') 

ma-lak ger-ri-ia a-na ru-qe-e-te it-tul (ittul 'he/she observed') 

The most important things to remember 

1 Babylonian normally says 'my', 'your', etc. by adding suffixes 
to nouns. Nouns with these suffixes are said to be in the 
'possessive state'. 

2 The same suffixes can be added to some prepositions; when 
this happens, the suffixes no longer have possessive meaning. 

3 You need to learn the suffixes. 

,. How to add the suffixes to nouns is a complex business: it 
depends on how the noun's stem ends, and on the noun's 
grammatical case. 

5 For all nouns in the genitive case (singular and plural), suffixes 
are added to the forms in the basic state, after removing 
mimation (if present), e.g. ina biti(m) 'in the house' -+ 

ina bitisu 'in his house', ana rube(m) 'to the lord' -+ ana 
rubesu 'to his lord', ana nisi 'to the people' -+ ana nisisu 
'to his people'. 

6 For nouns with stems ending in vowels, the suffix is usually 
added to the forms in the basic state, after removing mimation 
(if present), e.g. ruba(m) 'lord' (accusative sg.) -+ rubasu 'his 
lord' (accusative sg.). 

7 For nominative or accusative singular nouns with stems ending 
in consonants, the first person suffix -i is added to the noun 
stem, e.g. sarru(m), sarra(m) 'king' -+ sarri 'my king'. 

8 For nominative or accusative singular nouns with stems 
ending in double consonants, a is inserted before all 
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suffixes except that of the first person (e.g. kunukku(m) 
'seal' -+ kunukkasu 'his seal'}. (The first person has -I: 
kunukki 'my seal'.) 

9 When a suffix beginning with 5 comes into contact with 
a preceding sibilant or dental, the two sounds assimilate to 
ss, e.g. bitsu -+ bissu 'his house', qaqqadsa -+ qaqqassa 
'her head'. 

10 The rule of vowel elision (Unit 47.4) does not apply to 
possessive suffixes. 



12 
................................................................................................. 

The dual 

In addition to the singular and plural, Babylonian has 'dual' forms, 
to indicate two of something. 

inan 'two eyes' 

Early in the language's history, the dual was probably used every 
time two of something was mentioned. However, already in the 
Old Babylonian period it was being ousted by the plural. From the 
Old Babylonian period onwards, the dual is chiefly used for body 
parts which occur in pairs. After the Old Babylonian period, most 
appearances of the dual are archaizing. Some nouns are used in the 
dual even though there is only one item: resan, lit. 'two heads', can 
simply mean 'head'. When translating duals into English, it is often 
appropriate just to use a plural, without specifying 'two': inasu 
'his eyes'. 

12.1 Dual forms of nouns 

Like the plural, the dual has identical forms for accusative and 
genitive. The dual endings in the basic state (see Unit 10.4) are 
as below. (The n is usually present in Old Babylonian, and often 
absent in Standard Babylonian.) 

nom. -a(n) acc. -i(n) gen. -i(n) 

The dual endings in the construct and possessive states (see 
Unit 10.4) are: 

nom. -a acc. -i gen. -i 
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OB ini awilim sarrum inassa[h] 'The king will tear out the man's 
eyes' (YOS 10, 26: iii.5 I) 

OB uznaya ibaSSianikku 'My ears are (i.e. my attention is 
trained) on you' (AbB 7, II5: 27') 

OB iniika elisa lib(b]asia 'May your (m. sg.) eyes be upon her' 
(AbB 9, 223: 9-10) 

OB pika /ibbaka liwa"ir u /ibbaka /iwa"ir birkika 'May your 
(m. sg.) mouth instruct your heart, and may your heart instruct 
your legs' (Akkade 62: 15-16) 

OB isdi duri 'The foundation (lit. 'the two roots') of the 
wall' (acc./gen) 

MB sa et/i qardi puridaSu ittura 'The valiant man's legs 
(lit. 'of the valiant man, his legs') turned back' (BBSt. 6: i.2I) 

In the first millennium, when the dual endings were no longer 
current in the spoken language and the rules of usage had 
been forgotten, there arose a tendency to use the ending -a(n) 
'hypercorrectly', i.e. to use it not just in the nominative but also in 
the accusative and genitive. 

SB kima sadim uUa resasa 'I raised its (the temple's) top like a 
mountain' (VAB 4,138: iX.27-28) 

12.2 Adjectives qualifying duals 

Plural and dual forms of adjectives are identical (or one could say 
that plural adjectives are used for dual nouns). 

OB ina panin namrittim 'with bright faces' (AbB 13, 164: 10) 

12.3 Duals as subjects of verbs 

When duals are the subject of verbs, the verbal prefixes and suffixes 
are the same as for the 3rd person feminine plural (to be studied in 
later Units). 



SB eli dur appiya illaka dimaya 'My tears coursed down my 
cheeks (lit. 'over the wall of my nose')' (Gilg. XI 139) 

Here, the dual renders the idea of two streams of tears, one flowing 
from each eye. 

Did·y"i:;~·k~O~·?········································ ................................... . 
It is not known for certain how one said 'to sneeze' in 
Babylonian. A possible candidate is the verb sehequ (attested 
only once), but probably there were other ways too. It is 
likely that these occur in medical writings, but have yet to be 
properly understood . ...................................................................................................... 
The most important things to remember 

1 Except for nouns denoting body parts which occur in pairs, 
duals are archaic already in the Old Babylonian period. They 
are ousted by plurals. 

2 There is no special dual form for adjectives: plural forms are 
used to qualify dual nouns. 

3 The dual endings in the basic state are -an (nominative), -in 
(accusative), -in (genitive). After the Old Babylonian period 
the n is sometimes lost. 

,. The dual endings in the construct state and possessive 
state (i.e. before possessive suffixes) are -a (nominative), 
-i (accusative), -i (genitive). 
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................................................................................................ ~ 

Prepositions 

Prepositions are followed by nouns in the genitive case (see Unit 6,3; 
if the noun is in the construct state, the case may have no visible 
markers). Occasionally, prepositions are followed by adverbs 
(see Unit 36.II). The complex 'preposition + noun' is known as a 
'prepositional phrase'. Prepositions have many different meanings. 
Watch out for how they are used, and learn from seeing them 
'in action'. 

13.1 Prepositions with and without suffixed pronouns 

Some prepositions, e.g. eli, can be followed by suffixed pronouns 
(see Unit I r. I 4), e.g. e[isu 'over him'. Prepositions which cannot 
be followed by suffixed pronouns include ina 'in', ana 'to', ki 'like', 
kima 'like'. 

In order to say things like 'to him' (with ana), Babylonian can either 
use an independent (i.e. non-suffixed) pronoun (see Unit 37), or a 
prepositional phrase with a possessive suffix: ana ~erisu 'to him' (lit. 
'to his back'). In such cases, one sometimes has the impression that 
the noun in the prepositional phrase (here ~eru 'back') simply acts 
as a link between the preposition and the possessive suffix (ana ... 
su), and does not really contribute to the meaning. 

13.2 Prepositional phrases qualifying nouns 

In English, there is a clear difference between 'the man in the 
office wrote a novel' and 'the man wrote a novel in the office': 



· the first case, the phrase 'in the office' qualifies 'the man' (i.e. 
~ is 'the-man-in-the-office'), whereas in the second it does not. 
In Babylonian, word order is much less helpful in making such 
distinctions, so ambiguities can arise. In the spoken language 
such ambiguities were probably eliminated through intonation. 
In the written language, when it is necessary to make it clear that a 
prepositional phrase qualifies a noun, sa 'of' is often used instead 
of other prepositions. Thus, literally, 'the-man-in-the-house' would 
be 'the-man-of-the-house'. 

OB alpi sa kaprim assuham 'I have transferred the-oxen-of 
the-settlement (i.e. 'the oxen which were in the settlement')' 
(AbB 14, 59: 12) - whereas alpi ina kaprim assuham could 
have meant 'In the settlement I transferred the oxen'. 

OB kima kisi sa qiitiSunu li§§uruki 'May they protect you like 
the-money-bag-of-their-hand' (i.e. 'the money bag in their 
hand') (AbB 6, I: 11-12) - whereas kima kisi ina qiitisunu 
li§§uruki could have meant 'May they protect you with their 
hand like a money-bag'. 

When it is necessary to keep the original preposition, sa 'who' / 
'which' is used in addition to it, producing a verbless subordinate 
clause (see Unit 30.10). 

OB ayyum-ma ina sarriini sa itti biliya isaris idabbub 'Which 
of (lit. 'among') the kings who are with my lord will talk 
straight?' (ARM 10, I I: 18-20) - without sa, the sentence could 
have been interpreted as 'Which of the kings will talk straight 
with my lord?' 

13.3 Short forms of ina and ana 

The prepositions ina and ana sometimes appear in the 'short forms' 
in and an. When this happens, n usually assimilates to a following 
consonant. The meaning is the same. 

ippuhri 'in the assembly' (from inpuhri = ina puhri) 
a§§eriya 'to me (lit. to my back)' (from an§eriya = ana §eriya) 
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A good way to think of why the short forms come into being is to 
imagine ina or ana and the following word being pronounced as if 
they constituted a single word. In this composite word, the rules of 
vowel elision induce elision of the a (see Unit 47.4), after which n 
assimilates to the following consonant (see Unit 47.9). 

ina puhri - pronounced inapuhri - a elided: inpuhri - n 
assimilated: ippuhri 

13.4 Prepositions exclude each other 

Babylonian does not usually allow two consecutive prepositions. 
In situations where English would have 'as' or 'like' followed 
by another preposition ('he spoke as through gritted teeth'), 
Babylonian uses only kima 'as, like', which ousts the other 
preposition. In such cases, one adds the ousted preposition to the 
translation, but in brackets. 

OB kima beliya u beltiya uzniiya ibassiiinikkum 'My attention is 
(lit. 'my two ears are') focussed on you as (on) my lord and lady' 
(AbB II, 106: 13'-14') 

OB kima addim u samsim ana kasim takliiku 'I trust in you as 
(in) Adad and ~amas' (AbB 4, 161: 38-39) 

In both these examples, kima has ousted ana. 

Insight 
Since two consecutive prepositions are not allowed, when 
it follows a preposition the sumerogram ugu must be read 
muhhi (not eli): ina/ana ugu = ina/ana muhhi . ...................................................................................................... 
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13.5 Prepositions introducing clauses 

All (or nearly all) Babylonian prepositions can double as 
'subordinators' (sometimes called 'subordinating conjunctions'), 
introducing a clause rather than a noun or noun phrase. This 
function will be discussed in Unit 30.5. 



13.6 The suffix -0 

A small number of nouns (esp. panu and mahru) occasionally 
display a suffix -a instead of the expected case vowel after 
prepositions. This is an archaism. 

eli sa pana 'Than before' (lit. 'Upon that of before') 

13.7 Particularity of sa 

As well as just 'of', sa can mean 'the person of .. .', 'the thing of .. .'. 
In this usage, it can have special plural forms sut 'the men of .. .' 
and sat 'the women of .. .'. 

OB sut abnim 'The stone ones' (lit. 'The ones of stone') 
(Gilg. VA+BM iv.22) 

SB anaku sa enzi 'I'm the guy with (lit. 'of') the nanny goat' 
(Poor Man of Nippur 146) 

Did you know? 
The Babylonian story known today as The Poor Man of 
Nippur, in which a pauper exacts threefold revenge on the 
mayor who treated him unjustly, is very similar to stories 
circulating in many other times and places, from Sicily 
(Beppe) to Medieval Germany (Till Eulenspiegel) . ...................................................................................................... 
The most important things to remember 

1 When a preposition governs a noun, the noun is in the 
genitive case. 

2 Some prepositions can be followed by 'possessive' suffixes. 

3 ina and ana occasionally display the 'short forms' in and an; 
the n assimilates to a following consonant. 

" As well as meaning 'of', sa can mean 'the person of .. .', 
'the thing of .. .'. 
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5 Babylonian does not allow two consecutive prepositions. 

6 Where English uses a prepositional phrase to qualify a noun 
(e.g. the-man-in-the-office), Babylonian often replaces the 
preposition with sa 'of'. 



Part three 

Strong verbs 

1~ 
................................................................................................. 

Overview of verbs 

This Unit introduces you to some of the key concepts underpinning 
the behaviour of Babylonian verbs. (Unless otherwise stated, the 
following observations apply to both 'weak' and 'strong' verbs.) 

14.1 Position of the verb in the sentence 

In prose the verb normally stands at the end of its clause, hence 
also at the end of the sentence. This word order is unusual 
in Semitic languages as a whole, and is probably the result of 
influence from Sumerian. In poetry the position of the verb is 
much freer. The exercises in this book contain both prose and 
poetry, so you will see the verb assume a variety of positions. 

In English, the position of the verb is different in statements 
and . ('Y , 'C ~') Th' . questions ou can ... ; an you ..... IS IS not so 
in Babylonian. Thus, unless they begin with a clear question 
word (who?, what?, why?, when?, where?, etc.), many written 
Babylonian sentences could be interpreted as either statements 
or questions, and it is context which guides the reader. (In the 
spoken language, statements and questions were almost certainly 
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distinguished by intonation, but often this is not reflected in 
writing; see Unit 44.9.) 

14.2 General principles of inflection 

A Babylonian verbal form consists of a 'core', to which prefixes 
and suffixes are added. The 'core' is determined by the tense 
and system (on these see below). The prefixes and suffixes are 
determined by the grammatical characteristics (person, number and 
gender) of the subject. When the subject of an English sentence is 
a pronoun (I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they), in the corresponding 
Babylonian sentence it is not necessary to use the pronoun: the 
verbal form alone suffices, as the subject is marked by the prefix 
and suffix. 

amqut 'I fell', nimqut 'we fell', tamquti 'you (f. sg.) fell' 

In these examples, 'mqut' is the verbal core (meaning 'feW); 
a-, ni-, and ta ... i are the prefixes and suffixes which mark the 
subject. It is possible also to use the independent (i.e. non-prefixed, 
non-suffixed) pronouns, but this is not necessary. Often (but not 
always) the independent pronouns are used to emphasize who the 
action is being done by: 

anaku amqut 'I fell, I myself fell' 
ninu nimqut 'we fell, we ourselves fell' 
atti tamquti 'you (f. sg.) fell, you (f. sg.) yourself fell' 

The independent pronouns (anaku l' etc.) are presented in Unit 37· 

14.3 Agreement between subject and verb 

a) A Babylonian verb and its subject usually agree in number (as in 
English) and in gender. A group comprising masculine and feminine 
subjects is treated as masculine plural. Instances of non-agreement 
arise when a singular noun implicitly refers to a group of people. The 
verb can then agree with the group which the noun represents rather 
than the noun itself (like saying 'the committee think .. .' in English). 



MB kuradaus tib tahaziya danna lit edurit 'Mount Adaus (i.e. its 
inhabitants) truly feared (pl.) my mighty onslaught' (RIMA 2, 
18: iii.66-67) 

b) A string of singular subjects can, as in English, be treated as 
plural, and take a plural verb ('t~e r~t and the toa~ live by the river'). 
Sometimes, however, such a stnng IS treated as smgular, and takes 
a singular verb. 

OB alum u hal$um salim 'The city and the district is well', 
i.e. 'The city and the district are well' (AbB 9, 90: 4-5) 

OB sizbum u himetum ana kispim sa abim ihhaSseh 'Milk 
and butterlghee is needed for the funerary rite of the month 
of Abum' (AbB 14,7: 5-7) 

oiciyou·kno·w·f······································· ................................... . 
In Tablet VI of The Epic of Gilgamd, the funerary rites for 
Enkidu involve bowls of butterlghee (himetu) and honey. 
This has been compared to Book XXIII of the Iliad, where 
jars of grease and honey are placed beside the dead Patroclus. 

c) Occasionally, when the subject consists in several nouns, the noun 
which is uppermost in the speaker's mind prevails over others, so 
that the verb agrees with it rather than with the group as a whole. 

OB samsi-adad u ummanatusu qerub 'Samsi-Adad and his 
troops is nearby' (AbB 8, 15: 40-42) 

OB sarrum u ummanatum sairna 'The king and the troops 
are well' (verb is f. pI. rather than m. pI.; the non-agreement 
cannot be rendered in English) (ARM 10,157: 24-25) 

,'-.'- Variables impinging on inflection 

The inflection of a Babylonian verb depends on the following 
variables: 

~ person (I st, 2nd, 3 rd) 
~ number (singular, dual, plural) 
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~ gender (masculine, feminine) 
~ tense (present, preterite, perfect, stative, precative, imperative, 

infinitive) 
~ system (G, N, D, S, Gt, Dt, St, Gtn, Ntn, Dtn, Stn) - the 

notion of 'system' is explained below. 

(As noted in future Units, some of what we are calling 'tenses' 
should, strictly speaking, be described in terms of 'mood' and 
'aspect' in addition to, or even rather than, 'tense'. We use 'tense' 
to keep things simple.) 

14.5 Verbs of being and verbs of doing 

In English, verbs usually denote an action: 'to speak', 'to go', 'to 
make', etc. This is also true of many Babylonian verbs: qabu 'to speak', 
alaku 'to go', epesu 'to make', sakiinu 'to put', niiku 'to have sex 
with', batiilu 'to cease', etc. However, there are also many Babylonian 
verbs which translate into English as 'to be + adjective': damiiqu 'to 
be good', lemenu 'to be evil', kanu 'to be firm', daniinu 'to be strong', 
enesu 'to be weak', saqu 'to be high', etc. These two types of verb 
can be called 'verbs of doing' and 'verbs of being'. This distinction is 
grammatically significant, as the two types sometimes behave slightly 
differently. You will be alerted to these differences as they come up. 

14.6 The four systems 

A Babylonian verb can follow four different systems of inflection: 
G, N, D, S. In one system ('G') the verb has a basic meaning close 
to that of the root, whereas the other three systems modify this basic 
meaning (examples below). Not all verbs are used in all four systems. 
For any given verb, the dictionaries indicate which systems it appears 
in, and which meaning it has in each of them. A minority of verbs do 
not appear in the G system. (Their dictionary form is the infinitive 
of the system where they appear most frequently.) There are some 
rules of thumb for how a verb's meaning changes from one system 
to another, and we give these below. However, there are exceptions. 
The safest way to ascertain what a verb means in a particular system 
is to look it up. (Note: Other books call systems 'stems'.) 



111.7 The G system 

'G' stands for 'general'. (The symbol is borrowed from German 
grammarians of Babylonian, who use it as an abbreviation of 
'Grund-'.) This system is so called because it usually conveys what 
we perceive as the most general, or basic meaning of the verb. 
This system has the meaning which is closest to that inherent in 
the root, e.g. the meaning of the root ..jn~r is 'guarding', and in 
the G system the verb na~iiru means 'to guard'. 

111.8 The N system 

This system is so called because all its forms can be analysed as 
containing an n somewhere before the first root letter (though it may 
have assimilated to the following consonant): naPRiS, iPPaRRaS 
(from inPaRRaS), etc. (It is not certain that this is historically accurate, 
but it is a good way to think of it.) The N system usually forms the 
passive of the meaning in the G system. For example, the verb sara{U 
means 'to tear apart' in the G system, but when put into the N system 
it means 'to be torn apart'. 

111.9 The 0 system 

'D' stands for 'doubling'. This system is so called because in all its 
forms the middle root letter is doubled (except when it is 'weak', 
see below), e.g. PuRRiS, uPaRRiS, uPtanaRRaS, etc. The D system 
has several different functions. 

a) It turns a verb of 'being' into a verb of 'making be'. For example, 
the verb damiiqu means 'to be good' in the G system, but when put 
into the D system it means 'to make good, to improve'. 

b) It intensifies the meaning in the G system. For example, the verb 
seberu means 'to break' in the G system, but when put into the D 
system it means 'to smash'. 

c) Sometimes the D system has the same meaning as the G system, 
but it indicates that the action is performed on a plurality of 
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objects. (In this case there is often no difference in translation 
between the G and D systems.) 

1,..10 The 5 system 

This system is named after the letter s (whose name is pronounced 
'sheen'), because in all its forms there is a s which appears somewhere 
before the three root letters, e.g. suPRiS, uSaPRiS, ustanaPRaS, etc. 
The 5 system usually forms the 'causative' of the meaning in the G 
system. 'Causative' embraces the ideas of 'causing' and 'allowing'. 

kasadu G 'to arrive' -+ 5 'to cause (s/o) to arrive', 'to get (s/o) to 
arrive', 'to make (slo) arrive', 'to allow (s/o) to arrive', 'to 
enable (s/o) to arrive' 

The idea of making a verb causative without recourse to a helping 
verb such as 'to make', 'to get', or 'to cause' is not wholly alien to the 
English language. Several English verbs have a causative equivalent: 

to fall -+ to fell (to cause to fall) 
to lie -+ to lay (to cause to lie) 
to sit -+ to set (to cause to sit) 
to rise -+ to raise (to cause to rise) 
(and, originally, to drink -+ to drench) 

An important difference, however, is that in English the pairs are 
perceived today as two separate verbs, whereas in Babylonian 
the G and 5 systems were almost certainly perceived as two 
incarnations of the same verb. 

If a verb takes one direct object in the G system, it will usually take 
two direct objects in the 5 system. For example, the Babylonian 
verb 'to eat' (akalu) takes one direct object in the G system (i.e. the 
thing eaten); when put into the 5 system, it takes two direct objects 
(the thing eaten, and the person who is made or allowed to eat it). 

(There is also a so-called 5D system, formed by inserting s before 
the first root letter of D system forms. It usually has the same 



meaning as either the D system or the S system. This is rare, and 
not taught here.} 

11t.11 The derived systems 

The four systems (G, N, D, S) give rise to further systems, which 
are derived by the addition of the infixes -tan- or -t-. The infix 
-tan- gives rise to the Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn systems (pronounced 
'gee tee en', etc.). In each of these cases, the meaning is that 
of the parent system (G, N, D, S), with an extra nuance of 
repetition or graduality. In translation this can often be rendered 
by such phrases as 'constantly', 'again and again', 'bit by bit', 
'progressively'. For example, see the verb seberu 'to break': 

G 'to break (s/th)' -+ Gtn 'to break (s/th) again and again' 
N 'to be broken' -+ Ntn 'to be broken again and again' 
D 'to smash' (slth) -+ Dtn 'to smash (s/th) again and again' 
S 'to cause (slo) to -+ Stn 'to cause (s/o) to break (s/th) again 

break (slth)' and again' 

Did you know? 
'Infix' is a word like 'prefix' and 'suffix'; but instead of 
indicating that the relevant bit is added at the beginning of a 
word (prefix) or the end (suffix), it indicates that the relevant 
bit is inserted into the word . ...................................................................................................... 

The infix -(- gives rise to the Gt, Dt, and St systems (pronounced 
'gee tee', etc.). (The existence of an Nt system is debated; if it does 
exist, it is extremely rare. Be that as it may, it is not taught here.) 
The meanings of the -t- infix will be explained in Unit 34. 

11t.12 Strong and weak verbs 

Babylonian verbs from roots with three consonants are known as 
'strong' verbs. Verbs which have fewer than three root consonants are 
known as 'weak': 'first weak' (I-weak), 'second weak' (II-weak), and 
'third weak' (III-weak) according to which letter is missing. Some 
verbs ('doubly weak') are missing the first and third consonant. 
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Weak verbs do their best to inflect like strong verbs, but are not 
always successful. Owing to particularities in their inflection, verbs 
whose first root letter is w (I-w verbs) will be treated together with 
weak verbs. 

1,..13 a-verbs and e-verbs 

Some verbs display e or e where one would expect a or a (but this 
never affects the pI. suffix -a or the ventive suffix -a(m), treated 
in Unit 19.5). These are known as e-verbs, and the fact of having 
e instead of a is known as 'e-colouring'. Examples: emedu 'to 
impose', lequ 'to take'. If a verb has an e in its dictionary form, 
it is an e-verb. 

For almost all e-verbs in Old Babylonian, the shift from a to e 
was caused by the disappearance of a guttural consonant (see 
Unit 47.7). The few Old Babylonian e-verbs whose e-colouring 
did not arise through loss of a guttural consonant include lemenum 
'to be evil', qerebum 'to draw near', qeberum 'to bury', ~eherum 'to 
be small' and seberum 'to break'. After the Old Babylonian period, 
e-colouring begins to spread through the language. In Middle 
Babylonian, certain D and S system forms of a-verbs look as if they 
come from e-verbs, e.g. uperris for expected uparris, uSeSkin for 
expected usaskin. 

In vernacular Babylonian of the first millennium, e-colouring 
appeared in many forms of what were originally a-verbs. 
Occasionally, such forms find their way into literary manuscripts. 

Nouns and adjectives related to e-ve'rbs also display e-colouring, 
e.g. lemnu 'evil' (related to lemenu 'to be evil'), formed according 
to the pattern PaRS- (see Unit 18.1-2) but with e instead of a. 

1,..1,. The dictionary form 

The 'dictionary form' of most Babylonian strong verbs follows 
the pattern PaRaSu(m), e.g. maqatu 'to fall', kasadu 'to conquer', 
lamadu 'to learn', saparu 'to send', etc. (This form is known as 



the 'G infinitive'.) The dictionary forms of e-verbs follow the same 
patterns as a-verbs, except that a and a change to e and e. Owing 
to their missing one or more root consonants, weak verbs cannot 
conform exactly to the pattern PaRaSu. 

By looking at the dictionary form of a verb, one can tell whether 
it is strong or weak (and, if so, which type of weak verb). The 
various combinations (strong, weak, a, e) can be summarized as in 
Table 3. The verbs izuzzu 'to stand', itulu 'to lie (down)', isu 'to 
have' and edu 'to know' have irregular dictionary forms (i.e. they 
do not follow, or attempt to follow, the pattern PaRaSu). 

Table 3 

a-verbs e-verbs 

strong maqatu(m) 'to fall' lemenu(m) 'to be evil' 

I-weak abatu(m) 'to destroy' erebu(m) 'to enter 

II-weak kdnu(m) 'to be firm' tenu(m) 'to grind' 

III-weak banu(m) 'to build' lequ(m) 'to take' 

Verbs which do not occur in the G system are listed in dictionaries 
by the infinitive of the system in which they appear most 
frequently. 

N naprusu 'to fly' o (w)ussuru 'to release' 

1"_15 Theme vowels 

Every Babylonian verb has either one or two vowels which appear 
regularly at certain points in its inflection in the G and N systems. 
These vowels are known as 'theme vowels', and are indicated 
in the Glossary at the back of this book (in brackets after the 
dictionary form). For strong verbs, the possible theme vowels are: 
a/u (e.g. sakanu 'to put'), a (e.g. ~abatu 'to seize'), i (e.g. paqadu 'to 
entrust'), or u (e.g. maqatu 'to fall'). Occasionally, a verb's theme 
Vowel changed as the language evolved. Such cases are noted in 
dictionaries. 
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14.16 Impersonal masculine plurals 

In English, one can avoid specifying who it is that does something 
by using the passive: 'It is said that Florence is beautiful', 'The 
piano will be tuned tomorrow': we are not told who says that 
Florence is beautiful, nor who will tune the piano. This is known 
as the 'impersonal' use of the passive. Babylonian also produces 
impersonal sentences, but instead of the passive it uses a notional 
3rd person masculine subject ('they'). 

summa miiru abiisu imtaha~ rittasu inakkisu 'If a son has struck 
his father, "they" will cut off his hand', i.e. ' ... his hand will be 
cut off' (CH § 195) 

English occasionally does this too ('They say that Florence is 
beautiful' = 'It is said that Florence is beautiful'). Babylonian is, 
however, more thoroughgoing than English in this usage: any 
3rd person masculine plural verb which does not have an obvious 
subject could be impersonal (but it is also possible that there is a 
real subject in the background). 

OB nipatisu liwaSserit 'They should release his debt slaves' OR 
"'They" should release his debt slaves', i.e. 'His debt slaves 
should be released' (AbB 5,130: r.2'-3') 

Context will usually show which applies. If you are confident that 
a sentence is impersonal, translate it with an English passive. 

14.17 'To be able' 

Babylonian does have a verb meaning 'to be able' (le'u), but 
often the concept is left unexpressed. For verbs in the present and 
preterite, add 'can', 'could', etc., in translation if you feel the sense 
requires it. 

14.18 Negation 

The following applies to Old and Middle Babylonian: assertions 
are negated by ul; questions are negated by Iii if there is a question 



ord ('who?', 'why?', 'when?', etc.) and by ul if there is no 
W estion word. Subordinate clauses (see Unit 30) are negated by t In vernacular Babylonian of the first millennium, la ousted ul. 
:r~ndard Babylonian generally follows second millennium rules for 
negation, but occasionally, under the influence of contemporary 
vernacular language, la appears instead of ul. For la + present as a 
negative command, see Unit 15. I. 

The most important things to remember 

1 Babylonian verbs usually agree in gender and number with 
the subject. 

2 They inflect in four different systems (and in their sub-systems): 

3 the G system has the most general meaning, and that which is 
closest to the meaning of the root; 

Ie the N system usually has a meaning corresponding to the 
passive of the G system; 

5 the D system is used in various ways, one being to change 
verbs of being into verbs of doing; 

6 the S system usually has a meaning corresponding to the 
causative of the G system. 

7 Babylonian verbs can be strong or weak (the latter are missing 
one or more root letters). 

8 Babylonian verbs (both strong and weak) fall into a-verbs 
and e-verbs. They inflect in the same way, except that e-verbs 
usually have e/e where a-verbs have ala. 

9 The dictionary form of most verbs is the G system infinitive. 
For verbs which do not occur in the G system, the infinitive 
of the system in which they occur most frequently is used. 

10 In statements, verbs are negated by ul. In questions, they are 
negated by la if there is a question word, by ul if there is not. 
Subordinate clauses (introduced in Unit 30) are negated by la. 
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................................................................................................ , 

The present 

The Babylonian tense which is generally called the 'present' tense 
can actually correspond to various tenses in English, not just the 
English present tenses. 

15.1 Uses of the present 

The Babylonian present is used to refer to the future (d. English 
'I am going to the cinema tomorrow'), more rarely to the present. 
It can also refer to the past, but usually only with 'durative' 
verbs, i.e. verbs whose action is perceived as lasting for a period 
of time (unlike 'to chop', which happens in a single instant). 

A particularity of the present is that Iii + present = 'must not .. .', 
'should not'. 

Did you know? 
Babylonian and Assyrian do not have a word for 'time'. 
Their speakers could of course refer to the passage of time 
in terms of days, months, years, reigns, etc., but one cannot 
literally translate into Babylonian or Assyrian a sentence such 
as 'How much time has passed?' . ...................................................................................................... 
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15.2 Forms in the G, N, 0 and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, whereby PRS represent a 
verb's three root letters, the present forms of strong verbs conform 
to the patterns in Table 4. This may seem intimidating, but the 



pattern is actually quite simple: the 'core' of each column stays 

the same: 

G PaRRvS 
N PPaRRvS 

Table 4 

G 

1st. sg. aPaRRvS 

2nd sg. m. taPaRRvS 

2nd sg. f. taPaRRvS; 

3rd sg. ;PaRRvS 

1st pI. n;PaRRvS 

2nd pI. taPaRRvSa 

3rd pI. m ;PaRRvSQ 

3rd pI. f ;PaRRvSa 

o PaRRaS 
S saPRaS 

N 

aPPaRRvS 

taPPaRRvS 

taPPaRRvS; 

;PPaRRvS 

n;PPaRRvS 

taPPaRRvSa 

;PPaRRvSQ 

;PPaRRvSa 

D 

uPaRRaS 

tuPaRRaS 

tuPaRRaS; 

uPaRRaS 

nuPaRRaS 

tuPaRRaSa 

uPaRRaSQ 

uPaRRaSa 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

S 

usaPRaS 

tusaPRaS 

tusaPRaS; 

usaPRaS 

nusaPRaS 

tusaPRaSa 

usaPRaSQ 

usaPRaSa 

What changes are the prefixes and suffixes, which vary with the 
person, gender and number of the subject. In isolation, these 
prefixes and suffixes are as in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Gand N Dand 5 
1st sg. a· u· 
2nd 5g. m. ta· tu· 
2nd 5g. f. ta· ... ·; tu· ... . ; 
3rd 5g. ;. u· 

I--

r-!5t pI. n;· ... nu· 
~ndpl. ta· ... ·a tu· ... ·a 
~dpl.m. ; .... . Q u· ... ·Q 
~dpl.f. ;· ... ·a u· ... ·a 
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15.3 Observations on the prefixes and suffixes 

The suffixes (-i, -a, -u) are the same in all four systems. The prefixes 
of the D and S systems can be thought of as simplification of those of 
the G and N systems, whereby the consonants (t, n) stay the same but 
vowels (a, i) have been changed to u. Whereas first and third person 
singular are different in the G and N systems, they are identical in 
the D and S systems. Within a given system, all second person forms 
(masculine, feminine, singular, plural) have the same prefix, though 
they may have different suffixes. The same applies for third person 
forms. The 3rd person plural suffixes -u (m.) and -a (f.) are related to 
the plural morphemes -ut- (m.) and -at- (f.) (see Units 8.2 and 9.1). 

······Di(i·yo~·kno~i·································· ................................... . 
'Morphemes' are bits of words which carry meaning in their 
own right, and cannot be divided further. For example, 
the English word 'shopper' is made up of the morphemes 
'shop' and '-er'; 'disorganized' of 'dis-', 'organize' and '-(e)d'; 
'antidisestablishmentarianism' of 'anti-', 'dis-', 'establish', 
'-ment', '-arian', and '-ism'. 

15.1t The vowel in the G and N systems 

In the G and N systems it is necessary to insert a vowel which 
varies from verb to verb. This vowel is indicated by the symbol v in 
Table 4, and the vowel to insert is known as the 'theme vowel' (see 
Unit 14.15). Each verb's theme vowel is indicated in the Glossary 
(in brackets after the infinitive). For verbs which have the two 
theme vowels alu, insert the first of these (a). 

iPPaRRvS (3rd sg. present, N system) 
paqadu (i) 'to entrust' -+ ippaqqid 'he/she/it is being entrusted' 
~abatu (a) 'to seize' -+ i§§abbat 'he/she/it is being seized' 
nasaku (alu) 'to bite' -+ innassak 'he/she/it is being birten' 

taPaRRvSi (2nd f. sg. present, G system) 
paqadu (i) 'to entrust' -+ tapaqqidi 'you (f. sg.) are entrusting' 
~abatu (a) 'to seize' -+ ta~abbati 'you (f. sg.) are seizing' 
nasaku (alu) 'to bite' -+ tanassaki 'you (f. sg.) are biting' 



15.5 The present forms of partisu in the G, N, 0 and S 
systems 

As well as understanding how Babylonian verbs work in principle, 
yoU need to learn the forms. Different people have different ways 
of doing this: some prefer to do it visually, writing them out several 
times, others by reciting them like a poem, others still by these two 
methods combined. You will know, or discover, what works best 
for you. Whatever your method, you will find it easier in the long 
run to learn the forms of an actual verb rather than the pattern 
in the abstract. Accordingly, Table 6 shows the forms of the verb 
parasu 'to divide' for you to commit to memory. (This is best done 
column by column rather than row by row.) 

Table 6 

G system N system D system 5 system 

'I divide' 'I am divided' 'I divide' 'I cause to divide' 

1st 59. aparras apparras uparras usapras 

2nd 59. m. taparras tapparras tuparras tusapras 

2nd 59. f. taparrasi tapparrasi tuparrasi tusaprasi 

3rd 59. iparras ipparras uparras usapras 

1st pI. niparras nipparras nuparras nusapras 

2nd pI. taparrasii tapparrasii tuparrasii tusaprasii 

3rd pI. m. iparrasu ipparrasu uparrasu usaprasu 

3rd pI. f. iparrasii ipparrasii uparrasii usaprasii 

·O··:d················································ ................................................. . 
I you know? 
The meanings of parasu include 'to cut off', 'to wean', and 
'to render a verdict (in a lawsuit)'. These all derive from 
the basic idea of separating: to separate into two parts; to 
separate a child from the breast; to draw a line of right and 

.... wrong between two parties . .................................................................................................. 
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15.6 Sound changes 

When n comes into contact with a following consonant, it 
assimilates to it (see Unit 47.9). In the present tense, this happens 
in the S system to verbs whose first root letter is n. 

usaPRaS for nasaku 'to bite' -+ usassak 'he causes to bite' 
(from usansak) 

After the Old Babylonian period, double voiced 'stop' consonants 
(bb, dd, gg) occasionally nasalize (see Unit 47.1I). 

imaggur 'he agrees' -+ imangur 

Exercise IS.I, Old Babylonian: Render the Babylonian present 
tense as an English present or future according to what you think 
works best in the context of the sentence. (An exclamation mark 
means that the preceding sign is badly written on the tablet.) 

a-al-su u-ha-al-la-aq 
su-ut-tam i-pa-aS-sar 
i-na-at-tal u ip-pa-al-la-as 
si-si-ik-tum da-ri-tum bi-ri-ni ik-ka-~-~a-ar 
i-na u -mi sa da-an-na-tim i-~a-ab-ba-at qa-at-ka 

4 

er-~e-tum i-ra-am-mu-um 
nam-ri-ri sa i-lim ta-na-ta-a-al (ignore the 'extra' -a-) 
a-na-ku (aniiku 'Me, ... ) e-li-ka a-ha-ab-bu-ub 
mu-ru-u~ li-ib-bi-im ma-di-is a-na-at-ta-a1 
ki-ir-ba-an mun i-na lu-ba-ri-im ta-ra-ak-ka-as! i-na ki-sa-di-su 
ta-ra-ak-ka-a[s] ba-Ii-i((bali( 'he will be well') 

Exercise IS.2, Old Babylonian 
a-na-ku (anaku '1') mu-sa-am u ka-~a-tam (see Unit 36.5) 

su-na-ti-ka-ma a-na-ta-al 
rUg~u-ba-a-at (~bat: singular, but treated as if plural) a-wi-Ie-e 
sa-at-tam a-na sa-at-tim (sattam ana sattim 'year by year') 
i-da-am-mi-qu at-ti (atti 'you (f. sg.)') ,ug~u-ba-a-ti sa-at-tam 
a-na sa-at-ti-im tu-qa-al-la-li 



ku-ru-ma-ti-si-n[a] ta-ma-ha-r[i] 
sum ha-ba-li-im (habiilu(m) = 'wrongdoing') pa-ga-ar-ki 
(pagarki 'for yourself') ta-sa-ak-ka-ni 

e u-da-ab-ba-ab 
te -ma-am an-ni-a-am ma-ah-ri-su (mahrisu 'before him') 
. d-sa-ak-ka-an 
a-na m[i]-ni-im bi-ti tu-pa-la-ah 
si-ip (sp. sep) dnin-subur it dnin-si 4 -an-na be-li-ia a-na-a.s-si-iq 
mi-im-ma la ta-na-ku-di 
pa-nu-su la i-~a-li-mu 

Exercise 15.3, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last five sentences 
are MB. 

a-ra-an-su-nu i-na mu-uh-hi-k[a] is-sa-ak-ka-an 
am-tam a-na ma-am-ma-an u-ul a-na-ad-di-in 
as-sa-as-su la i-h[a]-al-la-lu 
a-wa-tu-ia ma-ti i-in-ki i-ma-ha-ra 
hi-ti-it gu.un-su i-na mu-uh-hi-ka is-sa-ak-ka-an 
i-na ni-is dingir li-ib-ba-ku-nu u-na-pa-su 
ap-kal-Ium qi-bit-su ma-am-man ul u-sam-sak 
[in]a qa-ti-su e/-Ie-ti pa-as-su-ra i-rak-kas 
giima-su u-ma-har 
me-Iam-mu-su u-sa-ah-ha-pu na-gab za-ia-a-ri 
r ur [i]s-sa-ka-an sa-li-mu ba-Iu mi-it-hu-~i 

Exercise 15.4, Old Babylonian: Look up the Babylonian readings 
of the sumerograms in the list at the back of the book, and 
remember to put the word in the correct form. 

e.gal-Iam la u-da-ba-ab 
nun kur la sa-tam (Iii satam 'other than his own') qa-su i-ka-sad 
nun kur kur-su u-na-ka-ap 
mus lu i-na-sa-ak 
erin-ka sag a.sa-sa u-ul i-ka-sad 
erin-ni Ii-it erin kur i-sa-ak-ka-an 
dim i+na (ina 'in') kur i-ra-ah-hi-~ 
e hI is-sa-ap-pa-ah 
kur a-na (ana 'in') dan-na-tim i-pa-hu-ur 
dumu lugal gu.za a-bi-su i-~a-bat 
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uruki SU-U (su 'this') i~-~a-ab-ba-at u-lu-ma (ulu-ma 'or') u-ul 
4-~a-ab-ba-at (question) 

e.gal-am la u-da-ab-ba-bu 

Exercise IS.S. Standard Babylonian 
qip-ta-su a-tam-ma-ah 
ugmei kur.kur kul-lat-si-na ta-paq-qid 
da-a-a-na ~al-pa mi-se-ra tu-kal-lam ma-hir ta-a'-ti la mus-te-
se-ru tu-sa-az-bal ar-na 

i-sad-da-ad i-na mif-ra-ta za-ru-u gi;ma 
i-sar-ra-ak ter-din-nu a-na ka-ti-i ti-u-ta 
[ana za]-ma-a-ru qu-ub-bi-ia u-sa-~-rap 
mi-lik (for older milka) sa an-za-nun-ze-e i-ha-ak-kim man-nu 
at-ta a-na si-bu-ti-su-nu taS-sak-kin (sp. tassakkan) 
mu-ka-as-si-di ik-ka-aS-sad 

The most important things to remember 

1 The present is formed by adding prefixes and suffixes to a 
'core'. The core changes with the verb's system, the prefixes 
and suffixes with the grammatical characteristics of the 
subject. 

2 The third person singular forms in the four systems for the 
verb parasu 'to divide' are: G iparras, N ipparras, D uparras, 
S usapras. 

3 In the G and N systems the vowel between the second and 
third root letters changes from verb to verb: it is the verb's 
theme vowel (for verbs with the two theme vowels a/u, use a). 

Ie One set of prefixes and suffixes is used for the G and N 
systems, another for the D and S systems. You need to know 
them. (You will probably find it easier to learn them as part of 
actual forms than in the abstract.) 

5 The Babylonian present can be translated as an English present 
or future tense, and in past narrative as an English past tense 
('I did', 'I was doing'). 
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The preterite 

The preterite is fundamentally a past tense. 

16.1 Uses of the preterite 

In Old Babylonian, the preterite usually corresponds to an English 
preterite ('I ate'), but occasionally a natural-sounding English 
translation requires an English perfect ('I have eaten'). After the 
Old Babylonian period, the preterite was gradually ousted by 
the perfect in vernacular language, and by the first millennium 
the usual way of referring to the past in main clauses was the 
perfect. However, the preterite continued to be used in Standard 
Babylonian, more or less as in Old Babylonian. 

A special use of the preterite is to make so-called 'performative' 
utterances, which are those where the very fact of speaking the 
utterance does what the utterance says. In translation one inserts 
'hereby' (as in 'I hereby pronounce you man and wife', 'I hereby 
declare the meeting open'). 

SB alsikunusi ilani musiti 'I hereby call upon you, 0 gods of the 
night' (alsi = 1st sg. pret. sasu) (Maqlu 1 1) 

16.2 Forms in the G, N, D and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the preterite forms of strong 
verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7 

G system N system D system 5 system 
..... 

1st 59. aPRvS aPPaRvS uPaRRiS usaPRiS -

2nd 59. m. taPRvS taPPaRvS tuPaRRiS tusaPRiS -2nd 59. f. taPRvS, taPPaRS, tuPaRRiS, tusaPRiS, 

3rd 59. iPRvS iPPaRvS uPaRRiS usaPRiS -

1st pI. niPRvS niPPaRvS nuPaRRiS nusaPRiS 

2nd pI. taPRvSii taPPaRSii tuPaRRiSii tusaPRiSci 

3rd pI. m. iPRvSu iPPaRSu uPaRRiSu usaPRiSu 

3rd pI. f. iPRvSii iPPaRSii uPaRRiSii usaPRiSci 

. v· means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

The principle is the same as for the present, i.e. the 'core' of each 
column stays the same: 

G PRvS D PaRRiS 
N PPaRvS (but v is sometimes elided; see below) S saPRiS 

What changes are the prefixes and suffixes, which vary with 
the person, gender and number of the subject. These prefixes 
and suffixes are the same as those for the present, and the same 
comments apply (see Unit 15.3) . 

...................................................................................................... 
Insight 

The only difference between present and preterite in the D 
and S systems is the vowel between the second and third root 
letter, which is a for the present, i for the preterite: uPaRRaS, 
usaPRaS (present) vs. uPaRRiS, usaPRiS (preterite) . ...................................................................................................... 

16.3 The vowel in the G and N systems 

In the G and N systems it is necessary to insert a vowel which 
varies from verb to verb. This vowel is indicated by the symbol v in 
Table 7, and, for the G system, this is the theme vowel. For verbs 
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" h the twO theme vowels a/u, insert the second of these (u). The 
Wit e applies to the N system, except that verbs with the two theme 
sam k"" d vowels (a/u) ta e t mstea . 

"PPaRvS (3rd sg. preterite, N system) 
I for paqadu (i) 'to entrust' = ippaqid 'he/she/it was entrusted' 

for ?abatu (a) 'to seize' = i??abat 'helshe/it was seized' 
for nasaku (a/u) 'to bite' = innasik 'he/she/it was bitten' 

taPRvSi (2nd sg. f. preterite, G system) 
for paqadu (i) 'to entrust' = tapqidi 'you (f. sg.) entrusted' 
for ~abatu (a) 'to seize' = ta~bati 'you (f. sg.) seized' 
for nasaku (a/u) 'to bite' = tassuki 'you (f. sg.) bit' 

16.~ A sound change: vowel elision 

Vowel elision (see Unit 47.4) occurs in N system preterites which 
have a suffix as well as a prefix: 

taPPaRSi (from taPPaRvSi, syllabified taP-Pa-Rv-Si) 
taPPaRSa (from taPPaR vSa, syllabified taP-Pa-R v-Sa) 
iPPaRSu (from iPPaRvSu, syllabified iP-Pa-Rv-Su) 
iPPaRSa (from iPPaR vSa, syllabified iP-Pa-R v-Sa) 

16.5 A sound change: assimilation of n 

When n comes into contact with a following consonant, it assimilates 
(i.e. becomes identical) to it (see Unit 47.9). In the preterite, this 
happens in the G and ~ systems to verbs whose first root letter is n. 

iPRvS for nasaku 'to bite' -+ ;ssuk 'he bit' (from insuk) 
usaPRiS for nasaku 'to bite' -+ usassik 'he caused (s/o) to bite' 
(from usansik) 

liisigii·i·············································· .......................................... . 
In principle, assimilation of n could also happen to N preterites 
of verbs whose second root letter is n, when as a result of 
vocalic elision this is in contact with the third root letter . 

.. However, such forms are not yet attested . .................................................................................................... 
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Exercise 16.1, Old Babylonian 
li-ib-bi im-ra-tl§ 
su-mi u-ul iz-ku-ur 
il-ba-aS /i-ib-sa-am 
ip-hur um-ma-nu-um i-na ~e-ri-su (ina ~erisu 'round him') 
is-hu-ut /i-ib-sa-am 
ib-ri-iq bi-ir-qum in-na-pi-ih i-sa-tum 
si-bu-ti u-pa-ah-hi-ir a-na ba-bi-su 
[i-n]a se-re-ti ib-ba-ra u-sa-az-ni-in 
ip-ru-u' ma-ar-ka-sa e-le-ep-pa ip-tu-ur 
a-bu-ba a-na ku-ul-la-at ni-si u-za-am-me-er 

Exercise 16.2., Old Babylonian 
qi-is-tum ig-re-e-su (igreSu 'it attacked him') is-ku-un ek-le-tam 
a-na (ana, translate 'in place of) nu-ur sa-ma-i 

/i-ib-bi ma-di-is iz-zi-iq 
si-ir a-wi-lim is-hu-ul 
ni-is sar-ri i-na pi-i-su as-ku-un 
hu-ub-tam ih-bu-ut 
ki-ma ni-it-li-ia it-ti-sa ad-bu-ub 
di-nam a-n[a] (translate ana as 'about') a-hi-su u-ul ag-mu-ur 
r re '-eS -ka u-ka-ab-bi-it 

Ij 

a-na mi-nim qa-at-ka i-na zu-um-ri-ia ta-as-su-uh 
r f-lu ma-tim it-ru-ru-ma is-si-r qu' se >0 -pi-su 

Exercise 16.3, Old Babylonian 

I04 

a-na sa-pi-ri-ia mi-nam u-ga-al-li-il 
i-na e-bu-ri se-am u-ul id-d[,l-nu (translate nadiinu as 'to 
give out') 

i-na pu-uh-ri si-la-ti id-bu-ba 
a-na e-pe-si-im (translate epesu as 'undertaking') an-ni-i-im ki-i 

la ta-ap-la-ah 
ap-pa-su ip-Iu-us-ma (-ma 'and') [~e]-re-tam is-ku-un 
qa-qa-ad-ka u-ka-bi-it 
~a-bu-um sa be-/i-ia ip-hu-ur 
a-wa-tim wa-at-ra-tim-ma (do not translate -ma) ha-ia-su-mu 

(hayasumu, personal name) a-na ~e-er be-/i-ia is-pu-ur 
a-di-ni te -ma-am u-ul al-ma-ad 
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i-sa-tam i-na Ii-ib-bi qi-ir-ti ip-pu-uh-ma giidi-im-tum im-qu-ut 
ku.babbar u-ul ni-im-hu-ur 
IUmeS su-nu-ti (sunuti 'those') a-hi a-na mi-nim ih-su-u.s 
an;'ha-a-ru-um iq-qa-ti-il 
ansehi.a a-na ge-er-ri-im ih-ha-aS-hu 

Exercise 16.4, Middle Babylonian: In literary Middle Babylonian, 
D and ~ preterites often display e-colouring, see Unit 14. 1 3. 

a-na su-a-tu (ana suatu 'to that one') ne-me-qa sum-su (iddinsu 
or iddinassu 'he gave') zi-tam da-ri-tam ul sum-su (iddinsu or 
iddinassu 'he gave') 

ma-da-pa (personal name, indeclinable) sa su-u-ti [k]a-ap-pa-sa 
is-bi-ir (see Unit 1L13) 

am-mi-ni sa su-u-ti ka-ap-pa-sa te-e-es-bi-ir (see Unit 11.13) 
a-na gi-sal-Iat kur-i sa-qu-ti ki-ma musen (pl.) ip-par-su 

(see Unit 14.14, bottom; and exercise 32.1, DYK box) 
sal-ma-at qu-ra-di-su-nu i-na ba-ma-at kur-i a-na qu-ru-na-a-te 
lu-qe-rin (sp. 114 uqerrin; 114 = 'truly') 

sa-gal-ti um-ma-na-te-su-nu (-te- sp. -ti-) dagalmei ki-ma ri-hi-il-ti 
diskur lu as-kun 

ul is-nu-un ma-ti-ma ina (ina 'among') manmes-ni kul-Ia-ti 
qa-bal-su ma-am-ma 

a-na re-si-su-nu u-se-pi-ik sa-am-na 
is-ku-un da-nu me-et-ta la pa-da-a e-Iu tar-gi-gi 
dnin-urta qar-du sag-ed dingirmei giitukulmei-su-nu u-se-be-er 

Exercise 16.5, Standard Babylonian 
hirnas.mas ina ki-kit-te-e ki-mil-ti ul ip-tur 
qer-bi-ia id-lu-hu 
na4a-gur_ri ina n"4za.gin u-sab-sil 
a-nu-um en-iii u e-a u-rap-pi-su u-zu-un-su 
ta-na-da-a-ti (sp. taniidat; normalize taniidiit(i)} lugal i-lis (ilis 'to 
(those of) a god'} u-maS-sil u pu-Iuh-ti e.gal um-man u-sal-mid 

~m-mi-ni hii.du8 (ata '0 doorman') ta-at-bal aga gal-a sa sag.du-ia 
Ik-pu-ud-ma (do not translate -mal lib-ba-su le-mut-tu 
u-nak-ki-is kap-pi-su ab-ri-su nu-bal-' Ii-su' 
ana 20 d[ann]a (ana dra biri 'at twenty leagues') ik-su-pu ku
sa-pa ana 30 danna (ana saliisa biri 'at thirty leagues') is-ku-nu 
nu-bat-ta 
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From The Epic of Erra: (render -ma after verbs as 'and') 

kurmci (use sadu) ub-bit-ma (ubbit 'he annihilated') bu-ul-su-nu 
u-sam-qit 

ta-ma-a-ti id-luh-ma (-ma 'and') mi-sir-ta-si-na u-hal-liq 
a-pi it qi-i-si u-sah-rib-ma ki-i dgirra iq-mi (iqmi 'he burned') 

······O·id·you·i<.ii·ow?"································· .................................... . 
The Epic of Erra was used as a talisman: manuscripts of it were 
perforated and hung up, to guard against outbreaks of plague . ...................................................................................................... 
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The most important things to remember 

1 Like the present, the preterite is formed by adding prefixes and 
suffixes to a 'core'. The core changes with the verb's system, 
the prefixes and suffixes with the grammatical characteristics 
of the subject. 

2 The third person singular forms in the four systems for the 
verb parasu 'to divide' are: G iprus, N ipparis, 0 uparris, 
S usapris. 

3 In the G and N systems the vowel between the second and 
third root letters changes from verb to verb. For verbs with the 
two theme vowels a/u, it is u in the G system and i in the N 
system. For other verbs, it is the verb's theme vowel. 

t. The same prefixes and suffixes are used as for the present. 

5 The Babylonian preterite can usually be translated with an 
English preterite ('I did'). 

6 For verbs with n as first root letter, this assimilates to the 
second root letter when they come into contact (e.g. iddin 
'he/she gave', from nadanu 'to give'). 

7 In the N system, the rule of vowel elision (Unit 47.4) comes 
into force when there is a vowel after the third root letter. 
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The perfect 

The perfect is fundamentally a past tense. In all four systems, 
the 'core' includes an infix -ta- (-te- in e-verbs). 

Old·you·knoviii······································· ................................... . 
The perfect tense was discovered by Assyriologist Benno 
Landsberger and only described in print in 1952, in the 
Akkadian grammar by Landsberger's pupil Wolfram von 
Soden (Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik). 

17.1 Uses of the perfect 

In Old Babylonian the perfect had a meaning very similar to 
the English perfect ('I have eaten'). As Babylonian developed, 
the perfect gradually supplanted the preterite in the vernacular 
language, and by the first millennium it became the normal tense 
for referring to the past in the vernacular language, corresponding 
to both the English perfect ('I have eaten') and the English preterite 
('I ate'). One often meets the sequence 'preterite-ma perfect'. In this 
usage, both verbs usually translate as English preterites ('I did X, 
and then I did Y'). 

In Old Babylonian letters, the perfect often translates into English 
as a present + 'herewith'. 

OB astaprakkum 'Herewith I am sending to you (m. sg.) .. .' 
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In subordinate clauses, the Babylonian perfect can (like the English 
perfect) refer to the future. (Subordinate clauses will be treated in 
Unit 30.) 

OB tuppi kirna testern" sulurnka suprarn-rna libbi linuh 'When 
you have heard my letter, write to me how you are, so that my 
mind can be at ease' (AbB 13, 175: 15-18) 

17.2 Forms in the G, N, 0 and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the perfect forms of strong 
verbs conform to the patterns shows in Table 8. (In e-verbs a 
changes to e.) The principle is the same as for the present and 
preterite, i.e. the 'core' of each column stays the same: 

G PtaRvS (though v is sometimes elided, see below) 
N ttaPRvS 

Table 8 

G N 0 

1st sg. aPtaRvS attaPRvS uPtaRRiS 

2nd sg. m. taPtaRvS tattaPRvS tuPtaRRiS 

2nd sg. f. taPtaRSi tattaPRvSi tuPtaRRiSi 

3rd sg. iPtaRvS ittaPRvS uPtaRRiS 

1st pI. niPtaRvS nittaPRvS nuPtaRRiS 

2nd pI. taPtaRSii tattaPRvSii tuPtaRRiSii 

3rd pI. m. iPtaRSu ittaPRvSu uPtaRRiSu 

3rd pI. f. iPtaRSii ittaPRvSii uPtaRRiSii 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

D PtaRRiS 
S staPRiS 

5 
ustaPRiS 

tustaPRiS 

tustaPRiSi 

ustaPRiS 

nustaPRiS 

tustaPRiSa 

ustaPRiSu 

ustaPRiSa 

What changes are the prefixes and suffixes, which vary with the 
person, gender and number of the subject. These prefixes and 
suffixes are the same as those for the present and preterite, and 
the same comments apply (see Unit 15.3). 
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17.3 The vowel in the G and N systems 

In the G and N systems it is necessary to insert a vowel which 
varies from verb to verb. This vowel is indicated by the symbol v 
in Table 8 and is the same as the vowel in the present of the G and 
N systems (i.e. = the theme vowel; when a verb has the two theme 
vowels a/u, then insert a). 

17.4 Sound changes 

In the G system, when suffixes are added to the core, the vowel 
between the second and third root letter is elided (see Unit 47.4). 

sakiinu 'to put' -+ tastakni'You (f. sg.) have put' (from 
tastakani) 

As in other tenses, n assimilates to a following consonant. 

nadiinu 'to give' -+ attadin 'I have given' (from antadin) 

The t of the perfect infix changes to d, t, 5, Z and ~ when it directly 
follows these consonants. 

dabiibu 'to speak' -+ addabub 'I have spoken' (from adtabub) 
~abiitu 'to seize' -+ i~~abat 'He/she/it has seized' (from i~tabat) 
zabiilu 'to bring' -+ izzabil 'He/she/it has brought' (from 

iztabi/) 
sahiiru 'to search for' -+ issahur 'He/she/it has searched for' 

(from istahur) 

After the Old Babylonian period, st changes to It. 

sakiinu -+ iltakan 'He has put' (fromistakan) 
sapiiru'to send' -+ taltapar 'You (m. sg.) have sent' (from tastapar) 

However, owing to their liking for traditional spellings, scribes 
~ften Write st rather than It even after the Old Babylonian period. 

Or further changes (gt -+ gd; mt -+ md, nd) see Unit 47.10. 
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Exercise 17.1, Old Babylonian 
li-ib-bi tu-ul-te-mi-in 
[liJ-ib-ba-su im-ta-ra-~ 
tU-uS-ta-am-ri-i~ li-ib-bi u mu-ru-u~ li-ib-bi ra-bi-a-am a-na 
pa-ni-ia (ana piiniya 'for me') ta-aS-ta-ka-an 

ri-ig-ma-am e-li-ia ta-aS-ta-ka-a[nJ 
hi-i~-pa-tum ka-bi-it-tum a-na pa-ni-ia ip-ta-rik 
u-sa-a-tim ra-bi-a-tim i-na mu-uh-hi-ia ta-aS-ta-ka-an 
ki-sa-ad-ka ka-aq-qa-r[aJ-am uS-ta-ak-si-id 
sfg sa e.gal is-ta-aq-lu 
a.sa-am am-ta-kar 
lI!usa-ar-ra-qi su-nu-ti (sunilti 'those') ~-~a-ba-at 
ri-ig-ma ra-bi-a-am is-ta-ak-na 
mi-sa-ra-am i-na ma-ti as-ta-ka-an 

Exercise 17.2, Middle Babylonian 
ma-da-pa (personal name, indeclinable) ma-ar de-a sa su-u-ti 

ka-ap-pa-sa is-te-bi-ir 
ma-ar si-ip-ri sa da-ni ik-ta-al-da (see Unit 47.9) 
sa-am-na [il-qJu-ni-su-um-ma (ilqitnissumma 'they brought to 

him, and'; preterite) it-ta-ap-si-is 
[k Jul-Ia-at kur-ia ta-al-ta-la-al 

Exercise 17.3, Standard Babylonian 
mi-li it-tah-su 
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mi-sit-tu im-ta-qut eli uzumei-ia 
lu-' -tu im-ta-qut eli bir-ki-ia 
im-ha-a~ pe-en-sa (pensa, variant of pemsa) it-ta-sa-ak u-ba-an-sa 
ig-dam-ra mas-sak-ki-ia munusensimei as-li-ia ina tu-ub-bu-hi 

(ina tubbuhi 'through slaughter (for sacrifices)') dingirmei 

ig-dam-ru 
qu-ra-du der-ra ana su-an-na urulugal dingirmei is-ta-kan 

pa-ni-su 
tam-ha-#-su-ma (tamha~isu-ma 'You (f. sg.) struck him, and') 

kap-pa-su tal-te-eb-[riJ 
qaq-qad u-ri-~i ana (translate ana as 'in place of') qaq-qad 16 
it-ta-din 



Oid·you·know·?'········· .. ··· .. · .... ·· .. ······ .. ··· .. ········ ............................ . 
Babylonian rituals against demons often used scapegoats. 
These might be statuettes or live animals (not just goats). 
In either case, the demon was invited (or commanded) to 
transfer his or her unwelcome attentions to the scapegoat, 
and leave the patient alone . ...................................................................................................... 

The most important things to remember 

1 Like the present and preterite, the perfect is formed by adding 
prefixes and suffixes to a 'core'. The core changes with the 
verb's system, the prefixes and suffixes with the grammatical 
characteristics of the subject. 

2 The third person singular forms in the four systems for the 
verb parasu 'to divide' are: G iptaras, N ittapras, D uptarris, 
S ustapris. 

3 In the G and N systems the vowel between the second and 
third root letters changes from verb to verb. It is the same as 
the corresponding vowel in the present. 

,. The same prefixes and suffixes are used as for the present. 

5 The Babylonian perfect can often be translated with an English 
perfect ('I have done'), but sometimes context requires an 
English preterite ('I did'). 

6 The t of the -ta- infix assimilates to immediately preceding 
d, {, s, z and ~. 

7 In verbs with n as first root letter, nt changes to tt. 

8 After the Old Babylonian period, st changes to It, 
e.g. iltapar 'he has sent' matching Old Babylonian istapar. 

9 In the G system, the rule of vowel elision (Unit 47.4) comes 
into force when there is a vowel after the third root letter. 
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18 
................................................................................................. 

The stative and the verbal 
adjective 

There is a 'core' form of the Babylonian verb to which two 
different sets of endings can be added, producing two different 
grammatical forms: the 'verbal adjective', and the stative. 
Their meanings will be explained below. 

The verbal adjective is an adjective, and takes adjectival endings 
(described in Units 7 and 9). The stative is a tense of the verb, and 
takes its own set of endings (-aku, -ata, etc.), which are different 
from those of the present, preterite and perfect. They will be 
presented below. 

18.1 The core forms for statives and verbal adjectives 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the core forms of statives 
and verbal adjectives conform to the patterns shown in Table 9. 
(In e-verbs, a changes to e.) 

Table 9 

I~~-Q-RV-S----~I-~-Q-PR-U-S----~I~~-U-RR-U-S-------+I-~-P-Ru-S----j 
'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 
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he G system, owing to the rules of vowel elision (see Unit 47.4), 
I~ t vowel between the second and third root letters is elided when 
t effjxes beginning with a vowel are added. 
SU 

For most adjectives related to strong verbs, in the G system the 
owel represented by the symbol 'v' is i. A few, however, have a 

v nd u. In this book, when the vowel is not i, this is stated in the 
~Iossary (see e.g. Lemenu 'to be evil': the Glossary gives the stative 
as lemun). The core vowel in the G system is also visible in certain 
feminine singular G verbal adjectives (see below). 

18.2 The verbal adjective 

Most adjectives in Babylonian, including many which you have 
already met, are 'verbal adjectives'. They are called 'verbal' because 
they are intimately related to the verb, e.g. inasmuch as they follow 
the four systems - otherwise, there is nothing special about them. 
(The idea of adjectives somehow being related to verbs occurs also 
with English past participles, e.g. 'broken'.) For verbs of being, 
the verbal adjective corresponds in English to the adjective used in 
translating the infinitive of the verb. 

Lemenu 'to be evil' --+ Lemnu 'evil' 
mara~u 'to be ill' --+ mar~u 'ill' 
supsuqu 'to be very difficult' --+ supsuqu 'very difficult' 

For verbs of doing which take a direct object, the verbal adjective 
usually means 'having undergone the action of the verb' (i.e. it has 
a passive sense). It can be translated with the English past participle 
('broken', 'enhanced'). 

parasu 'to divide, to cut off' -+ parsu 'cut off, severed' 

For verbs of doing which do not take a direct object, the verbal 
adjective usually means 'performing the action of the verb' or 
'having performed the action of the verb'. It can be translated with 
the English present participle ('sleeping') or past participle (,fallen'). 
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~alalu 'to be asleep' -+ ~allu 'sleeping, asleep' 
maqatu 'to fall' -+ maqtu 'fallen' 

Feminine singular verbal adjectives are produced by adding -t- Or 

-at- (-et- for adjectives related to e-verbs) to the core. The meaning 
is the same. When -t- is added, the G system core vowel is visible. , 
when -at- is added, the core vowel is elided (see Unit 47.4). 

damaqu 'to be good' -+ f. sg. damiqtu, damqatu 'good' 
lemenu 'to be evil' -+ f. sg. lemuttu (from lemuntu), lemnetu 'evil' 
rapasu 'to be broad' -+ f. sg. rapastu, rapsatu 'broad' 

I······insig·ht······································ ............................................. . 

......... .'!.~~~.~~.~.~j~~~!~~.~.i.~.~.~~.r::.~X~.~~~.~~~.~~~~ ................................. . 
18.3 The stative 

The stative is so called because, rather than describing an action, 
it describes a state (though this distinction is often obscured in 
translation). It can refer both to the present and the past - more 
rarely to the future. The stative only has suffixes (not prefixes), and 
these are different from the suffixes used by the present, preterite 
and perfect. Unlike the present, preterite and perfect, the stative has 
different markers for 3 rd singular masculine and feminine subjects, 
and for 2nd plural masculine and feminine subjects. It is rare to use 
the stative in the N system. 

18.'- Translating statives 

How to translate a stative depends on whether the relevant verb 
can take a direct object in other tenses (e.g. present, preterite, 
perfect) of the same system. For verbs which do not take a direct 
object in other tenses of the same system (this includes all verbs of 
being), the stative signifies that the subject of the verb is in a state 
resulting from performing the action. (Since the future use of the 
stative is comparatively rare, we do not include future translations 
in the examples below, though they are theoretically possible.) 
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",aqit 'He i~was in the state resulting from falling', i.e. 'He has/ 

had fallen 
salil 'He is/was in the state resulting from lying down', i.e . 
. 'He is/was lying down' 
",aru~ 'He is/was in the state resulting from being ill', i.e. 'He is/ 

was ill' 
da",iq 'He is/was in the state resulting from being good', i.e. 
'He is/was good' 

For verbs which do take an object in other tenses of the same 
system, the stative can be translated in four ways: 

~ so that the subject is/was/will be in a state of performing the 
action 

~ so that the subject is/was/will be in a state of having performed 
the action 

~ so that the subject is/was/will be in a state of undergoing the 
action 

~ so that the subject is/was/will be in a state of having 
undergone the action 

Context indicates which translation is appropriate. Here are some 
examples. (Future translations are again omitted.) 

nasik (from nasiiku 'to bite') 

'He is/was in the state of biting', i.e. 'He is/was biting' 
'He is/was in the state of having bitten', i.e. 'He haslhad bitten' 
'He is/was in the state of being bitten', i.e. 'He is/was being 
bitten' 

'He is/was in the state of having been bitten', i.e. 'He haslhad 
been bitten' 

kasid (from kasiidu 'to reach') 

'He is/was in the state of reaching', i.e. 'He is/was reaching' 
'He is/was in the state of having reached', i.e. 'He haslhad reached', 
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'He is/was in the state of being reached', i.e. 'He is/was being 
reached' 

'He is/was in the state of having been reached', i.e. 'He haslhad 
been reached' 

mahi~ (from mahii~u 'to beat') 

'He is/was in the state of beating', i.e. 'He is/was beating' 
'He is/was in the state of having beaten', i.e. 'He haslhad beaten' 
'He is/was in the state of being beaten', i.e. 'He is/was being beaten' 
'He is/was in the state of having been beaten', i.e. 'He haslhad 
been beaten' 

······iiislg·ht········································ .......................................... .. 
In a formal linguistic description of Babylonian grammar, 
the difference between the stative and other forms of the verb 
would be said to be one of 'aspect' rather than one of tense. 
For the purposes of learning to translate, however, one can 
simply think of the stative as a tense. 

18.5 Statives with an accusative 

Statives can take an accusative. When the other tenses (e.g. present 
and preterite) of the same verb in the same system also take an 
accusative, then the accusative can be translated as it would be for 
the other tenses (e.g. present and preterite). 

OB seam hashit 'They need grain' (AbB 12,47: 8) 
OB seum girram parik 'The grain is lying across the road' 
(AbB 7, 84: f.IO') 

OB sunu manna palhit 'Whom do they fear?' (AbB 3, 10: 12) 

OB me lit ramkiita 'May you be bathed in water' 
(Gilg. BM+VA: iii.II) 

It is, however, possible for the stative to take an accusative even 
if other tenses of the same verb in the same system do not. This 
is known as the 'accusative of respect': one translates literally as 
'in respect of ... ,' 'with respect to .. .' and then paraphrases as the 
context and English idiom suggest. 
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OB istu res sattim mur~am dannam mar~iiku 'Since the 
beginning of the year I have been ill with respect to a strong 
disease', i.e. ' ... with a strong disease' (ARM 2612,40 3: 3-4) 

OB suttuh Lanam damiq zumram 'It (the snake) is very long in 
respect of form, it is beautiful in respect of body', i.e. 'It is very 
long in form, beautiful in body' (SEAL 5.1.20.1: 1-2) 

·6ici·you·know·?······································ ..................................... . 
In Tablet XI of The Epic of GilgameS, Gilgames has procured 
the 'plant of life', but it is stolen by a snake while he bathes. 
There is an obvious affinity with the role of the snake in the 
Genesis story . ...................................................................................................... 
18.6 Forms of the stative in the G, N, 0 and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the stative forms of strong 
verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 

G system N system D system S system 

1 st sg. PaRSiiku naPRuSiiku PuRRuSiiku 5uPRuSiiku 

2nd sg. m. PaRSata naPRuSiita PuRRuSata 5uPRuSiita 
2nd sg. f. PaRSati naPRuSiiti PuRRuSati 5uPRuSati 
3rd sg. m. PaRvS naPRuS PuRRuS 5uPRuS 
3rd sg. f. PaRSat naPRuSat PuRRuSat 5uPRuSat 

1st pI. PaRSanu naPRuSiinu PuRRuSanu 5uPRuSanu 
2nd pI. m. PaRSatunu naPRuSatunu PuRRuSatunu 5uPRuSatunu 

Jnd pI. f. PaRSatina naPRuSiitina PuRRuSiitina 5uPRuSiitina 
JrdpI. m. PaRSii naPRuSii PuRRuSii 5uPRuSii 
Jrd pI. f. PaRSa naPRuSii PuRRuSa 5uPRuSa 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 
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This may seem intimidating, but the pattern is actually quite 
simple: the 'core' of each column stays the same: 

G PaRvS (though v is usually elided, see below) 
NnaPRuS 
D PuRRuS 
S suPRuS 

What changes is the suffixes, which vary with the person, gender 
and number of the subject. In isolation, these are as in Table II. 

Table 11 

G,N,D,S 

1st s9. ·aku 
2nd s9. m. -ata 
2nd S9. f. -ati 
3rd s9. m. -0 

3rd S9. f. -at 

1 st pI. -anu 
2nd pI. m. -atunu 
2nd pI. f. -atina 
3rd pI. m. -u 
3rd pI. f. -a 

'0' means: nothing. 

18.7 Observations on the stative suffixes 

The same set of suffixes is used in all four systems. Most stative 
suffixes are different from the suffixes used by the present, preterite 
and perfect. The third feminine singular ending -at is related to 
the 'feminine t' which appears in nouns and adjectives. The third 
person plural suffixes -u (m.) and -a (f.) are related to the plural 
morphemes -ut- (m.) and -at- (f.) introduced in Units 8.2 and 9. 1 , 

There are strong similarities between several stative suffixes and the 
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rresponding independent pronouns (see Unit 37), e.g. -iita and 
CO )' atta 'you (m. sg .. 

18.8 The stative of nouns 

Stative suffixes can be added to nouns, producing clauses which 
in English translation use a form of the verb 'to be'. The tense to 
be used in translation is, as for the stative of verbs, determined by 
context. The stative ending is added to the dictionary form of the 
noun after the case vowel and (if present) the feminine t (and, if 
present, preceding short a or e) have been removed. 

sarriiku 'I am/was/will be a king', 'I am/was/will be a queen' 
OB sinnisiiku 'I am/was/will be a woman' (ARM 10,3 I: r.7') 

A stative ending cannot co-exist with a possessive suffix. Nor can it 
be added to a noun which is modified by an adjective. To say things 
like 'I am your king', 'I am a good king' or 'I am your good king', 
a different construction is used (see Unit 29). When a noun takes 
stative endings, it is said to be in the 'predicative state' (d. Unit 10.4). 

18.9 Iii + stative 

When the stative is directly preceded by the particle lit, the overall 
sense is that of a wish or a mild command: 'let it .. .', 'may it .. .', 
'it should ... '. 

OB lit salmiita [it ba/tiita 'May you (m. sg.) be well, may you 
(m. sg.) be healthy' 

OB ina u 4 kam (Babylonian reading uncertain; erbet itmi?) 
dalti lit kamsat 'My door should be finished (with)in four days' 
(AbB 3, 34: 19) 

Insight··············································· ......................................... . 
Since in English 'should be' can express uncertainty well as 
obligation, to avoid ambiguity one can translate lit + stative 
With 'must', though this is somewhat stronger than the 

.. Babylonian . .................................................................................................... 
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18.10 G statives of verbs of being from PRR roots 

Verbs of being which have PRR roots (i.e. roots with identical 
second and third root letters, e.g. vdnn) can form the 3rd m. sg. 
G stative according to the pattern Pv S. (This applies to I-weak 
verbs as well as to strong verbs, see Unit 24.7.) 

dananu 'to be strong' -+ dan 'he/it is strong' (but dannaku 'I atn 
strong,' etc.) 

The reason for this oddity is that PRR roots originally had only 
two root letters: 3rd m. sg. G statives (like dan) preserve the older 
form. The second root letter was reduplicated (vdn -+ vdnn) 
to bring the biliteral roots into line with the prevailing triliteral 
pattern. During the first millennium, the pattern Pv S began to be 
ousted by the pattern PaRvS. 

18.11 The intensifying S system stative 

The ~ system stative is not always causative. For verbs which are 
verbs of being in the G system, the ~ stative can convey the same 
meaning as the G stative, but more intensely. (In English this is 
conveyed with words such as 'very'.) 

SB ni{atuya sum~a 'My beatings are/were very painful' 
(BWL 44: 99) 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

The Babylonian poem ludlul bel nemeqi 1 will praise the 
lord of wisdom' (from which the above example is taken) 
recounts, in the first person, the suffering (and finally the 
deliverance) of a righteous man. In this, it bears affinities 
with the biblical Book of Job . ...................................................................................................... 

18.12 Rarer forms of the stative endings 

Occasionally, the endings -aku, -ata and -ati appear respectively as 
-ak, -at, -at. 
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OB assum ~uharti annitim temi ul ~abtizk 'I have not made up 
my mind about this girl' (AbB 4,15 2 : 9-10) 

In literary Old Babylonian, -ata occasionally appear as -ati. 

Exercise 18.1, Old. ~vabylonian 
te-re-tum ma-dt-ts la-ap-ta 
i_na-an-na sa-at-tum ga-am-ra-at 
a-na-ku (anaku 'I myself') ni-is dingir-lim za-ak-ra-ku 
ma-al-Iu-u ra-ab-bu-tum na-ra-am pa-ar-ku 
ha-al-~um sa be-li-ia sa-lim 
ki-ri-ih a-lim da-an 
1Ukur a-na ma-a-ti-ia qe-ru-ub 
bi-sa a-na bi-ti-ia qu-ru-ub 
su-ut (sut 'they') ki-ma ka-ak-ka-bi u-ga-ri sa-ah-pu 
ma-ra-at-ki sa-al-[ m la-at 

Exercise 18.2., Old Babylonian 
bu-bu-tum i-na mu-uh-hi-ia ka-am-ra-at 
a-wi-lum wa-sa-at 
sa-pi-ir-ni lu-u ba-li-i( 
a-wa-tum i-ni u-ul ma-ah-ra-at 
/i-ib-bi lu-um-mu-un 
16 su-u mu-us-ke-en 

6 

ib-ri lu-u it-ba-ra-nu a-na it at-ta (ana u atta 'I and you') 
ge-ru-um da-an 
mbe-e-ia-a (beya, personal name; indeclinable) a-na mi-nim 
na-zi-iq 

Exercise 18.3, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last two sentences 
are MB. 

i-na qa-ti ha-ab-ba-[til i-sa-tum na-ap-ha-at ma-a-tam i-ik-ka
[an (ikkal 'it is consuming') 

~u-ha-rum i-na ma-a-at su-bar-tim (subartum = name of a 
country) wa-si-ib 

i-na ka.dingir.rak[ii wa-si-ib 
e-ru-u ma-hi-ir u-ku-ul-tam ki-ma ne-si-im na-e-ri 
te4 -em-ka lu-u sa-di-ir 
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a-bu-ni lu sa-lim lu ba-li-i1 
a-sa-al sar-ri ku-ub-bu-ra-at 
uz-na-a-tum it ki-sa-da-t[um J nu-uk-ku-sa 
a-wi-Iu-u ma-di-is ~u-ur-ru-mu 
te-re-tum lu-up-pu-ta 
re-de-nu 
a-na ma-an-ni ka-ar-ra la-ab-sa-ta 
i-na ma-ti-ni i-Iu si-na (sina 'two') ha-al-[qJu 

Exercise 18.4, Old Babylonian: From a prayer to the gods of the 
night, describing night time. (Use the present tense in translation.) 

r pu '-ul-lu-lu ru-bu-u 
wa-aS-ru-u si-ik-ku-ru si-re-tum sa-ak-na-a 
ha-ab-ra-tum ni-su-u sa-qu-um-ma-a 
pe-tu-tum ud-du-lu-u ba-a-bu 

Exercise 18.5, Standard Babylonian 
as-sa-as-su a-mat 
si-ir-a-nu-u-a nu-up-pu-hu 
meS-re-tu-u-a su-up-pu-ha 
kip-pat kur.kur ina qe-reb an-e saq-la-a-ta 
lu-u sa-ni-iq pi-i-ka lu-u na-~r at-mu-ka 
i-Iu a-na sar-ra-bi ul pa-ri-is a-Iak-ta 
kal gi'gigir su-ug-mu-ra-ku 
lem-ne-ta-ma kab-ta-ti tu-sam-ri-i~ 
pa-as-qat ne-ber-tum sup-su-qat u-ru-uh-sa 

Exercise 18.6, Standard Babylonian: From The Epic of Erra. Erra 
(the plague god) describes himself and his destructive powers: 

ina a[nJ-e ri-ma-ku ina ki-tim la-ab-ba-ku 
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ina kur sar-ra-ku ina dingirmei ez-za-ku 
ina di-gi-gi qar-da-ku ina da-nun-na-ki gas-ra-ku 
ina [b Ju-lim ma-hi-§a-ku ina kur-i su-ba-ku 
ina a-pi dgirra-[ku J ina qi-si ma_r ag '-sa-rak 
ina a-Iak har-ra-nu (alak harranu, for earlier alak harrani 

'campaign') u-ri-in-na-ku 



Erra is eulogized by his servant ISum (do not translate -ma): 

gi-mir par-~i-ma ha-am-ma-ta dingirmri-ma pal-hu-ka 
di-gi-gi sah-tu-ka da-nun-na-ki-ma gal-tu-ka 

The most important things to remember 

1 The stative is formed by adding suffixes (not prefixes) to a 
'core'; these are different from the suffixes used in the present, 
preterite and perfect. You need to know them. 

2 The 3rd m. sg. stative has no ending: it is the same as the 'core'. 

3 The cores in the four systems for the verb parasu 'to divide' 
are G paris N naprus D purrus S suprus. 

" In the G system, adding suffixes to the core results in vowel 
elision (as per the rule stated in Unit 47.4). 

5 For any verb in any system, the core of the stative is the same 
as the stem of the masculine verbal adjective. 

6 The verbal adjective adds adjectival endings (nominative sg. 
-u, accusative sg. -a, genitive sg. -i, etc.) to the core, while the 
stative adds its own endings (-aku, etc.). 

7 The stative describes a state rather than an action (but the 
difference is often lost in translation). The tense in translation 
is determined by context. 

8 The stative can take an accusative; sometimes this translates as 
a direct object, and sometimes it is necessary to translate it as 
an 'accusative of respect'. 

9 Stative endings (-aku, -ata, etc.) can be added to nouns, giving 
the meaning 'I am/was .. .', 'You are/were .. .', etc. 

10 Iii before a stative (including nouns with stative endings) turns 
the clause into a wish or polite command. 
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19 
................................................................................................. 

Verbs with accusative, dative and 
ventive suffixes 

Babylonian verbs have two sets of suffixes which correspond to 
English pronouns. One set is used for the direct object (e.g. 'I saw 
him'). These are known as 'accusative suffixes'. The other set is 
used for the indirect object (e.g. 'I gave the book to him'). These 
are known as 'dative suffixes'. (On 'ventive' suffixes see below.) 
The dative and accusative suffixes are somewhat similar to the 
possessive suffixes (see Unit 11.1). However, dative and accusative 
suffixes are always attached to verbs, never to nouns, whereas 
possessive suffixes are always attached to nouns, never to verbs. 

For the purposes of suffixes, infinitives count as nouns: they 
can take possessive suffixes, not dative or accusative suffixes. 
(Though sometimes possessive suffixes after infinitives translate 
into English as a direct object - see Unit 2.2..2.) 

19.1 The accusative and dative suffixes 

Table 12 displays the accusative and dative suffixes. Since they 
are easily confused with possessive suffixes (which, however, 
only attach to nouns, never to verbs), these are also listed for 
comparison. The bracketed m is usually present in Old Babylonian, 
and usually absent in later stages of the language (see Unit 6.II). 
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Table 1~ 
.-- Accusative Dative Possessive 
r-
15t 5g. -ni -o(m), -(m), -ni(m) -I, -yo 

- -ko -ku(m) -ko 2nd 5g. m. 

2nd 5g. f. -ki -ki(m) -ki 

3rd 5g. m. -su -su(m) -su 

3rd 5g. f. -si -si(m) -so 

15t pI. -niiiti, -nati -niiisi(m), -nasi -ni 

2nd pI. m. -kunuti -kunusi(m) -kunu 

2nd pI. f. -kiniiti -kiniisi(m) -kino 

3rd pI. m. -sunuti -sunusi(m) -sunu 

3rd pI. f. -siniiti -siniisi(m) -sino 

19.2 The first person singular dative suffix 

Which of the three forms (-am, -m, -nim) the 1st pers. sg. dative 
suffix assumes depends on what subject suffix (if any) it is 
following_ 

~ After -u and -0 (3rd m. pI., 3rd f. pI., 2nd pl.): -nim (later -ni, 
later still -nul. 

~ After -i (2nd f. sg.): -m (later -0, so that dative and non-dative 
forms are identical). 

~ After -0 and -at (3rd sg. m. and f. stat.): -am (later -a). 
(Though it is rare after -at.) 

~ If the verb form (in any tense or system) includes no subject 
suffix (e.g. ispur 'he sent'): -am (later -a). 

Some examples are given in Table 13. 
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Table 13 

without dot. with dot., OB with dot., 5B 
1st s9. addin addinam addina 

2nd s9. m. taddin taddinam taddina 

2nd S9. f. taddini taddinim taddini 

3rd S9. iddin iddinam iddina 

1st pI. niddin niddinam niddina 

2nd pI. taddina taddinanim taddinani 

3rd pI. m. iddinu iddinunim iddinuni 

3rd IJI. f. iddina iddinanim iddinani 

19.3 Sound changes involving dative and accusative 
suffixes 

------
--
-

The suffixes sometimes give rise to sound changes (which you have 
already met in different contexts in previous Units). 

a) When a dative or accusative suffix beginning with s immediately 
follows a sibilant or dental sound (5, ~, s, z, t, d, f), the two sounds 
coalesce into 55. (Like all double consonants, this need not be 
spelled double in cuneiform. In OB it often appears as zz.) 

nittarad + su = ni!!ara55U 'We have despatched him' 

As with possessive suffixes (see Unit II.S), after the Old 
Babylonian period partially assimilated or non-assimilated spellingS 
are sometimes used. 

i~-~-bat-su for i~~ba55u 'He seized him/it' 

b) When a dative or accusative suffix beginning with a consonant 
immediately follows n, n often assimilates to the suffix's initial 
consonant. (Like all double consonants, the resulting double 
consonant need not be spelled double in cuneiform.) 

iddin + sim = iddissim 'He gave (it) to her' 
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c) The additio.n of the suffixes -am (later -a) ~nd -anni can result in 
vowel elision In the G and N systems (see Unit 47.4). 

istakan 'He has put' 

fUrud'Despatch!' 

issakin 'It was placed' 

-+ istaknam 'He has put for me' 
istaknanni 'He has put me' 

-+ turdam 'Despatch to me!' 
turdanni 'Despatch me!' 

-+ issaknam 'It was placed for me' 

19." Accusative replaces dative 

In the first millennium, there is a tendency for the accusative suffix 
to oust the dative suffix. 

SB ana istar alika 114 kansata-ma liddinka pir'a 'You should 
bow down (in prayer) to the goddess of your town, so that she 
will grant offspring to you!' (liddin 'so that she will grant') 
(BWL 108: 13) 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

Istar, goddess of war and sex, was widely thought of as the 
goddess par excellence. For this reason, her name gave rise to 
the noun istaru, simply meaning 'goddess' . ...................................................................................................... 
19.5 The ventive suffix 

By the Old Babylonian period, the dative suffix of the first person 
singular (-aml-ml-nim) had acquired a second function ('ventive'). 
It continued to perform these two different functions (1 st sg. 
dative; 'ventive') throughout the language's history. Though in 
terms of the language's history it is one and the same suffix doing 
two different things, it is useful to think in terms of two different 
Suffixes which happen to look identical and behave identically. 

~e ventive suffix acts like an arrow, indicating (or highlighting) 
t at the action described in the sentence is happening towards 
Or for someone. This function is best seen with verbs of motion, 
e.g the verb alaku: when it lacks the ventive suffix, it means 
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'to go'; when it has the ventive suffix, it means 'to come'. (Hence 
the name 'ventive', from the Latin word venio 'I come'.) 

iIlik 'He went'; 08 illikam S8 iIlika 'He came' 

This also works for rehu 'to go/come near', (w)aradu 'to golcome 
down', e/u 'to go/come up', etc. 

It is not hard to see how this function grew out of the first person 
dative suffix: if one thinks of a/aku as originally meaning 'to walk', 
forms such as 'he walked to me' acquired a meaning of their own 
('he came'), so that the suffix started being used even for other 
persons ('he came to you'). In a conversation, the ventive applied to 
verbs of motion usually acts as an arrow pointing at the speaker or 
addressee (but not a third party). 

In English, the ventive suffix is - apart from verbs of motion -
often not visible in translation. If, however, you want somehow 
to acknowledge its existence and function to yourself, then when 
saying words such as 'to' in the corresponding English sentence, stab 
your finger through the air in the direction of an imaginary goal. 

19.6 The ventlve suffix followed by dative and/or 
accusative suffixes 

The ventive suffix can be followed by most dative and all 
accusative suffixes. The first person singular dative suffix never 
appears together with the ventive suffix, because historically they 
are one and the same. The first person singular accusative suffix 
is almost always preceded by the ventive suffix. Here the ventive 
suffix has ceased to convey meaning in its own right, and basically 
become part of the accusative suffix. Thus the ending -annil-nnil 
-ninni can simply be translated as 'me', without worrying about the 
erstwhile ventive component. 
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ispuranni 'He/she sent me' 
S8 biblat /ibbiya tuiakiidanni 'You (m. sg.) allowed me to 

attain my heart's desire' (Asar. 98: r.29) 



Other dative and accusative suffixes are frequently preceded by 
the ventive suffix. In most such cases, the ventive suffix is left 
untranslated in English. When the ventive suffix is followed by a 
dative or accusative suffix, the m of the ventive suffix assimilates to 
the initial consonant of the dative or accusative suffix. 

OB atarrad + am + kum = atarradakkum 
SB atarradakku 'I will send (it) to you' 

·insig·ht············································· ........................................... . 
You may wonder why the m of the ventive suffix assimilates 
to a following consonant, whereas other ms do not usually 
assimilate. The reason is thought to be that the m of the 
ventive suffix goes back to an original n . ...................................................................................................... 
19.7 Loss of n in the ventive suffix -ni(m)-

In Standard Babylonian, the n of the ventive suffix -ni(m) is sometimes 
lost when -ni(m) is followed by a dative or accusative suffix. 

SB #~urUinni (from i~~uruninni = i~~urU + nim + nil 'They 
guarded me' 

SB utukku lemnu tuSa§bitainni (from tusa~bitiininni = tusa~bitii + 
nim + nil 'You (pl.) allowed an evil utukku-demon to seize me' 
(Maqlu V 60) 

19.8 Dative and accusative suffixes together 

It is possible for a verbal form to have both a dative and an 
accusative suffix (although forms such as this are rare). If this 
happens, the dative suffix precedes the accusative suffix and the 
In of the dative suffix assimilates to the following consonant. 
For example: 

OB aWllum piiniinum ul hasis inanna mannum ihsusakkuSSu 
(= ihsus-am-kum-su; ventive, dative, accusative) 'The man was 
not mentioned previously - who has mentioned him to you 
(m. sg.) now?' (AbB 14: 144, 29-30) 
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······oiCi·you·kriow?·································· .................................... . 
The Babylonian adjective panu 'past, previous' derives from 
panu 'front', and (w)arku 'later, subsequent' from ...}wrk 
'back'. Thus one looks at the past, with the future behind 
one. In English we have the opposite conception, but the 
Babylonian idea makes sense inasmuch as one can see what 
has already happened . ...................................................................................................... 

19.9 'Redundant' suffixes 

Sometimes, accusative or dative suffixes pick up a word in the 
sentence in a way which, to English speakers, seems redundant. 
The suffix probably added emphasis to the sentence. It need not 
be translated. 

SB samas ana humbaba idkassum-ma (idke 'he roused' + am + 
sum + mal mehe rabbutu 'Samas roused the great storm winds 
against Humbaba' (Gilg. V 137) 

58 ana pizalluri sutummu epussi (from epus-si, stative of epesu 
'to make' + 3rd sg. f. dat. - si) 'The storehouse is made for the 
gecko' (BWL 236: ii.II-13) 

19.10 'Missing' suffixes 

Sometimes Babylonian verbs lack a dative or accusative suffix 
where an English speaker would expect one to be used. 

08 summa paspasu imaqqutunikk[um] subilam 'If some ducks 
fall on you (i.e. if you happen to come by some ducks), send 
(them) to me!' (AbB 7,154: 27-29) 

I···· .. D·i·~~~~~~~::~t~~~~·:~~·~~~··~~· ~~:~~~~~:·~~~~·~~·~~~·~~·i~·~~············ display 'zero anaphora' . ...................................................................................................... 

Exercise 19.1, Old Babylonian 
ma-di-is i-da-al-hu-ni-in-ni 
ni-is dingir~ u-ia-az-ki-ir-su 
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/i-ib-ba-su ma-di-is ma-ru-~-kum 
am-mi-nim mse-ep-den.zu tu-da-ab-ba-ab [I]a tu-da-ab-ba-ab-iu 
as-sum hi-bi-il-ti-su u-lam-mi-da-an-ni 
si-it-tum ra-hi-a-at ni-si im-qu-r us '-su 
i-na te-er-ti-su la ta-na-sa-ah-iu 
pu-ha-am ul id-di-nu-ni-a-ii-[im] 
ni-is i-Ii-im [I]a tu-ia-az-ka-ri-iu 
mu-u ik-iu-du-ni-a-ti 

Exercise 19.2., Old Babylonian 
i-na-tum ia-ak-na-iu-nu-ii-im 
ge-er-ru-um pa-ri-is-ma a-di i-na-an-na u-ul ai-pu-ra-ak-ki-[im] 
a-ka-Ia-am is-te-en u-ul i-di-nam 
a-na mi-ni-im i-pi-ir-sa ta-ap-ru-sa i-pi-ir-ia id-na-a-ii-im 
a-na a-ha-ti-ia u-ul ad-di-in a-na ka-a-sum (ana kasum 'to you 

(m. sg.)') a-na-ad-di-na-ak-kum 
an-ni-a-tum dam-qa-k[u]m 
sa-at-ta-am 4 (erbet 'four') gu hi .• a-ta-ar-ra-da-ak-kum 

4 

be-Ii it be-e/-ti as-su-mi-ia da-ri-is u -mi li-ba-al-li-tu-ku-nu-ti 
4 

a-na-ku (aniiku 'Me, .. .') mu-ur-~u i~-ba-ta-ni 
a-na dGIS ki-ma i-/i-im ia-ki-iS-ium me-eh-rum 

Exercise 19.3, Middle Babylonian 
lugal te-e-ma is-kun-iu 
ul u-[i]e-el-lim-iu ina mah-ra hi-mil-ta-su sig -ta ul am-gur s 
pa-ni ba-nu-ti sa da-ni su-nu (sunu 'those ones') u-ka-la-mu-ka 

Exercise 19.4, Standard Babylonian 
na-pis-ta-su u-iat-bak-su 
sal-Iat-su-nu ka-bit-tu ta-sal-la-la ana qe-reb su-an-naki 

ki-ma su-us-ka-al-li u-kat-ti-man-ni sit-tu 
a-sak-ku mar-~u it-tai-kan-su (translate sakiinu as 'to assign') 
ii-iak-na-nim-ma (ignore -ma; translate sakiinu as 'to assign') 
i-do-at pi-rit-ti 

sa-lim-tu ia-ak-na-as-su (translate sakiinu as 'to decree') 
mus i~-~a-bat-su ina (ina 'by') kap-pi-su 
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The most important things to remember 

1 Babylonian verbs have suffixes for pronoun direct objects 
('accusative suffixes') and pronoun indirect objects ('dative 
suffixes'). 

2 The accusative and dative suffixes (which attach to verbs, 
not nouns) are similar to, but different from, the possessive 
suffixes (which attach to nouns, not verbs). You need to 
know them. 

3 Dative suffixes originally had mimation (though it is generally 
lost after the Old Babylonian period); accusative suffixes 
did not. 

Ii The first person singular dative and accusative suffixes change 
their form depending on what immediately precedes them. 

5 The first person singular dative suffix developed an additional 
meaning, representing direction. In this function it is known as 
the 'ventive' suffix. 

6 The ventive suffix turns verbs of going into verbs of coming. 

7 The ventive suffix often precedes dative and accusative 
suffixes. 

8 When the ventive suffix precedes another suffix, its mimation 
assimilates to the following consonant (even in periods where 
mimation would otherwise be lost), e.g. ;spur + am + s;(m) = 
SB ;spurass; 'He sent to her'. 

9 Sometimes, the presence or absence of a dative or accusative 
suffix seems odd to an English speaker. 



20 
................................................................................................. 

The imperative 

The imperative is used to express commands. Like other verbal 
tenses, imperatives (both positive and negative) can take ventive, 
accusative, and/or dative suffixes. 

20.1 Positive and negative imperatives 

Negative commands (i.e. instructions to someone not to do 
something) are expressed with La + the 2nd person present: 

fa tapallah 'Do not fear!' (said to 2nd m. sg.) 
OB salmilku fa tanakkudi'l am well, do not worry!' (said 
to 2nd f. sg.) (AbB 7, Ill.: 4) 

Positive commands, i.e. instructions to someone to do something, 
have their own special form. This form is the subject of this Unit. 

In~~~~~·i·~·~~~::~~:·i·~~~~~·:i·:~~·~~~~~~~~~~~·~~· ~~~~~~:~~~~"""""""I 
clauses. (Subordinate clauses will be treated in Unit 30.) ...................................................................................................... 

!here are different imperative forms for m. sg., f. sg. and pI. (which 
IS the same for m. and f.). The Key to the exercises indicates after 
the translation to whom commands are addressed. 

20.2 Forms in the G, N. 0 and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the imperative forms of 
Strong verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14 

G system N system o system 5 system 

m.sing. PvRvS naPRiS PuRRiS 5uPRiS 

f. sing. PvRSi naPRiSi PuRRiSi 5uPRiSi 

pI. PvRSii naPRiSii PuRRiSii 5uPRiSii 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

The 'core' of each column stays the same: 

G PvR vS (but the second v is elided when suffixes are added) 
N naPRiS 
D PuRRiS 
S suPRiS 

-
-

To this core, suffixes (but not prefixes) are added to mark the 
person, number and gender of the subject. In its non-use of 
prefixes, the imperative differs from the present, preterite and 
perfect. The suffixes used in the imperative are the same suffixes 
which appear in the corresponding forms of the present, preterite, 
and perfect. The same suffixes are used for all four systems. 

20.3 The vowel in the G system 

The vowel in the G imperative depends on the vowel in the G 
preterite. Verbs with i or u in the G preterite use this same vowel 
in the imperative: 

muqut 'fall!' (from maqiitu 'to fall', pret. imqut) 
sukun 'put!' (from sakiinu 'to put', pret. iskun) 
piqid 'entrust!' (from paqiidu 'to entrust', pret. ipqid) 

For verbs with preterite vowel a, the vowelling in the imperative is 
usually PiRaS, but a few such verbs have PaRaS: 
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/imad 'learn!' (from Iamadu 'to learn', pret. ilmad) 
pilah 'fear!' (from palahu 'to fear', pret. iplah) 
rikab 'ride!' (from rakabu 'to ride', pret. irkab) 
silal 'lie down!' (from ~alalu 'to lie down', pret. i~lal) 
tikal 'trust!' (from takalu 'to trust', pret. itkal) 
sabat 'seize!' (from ~abatu 'to seize', pret. i~bat) 
eabal 'take away!' (from tabalu 'to take away', pret. itbal) 

...................................................... ·······································1 
Insight 

Imperatives in the N system are rare . ...................................................................................................... 

20 .• n as first root letter 

When n is the verb's first root letter, this undergoes different 
modifications in different systems. In the G system, n as first root 
letter disappears altogether: 

usuh 'pull out!' m. sg. (from nasahu 'to pull out', pret. issuh) 
uqur 'destroy!' m. sg. (from naqaru 'to destroy', pret. iqqur) 
idin 'give!' m. sg.; idni f. sg.; idna pI. (from nadanu 'to give', 
pret. iddin) 

In the Nand S systems, n as first root letter is in contact with a 
following consonant, to which it assimilates. 

Exercise 20.1, Old Babylonian: In addition to normalizing and 
translating the following positive commands, produce their 
negative equivalents in normalization and translation. 

dingir-pi-la-ah 
qa-qa-ad-ki ku-ut-mi-ma (do not translate -mal 
qa-ti §a-ba-at 
Sar-ra-am lu-um-mi-id 
Sa-am-mi u-ku-urn 
mu-ug-ri-in-ni 
it-ti-su i-sa-ri-is du-bu-ub 
a-na ba-la-ti-ka-ma ku-ru-ub 
am-tam id-nam 
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pa-ga-ar-ka u-~u-ur 
bi-ta ~u-ul-li-il 
ki-ma qa-ne-e-e[ m] ku-up-ra-aS-su 
gi-mi-il-Iam e-/i-ia su-ku-un 
[i-na] an-ni-tim (translate annitu as 'this matter') at-hu-tam 
ku-ul-li-im 

ru-ub-~a-am su-ku-un-si-na-t(i] (translate sakanu as 'to provide 
slo (accusative) with slth (accusative),) 

al-ku-nu ku-~i-ra 
ni-is dsu-bu-Ia (indeclinable name) i-Ii be-li-su i-na pi-su 
su-ku-un 

ta-ap-hu-ri i-na is-ri-im a-na dasaru (indeclinable name) sU-uk
na-a-ma (-ma 'and') i-la-am su-ul-li-rna 

Exercise .2.0 • .2., Standard Babylonian 
a-ma-ti-ia li-im-d[ a] 
si-ra ki-ma si-ri-su da-ma ki-ma da-me-su i-din 
i-na pa-an ~al-tim-ma pU-lur 
nap-lis-rna (do not translate -ma) be-Ium su-nu-hu arad-ka 
id-nam-rna (do not translate -ma) sam-ma sa a-Ia-di (aladu 
'conception') kul-li-rnan-ni sam-ma sa a-Ia-di 

pil-ti u-suh-rna (-ma 'and') su-ma suk-na-an-ni 

The most important things to remember 

1 Negative commands (i.e. commands not to do something) are 
issued with la + present. 

2 Positive commands are issued with a special form. The 2nd 
m. sg. forms for parasu 'to divide' are G purus N napris D 
purris S supris. 

3 2nd f. sg. and 2nd pI. forms are created by adding the suffixes 
-i and -a to the 2nd m. sg. form. (Vowel elision ensues in the 
G system, according to the rule stated in Unit 47.4.) 

It When the first root letter is n, this is lost in positive commands 
in the G system. 
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................................................................................................. 

The precative 

The basic meaning of the precative is to express a wish: 'May I 
become rich', 'May it really happen', 'May she arrive tomorrow', 
'May their days be long'. Accordingly, it is the tense used in 
blessings and curses. 

Out of the basic meaning of expressing a wish arise additional 
meanings, which vary from person to person. In the first person 
singular, it is used to declare an intention: 'Let me .. .', 'I will .. .'. 
In the third person (sg. and pl.), it expresses commands: 'He/she/ 
they should .. .'. In the first person plural, it translates as 'Let's .. .'. 
(In sentences which include more than one clause, precatives can 
assume nuances of purpose, concession and result. This will be 
discussed in Unit 32.1.) 

The precative is formed differently for actions ('precatives of 
action') and states ('precatives of state'). Like other verbal tenses, 
the precative can take ventive, accusative, and/or dative suffixes. 

("sigh·i·············································· .......................................... . 
In a formal linguistic description of Babylonian grammar, 
the precative would be analysed in terms of 'mood'. For the 
purposes of learning to translate, however, one can simply 
think of the precative as a tense with a wish-related meaning . ...................................................................................................... 
21.1 Precatives of action: forms in the G, N, D and 5 

systems 

~ fonns of the precative of action are in various ways derived from 
e preterite. Using the system explained in Unit 5, the precative 
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forms of strong verbs conform to the following patterns. Positive 
forms ('may I .. .', 'may you .. .', etc.) are shown in Table 15. 
Negative forms ('may I not .. .', 'may you not .. .', etc.) are shown in 
Table 16. Sometimes, fa + present is also used as a negative precative, 
so that fa iparras has a meaning very similar to that of ay iprus. 

Table 15 

G N D S 
1st luPRvS luPPaRvS luPaRRiS lusaPRiS 

2nd m. Iii taPRvS Iii taPPaRvS Iii tuPaRRiS Iii tusaPRiS 

2nd f. Iii taPRvSi Iii taPPaRSi Iii tuPaRRiSi Iii tusaPRiSi 

3rd IiPRvS liPPaRvS IiPaRRiS IisaPRiS 

1st i niPRvS i niPPaRvS inuPaRRiS i nusaPRiS 

2nd Iii taPRvSii Iii taPPaRSii Iii tuPaRRiSii Iii tusaPRiSci 

3rd m. IiPRvSii IiPPaRSii IiPaRRiSii IisaPRiSii 

3rd f. IiPRvSii IiPPaRSii IiPaRRiSii IisaPRiSii 

• v' means: the same vowel as in the preterite of the same system. 

Table 16 

G N D S 
1st ayaPRvS ayaPPaRvS ayuPaRRiS ayusaPRiS 

2ndm. e taPRvS e taPPaRvS e tuPaRRiS e tusaPRiS 

2ndf. e taPRvSi e taPPaRSi e tuPaRRiSi e tusaPRiSi 

3rd ayiPRvS ayiPPaRvS ayuPaRRiS ayusaPRiS 

1st (e niPRvS?) (e niPPaRvS ?) (e nuPaRRiS ?) (e nusaPRiS ?) 

2nd e taPRvSii e taPPaRSii e tuPaRRiSii e tusaPRiSci 

3rd m. ayiPRvSii ayiPPaRSii ay uPaRRiSii ay usaPRiSiJ 

3rd f. ayiPRvSii ayiPPaRSii ayuPaRRiSii ay usaPRiSa_ 

• v' means: the same vowel as In the preterite of the same system. 



21.2 Comments on positive forms 

positive forms (except 1St pl.) derive from I;;, + preterite. When the 
reterite begins with a vowel (aPRvS, uPaRRiS, etc.), contraction 

~akes place. By convention, circumflex accents (1\) are not written 
on the resulting vowel (e.g.liPRvS rather than liPRvS). 

taskuni 'you (f. sg.) placed' -+ I;;, taskuni 'may you (f. sg.) place' 
iskun 'he/she placed' -+ liskun 'may he/she place' 

In the 1St sg. precative of the G and N systems, unusually for a 
Babylonian contraction, it is the first vowel which 'wins' (l;;, aPRvS 
-+ /uPRvS; I;;, aPPaRvS -+ luPPaRvS). 

askun 'I placed' -+ luskun 'may I place' 

Did"you'kno\~;?""""""""""""""""""'" .................................... . 
It is likely that many works of Babylonian literature were 
sung aloud. Indeed, several compositions open with the first 
person singular precative luzmuT 'I will sing of .. .'. 

All3rd pers. forms (sg., m. pI., f. pl.), in all four systems, begin 
with /i-. (Some learners find this counter-intuitive for the D and S 
systems!) The 1St sg. form begins with lu- in all four systems. 

21.3 Comments on negative forms 

Negative forms derive from original ai + preterite. Before a vowel, 
ai becomes ay; before a consonant, it becomes e. 

taSkuni 'you (f. sg.) placed' -+ e taSkuni'may you (f. sg.) not place' 
iskun 'he/she placed' -+ ay iskun 'may he/she not place' 

liisigii·t············ ............................................................................ . 
As certain spellings show, ay was (at least sometimes) 
pronounced as part of the following word. Accordingly, it 
Would be legitimate to normalize combinations of this type as 
a single word (ay iskun -+ ayiskun), but this book keeps them 

.... ~~parate (for greater clarity) . ............................................................................................... 
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21 •• Spellings of ay 

In cuneiform, ay can be spelled a, a-i, a-a, a-ia, ia, and (on Old 
Babylonian tablets from the city of Mari) a-wa. 

21.5 Precatives of state 

Precatives of state are formed by putting 114 before the stative. 

IU Salmiita 114 balfilta 'May you (m. sg.) be well, may you 
(m. sg.) be healthy' 

You have already met such formations in Unit 18.9, though the 
label 'precative of state' was not used there. 

Exercise 21.1, Old Babylonian 
a.sa me-e i ni-il-pu-ut 
bu-nu nam-TU-tum sa damar.utu i-Ii (iIi, construct form of ilu) 
a-li-ka li-im-hu-ru-ka 

ni-pa-ti-su li-wa-aS-ie-ru 
i-/a-a-tim a-na su-ub-ti-si-na li-sa-al-li-mu 
damar.utu a-na e-pe-si-ka an-ni-im li-ik-ru-ub 
~a-al-mi-ka i-na a-hi-ia lu-uq-qu-ur 
u-ta-a-am i-na ba-bi-im li-;s-ku-un 
pi-ir-~a-am /a-ma e-bu-ri-im li-ik-su-ur 
dutu it damar.utu da-ri-is u -mi (daris umi 'forever') • li-ba-al-li-t. u-ka 
ba-ma-su-nu lu wa-aS-bu ba-ma-su-nu [l]i-li-ku (lilliku = G 
prec. 3rd m. pI. of alilku) (see Unit 14.3) 

Exercise 21.1., Old and Middle Babylonian: The last six sentences 
are MB. 

[a]t-ti (atti 'you' f. sg.) qa-qa-di ku-ub-bi-ti-ma (-ma 'and') 
it a-na-ku qa-qa-ad-ki lu-ka-ab-bi-it 

be-el-ki it be-Ie-et-ki ki-ma ki-si sa qa-ti-su-nu li-~-~u-ru-ki 
m.fsu-bu-ul-tum geme-ka sipisan li-ia-ap-li-is-ka 
loima-a~-~a-TU li-~-~u-ru-ni-;s-iu 



am-tam li-di-kum 
dingir na-a-am (nam 'our') i nu-ba-li-it 
u_lu-ra-ti-ia a u-sa-si-ik 
dutu da-a-a-an di-na-ti e-Ie-nu /i-ne-er-su sap-Ia-nu a-ru-ta-su 
(see Unit 11.6, end) amri ka-~u-ti a-a "-sam-hir 

a-ia ii-bat uruki dutu qu-ra-a-di a-ia ii-Iu-ul sal-/a-tam-ma 
(-ma 'and') li-ib-ba-su a-ia ib-lu-ut 

d30 na-an-nar an-e kumri sahar-sub-ba-a /a te-ba-a gi-mir /a-ni-su 
Ii-lab-bii 

dutu di.kud an-e u ki-tim pa-ni-su lim-h~ 
dnergal en til-Ie-e u qa-sa-ti ka-ak-ki-su li-Ie-bir 
dnergal en qab-li u ta-ha-zi i-na me-su lii-gi-is-su 

Exercise 2.1.3, Standard Babylonian 
dan-nu lum-ha-~-ma a-ka-a lu-pal-lih 
e ta-as-niq-su 
um-ma-nu lu-sa-as-hir 
bi-Iat-su-nu ka-bit-tu lii-du-du ana qe-reb su-an-naki 

geme ina e e tu-kab-bit 
sam-na si-ga-ri-ka gim amri li-iar-me-ek 
ugmri lip-la-ha-ma (-ma 'and') lit-qu-na hu-bur-si[nJ 

From The Epic of Erra. (Iismu-ma = 'may they (m.) hear, and .. .'). 

dingirmes lis-mu-ma lik-nu-iu ana ni-ri-ka 
ma-al-ki lis-mu-ma lik-mi-su' sa-pal-ka 

The most important things to remember 

, The basic function of the precative is to express wishes. 
Additionally, in the second and third persons it can have the 
nuance of a command (polite in the second person); in the first 
person singular it can express an intention. 

2 Precatives referring to states ('precatives of state') are formed 
by putting Iii before the stative. Iii remains a separate word, 
and no contraction occurs. 
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3 Precatives referring to actions ('precatives of action') are 
formed by putting lu before the preterite. When the preterite 
form begins with a vowel, contractions occur. 

" For practical purposes, the positive 3rd person G precative is 
formed by putting 1 in front of the preterite: iprus 'he divided' 
-+ liprus 'may he divide'; iprusii 'they (f.) divided' -+ liprusii 
'may they (f.) divide'. 

5 3rd person precatives in the D and S systems begin with 
li- (notlu- !). 

6 1st person singular precatives in all four systems begin 
with lu-. 



22 
................................................................................................. 

The infinitive 

The form of the verb known as the infinitive is that which the 
ancients used as the 'dictionary form': when they made lists of 
words, they cited verbs by what we call the infinitive. It is also the 
'dictionary form' in modern dictionaries and glossaries (as at the 
back of this book). Though it is a form of the verb, the Babylonian 
infinitive behaves like a noun: it declines (nominative, accusative, 
genitive) with the same endings as nouns, it can take possessive 
suffixes (not dative or accusative suffixes), and be put in the 
construct state. The infinitive has no plural: it is used only in the 
singular. 

In isolation, the Babylonian infinitive is usually translated as an 
English infinitive: parasu 'to divide', dummuqu 'to make good', 
subs" 'to cause to exist'. However, when it appears in an actual 
Babylonian sentence, it is generally best translated not with an 
English infinitive ('to eat', 'to learn') but with an English verbal 
noun ('eating', 'learning'). 

OB patari qerub 'My departing (i.e. my departure) is 
close at hand' (AbB 9, 14: 8) 

Sometimes the English translation requires a paraphrase. 

OB kima Iii nazaqika epus 'Act in such a way that you will 
not be annoyed!' (lit. 'Act in accordance with your not being 
annoyed!') (epus 'act!') (AbB 3, 2: 27) 
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OB kima Ja iuzzuqiya epus 'Act in a way which does not annoy 
me!' (lit. 'Act in accordance with not annoying me') (AbB 9, 
14: 13-14) 

The infinitive is negated by Iii. 

SB Iii baliissu (from baJatsu) iqbi 'He decreed his not living', 
i.e. 'He condemned him to death' (AfO 17,1: 19) 

22.1 Forms in the G, N, 0 and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the nominative forms of the 
infinitive are shown in Table 17. As with nouns, mimation is usually 
present in Old Babylonian and usually absent later (see Unit 6.II). 

Table 17 

G N 0 S 
strong PaRCiSu(m) naPRuSu(m) PuRRuSu(m) suPRuSu(m) 

I-weak aRCiSu(m) nanRuSu(m) uRRuSu(m) suRuSu(m) 

II-weak P6Su(m) (unknown) PuSSu(m) suPuSu(m) 

III-weak PaRO(m) naPRO(m) PuRRO(m) suPRO(m) 

In e-verbs, a changes to e: qerebu 'to approach', emedu 'to come 
into contact with', tenu 'to grind', lequ 'to take', etc. Examples of 
infinitives: 

G maqiitu 'to fall' - S sumqutu 'to cause to fall' 
G lemenu 'to be bad' - D lummunu 'to make bad' 
G base, 'to exist' - N nabsu 'to come into being' 
G etequ 'to pass' - S sutuqu 'to cause to pass' 
G kilnu 'to be firm' - D kunnu 'to make firm' 

22.2 Infinitives with subjects and objects 

Though it behaves like a noun, the infinitive has not entirely given 
up its verbal nature: like ordinary verbs, it can have a subject 
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ndlor an object. Grammatically, the subject and object's relation 
:0 the infinitive can manifest itself in several ways. 

a) They can stand as entirely independent words, in which case the 
subject goes in the nominative, and (subject to Unit 2.2.5) the object 
in the accusative: 

OB dannum ensam ana Iii habiilim 'For the strong man not 
oppressing the weak man', i.e 'So that the strong wilVwould 
not oppress the weak' (CH Prologue i.37-39) 

OB raggam u ~enam ana hulluqim 'For destroying the wicked 
man and the malevolent man', i.e. 'To destroy the wicked and 
the malevolent' (CH Prologue i.H-36) 

Did· you ·kno,;;i?"·········· ................................................................ . 
A stele bearing Hammurapi's laws, from which the two 
sentences above are taken, is now in the Louvre museum. 
It was excavated not in Mesopotamia, but in Susa (Iran), 
where it was taken as booty by the Elamites. 

b) The infinitive can be put in the construct state, with the subject 
or the object following in the genitive: 

OB ana lamiid siipiriya aspuram 'I have written for my boss's 
being informed', i.e. 'I have written so that my boss would be 
informed' (AbB 13, 37: 30) 

c) The subject or object can be represented by a possessive suffix: 

OB ana lamiidika aspuram 'I have written for your being 
informed', i.e. 'I have written so that you would be informed' 
(AbB 1,9: 35) 

The last two constructions are essentially the same, the difference 
~etween them being that in the first the subject or object is an 
Independent word, while in the second it is represented by a 
Possessive suffix. The first of the three above constructions can be 
combined with the second or third. 
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OB ana nis iii suzkurisu 'In order to make him swear an oath 
by the life of the gods' (ARM 2612, 393: 5) 

22.3 ina + infinitive 

ina + infinitive, literally 'upon ... -ing', means 'when .. .' 

OB [tup]pi anni'am ina amiirim 'Upon reading this my tablet', 
i.e. 'When (you) read this tablet of mine' (AbB 14, II: 21) 

MB anu amiita annita ina seme[S]u il5i 'Upon his hearing this 
word, Anu cried out', i.e. 'When he heard this word, Anu cried 
out' (Adapa 16: 12'-13') 

······O·id·you·kriow?································· ..................................... . 
When reading cuneiform tablets inscribed on both sides, they 
should usually be turned not around the vertical axis (like the 
pages of a book), but around the horizontal axis . ...................................................................................................... 

22.1, ana + infinitive 

ana + infinitive, literally 'for ... -ing', often means 'so that .. .', 
'in order to .. .'. 

SB ana subruq ulmesu senIti 'To cause his fierce axes to shine' 
(lit. 'For the making-shining of his fierce axes') (Erra 15) 

A special case is ana + infinitive ... nadiinu: in this construction, 
nadanu (literally 'to give') means 'to allow' someone to do 
something (expressed by the infinitive). 

OB as/am ana tarii~im u 5ikkatam ana mah~ ul addissum 
'I did not allow him to stretch out the measuring line, (n)or 
to drive in the foundation peg' (AbB 3,55: 22-23) 

More rarely, ana is dropped and the infinitive goes in the 
accusative as an object of nadanu. 

OB ina mat atamrim hititam nabsam ul ninaddin 'We will not 
allow a crime to occu; (lit. 'to come into being') in the land of 
Atamrum' (ARM 2612,427: 26-28) 



22.5 Case attraction 

When the object of an infinitive is placed between a preposition 
and the infinitive, it is 'attracted' into the genitive case (even though 
logically speaking it should be accusative): 

OB sin-dam;q ana temika famadi ispura 'Sin-damiq wrote to 
me to learn your news' (AbB 1,79: 27-28) 

OB ana wardim na~arim la teggu 'Do not be remiss in guarding 
the slave!' (AbB I, 133: 25-26) 

22.6 The infinitive of emphasis 

The infinitive is sometimes used to add emphasis to a verb from the 
same root and in the same system. In such cases it has the ending 
-u(m), often followed by -ma_ 

OB [h]alaqum-ma haliq 'He/it has well and truly vanished!' 
(AbB 13, 7: 13) 

OB temka saparum-ma u[l t]aspuram 'You jolly well didn't 
write your news to me!' (AbB 13, 19: 10-11) 

Some grammars call this the 'paronomastic infinitive'. 

Exercise 22.1, Old Babylonian 
a-na fd pi-rem se-ke-ri-im sa-ak-na-ku 
a-na e-pe-ri sa-pa-ki-im qa-tam is-ku-un 
a-na te -mi-su fa-ma-di-im as-pu-ra-ak-kum 

• 4 

a-na te -mi-ka fa-ma-di is-pu-ra 
giS • 4 

ma-ga-ri-ka ra-ka-bu-um u-ul ar-ka-ab 
a-na (translate ana as 'in') sa-pa-ri-im La te-e-g; (tegg; 'you are 

being remiss', present) 4 

a-na (translate ana as 'in') cib gu hi .• U anseh[i .• ) bu-ul-lu-ti-im 
Ia te-gi (teggi 'you are being negligent', present) 

a-fa-ka-a-am a-na ~e-e-ri-ka u-La ni-Le-e (niLe"e 'we are able to' + 
acc. inf.) 

a-na (ana 'regarding') erim dusu su-a-[t]u (suatu 'that same') fa 
dU-ub-bu-ub-su-nu sar-rum iq-bi (iqbi 'he decreed') 
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[i-na (ina 'through') la] a-ka-Iim 14 sa-te-em ma-ti-a-ku 
(ma(iiiku 'I am wasting away') 14 Ia-ba-sum-ma u-ulla-ab-sa_ 
a-ku 

an 14 den-iii a-na si-ir ni-si tu-ub-bi-im suomi ib-bu-u (ibbU 'they 
called out') 

a-la-ki qu-ru-ub 
ga-gu-um a-na ma-sa-i-im sa-ki-in (question) 

Exercise 22.2, Standard Babylonian 
a-na ub-bu-bi-ka is-pu-ra-an-[ni] 
i-ris-su-ma (irissu-ma 'it demanded of him') lib-ba-su e-pei 

ta-ha-zi 
[a-n]a sa-kan a-bu-bi ub-Ia (ubla 'it brought', i.e. 'it induced') 
lib-ba-su-nu dingirmeS galmeS 

From The Epic of Gilgamd. (The goddess Belet-ill regrets her part 
in bringing about the Deluge.) 

ki-i (ki 'how (could I ... )?') aq-bi (aqbi 'I spoke') ma-har 
dingir .dingir munu'hul 

ana hul-Iu-uq ugmeS-ia qab-Ia aq-bi-ma (aqbi-ma 'I declared') 

The most important things to remember 

1 In isolation, the Babylonian infinitive is conventionally 
translated as an English infinitive ('to do', 'to eat'). 

2 In the context of an actual sentence, a Babylonian infinitive 
usually translates as an English noun in '-ing'. 

3 Possessive suffixes (but not dative or accusative suffixes) can 
artach to the infinitive. They represent the subject or the object 
(context shows which). 

Ie ina + infinitive usually translates into English as 'when ... '. 

5 ana + infinitive usually translates into English as 'in order to .. .'. 



, When the object of an infinitive is a noun sandwiched between 
a preposition on the left and an infinitive on the right, it is 
'attracted' into the genitive case (instead of the accusative), 
e.g. ana temika lamadi 'in order to learn your news'. 

7 The infinitive is sometimes used to reinforce a verb from the 
same root and in the same system. In this function it ends in 
-u(m), and is often followed by -mao 
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Part four 
Weak and 
irregular verbs 

23 
III-weak verbs 

III-weak ('third weak') verbs are ones which behave as if they had 
no third root letter. (Originally, they did have third root letters, 
but for the purposes of learning how to inflect them it is useful to 
pretend that they do not. Some books would say that you can think 
of the third root letter as being a vowel.) 

III-weak verbs are inflected with the same prefixes and suffixes as 
strong verbs. They also undergo the same sound changes as strong 
verbs (with some additional ones). 

23.1 The dictionary form 

For most III-weak verbs (as for most verbs of any type), the 
dictionary form is the G infinitive. The G infinitive of III-weak 
verbs follows the pattern PaRu (PeRu for e-verbs), contracted from 
PaRau (PeReu for e-verbs). 
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banu(m) 'to build', /equ(m) 'to take', ma/u(m) 'to be full', 
manu(m) 'to count', zenu(m) 'to be angry'. 



·olci·you·know?'······································· ................................... . 
Sometimes, Babylonian and English display parallel shifts in 
meaning. Just as in English 'to recount (events), comes from 
'to count (numerically)', the Babylonian verb manu 'to count 
(numerically)' can also mean 'to recount (events)' . ...................................................................................................... 

The dictionary form of verbs which are not attested in the G 
system is the infinitive of the system in which they are attested most 
frequently. 

zummu(m) 'to be deprived of' (D system) 

23.2 The theme vowel 

Every ill-weak verb has one theme vowel (whereas strong verbs 
can have two, e.g. a/u for sakanu). This vowel can be a, i, e, or u. 
Each verb's theme vowel is supplied in the Glossary. The theme 
vowel e occurs only in e-verbs. It was originally a, but turned to e 
through e-colouring (see Unit 14.13). A ill-weak e-verb does not 
necessarily have e as theme vowel (e.g. zenu 'to be angry' has i). 

23.3 General principles of inflection 

The chief difference between III-weak and strong verbs is that 
where a strong verb has a third root letter, the corresponding form 
of a ill-weak verb has nothing. 

ipaqqid 'he entrusts' 
ipqid 'he entrusted' 
paqid 'he is entrusted' 

udammaq 'he makes good' 
udammiq 'he made good' 
dummuq 'he is made good' 

- ibanni 'he builds' 
- ibni 'he built' 
- bani 'he is built' 

- umalla 'he makes full' 
- umall; 'he made full' 
- mullu 'he is filled' 

When suffixes are added, the absence of a third root letter can lead 
to the OCcurrence of two adjacent vowels. When this occurs, the 
two adjacent vowels often contract (see Unit 47.1). 
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ibanniu 'they (m.) build' --+ ibannu 'they (m.) build' 
liqea 'take! (pl.)' --+ liqa 'take! (pl.)' 

When a III-weak verb without suffix was followed by -rna, its final 
vowel was probably long: ilqe vs. ilqe-ma. For simplicity's sake, 
however, in this book the vowel is normalized short. 

······iiislg·ht········································ ........................................... . 
Beause it goes back to original PaRai (with contraction of 
a and i; see Unit 47.1), the genitive of the G infinitive of 
III-weak verbs (whether a-verbs or e-verbs) normally ends in 
e (not i), e.g. ana la mase 'so as not to forget' . ...................................................................................................... 
23." Verbal 'cores' in the G, N, 0 and S systems 

Table 18 gives the verbal 'cores', to which the same prefixes and 
suffixes are added as for strong verbs. (In e-verbs, a usually turns 
to e; see section 2.3.6 below.) 

Table 18 

G N D S 
Pres. -PaRRv -PPaRRv (from *nPaRRv) -PaRRa -saPRa 

Pret. -PRv -PPaRi (from *nPaRi) -PaRRi -saPRi 

Perf. -PtaRv -ttaPRi (from *ntaPRi) -PtaRRi -staPRi 

Stat. PaRv naPRi PuRRu suPRu 

Imp. PvRv naPRi PuRRi suPRi 

Inf. PaRD(m) naPRD(m) PuRRD(m) suPRD(m) 

'v' means: a short vowel (see section 23.5). 

23.5 The vowel in the G and N systems 

In the G and N systems it is necessary to insert a vowel which 
varies from verb to verb (and from tense to tense). This vowel is 
indicated by symbol v in Table 18. In the present, preterite and 



perfect all verbs insert their theme vowel. In the G stative, all verbs 
insert i except a few verbs with theme vowel u, which insert u: 

malu 'to be(come) full' (a) -+ mali 'he is full' 
hadu 'to be(come) glad' (u) -+ hadi 'he is glad' 
zaku 'to be(come) pure' (u) -+ zaku 'he is pure' 

In the G imperative, verbs with theme vowel i and u insert i .. .i and 
u ... u. 

banu 'to build' (i) -+ bini 'build!' 
manu 'to count' (u) -+ munu 'count!' 

Verbs with theme vowel a or e (which derives from original a) 
insert i ... a, i ... e. 

kalu 'to detain' (a) -+ kila 'detain!' 
lequ 'to take' (e) -+ /iqe'take!' 
sernu 'to hear' (e) -+ sime 'hear!' 

23.6 e-verbs 

In III-weak e-verbs, e-colouring (see Unit 14.13) can extend 
from the core to prefixes. This happens especially often in Old 
Babylonian. 

aleqqe or eleqqe 'I take'; taleqqe or teleqqe 'You (m. sg.) take' 

Rarely, e-colouring can extend from the core to stative suffixes. 

patietku 'She/it is open for you (m. sg.)' 

In Old Babylonian, the addition of a suffix with the vowel a 
(including the ventive suffix -am) sometimes undoes the e-colouring 
before the second root letter. 

OB sameilku 'I am hearing' (from seme + ilku) 
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Exercise 23.1, Old Babylonian 
Ii-ib-bi li-ih-du 
Ii-ib-bi u-ul ih-du 
ka-~u-tim me-e a-na dutu ta-na-qi 
ma-ti-ma bi-it-ni u-ul i-le-qu-u 
mu-u i[fl-te -hu-ni-im 

4 

it-ti-ka e-ze-en-ne 
sar-ru-um li-ib-ba-tim im-ta-la 
ze-nu-um za-ni-a-ta 
ha-al-~u-um la in-na-ad-di 
[tla-ap-ta-a uz-ni-ia 
a-wa-tam i-qa-ab-bi su-a-si-im (sutlsim = 'to him') 
ib-ki-i-ma li-ib-ba-sa u-na-ap-pi-is 

Exercise 23.2, Old Babylonian 
a-na ne-me-li-sa i-in-ka la ta-na-si 
si-lu-ti le-qi-at 
lu ma-Ii ka-ra-as-ka 
u-na-ti li-is-su-nim 
ni-zi-iq-tum i-na li-ib-bi-ki la i-ba-aS-si-i 
la ik-ka-Iu-nim 
su-nu-ti (sunuti 'those ones', acc.) uh-ta-ap-pi-a-am i-na uz-zi-su 
sar-ru-um ku-nu-ka-tim sa hu-bu-Iim u-he-ep-pi 
a-mi-ni ba-ri-a-nu 
mu-ur-~u-um i~-ba-ta-an-ni-ma i-na na-pi-is-tim an-na-di 
a-na al-pi-im u-ku-Iu-u la i-ma-{i 
i-na hu-bu-ri-si-na u-za-am-ma si-it-ta 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

In Mesopotamian mythology, the gods brought about the 
great Flood because they could not bear the noise which 
humans made . ...................................................................................................... 

Exercise 23.3, Middle Babylonian 
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u '-ur-ti man dan-ni ki-ma a-Ie-e zu-mur-su ik-si 
uz-za u sa-gal-ta sa tah-su-hu nu-sab-ra ne-e-nu (sp. ninu) 
u-'ser'-di im a-bu-ba ugu ta-ha-zi-su-nu diskur ur-sa-an-nu 



ar-ki (arki 'behind') dingirm.s tik-/i-su sar-ru ina pa-ni um-ma-ni 
u-Iar-ri murub 

4 

i-na zi-qit mul-mul-li-ia a-di a.ab.ba e-Ie-ni-te lu ar-di-Iu-nu-ti 

From The Epic of Tukulti-Ninurta: 

[I]a-ab-bu-ma 'sam '-ru ki-ma an-zi-i sa-nu-u nab-niota 
[ka ]d-ru ez-zi-is a-na te-se-e ba-Iu tah-li-pi 

Exercise 23.4. Standard Babylonian 
a-sak-ku mar-~u ina zu-mur lu it-tab-li lu mut-tal-li-ka ki-ma 
~u-ba-ti ik-ta-tam 

ki-ma ti-bu-ut e-ri-be-e ma-a-ta im-ta-lu-u 
dingir al-si-ma (alsi. from assi; -ma 'but') ul id-di-na (translate 
nadanu as 'show') pa-ni-su 

par-~i-ia u-sal-qu-u sa-nam-ma (-ma is emphatic) 
na-pi-ih-ta bul-Ii 
sap-Ia-a-nu (translate saplanu as 'deep down') lib-ba-su re-e-mu 
ra-li-su 

i-naq-qa-nik-ka Ii-kar sa-bi-'i ta-mah-har 
kab-ta-at su-su ul a-le-'-i na-sa-sa 
ta-sent-me dutu su-up-pa-a su-Ia-a it ka-ra-bi 
i1-ta-qu-u har-ha-ru-u a-na (ana'!') at-tas-pil 
Ii-pat ba-Ia-ti id-da-a 

The most important things to remember 

1 ill-weak verbs take the same prefixes and suffixes as strong verbs. 

2 They differ from strong verbs in the formation of the 'core': 
where a strong verb has a third root letter, they have nothing. 

3 When the vowel at the end of the core is followed by a suffix 
beginning with a vowel, the two vowels usually contract (but 
ia is usually left uncontracted in Old Babylonian). 

,. You need to learn the 3 rd person singular forms for the present, 
preterite, perfect, and stative, and 2nd sg. m. for the imperative, 
in all four systems. (This is a total of 20 forms, but they are very 
similar to the corresponding forms of strong verbs.) 
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................................................................................................ , 

I -weak verbs 

I-weak ('first weak') verbs are ones which have no visible first root 
letter in the G infinitive. (As comparison with cognate words in 
other languages shows, the root letter was originally present, but 
got lost. In Old Babylonian, whether the verb is an e-verb or not 
depends on which sound was lost; later, e-colouring can spread to 
verbs which were a-verbs in Old Babylonian - see Unit 14.13.) 

21e.1 The dictionary form 

For most I-weak verbs (as for most verbs of any type), the dictionary 
form is the G infinitive. The G infinitive of I-weak verbs follows the 
pattern aRiiSu (eReSu for e-verbs). 

akii/u 'to eat', epesu 'to make, to do' 
...................................................................................................... 

Insight 
The general meaning of epesu{m) can be thought of as being 
'to carry out the action appropriate to the noun': 'to build' 
a house, 'to wage' war, 'to use' a tool, 'to perform' a ritual, 
'to cultivate' a field, etc . ...................................................................................................... 

Verbs which are not attested in the G system have as their 
dictionary form the infinitive of the system in which they appear 
most frequently. 

ussusu 'to renew' (D system) 



211.2 Forms in the G, N, 0 and S systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, whereby R represents a 
verb's second root letter and S represents the third, the basic forms 
of I-weak verbs in the G, N, D and S systems are as shown in 
Table 19· (By 'basic form' we mean 3rd m. sg. for the stative, 
2nd m. sg. for the imperative, 3rd sg. for other tenses; they are 
considered basic because other forms can easily be derived from 
them by substituting the relevant prefixes and suffixes.) The 
prefixes and suffixes used for I-weak verbs are the same as for 
strong verbs, except that in some forms the vowel in the prefix 
is long. 

Table 19 

G N D 5 
pres. 3rd sg. iRRvS innaRRvS uRRaS usaRRaS 

pret. 3rd sg. iRvS innaRvS uRRiS usaRiS 

perf. 3rd sg. itaRvS ittanRvS utaRRiS ustaRiS 

stat. 3rd m. sg. aRvS nanRuS uRRuS suRuS 

imp. m.sg. aRvS nanRiS uRRiS suRiS 

info aRaSu(m) nanRuSu(m) uRRuSu(m) suRuSu(m) 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

If the vowel in the prefix is long in the table above, then the prefix 
vowel is long for all persons. 

akul, takul, takuli, ikul, nikul, takula, ikulit, ikula ('I ate', etc.) 

2".3 e-verbs 

In e-verbs, ala changes to eli - except in the D present. 

episu 'to make' -+ D pres. uppas 
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The G and N system prefixes of e-verbs are subject to e-colouring; 
likewise stative suffixes in the G and N systems. 

epus 'I made', eppus 'I will make', tennepus 'you were made' 
etc.; epseku 'I have been treated' 

On Assyrian manuscripts of Standard Babylonian compositions, 
initial i- is often spelled e-, so a third person singular form can look 
like a first person singular form. 

24.4 The vowel in the G system 

As indicated in Table 19, in the G system it is necessary to 
insert a vowel which varies from verb to verb. The rules for 
determining the vowel are the same as for strong verbs. They can 
be recapitulated as follows. 

In the present, preterite, perfect and imperative, insert the theme 
vowel. If the theme vowel is a/u (= e/u in e-verbs), insert a (= e in 
e-verbs) in the present and perfect, u in the preterite and imperative. 
The stative vowel is usually i regardless of the theme vowel, but a 
few verbs differ. (When the stative vowel is not i, it is given in the 
Glossary.) 

agiigu 'to be furious' (a/u) -+ agug 'he is furious' 
epesu 'to do, to make' (e/u; later u/u) -+ epus 'it is made' 

As with all verbs, the stative vowel is the same as that in the verbal 
adjective. This is elided in the dictionary form (m. sg.), but visible 
in the f. sg. 

24.5 The vowel in the N system 

As indicated in Table 19, in the N system it is necessary to insert a 
vowel which varies from verb to verb. The rules for the vowel are 
the same as for strong verbs. They can be recapitulated as follows. 

In the present and perfect, insert the theme vowel; if the theme 
vowel is a/u (= e/u in e-verbs), then insert a (= e in e-verbs). In the 



preterite, insert u if the theme vowel is U; insert i if the theme vowel 
is i or a/u (= e/u in e-verbs). 

211.6 Why the long vowel? 

In language learning it is not always practical to deduce everything 
from first principles, and with I-weak verbs there is much to be 
said for simply learning their forms through practice. Nonetheless, 
for interest's sake we mention that the reason why the long vowel 
arose in many forms (iRuS, itaR vS, utaRRis, usaRiS, ustaRiS, 
5uRuS, suRiS, suRuSu, etc.) is that 'compensatory lengthening' 
occurred (see Unit 47. 2 ). 

211.7 Statives of verbs of being from PRR roots 

Like strong verbs (see Unit 18.10), I-weak verbs of being from PRR 
roots (i.e. from roots which have identical second and third root 
letters) can form the 3rd m. sg. stative according to the pattern vS. 

ededu 'to be sharp' -+ ed 'he/it is sharp' 
ememu 'to be hot' -+ em 'he/it is hot' 

In the first millennium, they can also follow the pattern aRvS. 

ezezu 'to be angry' -+ eziz 'he is angry' 
agagu 'to be angry' -+ agug 'he is angry' 

211.8 I-weak verbs as strong verbs 

Occasionally, and not always predictably, I-weak verbs behave as if 
they were strong verbs whose first root letter is the glottal stop ('). 
You will meet an instance in Exercise 24.5: na'durU as the pattern 
naPRuSu for adaru 'to be(come) dark'. When you come across a 
~erbal form which seems to belong to a verb whose first root letter 
IS the glottal stop, you will normally find that the Glossary and the 
dictionaries list the relevant verb as a I-weak verb (occasionally a 
I-w verb, see Unit 26). 
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Exercise 24.1. Old Babylonian 
a-na-ku (aniiku 'Me •... ) le-em-ni-is ep-se-e-ku 
te-re-tim a-na (ana 'about') su-Ium ma-ti-ia lu-pu-us 
te-re-e-tim nu-se-pi-iS 
s~-,~p-ti~ia is-si-iq bi-~u-ri il-pu-ut r i-sa-ar-su a-na bi-~u-ri-i[a] 

u -ul ,-ru-ub 
si-ta-am sa i-Ii a-na-ku (aniiku '1') ek-me-ku 
i-na an-ni-tim at-hu-ut-ka lu-mu-ur 
sa-at-tam gismahi.a u-ul ni-pu-uS 
pu-ul-Iu-ha-a-ku U le-em-ni-is ep-se <0 -e-ku 
sa-at-ta-am a-na sa-at-ti-im na-am-da-at-ta-su-nu 

e-be-(U-um-ma i-bi-it 
mi-na-am ni-ka-al 
a-na bi-ti-ia la i-ru-ba-am 
ki-ma ha-de-ia e-pu-uS 
i-na an-ni-tim a-hu-ut-ka lu-mu-ur 

Exercise 24.2. Old Babylonian 
ka-ar-~i-ka a-na sar-rim i-ku-lu 
ma-ar-ti lu-ud-di-kum-ma (render -ma with a hyphen) a-hu-uz 
sa-pi-ir-ni mi-nam ni-ip-pa-al 
e-ru-u i-ku-ul i-ku-lu ma-ru-su 
i-na {up-pi la-bi-ru-tim sa e dnisaba ki-a-am a-mu-ur 
a-na-ku-u (aniiku '1') mi-na-am lu-pu-uS 
i-na e.gal-lim a-wa-tu-su /i-na-am-ra 
a-hu-ni ~e-eh-rum as-sa-tam u-ul a-hi-iz 
se-be-ta (sebetta 'seven') ba-bu ud-du-lu e-Iu da-ap-nim 
du-Iu-um ki-ma he-ri-ni-im i-te-ru-ub a-na li-bi-ia 
as-sum ki-a-am su-ut-ta-a-am (ignore the extra -a-) ta-mu-ur 
it-ti-ia na-an-mi-ir 

Exercise 24.3. Old and Middle Babylonian: The last sentence 
isMB. 

160 

m.dutu-ha-zi-ir U tap-pu-su i-ki-mu-ni-a-ti 
sa-am-mi ka-Iu-ma-ti-ia li-sa-ki-lu 
se-pa-am a-hi-tam a-na li-ib-bi a-lim la tu-se-er-re-ba 
i-na sa-ar-tim la te-ne-me-da 
a-na du-ri-im e-re-ba-am ma-an-nu-um i-qa-ab-bi-kum 



v ar-hi-is bu-ul-Iu-ti -su e-pu-us sa ·4 

su-up-ra-am-ma (-ma 'and') ~i-bu-ut-ka lu-pu-sa-kum 
ib-ri r a '-ta-mar su-ut-tam am-mi-r nim' la te-ed-ki-a-ni ma-di-

r is pa-al-ha '-[at] 
ki-rna la na-za-qi-ka e-ep-pu-ui 
rni-irn-ma a-na-ku u-ul [S]u-hu-za-ku 
u -rna-am (umam 'today') di-im-ma-su i-ta-ak-la-ni-a-ti 
a~n[a-k]u (anaku 'I') el-te-em-na-ki-im 
a-ia i-ku-ul ninda bu-Iu-u{ /i-ib-bi a-ia i-~i-in [ni-p ] i-is si-i-ra-as 

Exercise 24.4. Old Babylonian: From a prayer, describing what 
the gods have done at nightfall. (The three lines make up a single 
sentence.) 

i-Ii (for ilu) ma-tim is-ta-ra-at ma-a-tim 
dutu den.zu diskur u dinanna 
i-te-er-bu-u a-na u-tu-ul sa-me-e 

From a letter: King Hammurapi is suspicious 
um-ma su-ma (umma su-ma 'thus he (said):'; the words up to 
ittadin are quoted) m.dutu-ha-zi-ir a.sa e a-bi-ia i-ki-ma-an-ni
rna (-ma 'and') a-na aga.us it-ta-di-in ki-a-am u-Iam-mi-da-an
ni a.sa-U-um (see Unit 44.9) du-ru-um (translate eqlum durum 
as 'a permanently owned field') ma-ti-ma in-ne-ek-ki-im wa
ar-ka-tam pu-ru-us 

Exercise 24.5. Middle Babylonian 
lugal i-bu-uk-su-nu-ti 
e-pu-ui u_r sa '-a-ti a-na en urukci.dingir gi-mil-ta is-ku-un 
[i]t-ti nu-ha-tim-me (-me sp. for -mil nu-ha-tim-mu-ta ip-pu-ui 

Nebuchadnezzar I fights the king of Elam: 
ur-ri-ih-ma lugal dan-nu ik-ta-sad a-na gil idu-Ia-a (ulaya) 
in-nen-du-ma lugalmei ki-Ial-Ia-an ip-pu-su me 
i-na bi-ri-su-nu in-na-pi-ih i-sa-tu 
i-na tur-bu-u'-ti-su-nu na-a'-du-ru igi (pl.) dutu-si 
(Ulaya is the name of a river in south-west Iran.) 
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Exercise 24.6, Standard Babylonian 
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ina pi-i lab-bi na-'i-r[i] ul ik-ki-mu sa-Iam-tu 
gal-a damar.utu u-sag-gag 
ki-i u-lil-te an-na-bi-ik 
u-ru-uh-ka te-ez-zib 
kal pag-ri-ia i-ta-haz ri-mu-tu 
a-na su-zu-ub zi-ti-su in-na-bit a-na qe-reb uruni-i' (ni' = Thebes 

in Egypt) , 
te-te-ne-ti-iq gi-na-a sa-ma-mi (said to the sun god) 
pi-ti-ma ni-~ir-ta-su e-ru-ub ana lib-bi 
ik-kal (translate akalu as 'to live off') le-'-u si-im i-di-su it la 

le-'-u si-im [se]r-ri-su 
sa-di-i be-ru-ti e-ri-ma (sp. irrima) sa-Ium-mat-ka 
a-hu-uz qat-su pu-tur a-ra-an-su 
[SJu-ut-bi-ma (-ma 'and') ser-tuk-ka (sertukka 'your 
punishment', acc.) ina na-ri-(i et-ra-as-su 

dis-tar ug-gu-gat 
su-un-qu i-na bi-ri-su-un is-sa-kin-ma a-na bu-ri-su-nu e-ku-lu 

(Ass. sp.) uzumeS dumumeS-su-un 
ni-kis sag.du mte-um-man en-su-nu qe-reb ninaki e-mu-ru-u-ma 

(Ass. sp.) sa-ne-e te-e-mi i~-bat-su-nu-ti 

The most important things to remember 

1 I-weak verbs have no visible first root letter. 

2 They have the same prefixes and suffixes as strong verbs, 
except that the vowels of prefixes are sometimes lengthened 
(iprus 'he divided' vs. ikul 'he ate'). 

3 The 1st person singular G system prefix a-/a- changes to 
e-/e- in e-verbs. 

Ie You need to learn the 3rd person singular forms for the 
present, preterite, perfect, and stative (m.), and 2nd sg. m. for 
the imperative, in all four systems. (This is a total of 20 forms, 
but they are very similar to the corresponding forms of strong 
verbs.) 



25 
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II-weak verbs 

II-weak ('second weak') verbs are ones whose second root letter 
is not a consonant. They fall into two types: 'II-guttural verbs', 
whose second root letter was originally a guttural consonant, 
subsequently lost (see Unit 47.7); and 'II-vowel verbs', whose 
middle root letter is, and always was, a long vowel (i, ii, a). These 
two types sometimes inflect differently. II-weak e-verbs are only 
of the II-guttural type. All II-weak verbs are inflected with the 
same prefixes and suffixes as strong verbs. The differences vis-a-vis 
strong verbs lie in the formation of the verbal 'core'. 

25.1 The dictionary form 

For most II-weak verbs (as for most verbs of any type), the 
dictionary form is the G infinitive. The G infinitive of II-weak verbs 
follows the pattern PaSu (PeSu for e-verbs). (For exceptions in Old 
Babylonian, see section 25.8 below.) 

salu 'to ask', belu 'to rule', kanu 'to be firm', matu 'to die' 

Verbs which are not attested in the G system have as their 
dictionary form the infinitive of the system in which they appear 
most frequently. 

kullu 'to hold' (0 system); puqqu 'to pay attention' (0 system); 
summu 'to ponder' (0 system) 

25.2 The theme vowel 

~ch II-weak verb has one theme vowel (whereas strong verbs can 
ve two, e.g. a/u for sakanu 'to put'). This vowel can be a, i, e, or u. 
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Each verb's theme vowel is supplied in the Glossary (in brackets 
after the infinitive). The theme vowel e occurs only in e-verbs, and ali 
II-weak e-verbs have e as theme vowel. In II-vowel verbs, the theme 
vowel is the same as the vowel which constitutes the second root letter 

25.3 Doubling of the third root letter instead of 
the second 

Before introducing the forms of II-weak verbs, it is necessary to 
present a general principle which underlies their inflection. Where 
a form of a strong verb doubles the second root letter (e.g. iparras, 
uparris, etc.), the corresponding forms of II-weak verbs cannot do 
this, because they do not have a second consonantal root letter to 
double. In compensation for this, as it were, when possible they 
double the third root letter. 

isammit 'they buy' (= iPaRRvSit form of samu 'to buy'). 

This is only possible when the third root letter is followed by a 
vowel. Otherwise there would be two consonants at the end of 
a word (if there were no suffix), or three consonants in a row 
(if there were a suffix beginning with a consonant, e.g. -sui, and 
Babylonian allows neither (see Unit 47.13). Hence, in forms where 
strong verbs double their second root letter, suffixes beginning with 
a vowel (e.g. the ventive, or plural markers) enable the doubling 
of the third root letter in II-weak verbs. An example of the ventive 
suffix enabling doubling is shown in Table 20. In this example, the 
strong verb parasu doubles its second root letter in both cases, the 
II-weak verb samu doubles the third only with the ventive ending. 

Table 20 
G present, 3rd sg. 

non·ventive ventive 

parasu 'to divide' iparras iparrasa(m) 

samu 'to buy isam isamma(m) 

An example of the m. pI. suffix enabling doubling is shown in 
Table 21. In this example, the strong verb parasu doubles its second 
root letter in both cases, the II-weak verb kanu doubles the third only 
with the plural ending. 



Table 21 
.--- D preterite 
j---- 3rd sg. 3rd pI. 

parcisu 'to divide' uparris uparrisu 

kdnu 'to be firm' ukin ukinnu 
.....-

25." Forms In the G, N, D and 5 systems 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, whereby P represents a verb's 
first root letter and S represents the third, the basic forms of II-weak 
verbs in the G, N, 0 and S systems are as shown in Table 2.2.. 

(On 'basic forms' see Unit 24.2.) (Given the particularity of II-weak 
verbs with regard to doubling of the third root letter, for every 
combination of tense and system we will give two forms: one 
where doubling is not possible, and one where it is.) 

Table 22 

G N D S 
pres. 3rd sg. iPds iPPds II-vowel: uPas II-vowel: usPas 

II-guttural: uPds II -guttural: usPds 
3rd m. pI. iPvssu iPPvssu uPassu II-vowel: usPasu 

II -guttural: usPdSu 

pret. 3rd sg. iPvs iPPvs uPis usPis 
3rd m. pl. iPvSu iPPvSu uPissu usPiSu 

perf. 3rd sg. iPtvs (unknown) uPtis ustaPis 
3rd m. pI. iPtvsu (unknown) uPtisu ustaPisu 

stat. 3rd 59. PVS (unknown) PuS suPus 
3rd m. pI. Pvsu (unknown) Pussu suPusu 

-
imp.m.s9. PVS (unknown) PiS suPis 

- pI. Pvsa (unknown) Pissa (suPisa) -J!lf. PdSu(m) (unknown) Pussu(m) suPusu(m) 

;' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb; 'v' means: a long vowel which changes 
am verb to verb. 
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Some comments on these forms should be noted. In the present 
and preterite of the S system, the s is directly in contact with the 
first root letter. In strong verbs, they are separated by a: usmit 
'he killed' vs. usa/mid 'he taught'. As in strong verbs, present and 
preterite in the D and S systems are only distinguished by the 
vowel (a vs. i): ukan, ukin like uparras, uparris; usmat, usmit like 
usa/mad, usa/mid. 

25.5 The vowel in the G and N systems 

In the G and N systems it is necessary to insert a vowel which varies 
from verb to verb, and from tense to tense. This vowel is indicated 
by symbols vand yin Table 22. In the present, perfect, preterite and 
imperative, the vowel to be inserted is the verb's theme vowel. 

In the G stative of II-vowel verbs, the vowel to be inserted is a for 
II-a verbs, and i for II-u and II-i verbs (except that a few II-i verbs 
of being insert a). 

da~u (a) 'to disrespect' 
daku (u) 'to kill' 
qasu (I) 'to give as a gift' 

-+ da~ 'he is not respected' 
-+ dik 'he has been killed' 
-+ qis 'it has been given as a gift' 

but 

tabu (I) 'to be good' 
samu (I) 'to be red' 

-+ stative tab 'he/it is good' 
-+ stative sam 'he/it is red' 

For all II-weak verbs, the vowel between the first and third root 
letter in the G stative is the same as the vowel in the same position 
in the G system verbal adjective. 

kinu 'firm'; {iibu 'good'; da~u 'disrespect' (f. adj. used as noun) 

25.6 Why ci in the G and N present? 

A feature of II-weak verbs which learners of Babylonian tend to 

find counter-intuitive is the a in the present of the G and N systeIllS 
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hen the third root letter is not doubled: why a? Why not simply 
w I~ the theme vowe . 

A good way to think of this is to imagine II-weak verbs in the G 
nd N present as desperately wanting to imitate the corresponding 

:orms of strong verbs. So, let us put ourselves in the position of a 
n-weak verb: 'I want to imitate strong verbs. What is their most 
distinctive feature in the G and N present? Surely, the doubling of 
the second root letter. So, 1 will try to imitate this. 1 don't have a 
second root letter to double, but as the next best thing 1 will double 
my third, e.g. ikunnu "they are firm" and isammu "they buy".' 
So far, so good. 

'But oh dear, sometimes 1 can't double my third root letter because 
of the consonant clusters this would create. So, what to do? 
Doubling my first root letter is not an option - in the N system 
it is already doubled, and if 1 did it in the G system the resulting 
form would look like it belonged to the N system. Hmmm, 1 see 
that 1 am going to have to give up on doubling altogether. What is 
another distinctive feature of the G and N present of strong verbs 
which 1 can imitate? 

'Well, since the vast majority of strong verbs have theme vowels 
atu, the vowel before the third root letter in the G and N present 
is usually a. So, it's perhaps not unduly stretching the truth to say 
that in strong verbs there is a significant association between the 
G and N present and the vowel a before the third root letter. 
For want of better, 1 will take this as my feature to imitate. 

'So, putting a before my third root letter, 1 get forms like ikuan, 
iliab, iSiial, etc. The adjacent vowels will then of course contract 
(except for ia in Old Babylonian), so my equivalent of iparras will 
be ikan, ifab (ifiab in Old Babylonian), isal, etc.' 

25.7 II-guttural verbs: weak and strong 

I;-guttural verbs (but not II-vowel verbs) sometimes behave as 
1 they were strong, with' as their middle root letter. When this 
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happens, , behaves like a normal consonant (and so can double). 
Thus there can be two variants of the same verb form, one II-weak 
and one strong. Examples from salu / sa'alu 'to ask' 

inf.: salu (II-weak), sa'alu (strong, like parasu) 'to ask' 
pres. isallit (II-weak), isa"alit (strong, like iparrasit) 'they ask' 
prec.: lisalit (II-weak), liS'alit (strong, like liprusit) 'may they ask' 
imp.: sal (II-weak), sa'al (strong, like ~abat 'seize!') 'ask' 

This Unit deals with II-guttural verbs on the assumption they are 
behaving as II-weak verbs; when they behave as strong verbs, they 
follow the patterns presented in the Units on strong verbs, and the 
present Unit does not apply to them. 

25.8 The G infinitive of II-I verbs in Old Babylonian 

Using v to represent the vocalic root letter, II-vowel verbs originally 
formed the G infinitive after the pattern PvaSum. By the Old 
Babylonian period, in most cases the two adjacent vowels had 
contracted, yielding the pattern paSum. The exception is verbs 
whose vocalic root letter is I, since the sequence ia was normally 
left uncontracted in Old Babylonian. Thus, for example, the Old 
Babylonian infinitive of the verb whose root is ~tib is (iabum (or 
perhaps tlabum), whereas the Old Babylonian infinitive of the verb 
whose root is ~kitn is kanum. 

The Concise Dictionary of Akkadian and W. von Soden's 
Akkadisches Handworterbuch cite verbs by their Old Babylonian 
G infinitive (with mimation in brackets). Hence they cite the G 
infinitives of II-I verbs in uncontracted form, i.e. tiabu(m) rather 
than tabu(m). (However, they provide cross-references from 
tabu(m) to tiabu(m).) 

Exercise 2.5.1, Old Babylonian 
da-ha-at-ni (da'atni) u-ul i-sa-al 
a-ma-at-ma ta-ab-ku-um 
um-ma-ka im-tu-ut 
na-ga-ru la i-ri-qu 
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as-su-mi-su-nu re-ma-an-ni 
sum-ma (summa 'even if') at-ta (atta 'you' (m. sg.)} mi-sa-ta-an-
ni a-na-ku e-li-ka a-ha-ab-bu-ub 

i-me-ri sa-am 
Ii-ib-ba-su it-tu-uh 
mi-nu-u-um u-ba-sa-ka 
mu-ut-ni ta-ra-mi-ma [b]a-Ia-at-ni te-ze-ri 
Ii-ib-bi u-ti-ib 
ri-qu-su (riqussu 'empty-handed') la i-tu-ra 

Exercise 25.2, Old Babylonian 
ka-al-Ia-at-ki i-ze-er-ki 
dudu di-ni li-di-in 
u-m-um se-er 
ku.babbar u-ul na-si-a-ku-ma (-ma 'so') u-ku-ul-tam u-ul a-sa-am 
ha-ar-ba-am a-na be-/i-su te-er (sp. tir; see Unit 47.14) 
sa-du-um i-qu-pa-am-ma i-si-ha-an-[ni] 
gi-ru-um ru-uq-ma (-ma 'so') [m]a-am-ma-an a-na a-Ia-ki-im 

[u-u]1 i-ma-ga-ra-an-ni 
sa (translate sa as 'with') ku.babbar su-a-ti (suati 'that') ku/i.a 

dam-qu-tim sa-ma-am-ma (-ma 'and') a-na a-ka-li-ia su-bi-Iam 
(subilam 'have sent to me!') 

ku.babbar ma-hi-ir Ii-ba-su !a-ab 
ki-ma (see Unit 13.4) ka-al-bi da-ah-ti (da'ti) u-ul ta-sa-li 
si-ir ni-si u-ti-ib 
ki-ma sa (kima sa 'just as if') a-[n]a-ku wa-as-ba-[k]u li-ba-su 
l1]i-ib-ba 

Exercise 25.3, Old Babylonian 
[hi]-ib-Ie-tu-u-a i-na qa-ti (see Unit 12.1) dutu-ha-zi-ir (samas
hazir, personal name) im-ti-da 

i-na sa-at-tim an-ni-tim ti-ri-in-ni-i-ma (-ma 'and') na-ra-am 
su-bi-ri-in-ni 

di-ni 14 di-in-ka dutu /i-di-in 
gu hI a' I ' (' d '). d 4 . U-u ta-ap-tu-ur-ma -rna an so ,-na a-anoNa-at 
ku-us-si tu-ui-ta-mi-is-su-nu-ti 
[na-m~ 'a-Ia-ki-ni [ni-ib-ba-ka nu-ta-ab 
a-na hi-scl-ti-i-ki ru-uq 
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le-mu-ut-ta u-ul u-ki-il (translate kullu as 'to hold in store') a-1IQ 
ib-ri-ia 

sum-ma i-na ki-na-a-tim ta-ra-am-ma-an-ni a-na bi-ti-su ma
am-ma-an la i-sa-as-si 

i-na ma-ak aga.usmeS i-na SAG.DA-IN.pADki (Bab. reading 
uncertain) ha-al-~a-a[m] ma-am-ma-an 14-ul u-ka-al 

a.sa-am su-a-ti (suati 'that') i-na qa-tim ki-il-la-aS-su-ma la 
a-na-az-zi-iq 

a-na na-ah-Ia-ap-tim u-sa-li-a-ki-ma u-ul te-re-mi-ni 
2 (sitta 'two') kus.llsan su-uh-mi-ta-am g[U]4hi .• i-na ma-ak 
kus.llsan ri-qu 

a-na mi-ni-im ki-a-am te-mi-sa-an-ni 
da-aw-da-am du-uk-ma (-ma 'and so') su-ma-am na-as-ki-in 

Exercise 25.4, Middle Babylonian 
[am]-mi-ni su-u-tu is-tu 7 (sebet) u-mi a-na ma-a-ti la i-zi-qa 
a-na bi-it be-/i-ia i-na qa-ab-Ia-at ta-am-ti nu-ni a-ba-ar 
me-e mu-u-ti u-ka-lu-ni-ik-ku-ma (-ma 'so') la ta-sa-at-ti 
mi-i-du ar-nu-ia 
na-an-na-ru d30 u-kin ugu-su-nu na-mu-un-ga-at murub 

4 I···················································· ................................................ .. Insight 
The number 30 was used as a sumerogram for the moon god 
(Sin) because, in the lunar calendar, the month has thirty days . ...................................................................................................... 

Exercise 25.5, Standard Babylonian 
ina ru-ub-#-ia a-bit ki-i ai-pi 
sar-ra-ha-ku-ma (-ma 'but') a-tur ana re-e-si 
a-na a-hi-i a-hi i-tu-ra a-na lem-ni u gal-le-e i-tu-ra ib-ri 
ana gul-lul-ti-s14-nu ri-ib dum-qi 
a-na e-pis le-mut-ti-ka sig ri-ib-su 

j 

za-qi-qu a-bal-rna ul u-pat-ti uz-ni 
a-na kib-si a-he-e u-zu-un-sa tur-rat 

Exercise 25.6, Standard Babylonian: From The Epic of Erra. 
(Translate -ma as 'and'.) 

ma-ra uS-mat-ma a-bu i-qa-ab-bir-su 
ar-ka a-ba uS-ma-at-ma qe-bi-ra ul i-si 



qu-ra-du der-ra k!-nam~ma luS-ta-mit 
la ki-nam-ma luS-ta-mlt 

From The Epic of Gilgamd. Gilgamd reproves the goddess IStar 
for how she treated her former lovers: 

ta-ra-mi-ma ur .mah ga-mi-ir e-mu-qi (gamir emuqi 'perfect in 
strength') 

tu-uh-tar-ri-is-su 7 u 7 (sebe u sebe) su-ut-ta-a-ti 
ta-ra-mi-ma anse.kur.ra na-'-id qab-li (na'id qabli 'devoted to 
battle') 

is-tuh-ha ziq-ti u dir-ra-ta tal-ti-miS-su 

The most important things to remember 

1 II-weak verbs behave as if they had no second root letter. 

2 They have the same prefixes and suffixes as strong verbs. 

3 When strong verbs double their middle root letter, II-weak 
verbs double their third root letter if they can (i.e. if it is 
followed by a suffix beginning with a vowel). 

" You need to learn the 3rd person singular and plural forms for 
the present, preterite, perfect, and stative, and 2nd m. sg and 
2nd pI. for the imperative, in all four systems. 
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26 
................................................................................................. 

I-wverbs 

I-w ('first doubleyou') verbs are ones whose first root letter is the 
letter w. In the G system (also the Gtn and Gt systems, see Units 33 
and 34), I-w verbs of being behave differently from I-w verbs of 
doing. In the N, 0 and S systems (and their derived systems) the 
two types behave the same. The forms of I-w verbs change slightly 
from Old Babylonian to later periods. 

······insig·ht········································ ........................................... . 
Originally, I-w verbs did not have a first root letter at all, and 
the w was added later. This is why the imperative and certain 
derived nouns look as if the root only has two letters: they 
preserve the original version. 

26.1 I-w verbs of doing in Old Babylonian 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the basic forms of I-w verbs 
of doing conform in Old Babylonian to the patterns shown in 
Table 23. (On 'basic forms' see Unit 24.2.) The G preterite has 
two alternative forms. 

Table 23 -
G N D 5 

pres. uRRaS iPPaRRaS uPaRRaS usaRRaS 
pret. uRiS, uRiS iPPaRiS uPaRRiS usiiRiS 
perf. ittaRaS (ittaPRaS) utaRRiS ustiiRiS 
stat. PaRiS (unknown) PuRRuS suRuS -imp. RiS (unknown) PuRRiS suRiS -info PaRiiSu(m) (unknown) PuRRuSu(m) suRusu(m) 
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When suffixes beginning with a vowel (e.g. ventive -am) are added in 
the preterite, vowel elision happens if the u is short (see Unit 47.4). 

ubil 'he brought' -+ itbilam 'he brought here' 
ubil 'he brought' -+ ublam 'he brought here' 

The 3rd sg. G precative begins with Ii- (not lit-!), e.g. lirid 'he 
should go down'; the 1st sg. G precative begins with lit-. The 
bracketed N form ittaPRaS is not attested in Old Babylonian, but 
can be reconstructed from the forms attested in later periods . 

...................................................... ···············································1 
~~~~~;~~.~?~~.~.?~.~~'!:.~~!.~.~.~!.~.~~~~ ............................................. . 

26.2 Prefixes and suffixes 

When a form in Table 23 begins with i-, to produce the forms for 
all persons use the same prefixes and suffixes as for strong verbs: 

G perf. of wariidu 'to go down' ('I have gone down', etc.) 
sg. 1st attarad, 2nd m. tattarad, 2nd f. tattardi, 3rd ittarad 
pI. 1st nittarad, 2nd tattardii, 3rd m. ittardit, 3rd f. ittardii 

When a form in Table 23 begins with u- or it-, to produce the forms 
for all persons use the prefixes and suffixes shown in Table 24. 

Table 24 

for u- for u-
1 st s9. u- u-
2nd s9. m. tu- tU-
2nd s9. f. tu .. .i W .. .i 
3rd s9. u- u-

J.st pI. nu- nu-
~pl. tu ... a W ... a 
~m.pl. u ... u u ... u 
~f.pl. u ... a u ... a 
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G pres. of wabiilu 'to bring' ('I bring', etc.) 
sg. 1st ubbal, 2nd m. tubbal, 2nd f. tubbali, 3rd ubbal 
pI. 1st nubbal, 2nd tubbalii, 3rd m. ubbalu, 3rd f. ubbalii 

G pret. of wabiilu 'to bring' ('I brought', etc.) 
sg. 1st ubil, 2nd m. tubil, 2nd f. tubili, 3rd ubil 
pI. 1st nubil, 2nd tubilii, 3rd m. ubilu, 3rd f. ubilii 
(also: ubil, tubil, etc.) 

26.3 I-w verbs of being in Old Babylonian 

In the G infinitive and stative, I-w verbs of being (e.g. (w)agiinu 'to 
be precious') behave like I-w verbs of doing. In other tenses of the 
G system, they behave instead like I-weak verbs with theme vowel 
i. Their 'basic forms' in the G system are shown in Table 25. (On 
'basic forms' see Unit 24.2.) In the N, D and S systems, I-w verbs 
of being behave like I-w verbs of doing. 

Table 25 

I-w being I-w doing I-weak 

pres. 3rd sg. iRRiS uRRaS iRRvS 

pret. 3rd sg. iRiS iiRiS, uRiS iRvS 

perf. 3rd sg. itaRiS ittaRaS itaRvS 

stat. 3rd m. sg. PaRiS PaRiS aRvS 

imp. m. sg. aRiS RiS aRvS 

info PaRaSu(m) PaRaSu(m) aRaSu(m) 

"V' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

26." Changes from Old Babylonian to later periods 

From the late Old Babylonian period onwards, w at the start of a 
word usually vanishes. (Since the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary lists 
words according to their Standard Babylonian forms, I-w verbs 
which occur in the G system should be sought under the letter a.) 
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OB wasabum 'to dwell' (G inf.) -+ later asabu 
OB wasib 'he dwells' (G stat.) -+ later asib 
OB wussurum 'to release' (D inf.) -+ later ussuru 

After the Old Babylonian period, w inside a form is usually spelled 
in a way that is conventionally transliterated and normalized as m 
(but between vowels it probably continued to be pronounced w). 

OB uwasser 'he released' (D pret.) -+ later umasser (probably 
pronounced uwasser). (For e vs. i see Unit 47.14.) 

Since w arises naturally between the vowels a and u, the sequence of 
sounds uwa was sometimes spelled u'a or ua (both pronounced uwa). 

u'asser, uasser (pronounced uwasser) 'he/she released' 
u'aUad, uaUad (pronounced uwaUad) 'he/she begets' 

Rarely in the Old Babylonian period, but more often thereafter, the 
D present and preterite sometimes follow the patterns uRRaS and 
uRRiS instead of uPaRRaS and uPaRRiS. 

OB uwasser 'he released' -+ later umasser, ussir 
OB uwattar 'he increases' -+ later u'attar (pronounced uwattar), 

uttar 

In Standard Babylonian, in the S system -a- often appears as -e-

SB usebil (for earlier usabi/) 'I/he/she got (slo) to send (s/th)' 
SB ustesib (for earlier ustasib) 'I/he/she got (s/o) to dwell' 

Exercise 26.1, Old Babylonian: Normalize and parse the following 
forms of wasaru 'to be low' wasabu 'to dwell' waradu 'to go , , 
down', waqaru 'to be precious', waladu 'to give birth to', and 
wabalu 'to bring'. 

lui-la-ad 2. i-wa-al-du 3 i-wa-li-id 4 u-li-id-ka 5 u-ul-da-an-ni 
6 u-Ii-is-si 7 tu-ul-di-in-ni 8 bi-Iam 9 ub-ba-Iam LO tu-ub-ba-li-in-ni 
II li-ib-Iu-ni-is-su I2. it-ta-ba-al L3 u-sa-ab-ba-Ia-ak-kum 
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I4 us-ta-bil I5 u-ta-as-sar I6 u-ta-as-sa-ru I7 wu-us-se-ra-arn 
I8 tu-wa-sa-ar-sum I9 u-wa-se-ru-su 20 wa-as-ra-a-ta 2I /i-U/a. 
se-ra-an-ni 22 su-si-ba-a-rna 23 u-sa-si-ib 24 u-se-si-im-rna 
(see Unit 47.9) 25 su-si-ba-an-ni 26 ur-da-am 27Ii-ri-du-u-rna 
28 ur-du-nim 29 i-iq-qi-ir 30 wa-aq-ra-at 

Exercise 26.2, Old Babylonian 
it-ti-su a-na a.sa ri-id 
a-na mu-ti-sa 2. (sina 'two') dumumeS al-da-at 
ma-ar-ti ~-ba-at 
gistukul sa dingir a-na a.sa-im li-ri-id 

Exercise 2.6.3, Standard Babylonian: Normalize and parse the 
following forms of ataru 'to be much', asaru 'to be low', asabu 
'to dwell', araqu 'to be(come} green/yellow', aradu 'to go down', 
aqaru 'to be precious', aladu 'to give birth to', and abalu 'to bring'. 

I at-ra-at 2 Ii-in-da-ser 3 u-mas-sar-ki 4 u-mas-si-ru 5 us-se, 
6 lu-mas-ser 7 nu-mas-ser 8 mus-su-rat 9 un-da-ser IO tu-se-sib· 
SU II ul-te-si-ba-an-ni I2 lu-se-si-ib I3 tu-ur-ra-qi I4 ur-ru-uq 
I5 nu-ur-rad I6 u-rid I7 at-tar-da IS u-ri-da-nim-ma I9 ri-da· 
ni 20 i-qir-su 2I Ii-qir 22 aq-rat 23 it-ta-a'-Iad 24 ta-at-tal-da 
25 ul-da-as-sum-ma 26 u-al-Iad-ka 27Iu-ub-Ia 28 u-sa-bi-Ia 
29 ul-te-bi-Ia 

Exercise 2.6.4, Standard Babylonian 
pa-Ia-hu da-ma-qa ul-la-ad ni-qu-u ba-Ia-tu [u]t-tar 
na-si gismar ai-Ii tup-sik-ki e-pis dul-li za-bil ku-dur-ri ina e-Ie-li 
ul-si hu-ud lib-bi nu-um-mur pa-ni ub-ba-Iu u -um-su-un 

• 4 J 
[a-n]a sa-kan a-bu-bi ub-la lib-ba-su-nu dingirm galmeS 
il-qu-in-ni-rna (-rna 'and') ina ru-qi ina ka idmeS uS-te-si-bu-in-ni 
ana su-un-bu-ut zi-m[t}ia u ub-bu-ub ~u-ba-ti-ia dgirra urn-ta-'i-ir 
e-li (eli 'to') mtar-qu-u (Taharka) lugal kur ku-u-si a-na sa-kan 
a-de-e u sa-Ii-me u-ma-'e-e-ru lurak-be-e-su-un 



The most important things to remember 

1 In the G present and preterite, I-w verbs of doing use the 
prefixes which strong verbs use in the D and S systems (u-, tu-, 
etc.), except that sometimes the u is lengthened (u-, tu-, etc.). 

2 I-w verbs of being behave like I-weak verbs in the G system 
(and its sub-systems), and like I-w verbs of doing in other 
systems. 

3 After the Old Babylonian period, w between vowels is often 
spelled m (but probably still pronounced as w). 

II After the Old Babylonian period, w at the beginning of a word 
vanished. 

5 Learn the G forms ubbal 'he brings', ubillubil 'he brought', 
ittabal 'he has brought', bil 'bring!'. 

6 Learn the S forms usabbal 'he gets (s/o) to bring', usiibillusebil 
'he got (s/o) to bring', ustiibil/ustebil 'he has got (s/o) to bring', 
subil 'get (s/o) to bring!'. 
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27 
................................................................................................ 

Doubly weak verbs 

Doubly weak verbs are those whose first and third root letters 
are weak. These include four common verbs: edu 'to know', isu 
'to have', elu 'to go up' and (w)a~u 'to go out'. In principle, it is 
possible for two consecutive root letters to be weak. However, 
in such cases one of the two weak root letters usually becomes a 
glottal stop (sometimes known as a 'strong aleph'), which behaves 
like a normal consonant (and so can double). Thus for practical 
purposes the verb ceases to be doubly weak, and is inflected like a 
I-weak or III-weak verb. 

e'elu 'to bind' (I-weak, like emedu) 
se'u 'to seek' (III-weak, like lequ) 

27.1 Forms in the G, N, 0 and 5 systems 

Doubly weak verbs inflect like a I-weak verb at the front (i.e. 
before the second root letter), and a III-weak verb at the rear 
(i.e. after the second root letter). Their forms can be constructed 
by taking the front part from a I-weak form in the same person, 
tense and system, and the rear part from a III-weak form in the 
same person, tense and system. The second root letter doubles if 
it doubles in these forms of the I-weak and III-weak verbs. For 
example, for the 3rd sg. G present, 3rd sg. G preterite and m. sg. S 
imperative of the doubly weak verb elu 'to go up' (i), you take the 
corresponding forms of a I-weak verb (e.g. emedu) and a III-weak 
verb (e.g. zenU). The part which elu 'borrows' from these verbs is 
marked in bold in Table 26. 



When the first root letter of the doubly weak verb is w, one takes 
I-w verb and a III-weak verb. For example, for the 3rd sg. G 

a resent, 3rd sg. G preterite and m. sg. S imperative of wa~u 'to go 
~ut' (i), you can take the corresponding forms of wabiilu and banu 
as shown in Table 27· 

Table 26 

emedu: 
zenD: 
elO: 

; 

ize 
i 

3rd sg. G pres. 

II root letter 

mm 
nn 

11 

id ; 
; iz 
i i 

3rd sg. G pret. m.sg.Simp. 

II root letter II root letter 

m id sii m 
n ; SUZ n 
1 i SU 1 

id 
; 
i 

iIIi 'he goes up' iii 'he went up' sufi 'make (5/0) go up!' 

Table2l 

wabalu: 
banD: 
w~D: 

3rd sg. G pres. 

II root letter 

u bb 
ibo nn 
u ~ 

01 
; 
i 

3rd m. sg. G pret. m.sg.S imp. 

II root letter II root letter 

ii b il sii b il 
ib n ; sub n ; 

u ~ i SU ~ i 

u~ 'he goes out' u?i 'he went out' su~i 'make (5/0) go out!' 

27.2 Particularities of ;su 'to have' and edu to 'know' 

The two verbs isu 'to have' and edu 'to know' are used only in a 
small member of forms. In the G system they inflect like preterites 
but they can refer to both the present and the past. In both verbs 
the first person singular G is identical with the third person 
singular, and begins with i-. The second person begins with ti-. 

ide 'I1he/she knowslknew', isufisi 'llhe/she have/had' 
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For the imperative, both verbs use what is formally a precative: 

114 tide 'Be aware (that ... )!' 114 tisi 'Have ( ... ready)!' 

The 3rd sg. prec. of edit is 114 ide 'He should be aware!'. Both isu 
and edit can form statives, but these are rarely used. (The stative of 
edit can begin with i or e.) 

MB isflku 'I have' 
OB idflta 'You (m. sg.) know' 
SB 114 edflnikka 'May they (f. pl.) be known to you' (for -ka 

instead of -ku see Unit 19.4) 

The 2nd f. sg. of edit is tide (from original tida'i - see Unit 47.1). 

······iiislg·tit········································ .......................................... .. 
In their ability to refer to both the present and the past, and 
also in the fact that 114 does not contract with the following 
vowel, the forms of isit 'to have' and edit 'to know' which 
look like preterites actually behave like statives. 

Exercise 27.1, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last two sentences 
are MB. 

180 

pi-i-ka la te-e-ni (sp. tenni) 
ki-ma a-na ka-si-im-m[a] ta-ak-Ia-a-k[u] at-ta (atta 'you' m. sg.) 
u-ul ti-de-e (question) 

dutu U damar.utu iq-bu-ma (-ma 'so') ke-er-rum si-i u-ul u-~i 
di-ib-ba-tum ma-at-tum i-li-a-am 
ma-tum ka-Iu-sa a-na e-re-si-im it-ta-# 
~e-he-er-ni u ~e-he-er-ta-ni ka e.gal u-ul u-~i (see Unit 14.3) 
ni-pa-ti-ka i-na nu-ur-pa-ri-im su-~i-a-am 
a-bu-ul-Ia a-~a-am u-ul e-Ie-i (ele"i) 
a-wi-Ie-e a-na ~e-ri-ia su-ri-a-nim 
an-ni-a-ti gu-ul-Iu-Ia-ti-ka lu ti-de 
ri-ik-sa-ti-ia u-ul e-en-ni 
i-du-u qar-ra-du-ut-ka manmes i-ta-na-da-ru (itanaddaru 'they 
constantly fear') qa-bal-kr a' 



, -uNi e-en (sp. in) um-ma-na-at kur su-me-ri u uriki dsa-mas 
U '( d-.) en de-e-ne sp. Int 

Exercise 1. 7 .1., Standard Babylonian 
qe-reb mur-c ~t-su mam-ma ul i-de 
qu-ra-du der-ra p-i-ma (do not translate -ma) a-na edin 

The most important things to remember 

1 The forms of doubly weak verbs can be created by taking 
the front part of a I-weak (or I-w) verb and the rear part of a 
III-weak verb. 

2 edu 'to know' and isu 'to have' are unusual: 

3 the first person singular is identical to the third person singular 
(ide, isufisi); 

It! the same form can refer to past or present; 

5 in the precative, 114 does not contract with an initial vowel 
(114 ide 'he should know'). 



28 
................................................................................................. 

Three irregular verbs: alaku, izuzzu 
and itulu 

So far, you have met many different types of Babylonian verbs: 
strong, I-weak, II-weak, III-weak, doubly weak. In this Unit you 
will be introduced to three irregular verbs: alaku 'to go', izuzzu 
'to stand' and itulu 'to lie down'. alaku occurs quite frequently; 
izuzzu is rarer, and itulu is rarer still. alaku is slightly irregular, 
izuzzu ridiculously so. 

28.1 The forms of a/aku 

alaku occurs only in the G and S systems (and their derived systems) -
see Table 28. In the S system, alaku behaves like a normal I-weak 
verb. The S perfect is only attested in the assimilated form ultalik. 
In the G system, present and preterite are distinguished only by the 
vowel alternation a/i. (Cf. the D and S present and preterite of 
strong verbs and the G present and preterite of I-w verbs.) 

Table 28 

G 5 
3rd 59. pres. iIIak usal/ak 

3rd 59. pret. iIIik usalik 

3rd 59. perf. itta/ak (ustalik) 

3rd 59. stat. alik su/uk 

m.sg. imp. alik sulik 

inf. a/aku(m) su/uku(m) 



...................................................... ································1 
Insight· _. 

The sta t~~~ .?~ .~!~~.~. !~ .. ~~.~ .. ~~~:: ................................................... . ................ 
28.2 The forms of izuzzu 

I is not necessary to learn all the forms in Table 29. (Some are 
~tremelY rare.) Initially, just learn izuzzu (G inf.), izzaz (G pres.) 

:nd izziz (G pret.), and whenever you come across a puzzling verb 
form that contains a z, come back to Table 29 to see if it might 
be a form of izuzzu. izuzzu is not attested in the D system. Its 
occurrences in the N system are extremely rare, and not taught 
here. (You can find the forms by consulting the dictionaries.) The 
basic forms in the G and S systems are shown in Table 29. Prefixes 
and suffixes are the same as for strong verbs. When suffixes 
beginning with a vowel are added, the z in contact with the suffix 
doubles. 

izzaz 'he stands' -+ izzazzu 'they (m.) stand' 

Table 29 

G 5 
3rd sg. pres. izzaz uszaz (1st mill. also usazzaz) 
3rd sg. pret. izziz usziz (1st mill. also usazziz) 
3rd sg. perf. ittaziz, ittasiz 1st mill. ustazziz 
3rd m. sg. stat. nazuz,nanzuz, usaz, uzuz 5uzzuz 
m.sg.imp. iziz, iSiz suziz (1st mill. also suzziz) 
info izuzzu, uzuzzu, usuzzu SUZUZZU (1st mill. also 5uzzuzzu) 

In the G system, present and preterite are distinguished only by 
the vowel alternation a/i. This recalls the D and S present and 
preterite of strong verbs. Another similarity between the G system 
of izuzzu and the D and S systems of strong verbs is that the perfect 
has the same vowel as the preterite rather than the present. The G 
present is often used instead of the stative. 
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28.3 The forms of itiilu 

Most of the forms in Table 30 are very rare. Forms in brackets are 
attested only after the Old Babylonian period. The forms of itulu 
can be very difficult to separate from of Gt forms of ntHu 'to lie 
down'. Indeed, some scholars maintain that no verb itulu exists, 
and that all the forms it is alleged to have actually belong to nillu. 

Table 30 

Gt Gtn D S 
3rd 59. pre5. ittal, ittel 

3rd 59. pret. ittil (ittatil) uttil (ultil) 

3rd 59. perf. ittatil 

3rd m. 59. 5tat. (utii/) 

m.59. imp. (itil) 

info itulu, utiilu 

Exercise 2.8.1, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last sentence is MB. 
i-na i-di-su i-zi-iz 
a-na-ku a-na i-si-in-naki (isinna 'Isin') a-la-kam 
gjsdi-im-tam us-zi-iz 
a-na a-wa-ti-su ki-ma a-wa-ti-ni i-z[i]-iz 
il-li-ik-ma a-na si-ma-tu a-wi-Iu-tim 
di-im-ti u di-ma-ti e-li-ki li-li-ik (see Unit 14.3) 
a-na ka.dingir.raki al-lik-kam-ma u-ul a-mu-ur-ki ma-di-is az-zi-iq 
a-na ba-ab ga-gi-im a-li-ik 
pu-ul-Iu-sa-ku-ma a-na ma-har a-bi-ia u-ul al-li-kam 
i-nu-ma (inuma 'when') us-tu ud.kib.nunki a-na ka.dingir.rak[i] 
al-li-kam i[t]-[t]i a-[w]i-lim u-tul-istar an-na-me-er 

a-lik ur-ha e-tiq sa-da-a 
a-na pa-ni da-ni i-na u-zu-zi-ka a-ka-Ia sa mu-ti u-ka-Iu-ni-ik

ku-ma la-a ta-ka-al 



Exercise 2.8.2., Standard Babylonian 
ga-na e ta-at-tiI6 (seSset) ur-ri u 7 (sebe) mu-sa-a-ti 
a_dak-ka-ma pa-na-tu-u-a (piinatuya 'ahead of me') u-sal-lak-ka 
(add 'to the netherworld') 

nam-ri-ri an.sar u dis-tar is-hu-pu-su-ma i/-/i-ka mah-hu-tis 

The most important things to remember 

1 Prefixes and suffixes for aliiku, izuzzu and itulu are the same 
as for strong verbs. 

2 illak = 'he goes' 

3 illik = 'he went' 

" izzaz = 'he stands'; m. pI. izzazzu 'they stand' 

5 izziz = 'he stood'; m. pI. izzizzu 'they stood' 
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Part five 

Clauses into sentences 

29 
................................................................................................ 

Verbless clauses 

For the English language, a useful definition of 'clause' is: a group 
of words which cluster around a verb. Some Babylonian clauses 
lack a verb, and hence are known as 'verbless clauses'. Babylonian 
verbless clauses consist of a subject and 'predicate' (i.e. information 
which the clause supplies about the subject). The subject is a 
noun (or a genitive construction) or pronoun. The predicate may 
be various things, including a noun and a prepositional phrase. 
In English translation, the subject and predicate of Babylonian 
verbless clauses are linked by a form of the verb 'to be'. (Thus, in 
translation, verbless clauses become verbal, and conform to the 
notion of 'clause' which English speakers are used to.) 

29.1 'To be' in Babylonian 

Babylonian does not employ a verb 'to be' in the same way that 
English does. Occasionally, the verb baSit can be translated with 
English 'to be'. 

OB kima ilim tabaSsi 'You (m. sg.) are like a god' (Gilg. II 53) 

186 



OB ana minim ki'am tabaSsi 'Why are you like this?' 
(AbB 9, 264: 28-2 9) 

OB ibTi nap lis matu ki min[i] ibaSsi 'My friend, look at the 
land - what is it like?' (Etana-Epos 198: 39) 

However, such uses of basu are rather rare. Usually, where English 
would use 'to be', Babylonian does not use basu. Rather, it does 
twO other things: one is to use the stative (e.g. lemnetunu 'you 
(m. pl.) are evil'; see Unit 18); the other is to use 'verbless clauses'. 
Generally, if a stative can be used, it is. (Though occasionally 
a verbless clause is used where a stative could have been used.) 
However, there are some grammatical situations where the stative 
cannot be used, and here verbless clauses are used instead. 

29.2 Situations where the stative cannot be used 

Grammatical situations in which the stative cannot be used include 
the following: 

~ It is not possible to form the stative of a word which bears a 
possessive suffix, e.g. sarrakunu 'your (m. pl.) king'. 

~ It is not possible to form the stative of a genitive construction, 
e.g. saT mati 'king of the land'. 

~ It is not possible to form the stative of a noun qualified by 
an adjective, e.g. sarru damqu 'good king'. (Note: the stative 
combination sarraku damqaku does not mean 'I am a good 
king' but 'I am a king, I am good'.) 

~ It is not possible to form the stative of a prepositional phrase, 
e.g. ina ekalli. 

insight··············································· ......................................... . 
The last three bullet points could be amalgamated by saying 
that it is impossible to form the stative of a group of words 

.... :vhich belong together . ................................................................................................. 
~ S~tuatio~s like these, Babylonian uses verbless clauses instead 
ki: ,e ~tatIVe. These make it possible to say things like 'I am your 

g, I am a good king', 'I am king of the land', and 'I am in the 
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palace'; also 'Am 1 your king?', 'Am 1 a good king?', 'Am 1 king 
of the land?', and 'Am 1 in the palace?'. (The word order in 
Babylonian does not change from statement to question.) 

29.3 Subject and predicate of verbless clauses 

Like English clauses with the verb 'to be', Babylonian verbless 
clauses consist of a subject and a predicate. These can be identified 
by thinking of the equivalent English sentence: the subject in the 
Babylonian sentence = the subject of the verb 'to be' in the English 
sentence; the predicate = what follows the verb 'to be' in the 
English sentence. Usually, the subject precedes the predicate, but in 
poetic language the opposite can happen. (Rare exceptions OCcur 
even in prose: ina assur anaku 'I am in Assur' (AbB 12, 58: 6).) 
The subject stands in the nominative case (though suffixes or genitive 
constructions may mean that the case is not visible). The predicate 
may consist of a prepositional phrase, or a noun by itself, or a 
genitive construction, or a noun with possessive suffix (+ adjective), 
or a noun + adjective. The predicate also (when possible) stands in 
the nominative, and is often marked with -mao 

29.t. Examples of verbless clauses 

1) With prepositional phrases as predicate: 

OB tusa ~abum madum ittisu 'For sure a great army is with him' 
(i.e. 'For sure there is a great army with him') (ARM 2612, 

32 3: 4-5) 
5B ibrUtum Sa umakk[al] kinututu sa darat[i] 'Friendship is for 

(lit. 'or) a single day, being colleagues is forever (lit. 'of eternity')' 
(BWL 259: 9-11) 

2) With a noun or adjective standing by itself as predicate - the 
noun goes in the nominative case: 

188 

5B annum-ma simat iluti suppu sullu u laban appi 'That which 
befits divinity is this: prayer, supplication and prostration' 
(BWL 104: 138-139) 



(Usually, in this situation the stative is used instead.) 

3) With a genitive construction as predicate - the first word of the 
genitive construction stands in the nominative (though this may not 

be visible): 

OB awilum su bil arnim 'This man is a criminal (lit. possessor 
of a sin)!' (ARM 2612, 413: II) 

OB sut abnim-ma gilgamd musebirUya 'Those who enabled me 
to cross, a Gilgamesh, were the stone ones (lit. 'those of stone')' 
(Gilg. VA+BM: iV.22) 

·6id·you·knoW"i········································ .................................. . 
The name 'Gilgamd' is almost always spelled sumerographically 
(most frequently as dGI~.GfN.MA~), concealing pronunciation. 
That it should be pronounced as 'GilgameS' is indicated only in 
a single Babylonian commentary of the late first millennium Be, 
according to which dGI~.GfN.MA~ = dgi-il-ga-mes. 

4) With a noun with possessive suffix as predicate - the noun goes 
in the nominative (though the case is not always visible): 

OB annutum dayyiinuya 'These (men) are my judges' 
(AbB 2, 106: 10) 

OB [~ulharum su mtZri4ka-ma 'This boy is your son' 
(ARM 10, 104: r.8') 

5) With a noun + adjective as predicate - both go in the 
nominative: 

OB anaku satTUm raburn 'I am a great king' 

29.5 Which tense in translation? 

Which tense of the verb 'to be' to use in translation is determined 
?y Context. Thus awiltum-rna si (AbB 4, 147: 16) could mean 
she Was a lady', 'she is a lady', or (more rarely) 'she will be 

a lady'. 
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······iiisig·hi········································ .......................................... . 
In their non-specificity of tense, verbless sentences resemble 
the stative (to which they are also similar in meaning) . ...................................................................................................... 

29.6 Negating verbless clauses 

The same rules apply as for verbal clauses (see Unit 14.18): verbless 
clauses which make statements are negated by ul; verbless clauses 
which ask a question are negated by la if there is a question word, 
and by ul if there is not. Sometimes in translation it is necessary to 
insert 'it' as subject. 

OB ul awati 'It is not my matter', i.e. 'It is nothing to do 
with me' (AbB 5, 26: 7') 

29.7 Verbless clauses with Iii 

If lit precedes the predicate, a verbless clause expresses a wish or 
mild command. 

SB sillatum magritum I;:, ikkib;:'ka 'May sacrilege and slander 
be things you abhor (lit. 'your abominations')' (BWL 100: 28) 

OB I;:, awilum atta 'You should be a man!' (AbB 12, 58: 15) , 
29.8 Verbless clauses as questions 

Verbless clauses can be used to ask questions. Like verbal clauses, 
they mayor may not contain a question word. 

OB mannum-kima-adad 'Who is like Adad?' (= personal name) 
(AbB 7, 175: 7) 

OB marusti ula marustakd u pisti ula pisatkd 'Is your distress 
not my distress, and is an insult to you not an insult to me?' 
(lit. ' ... is my insult not your insult?') (AbB 10, 207: 4-7) 

29.9 Verbs within verbless clausesl 

The basic structure of a verbless clause is 'X Y', or 'X Y-ma', or 
'Y -ma X'. Sure enough, this structure involves no verb. It is 



ossible, however, for a verb to be included within the entities X 
P J/0r Y, without affecting the overall structure. anUl ' 

OB sa iqtanabbukum sarriitum-ma 'What they keep on saying 
to you (m. sg.) is lies!' (AbB 5, 157: 12'-13') 

Here, the overarching structure follows the model 'X Y -ma', where 
X = 'What they keep on saying to you' and Y = 'lies'. Thus, at the 
level of overarching structure, this is a verbless clause. This does 
not stop it from containing a verb (iqtanabbCtkum). 

More will be said in the following Unit about verbs being subsumed 
into larger entities and not affecting the overall structure. 

Exercise 29. I, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last sentence is MB. 
sar-rum-ki-ma-dingir 
sum-gu-rum it qa-bu-um it-ti-ka-ma 
lu-u Itl at-ta 
ma-an-nu-um (English would say 'what') su-um-ka 
bi-ti bi-it-ka it ki-si ki-is-ka 
is-tu pa-a-na (istu piina 'since previous times') bi-it-ni it bi-it-k[a] 
is-te-en-ma 

si-ip-ru-um e-li ta-si-im-ti-ka 
~il-li-damar. utu 
u-ul [a]h-hu-ka-a ni-i-nu bi-ta-t[u]-ni u-ul bi-it-ka-a (question) 
bi-tum su-u u-u[l b ]i-it aga.us bi-it Itl es-nun-naki 

u-ul bi-it-ku-nu-u (question) 
su-u-ma ~a-lam dBAD da-ru-u 

Exercise 29.2, Standard Babylonian 
da-bi-ib nu-ul-la-ti-ia dingir re-~u-su 
a-mur gul-gul-le-e sa egirme! u pa-nu-u-ti (translate (w)arkCt and 
piinu as 'low' and 'high') a-a-u (sp. ayyu) be-elle-mut-tim-ma 

(-rna 'and') a-a-u (sp. ayyCt) be-el u-sa-ti 
a-ta (atta 'you (m. sg.)') di-pa-ru-um-ma i-na-at-ta-lu nu-ur-ka 

(nurka 'by your light') 
na-pis-su-nu mu-titm-ma 
at-ta (atta 'you (m. sg.)') nam-~a-ru-um-ma 
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The most important things to remember 

1 Verbless clauses translate into English as clauses with a form 
of the verb 'to be'. 

2 Which tense of 'to be' to use in translation is determined by 
context. 

3 The subject and predicate both stand in the nominative case 
(unless the predicate is a prepositional phrase). 

,. Verbless clauses follow the same rules for negation as verbal 
clauses. 

5 The stative can also be used to express the idea of 'to be', but 
there are situations where a stative cannot be used, while a 
verbless clause can. 

6 The notion of 'verblessness' means that there is no verb linking 
subject and predicate; verbs can appear within the subject and! 
or predicate, when these consist of a group of words. 



30 
................................................................................................. 

Joining clauses into sentences 

In Babylonian, as in English, clauses are often joined into 
sentences. This Unit explains how this is done, and what effect the 
join has on the clauses' grammar. (Sometimes, joining clauses has 
the effect of slightly changing their meaning. This will be discussed 
in the next Unit.) 

30.1 The particle -ma 

One of Babylonian's favourite ways of joining clauses into a 
sentence is to link them with the particle -ma. When this follows 
a verbal form, it usually indicates that the clause it is in and the 
following clause are closely connected, and form a single unit 
of thought. (When -ma follows nouns it has different functions, 
discussed in Units 6. I 5 and 29.3.) In poetry, its function is not 
always clear. 

Insigii·i·············································· ..................................... . 
In this book a hyphen appears before -ma in normalization: 
ispuram-ma 'He wrote to me, and ... '. This is simply for 
convenience. It would be perfectly reasonable to omit the 
hyphen, and indeed some Assyriologists do this . ................................................................................................. 

In translation, clause-connective -ma can be rendered in several 
ways, and one is usually guided by the context. Sometimes it does 



not seem necessary to translate it at all. Sometimes 'and' or 'so' 
(more rarely: 'but') do the job. Here are some examples: 

OB mur~um i~batanni-ma ana mahar siipiriya ul allikam 
'A disease seized me, so 1 could not come into the presence of 
my master' (AbB 9, 42: Io-II) 

OB amtam ina bitiya redum ikla-ma ina bitim ihliq 'The soldier 
locked the slave girl up in my house, but she escaped from the 
house' (AbB 6, 48: 5-6) 

Sometimes, a free translation is called for: 

OB amsi-ma ~ubiitam ula addissum 'I forgot to give him the 
garment' (lit. 'I forgot, and 1 did not give him the garment') 
(AbB 10,185: 8-9) 

Sometimes, -ma links clauses in a way that changes their meaning. 
These cases are discussed in the following Unit. 

30.2 The conjunction u 

Babylonian clauses can be linked by the conjunction u, which is 
usually translated as 'and' or 'but' according to the context. This is 
used much less often than -ma. The precise nuances of u (and how 
it differs in meaning from -ma) are still being worked out, but it is 
generally thought that it establishes a looser connection between 
clauses than -ma. For the purposes of translation, in most cases u 
can be rendered as 'and' or 'but'. Be guided by the context. 

SB lipa Iii takkal u diima Iii tete~~i 'Do not eat fat, and you 
will not excrete blood' (BWL 240: 9-10) 

30.3 Subordinate clauses 

So far we have been discussing how to link clauses in ways which, 
so to speak, keep them on a par with each other. However, as in 
English, it is possible for Babylonian clauses to be linked in such 
a way that one 'absorbs', or 'includes', the other: the 'absorbed' 
clause might function as the direct object of the verb in the 
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, bsorbing' clause, or it might qualify a noun in the 'absorbing' 
~ use, or the entire 'absorbed' clause might function as an adverb 

c ~thin the architecture of the 'absorbing' clause. This 'absorption' 
~Imade possible by particular words which introduce the clause to 
IS , 
be 'absorbed . 

Here are some English examples of 'absorbed' clauses. The 
'absorbed' clause is underlined, and the word which triggers the 
'absorption' is marked in bold (many grammarians would say that 
the word in bold is itself part of the 'absorbed' clause): 

'Did you know that Nebuchadnezzar had a big beard?' 
(absorbed clause is direct object of 'know') 

'The flower pot which sits on the shelf is made of terracotta' 
(absorbed clause qualifies 'flower pot') 

'Where angels fear to tread, devils make merry' 
(absorbed clause acts as adverb) 

Oid·you·i<iioviij"······································· ................................... . 
At the Neo-Assyrian court, the phrase sa ziqni 'one with 
(lit. 'of') a beard' was used to mean 'non-eunuch'. 

What we have been calling the 'absorbed' clause is generally 
known as a 'subordinate' clause; what we have been calling the 
'absorbing' clause is generally known as a 'main' clause. Words 
which cause a clause to become subordinate (i.e. to be 'absorbed' 
by another clause) are known as 'subordinators'. Babylonian 
subordinators (to be discussed in the following sections) include: 

~ the word summa 'if'; 
~ words otherwise used as prepositions; 
~ nouns in the construct state. 

All subordinate clauses in Babylonian are negated by Iii (not u/). 

30.4 summa' if' 

!his is the simplest of all subordinators: it goes at the beginning of 
Its clause, which precedes the main clause. Apart from the use of 
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la rather than ul for negation, the grammar of the subordinate 
clause is not affected by the presence of summa. In other words, if 
summa were removed, its clause would (discounting la for u/) look 
exactly like a non-subordinate clause. 

SB summa ameiu sarat /emu magal iSahhuh amelu su ilSu 
istarsu ittisu zenu 'If the hair on a man's cheeks is very loose 
that man's god (and) goddess (lit. 'that man, his god (and) 
goddess') are angry with him' 

, 

o B summa awilum makkur ilim u ekallim isriq awilum su 
iddak 'If a man has stolen property from (lit. 'of') the temple 
(lit. 'the god') or the palace, this man will be put to death' 
(CH§ 6) 

OB assum [S]e[m] sa taspura[m] summa buliilu[m] haSih ana 
bula/um mudud summa itUr-salim haSih ana itur-salim 
mudud-ma kanikam liqe 'Regarding the grain which you wrote 
to me (about): if Bulalum wants (some), measure (some) 
out for Bulalum; if Itiir-salim wants (some), measure (some) 
out for ltur-salim, and take a sealed document (as receipt), 
(AbB 9, 84: 15-2 4) 

30.5 Prepositions as subordinators 

All (or nearly all) Babylonian prepositions can be used as 
subordinators. Thus the words which so far you have met as 
prepositions can be used in two different ways: as prepositions, in 
which case they introduce a noun in the genitive; or as subordinators, 
in which case they introduce a clause, causing it to become 
subordinate. Compare the following two sentences. The word kimtl 
'like, as' functions as preposition in the first, and as subordinator in 
the second. The part introduced by kima is underlined in each case. 

OB kima amtim ina bit mutisa ussab 'She shall abide in her 
husband's household as a slave girl' (CH § 14 1 : 57-59) 

OB kima udammiq.akkunusi dummiqanim 'Do good to me, as 
I did good to you (m. pl.)!' (AbB 9,53: 5-6) 

The meanings attaching to the prepositional and subordinating 
uses of a given word are usually very similar, e.g. assu 'because of 



position), 'because' (subordinator). The chief exceptions (from 
(~repoint of view of an English speaker) are that as a preposition sa 
t eans 'of', while as a subordinator it means 'which, who, whom' 
m(O e it is a 'relative pronoun'); and that kima as subordinator can I.e. 
mean 'that' (as in 'I know that .. .'). 

When a subordinate clause is introduced by a word which doubles 
as a preposition, the verb in the clause may take the suffix -u. On 

this, see below. 

30.6 Nouns in the construct state as subordinators 

In Unit 10 you learned that a noun in the construct state introduces 
a noun in the genitive. It is also, however, possible for a noun in 
the construct state to introduce a clause. When this happens, the 
noun in the construct state is functioning as a subordinator, so that 
the clause which it introduces is subordinate. 

When a noun in the construct state acts as a subordinator, the 
English translation requires a word such as 'which', 'who', 'whom', 
'that' (i.e. a relative pronoun) between the subordinator and the 
clause. For example, compare the following two sentences. The word 
qibit (construct state of qibitu 'utterance, command') introduces a 
genitive noun in the first, and an entire clause in the second: 

OB ina qibit sarri musepis[ut]a epus 'I acted as overseer by 
order of the king' 

OB qibit ina mahriSin magrat dubub 'Speak an utterance which 
is pleasing to them (lit. '00. which is pleasing in their presence')!' 
(AbB 2, 83: 35-36) 

Sometimes in translation it is necessary to insert a preposition 
before 'which'. 

OB ina eres nadaku dikianni 'Rouse me from the bed (in) which 
Ilie!' (AbB 12, 99: 14) 

Sentences in which a noun in the construct state acts as 
Subordinator can be reformulated by introducing sa 'which'. 
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The noun ceases to act as subordinator (this function being taken 
over by sa), and so ceases to be in the construct state. The 
translation stays the same. For example, the above sentence qibit 
ina mahrisin magrat dubub could be reformulated as qibitam sa 
ina mahrisin magrat dubub (same translation). When a subordinate 
clause is introduced by a noun in the construct state, the verb in the 
clause may take the suffix -u. On this, see below. 

30.7 The verbal suffix -u 

We have seen that prepositions, prepositional phrases and nouns 
in the construct state can all function as subordinators. Something 
these three categories have in common is that they can all introduce 
a noun in the genitive. Accordingly, when they introduce a clause, 
one could say that the clause occupies a 'slot' in a sentence which 
could otherwise be occupied by a noun in the genitive. 

In these situations (i.e. when a subordinate clause occupies a 'slot' 
in a sentence which could otherwise be occupied by a noun in 
the genitive), a suffix -u attempts to attach itself to the verb in the 
subordinate clause. A good way to think of this is to regard the suffix 
-u as turning the entire clause into a noun: only then can the clause 
be introduced by words which are essentially prepositions; summa 
does not function as a preposition, so subordinate clauses introduced 
by summa do not display the suffix -u, because they do not need to 
be turned into nouns. (This explanation is not necessarily the correct 
one, but it is a good way to think about the suffix -u.) 

Some grammars call the suffix -u the 'subjunctive' suffix, others 
the 'subordinative' suffix. The latter term is better than the former 
(which unhelpfully puts one in mind of unrelated phenomena in 
other languages), but is itself not free of problems: summa clauses 
are subordinate clauses, but the suffix does not appear in them. 
This book will simply call it 'the (verbal) suffix -u'. 

In first millennium vernacular language, the suffix -u was lost at the 
end of regular verbal forms (see Unit 47.6), but it was often still 
written. 



30.8 The verbal suffix -u : where and when 

the suffix -u attempts to position itself directly after the verb's third 
root letter (or, in the case of III-weak verbs, where the third root 
letter would be). Whether it is successful or not depends on what, 
if anything, directly follows the verbal form's third root letter: 

~ If nothing follows the third root letter (e.g. taspur 'you sent'), 
then the suffix -u successfully appears (taspuru). 

~ If the third root letter is followed by a vowel (e.g. taspurt 
'you (f. sg.) sent', taspuram 'you (m. sg.) sent to me', ispurit 
'they (m.) sent'}, then the suffix -u is unsuccessful, and the 
form does not change. 

~ If the third root letter is in direct contact with a suffix pronoun 
beginning with a consonant (e.g. taspursu 'you sent him'), the 
suffix -u successfully appears, positioning itself between the 
third root letter and suffix pronoun (taspurusu). 

~ If the third root letter is in direct contact with the particle -ma 
(e.g. taspurma 'you sent, and .. .'), the suffix -u successfully 
appears, positioning itself between the third root letter and 
-ma (taspuru-ma). 

Some generalizations which follow from these rules are that: 

• The suffix -u never appears in any form which has a ventive 
suffix; 

• In the plural, in any combination of tense and system, the 
suffix -u only appears in the first person (but even here it can 
be ousted by the ventive and stative suffixes); 

• In the stative, the suffix -u only appears in the third 
masculine singular (but even here it can be ousted by the 
ventive suffix). 

Some examples in which -u successfully appears: 

OB ktma tuppt anni'am tammaru 'When you read this tablet of 
mine (lit. 'this my tablet'), .. .' (AbB 14,7: 8-9) 
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OB inuma marutuk sumka izkuru miidis ahdu 'When Marduk 
mentioned your name, I was mightily glad' (AbB 10, I: 7-8) 

Some examples in which -u cannot appear: 

OB tem beli iSapparam asapparakkum 'I will send you the 
report which my lord sends me' (AbB 8, II: 11-12) 

OB kima ana marutuk taklaku ana kasu[m tlakloku 'I trust in 
(lit. 'to') you as I trust in Marduk' (AbB 8, 99: 7-8) 

······insig·ht········································ .......................................... .. 
Since cuneiform spelling does not distinguish the suffix -u 
from the 3rd masculine plural suffix -u, many cuneiform 
spellings (hence many transliterations) of third person forms 
are ambiguous: ip-ru-su could be iprusu or iprusu (3rd m. pl.) . ...................................................................................................... 

30.9 Changes induced by the verbal suffix -u 

Depending on the verbal form's syllabic structure, the addition of 
the suffix -u may induce vowel elision (see Unit 47.4). 

iptaras 'he has divided' -+ iptarsu (from iptarasu) 
paris 'it is divided' -+ parsu (from parisu) 
OB kima ina tuppi ekallim satru 'As is written on the tablet of 
the palace .. .' (from sarir 'it is written' + u) (AbB 14, I: 36) 

In III-weak verbs, when the suffix -u appears, it usually contracts 
with the immediately preceding vowel. 

nibni 'we built' -+ nibnu (from nibniu) 
bani 'it is built' -+ banu (from baniu) 

In cuneiform, if the contracted u-vowel occurs at the end of a 
word, it is usually spelled plene (see Unit 44.2). 

30.10 Verbless clauses as subordinate clauses 

Like verbal clauses, verbless clauses can also be made subordinate. 
This is usually done by summa and prepositions (very rarely, if 
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r by nouns in the construct state). Like all subordinate clauses, 
eve '. _ 

rbless subordmate clauses are negated by la (not u/). Apart 
;orn this, the grammar of verbless clauses is not affected by their 
being rnade subordinate. In other words, if its subordinator were 
rernoved, a subordinate verbless clause would (discounting Iii for 
u/) look exactly like a non-subordinate verbless clause. 

OB summa ina kinatim abi atta 'If in truth you are my father' 
(AbB 5, 76: r·9') 

oid·You· kno,i;,·j······· .................................................................... . 
In Old Babylonian letters, 'father' is used as an honorific 
term, and 'brother' as a term of endearment: they do not 
always literally mean that the correspondents are parent and 
offspring, or siblings . ...................................................................................................... 

OB kima napiSti mati eqlum-ma ul tide 'Do you (f. sg.) not 
know that the life of the land is the field?' (AbB 9, 48: 14-15) 

30.11 Subordinate clauses within verbless clauses 

As noted in Unit 29.9, though the overall structure of verbless 
clauses is something like 'X Y-ma', it is possible for the two entities 
X or Y to incorporate subordinate clauses which include verbs. 

OB itti ~iibi sa imutti4 napistaka 'Your life will be with the 
troops who will die' (AbB 10,66: 13-14) 

SB sinnistu patri (for earlier patar) parzilli selu sa ikkisu kisad 
et/[ij 'Woman is a sharp iron dagger which slits (lit. 'slit') 
a man['s] throat' (BWL 146: 52) 

S8 minum ~bum [S]a anaku atarradu 'What is the troop 
which I shall dispatch?' (i.e. 'Which troop am I supposed to 
dispatch?') (ARM 2612, 404: 68-69) 

Exercise 30.1, Old Babylonian 
ki-ma a-sa-ap-pa-ra-kum e-pu-us 
i-nu-u-ma a-na-ku i-na da-na-tim sa be-li-ia ka-/i-a-ku re-du-u 
bi-ti i-ma-sa-u (imassa'u) 
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is-tu i-na a-li-ni wa-aS-bu i-na (translate ina as 'in connection 
with') sa-ar-tim ma-ti-ma (matIma ... ul 'never') su-um-s[u] 
u-ul ha-si-is 

nar a-na hisu-ti-i (sutu = 'the Suteans') ta-at-ru-dam ma-di-is 
na-zi-iq 

ki-ma ki-na-ti a-da-ab-bu-bu ma-ru-us-si 
ki-ma sa (k,ma sa 'just as if ... were') be-Ii ba-al-tu a-na be-el-ti_ 
ia-rna ta-ak-Ia-a-ku 

sum-ma lu-u i-na a-hi-ia lu-u (lit ... lit 'either ... or') i-na rna-ar 
a-hi a-bi-ia ma-ma-an bi-tam u-da-ba-ab te 4 -ma-am ga-am-r[a. 
am] su-up-ra-am 

a-di ~e-[e]h-ru la na-am-ru i-na u-ba-[n]e I[a] ta-Ia-pa-at 
a-di la na-am-ra-at U $e-eh-r[e-e]t i-na u-ba-ne la ta-Ia-pa-at 
ki-ma en-sum a-na da-an-nim ma-har be-li-ia la is-sa-ar-ra-ku 

UD.KIB.NUNki ka-Iu-su li-mu-u[r] 

Exercise 30.2, Old Babylonian 
a-sar i-qa-ab-bu-u ku.babbar lu-di-in 
ma-am-ma-an sa i-na i-di-su iz-za-az-zu u-Ia i-ba-as-si 
sa-ap-ta-ka lu-u ,a-ba ki-ma i-na mu-uh-hi-sa ta-az-za-zu 
ki-ma a-wa-a-at ha-am-mu-ra-pi tu-um-mu-ra i-na pa-ni-tim-ma 
a-na ~e-er be-li-ia as-tap-ra-am 

erinhi.a sa a-di a-na larsamki a-al-la-ka-am U a-tu-ur-ra-am a-lam 
u-sa-al-la-mu i-su 

ma-li dingirmeS u-ka-la-mu-ka e-pu-us 
ki-ma ta-qa-ab-bu-u in-ne-ep-pu-us 
ki-ma ta-qa-ab-bi-i li-in-ne-pu-us 
sum-ma at-ti (atti 'you' f. sg.) te-ri-si at-ti-i-ma (atti-ma 'you' 
f. sg.) ep-si 

a-na ~e-ru-ma (ana ~erum-ma 'furthermore') a-da-nam sa is-Sa
ak-nu tu-us-te-ti-qa-ni-in-ni 

Exercise 30.3, Old Babylonian 
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i-nu-ma dingirmd ib-nu-u a-wi-Iu-tam mu-tam is-ku-nu a-na 
a-wi-Iu-tim ba-Ia-tam i-na qa-ti-su-nu i~-~a-ab-tu 

a-di wa-aS-ba-a-ku ~i-bu-ut-ka li-pu-us 
e-pe-sum sa te-pu-su da-mi-iq 
ia-a-si-im (yasim 'to me') ma-ag-ri-a-tim sa a-na e-se-nim la 

na-ta-a id-bu-ub 



a-sar wa-as-ba-a-ku uzuu-ku-ul-tum a-na a-ka-li-ia u-ul 
i_ba-as-si 

i-na a.sa-lim sa id-di-nu-ni-a-si-im ba-ma-as-su mu-u it-ba-Iu u 
ni-nu (ninu 'we') ba-ri-a-nu 

be-Ii at-ta (atta 'you' m. sg.) i-na qi-bi-it damar.utu ba-n[i]-i-ka 
a-sar ta-qa-ab-bu-u ta-am-ma-ag-ga-ar 

se-a-am sa-ni-a-am sa um-ma-su a-na ka-si-im (k,mm 'you', 
rn. sg.) ba-ba-Iam iq-bu-sum a-na sa-bi-ti-su im-ta-da-ad 

i-nu-ma ku.babbar im-ta-aq-ta u-sa-ba-la-ki-im 

Exercise 30.4, Old Babylonian 
as-sum ~u-ha-ra-am a-na ti-nu-r[i-i]m [i]d-du-u [a]t-tu-nu 
(attunu 'you' (m. pl.)) (s(asarad a-na u-tu-nim i-di-a 

ma-ru-um sa a-na a-bi la u-ga-la-Iu u-ul i-ba-as-si 
i-nu-ma wa-ar-du-um i-na bi-tim 4-~-ab-tu a-Iu-um i-sa-al
su-ma dumu nu-ur-dingir.mah-ma (nur-dingir-mah, personal 
name) ih-su-us dumu a.zu u-ul ih-su-us 

a-di te -e-em-ni nu-ta-ra-kum e.gal-Iam la tu-la-ma-ad 
• 4 

as-sum (assum 'regarding') gu sa ia-a-ma-am aq-bu-kum 
4 

sum-ma ta-as-ta-a-ma gu su-ri-a-am-ma ku.babbar-am lu-sa-
4 

bi-Ia-ku[m] 
tug a-na pa-ni-ia sa-a-am-ma (in translation insert '(if)' here) 
a-na pa-ni-ia u-ul ta-sa-am mi-im-ma u-ul ra-i-mi (rii'imi 'one 
who loves me') at-ta it-ti-ka u-ul a-da-bu-ub 

la-ma a-na ~e-er be-li-su il-li-ka-am-ma be-el-su u-lam-mi-du 
li-ib-ba-su {i-i-ib 

am-si-i-ma u-ul aq-bi-kum 
sum-ma fil-ba-ak-kum it-ti-ia li-il-li-ik 

Exercise 30.5, Middle Babylonian 
rna-an-nu i-Iu se-na (sina 'two', follows referent) sa i-na ma-a-ti 
ha-al-qu 

a-rna-ta sa aq-ba-ku lu ~-ab-ta-ta (translate ~biitu as 'to take 
On board') 

fe-e-ma sa as-ku-nu-ka la te-me-ek-ki (translate temu as 
'instructions') . 

a-na sik-kat hur-sa-ni sa-qu-ti u gi-sal-Iat kur-i pa-as-qa-a-te sa 
. a-na ki-bi-is lu la-a na-tu-u egir-su-nu lu e-li 
'na murub4 sa la-Iu-ka 4-ru-pu qe-reb-ka nu-up-pis 
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an-nu-u u 4 -mu sa da-am u~-ka u-ma-ka-ru na-me-e qer-be-ti 
ul-tu mSes-da-ru-u (ahu-darn, personal name) i-mu-tu modamar. 

utu-NfG.DU-Uru (mari4tuk-kudurri-Ufur, personal name) te-t!Pn. 
su a-na lugal me-li-dsi-pak u-tir 

III sa-a-su (sasu 'that' m. acc. sg.) dingirmd galmd ma-Ia i-na an'e 
u ki-tim (traditional spelling, normalize without mimation) 
mu-su-nu zak-ru ag-gis li-ru-ru-su (see Unit 19.9) 

e ip-pu-su li-be-el (translate belu as 'to be master in') 
sa-nu-um-ma (-ma is emphatic) 

a-di an u ki ba-su-u numun-su (Zent 'progeny' is from a 
III-weak root) li-ih-liq 

Exercise 30.6, Standard Babylonian 
ge-er-ri an-nu-tu-u i-ku-su a-Ia-ka tah-si-ih (question) 
dingirmei kur sa iz-nu-u tu-sal-lam ana sub-ti-su-nu 
a-me-Iu sa sar-tam ip-pu-ui sum-ma di-i-ku sum-ma r kf-~i 

sum-ma nu-up-pu-Iu sum-ma ~-bit sum-ma ina e kil-Iu na-di 
sa ih-tu-ka-ma tus-ta-mit sa la ih-tu-ka-ma tus-ta-mit 
lugal sa suomi u-Sar-bu-u li-be-el kib-ra-a-ti 
a-mat der-ra iq-bu-u ugu-su i-fib 
man-nu i-di ki-i sak-na-ku se-ret-ka 
mim-mu-u ina ~ur-ri-ku-un ib-su-u li-in-ne-pu-us 
a-sar tal-/a-ki it-ti-ki lu-ul-lik 

Exercise 30.7, Standard Babylonian: A scene from the love life of 
equids: 

anse.kur.ra ti-bu-u (sp. teb" or tebU) ina u[g]u a-ta-ni (sp. atan) 
pa-re-e ki-i r e-lu-u' 

ki-i sa (ki sa 'while') ra-ak-bu-u-ma ina uz-ni-sa u-Iah-ha-as 
(translate as preterite) 

u[m-ma m]u-u-ru sa Ctu-ul-lf-di (see Unit 47.8) ki ia-ti (yati 
'me') lu la-si-im 

Advice on choosing a wife: 
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e ta-hu-uz ha-rim-tum s[a] sa-a-ri mu-tu-sa 
is-ta-ri-tu sa a-na dingir zak_c rat' 
kul-ma-si-tu sa qe-reb-sa ma-'-d[a] 
ina ma-ru-us-ti-ka-ma ul i-na-as-si-ka 



ina ?<l/-ti-ka-ma e-li-ka sa-an-~a-at 
pa-Ia-hu u ka-na-sa ul i-ba-as-si it-ti-sa 

On demons: 
a-Iu-u lem-nu sa ki-ma bir-qi it-ta-nab-ri-qu 
e-tem-mu lem-nu sa hi ih-ha-zu 
g~/-lu-u lem-nu sa hi im-tu i-sa-qu-u 
su-nu dumu sip-ri lem-nu-t[u41 su-nu 
(translate sunu ... sunu as 'they are ... , they are') 

The most important things to remember 

1 Main clauses are most often joined by -ma 'and', 'but', 'so', 
less frequently by u 'and', 'but'. 

2 Subordinate clauses can be introduced (i.e. made subordinate) 
by summa 'if', by prepositions (and prepositional phrases), 
and by nouns in the construct state. 

3 In all subordinate clauses except those introduced by summa, 
a suffix -u attempts to position itself after the third root letter, 
but it is thwarted (i.e. does not appear) if another vowel 
occupies that position. 

" In III-weak verbs, the suffix -u contracts with the vowel at the 
end of the core. 

5 The suffix -u can induce vowel elision (as per the rule in 
Unit 47.4). 
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31 
................................................................................................. 

Particularities of relative clauses 
with sa 
As noted in the previous Unit, sa can act as a subordinator, i.e. 
make a clause subordinative. When it acts as subordinator, sa can 
have various meanings. These include 'although', 'because' and 
'who'/'which'. This Unit is about how to use sa with the meaning 
'who'/'which' (i.e. when it acts as a relative pronoun). 

31.1 How to say 'whose' 

Babylonian does not have a word for 'whose'. Instead, one uses a 
construction which literally would translate as 'which/who ... itsl 
hislher/their' . 

SB kuppu ibri libbaka sa iii iqatta naqab[iu] 'Your mind, my 
friend, is a spring whose water does not run out' (lit. ' ... a 
spring which - [its] water does not run out') (BWL 70: 23) 

31.2 fa 'the person who .. .', 'the thing which .. .' 

In English, words such as 'which' and 'who' (i.e. relative pronounS) 
always need a word before them, to which they refer (an 
'antecedent'): 'the bank which you want to rob', 'the guard who 
will try to stop you'. In Babylonian, clauses introduced by sa do not 
need an antecedent. When there is no antecedent, sa means '(the) 
one(s} who(m) .. .', 'thela thing(s) which .. .'. 
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5B sa naqba imuru isdi mati 'The one who saw the deep, the 
foundations (lit. 'the two roots') of the land' (Gilg. 1 I) 

·Did··you·know·?"······································ .................................... . 
In Babylonian mythology, deep below the surface of the earth 
were cosmic waters known as the apsu. The god of wisdom 
dwelled there, and other deities originated in it. Some 
incantations were said be 'from the apsu', perhaps meaning 
they were invented by the god of wisdom . ...................................................................................................... 

5B Sa lamusiniiti dannu agU tusezzeb atta 'You save the ones 
whom a mighty wave has surrounded' (BWL 136: 159) 

5B Sa eteUil attaUaku halala a/mad 'I, who used to walk about 
like a lord, learned to creep (lit. 'learned creeping')' (BWL 34: 77) 

Within the structure of the sentence, Sa clauses without an antecedent 
occupy 'slots' which could otherwise be filled by nouns or pronouns. 
Thus a clause (or clauses) dependent on sa can be governed by a 
preposition (but cannot be followed by a possessive suffix). 

SB ana Sa imhU hilSu imi" niS ililu kabti qalliS izkuru anaku 
amsal 'I was identical to one who had become frenzied, 
forgotten his master, (and) Iighdy sworn a solemn oath on the 
life of his god' (BWL 38: 2.1-2.2.a) 

OB dret siqil kaspam ana sa fuppiitim ubbalakkum kaspam 
~rpam damqam idin 'Give ten shekels of silver - refined, good 
silver - to the one who brings you the tablets!' (AbB 7, 
12.3: 15-19) 

A sa clause without antecedent can act as subject or predicate in a 
verbless clause. 

OB mannum sa salima[m] u damqiitim Ja haShu 'Who is the 
one who does not want peace and good deeds?' (i.e. 'Who does 
not want ... ?') (ARM 10, 140: 8-9) 

A sa clause without antecedent can be used in the 'dangling 
construction' (see Unit 11.12.). 
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OB Sa Ia iSU Sarram u Sarratam belsu mannum 'One who dOes 
not have king or queen, who is his master?' (i.e. 'Who is the 
master of one who does not have king or queen?') (BWL 2.77: 
13-14) 

31.3 ja 'which' and prepositions 

When sa has an antecedent (i.e. when it means 'which' or 'who' as 
opposed to 'the person who .. .', 'the thing which .. .'), it cannot be 
governed by a preposition. In other words, Babylonian does not 
literally say 'in which', 'like which', etc. Often, the preposition is 
simply dropped. 

OB iilum sa wasbiik[u] lit. 'The city which I lived', i.e. 'The city 
in which I lived' (AbB I, 2.6: 13) 

OB istu umi sa abul sippir u~u nazqiiku 'Since the day which 
he went though the gate of Sippar, I have been worried', i.e. 
'Since the day on which .. .' (AbB 2., 162: 14-26) 

Exercise 31.1, Old Babylonian 
mi-iq-tum im-qu-tam-[m]a Sa a-na a-si-im a-na-di-nu u-ul i-su-u 
be-Ii sa e-li-su ,a-bu Ii-pu-us 
Sa ta-qa-ab-bu-u lu-pu-sa-ak-kum 
Sa e-li-su ki-iS-pi id-du-u id-da-ak 
sa su-ur-qa-am i-na qa-ti-su im-hu-ru id-da-ak 
e sa ka-li-a-ku e da-an-na-tim 

Exercise 31.2, Standard Babylonian 
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a-Iu sa kak-ka-su la dan-nu na-ak-ru ina pa-an a-bu-ul-li-su ul 
ip-pa!-tar 

sa suk-~-ru ta-pa!-tar 
sa ana manmei admd-ia i-su-tu-rna e-tap-pa-lu ze-ra-ti ina qi-bit 

das-sur en-ia ina sU'-ia im-ma-nu-u 
manmd-ni a-si-bu-te (sp. iisibut) tam-tim sa badmei-su-nu tam
tim-rna (see Unit 44.11) e-du-u sal-hu-su-un sa ki-rna siigigir 
Pma rak-bu ku-um anse.kur.ramei-e ~-an-du (assimilated froJII 
~mdu) par-ri-sa-ni pal-his ul-ta-nap-sa-qu (translate as past 
tense) 



rnab-di-mi-il-ku-ut-ti (Abdi-milkutti. personal name) lugal uru§i_ 
dun-ni la pa-lih be-Iu-ti-ia la se-mu-u zi-kir sap-ti-ia sa ugu 
tam-tim gal-la-tim it-tak-lu-ma i~-lu-u gi'sudun daS-sur uru§i_ 
du-un-nu uru tuk-Ia-a-ti-su sa qe-reb tam-tim na-du-u a-bu-bis 
as-pu-un 

sa igi-gal-la-su giitukul-su erin su-a-tu (suatu 'this') ik-mu-u ik
su-du i-na-ru ina na4na.du.a ul sar (sar is a sumerogram for the 
3rd sg. G pret. of safaru) 

The following poetic description of a mountain is taken from an 
inscription of Sargon II. king of Assyria from 721 to 705 Be. All 
verbs in lines 19-21 are dependent on the sa in line 19. All verbs 
are in bold. In line 18 uban sad; is in apposition to simirria; there is 
no main verb. 

18 kursi-mir-ri-a (name of a mountain) su.si kur-i gal-tu sa ki-ma 
se-Iu-ut su-kur-ri zaq-pat-ma ugu hur-sa-a-ni su-bat dbe-Iet
dingirmeS sa-qa-at re-e-si 

19 sa e-/is re-sa-a-sa sa-ma-mi en-da-ma sap-Ia-nu sur-su-sa 
suk-sud-du qe-reb a-ra-al-li 

20 u ki-ma edin nu-u-ni i-di a-na i-di me-te-qa la i-sa-at-ma 
pa-nis u ar-kis sum-ru-~u mu-Iu-u-sa 

21 i-na a-hi-sa (dual!) har-ri na-at-ba-ak kurmci-e iq-du-du-u-ma 
a-na i-tap-Iu-us ni-!iI igi' sit-pu-rat pu-Iuh-tu 

In lines 18 and 19 resu 'top' is dual but has sg. meaning; in line 
19 the double d is an Assyrianism; in line 20 idi ana idi means 
'(from) side to side' and i-sa-at-ma is a stative of is" 'to have' 
(see Unit 27.2). 

Oid·you·knc;';;;j"····································· ..................................... . 
'Sargon' is a Biblical (Isaiah 20:1) modification of the original 
name. which was sarru-kin 'The king is legitimate'. That 
Sargon II of Assyria should have chosen this as his throne 
name is suggestive. for his inscriptions never refer to his 

.... parentage. and he was probably a usurper . .................................................................................................. 
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The most Important things to remember 

1 The Babylonian for 'whose' is literally 'which ... its', 'who ... 
hislherltheir' . 

2 As well as just 'which'I'who', sa can mean 'the thing which ... ', 
'the person/people who .. .'. 

3 In translating clauses introduced by sa 'which', it is sometimes 
necessary to add a preposition: '(in) which', '(on) which', etc. 



32 
................................................................................................. 

The interrelation of clauses 

When twO Babylonian clauses are joined into a single sentence, it 
sometimes happens that the overall meaning is slightly different 
from that of the sum of its parts. 

32.1 Precatives expressing purpose or result 

When a clause containing a precative stands alone, the meaning 
of the precative is 'may such-and-such happen', 'such-and-such 
should happen' (see Unit 21). However, when a clause containing 
a precative follows another clause, the clause containing the 
precative may have a nuance of purpose ('in order that', 'in order 
to') or result ('with the effect that'). This applies both to precatives 
of action (liprus) and to precatives of state (lu paris). In most such 
cases the two clauses are linked by -mao 

Sometimes it can be difficult to decide between the nuances of 
purpose and result. In such cases it is useful to translate with the 
English phrase 'so that': this can also express both purpose and 
result, and so maintains the ambiguity of the Babylonian. 

OB sibi mudi awatisunu ana babilim {urdam-ma warkatum 
lipparis 'Send (some) witnesses who know their matter to 
Babylon, so that the facts can be established' (AbB 7, 108: 
r.6'-8') 

OB [ma}har beliki kurbi-ma [a.sslumiki lu salnuiku 'Pray 
[be]fore your (f. sg.) lord, so that for your sake I will be weD!' 
(AbB I, 31: 2.0-21) 
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Sometimes a loose translation is called for: 

OB mamman sa sakanika sukun-ma ina pani ummanitn lillik. 
'Appoint anyone you want (lit. 'anyone of your appointing') 
to lead the army (lit. 'so that he will go before the anny') 
(AbB 9,217: 19-23) 

32.2 -ma expressing purpose or result 

A nuance of purpose or result can arise in a clause when it is joined 
to the previous clause by -ma. 

OB minum arni-ma nan ikimanni-ma ana etellim [tlddin 'What 
was my fault (i.e. what fault had I committed), that he stole my 
canal from me and gave it to EteUum?' (AbB 9,25 2: 4-8) 

SB ila tulammassu-ma ki kalbi arkika ittanallak 'You can train 
(lit. 'teach') a god so that he will follow you about (lit. 'walk 
about behind you') like a dog' (BWL 148: 60) 

In such cases, a present in the clause following -ma is usually 
negated by Iii. 

OB tem sili'tisa supram-ma Iii anakkud 'Send me a repott about 
(lit. 'of') her illness, so that I will not be afraid!' (AbB 10,210: 
11-13) 

OB kaspam subilam-ma alpum ina qatini Iii u~~i 'Send me 
some silver, so that the ox will not leave our possession 
(lit. 'hands')!' (AbB 8, 78: 40-42) 

32.3 -ma expressing 'If' 

When two clauses are joined by -ma, the sense of the first clause 
can be 'if ... '. Usually in such cases the verbs in both clauses are in 
the present. 
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OB riqitssu illakam-ma kalbu ikkaluninni 'If he comes back 
empty-handed, dogs will eat me' (AbB 2, 83: 27-28) 

OB ul tu$eppeianni-ma ittika ezenne 1£ you do not allow JIlCIO 
do (it), I will be angry with you' (AbB 3, 2: 49-50) 



32 •• Hendladys 

erimes, given a sequence of two verbs in the same tense, one 
So~ does not have the meaning it would if standing alone, but 
v~vely functions as a modifier of the other verb. This is known 
e 'hendiadys'. The two verbs are usually (but not always) linked 
~s -mao In English transla~ion~ of Babylonian hen~iades, the verb 
Yhich functions as a modifier IS often rendered with an adverb or 

wdverbial phrase, while the other verb retains the meaning it would 
~ave if standing alone. 

OB ul itar-ma itti dayyimi ina dinim ul ussab 'He will not sit in 
judgment with the judges again' (lit. 'He will not return and he 
will not sit in judgment with the judges') (CH § 5: 27) 

OB assum eqlim sati atilr aspurakkum-ma 'I wrote to you again 
about that field' (lit. 'About that field 1 returned and wrote to 
you') (ARM 10, 108: 9-10) 

OB aShit awilam [S)atu a~bat 'I hurriedly seized that man' (lit. 
'I jumped, 1 seized that man') (ARM 2, 129: 24-25) 

OB awiitam iniS-ma ana sarrim iqbi 'He spoke the word to the 
king in a moment of weakness' (lit. 'The word, he became 
weak and spoke (it) to the king') (AbB 10, 32 : 5) 

Dictionaries (and the Glossary at the back of this book) indicate 
how to translate a given verb when it is used as a modifier in 
hendiades. 

Exercise 32.1, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last two sentences 
are MB. 

su-up-ra-ma ar-ka-tam li-ip-ru-su-ni-ku-nu-si-im 
el-qe-ma a-na si-bu-ut a-wa-tim su-ba-ti as-ru-ut 
sa pa-ni-ni (sa piinini 'that which is before us') i'ni-ip-pa-li-is-ma 
,te 4 -rna-am ga-am-ra i ni-is-pu-ra-ak-ku 
IS-tu i-na-an-na-ma da-ba-ba du-um-mu-qa-am it-ti-su du-hu-um
~ (see Unit 47.9) La iota-aroma ~e-eh-ri La i-~-ba-at 

k'-masuh-t •... 'b'· (b')1 '·d . ar um Sl-I ml-ta-at ql- I-sum-ma or - e- u-u 1- e 
a-na (translate ana as 'beyond') a-da-an is-sa-ap-ra-ak-kum tu
la-ba-da-am-ma (sp. tulappatam-ma) pa-nu-ka u-ul ib-ba
la)b-ba-lu 
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ar-hi-is a-pu-ul-su-ma ne-me-tam e-li-ka la i-ra-as-si 
mi-nam te-pu-sa-an-ni-ma ta-ap-Ia-ti-ka a-da-ab-bu-ub 
"-ul a-ta-ar-ma "-ul a-sa-ap-pa-ra-ku 
a-na a-ii-i (ayyi, goes with namrii~i) ta-at-ttik-kal nam-ra-~i-"'a 

(do not translate -mal ugmd-ka ti-te-er (sp. tetter) 
dgu-Ia a-zu-gal-Ia-tu be-el-tu gal-tu si-im-ma la-az-za i-na su-iu 
li-sab-si-ma lugud it mud ki-ma amd li-ir-tam-muk 

······oiCi·you·kr .. ow?"·································· ................................... . 
In Babylonian similes, the verb is usually chosen to match the 
source of the comparison: a sentence such as 'He flew to the top 
of the mountain like a bird' does not actually mean that anyone 
'flew'; 'to fly' is simply used to match 'bird'. The sentence could 
be translated 'He (went) to the top of the mountain as (fast as) 
a bird flies' . ...................................................................................................... 
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The most important things to remember 

1 When clauses are joined into sentences, they do not always 
have exactly the same meaning they would if they stood on 
their own. 

2 When they follow another clause (especially if linked to it by 
-mal, clauses containing precatives or presents may acquire a 
nuance of purpose or result. 

3 When two clauses are linked by -ma, the sense of the first 
clause can be 'if .. .'. 

" Some verbs can give up their normal meaning, and function in 
such a way that they are translated as adverbs modifying other 
verbs. Such constructions are known as 'hendiades'. A verb 
commonly used in hendiadys is taru 'to (re)turn': it has the 
meaning 'again'. 



part six 

Further topics 

33 
................................................................................................. 

The Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn 
systems 

So far you have studied the verbal G, N, 0 and S systems. From 
these are derived four more verbal systems, known as the Gtn 
('gee tee en'), Ntn, Otn and Stn ('sheen tee en') systems. 

It is convenient to think of the Gtn, Ntn, Otn and Stn systems 
as having been created from their parent system by the insertion 
of an infix -tan- (though some scholars question whether this 
is historically accurate). The -tan- infix is visible in its entirety 
only in present forms. In other forms one can think of the n as 
either having assimilated to a following consonant, or having 
been removed to avoid a sequence of three consonants, which 
Babylonian does not tolerate (see Unit 47.13). In e-verbs, the a of 
the ·tan- infix changes to e. 

[j:d··················································· .............................................. . 
I you know? 
The longest (or equal longest) Babylonian word was probably 
tattanablakkatanissunusim 'You (pI.) will constantly 
revolt against them', Nm present of the quadriliteral verb 

(Contd) 
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I nabalkutu(m). This form is not actually attested, but what 

.......... ~~.~;;~~ .. ~~~.~.~~~.~~~ .. l.i.~~.~~~ .. ~~.~.~~~~~~ .. ~~~.~.~~~.~~~~ .... .......... 
33.1 The meaning of the Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn systems 

The Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn systems normally have the same 
meaning as their parent systems (i.e. G, N, D, S), with the addition 
of a nuance of repetition (so-called 'iterative' meaning) and/or 
graduality. In translation this is often conveyed with phrases such 
as 'continually', 'constantly', 'bit by bit', 'gradually'. 

OB i/,:; miitim iptanahhurU ana temim 'The gods of the land 
came together for counsel, one by one' (SEAL I.I.I.I: 6, AnzU) 

SB summa amelu musarsu sinnista uSta~bat 'If a man is 
forever getting a woman to take hold of his penis, .. .' (Cf 39, 
45: 28) 

For some verbs, more specific translations are meet: the Gtn of 
aliiku 'to go' can be rendered as 'to go back and forth', 'to go to 
and fro'. To decide how to translate the -tan- systems for a given 
verb, consult the Glossary at the back of this book (and later on 
the dictionaries). 

It is not always necessary to preserve the nuance of the -tan- infix 
in translation. For example, in the phrase sattisam amdahhar 
(amdahhar = Gtn pret. of mahiiru 'to receive') 'I received (the 
tribute) year by year' (RIMA 3,19: 29), the notion of repetition is 
already inherent in the English phrase 'year by year'. To translate 
'I received (the tribute) on a regular basis year by year' or similar 
would sound unnaturally heavy. 

33.2 Forms In the Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn systems 

As in the G, N, D and S systems, each verbal form consists in a 
'core', determined by tense and system, to which prefixes and 
suffixes are added in accordance with the person, gender, and 
number of the subject. 
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······ight············································ ............................................ . 
In~e tenses which are most frequently used in the -tan

ystems are the present, preterite, imperative and infinitive. 
~e perfect and stative are quite rare. The Ntn system is 
rarely used in any form . ...................................................................................................... 

for strong verbs we give the 'cores' (most of which never stand 
lone), for weak verbs the 'basic forms' (see Unit 2.4.2.). The system 

a "plained in Unit 5 is followed. Brackets indicate surmise: the form 
~s not attested, but what is given in brackets is what it probably 
looked like. 

Two exceptions (verbs with n as first root letter; verbs with t, d, z. 
s and ~ as first root letter) are discussed below. Strong verbs (core 
forms) are given in Table 3 I. The prefixes and suffixes are the same 
as for the G, N, D, and S systems (see Unit 45). In place of v, insert 
the verb's theme vowel. For verbs with the two theme vowels aJu 
(e.g. sakiinu 'to put'), insert the first of these (a). 

Table 31 

Gtn Ntn Dtn 5tn 

pres. -PtanaRRvS -ttanaPRvS -PtanaRRaS -StanaPRaS 

pret. -PtaRRvS -ttaPRvS -PtaRRiS -StaPRiS 

perf. -PtataRRvS ( -ttataPRvS) -PtataRRiS -stataPRiS 
stat. PitaRRuS itaPRuS PutaRRuS sutaPRuS 
imp. PitaRRvS itaPRvS PutaRRiS sutaPRiS 
info PitaRRuSu(m) itaPRuSu(m) PutaRRuSu(m) sutaPRuSu(m) 

'--

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

~-weak verbs (basic forms) are given in Table 32.. In place of v, 
Insen the verb's theme vowel. 
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Table 32 

Gtn Ntn Dtn Stn 

iPtanaRRv ittanaPRv uPtanaRRa 
• I 

ustanaPRQ ; pres. 

pret. iPtaRRv ittaPRv uPtaRRi ustaPRi 

perf. iPtataRRv (ittataPRv) uPtataRRi ustataPRi 

stat. PitaRRu itaPRu PutaRRu • P-suta Ru 

imp. PitaRRv itaPRv PutaRRi sutaPRi -

info PitaRRO(m) itaPRO(m) PutaRRu(m) sutaPRu(;;;j" -'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

I-weak verbs (basic forms) are given in Table 33. In place of V, 

insert the verb's theme vowel. For verbs with the two theme vowek 
a/u (e.g. sakanu 'to put'), insert the first of these (a). 

Table 33 

Gtn Ntn Dtn Stn 

3rd 59. pres. itanaRRvS ittanaRRvS (UtanaRRaS) ustanaRRaS 

3rd 59. pret. itaRRvS ittaRRvS utaRRiS ustaRRiS 

3rd 59. perf. itataRRvS (unknown) (UtataRRiS) (ustataRRiS) , -
3rd 59. m. (ataRRuS) (unknown) (utaRRuS) sutaRRuS 
stat. --
m.sg. imp. ataRRvS (unknown) utaRRiS sutaRRiS 

info ataRRuSu(m) (unknown) (utaRRuSu(m) sutaRRusu(mi 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

II-weak verbs (basic forms) are given in Table 34. (The Stn and I 

Ntn systems are not attested.) In place of v and v, insert the verbs 
theme vowel (respectively short and long). 
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Table 34 
,--- Gtn Dtn 

f-- iPtandS uPtaniiS pres. 3rd 59· 
3rd pI. iPtanvSSu uPtanaSSu 

r-- iPtvS uPtiS pret. 3rd 59· 
3rd pI. iPtvSSu uPtiSSu 

perf. 3rd 59· (unknown) (uPtatiS) 

stat. 3rd 59· (unknown) PutuS 

3rd pI. (unknown) PutuSSu 

imp. (unknown) (unknown) 

info PitayyuSu(m) PutuSSu(m) 

'v' and 'v' mean: a short or long vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

I-w verbs of doing are given in Table 35. (The Ntn system is not 
attested.) 

Table 35 

Gtn Dtn Stn 

3rd 59. pres. ittanaRRaS (titanaRRaS) ustanaRRaS 

3rd 59. pret. ittaRRaS (titataRRiS) (ustaRRiS) 

3rd 59. perf. (ittataRRaS) (utaRRiS) (ustataRRiS) 

~d 59. m. stat. (itaRRuS) (utaRRuS) (sutaRRuS) 

~s9.imp. itaRRaS utaRRiS (unknown) 
info itaRRuSu(m) utaRRuSu(m) (sutaRRuSu(m) ) '--

33.3 Examples of -ton- forms 

~tn. present and preterite of parasu 'to divide' (a/u) ('I divide(d) 
gam and again', 'I constantly divide(d)', etc.) are given in Table 36. 
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Table 36 

pres. pret. 

1st sg. aptanarras aptarras --. 
2nd sg. m. tap tan arras taptarras --. 
2nd sg. f. taptanarrasi taptarrasi -
3rd sg. iptanarras iptarras --
1st pI. niptanarras niptarras 

2nd pI. taptanarrasa taptarrasa 

3rd pI. m. iptanarrasu iptarrasu 

3rd f. pI. iptanarrasa iptarrasa 

Gtn present and preterite of maqiitu 'to fall' (u) ('I falUfell again and 
again', 'I constantly faIUfell', etc.) are given in Table 37. 

Table 37 

pres. pret. 

1st sg. amtanaqqut amtaqqut 
2nd sg. m. tamtanaqqut tamtaqqut 
2nd sg. f. tamtanaqquti tamtaqquti 
3rd sg. imtanaqqut imtaqqut 

1st pI. nimtanaqqut nimtaqqut 
2nd pI. tamtanaqquta tamtaqquta -
3rd pI. m. imtanaqqutu imtaqqutU -
3rd pI. f. imtanaqquta imtaqquta -

33.4 Assimilations 

When the t of the -tan- infix is directly preceded by a consonant, 
assimilations may take place. These are the same as for the perfect 
(see Unit 17.4). 
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33.5 n as first root letter 

V bs with n as first root letter lose this in the Gtn and Dtn stative 
(h~nCe also in t~e v~r.bal adje.ctive, w.hich. al~ays has the s~me core 

the stative), mfimtlve and Imperative (I.e. m all forms with the 
~:6"es ·it· and -uta-, or, put another way, in all Gtn and Dtn forms 
where the first root letter n would appear at the start of the word). 

33.6 t, d, z, 5 and ~as first root letter 

In Gtn forms without prefix (i.e. stative, imperative, infinitive) of 
verbs with t, d, z, 5, ~ as first root letter, the infixed t and the first 
root letter change places. (Such instances are rare.) 

Exercise 33.1, Old Babylonian 
at-ti (atti 'You, ... ') /i-ba-ki [i]m-ta-na-ra-~ 
u -mi-sa-am ab-ta-na-ak-ki 

4 ., y • 

an-nt-a-ttm ta-as-ta-na-pa-n 
u -mi-sa-am i-na e-sag-il (name of temple) ak-ta-na-ra-ba-ak-kum 

4 
ki-ma ta-ag-da-na-am-mi-la-an-ni gi-im-Ia-an-ni 
at-tu-nu (attunu 'you (m. pl.)') a-wa-tim tu-uk-ta-na-ta-ma-ma 
a-na ¥t-ri-ia u-ul ta-sa-pa-ra-nim 

at-ta-na-ag-gi-iS ki-ma ha-bi-lim qa-bal-tu (see Unit 10.9) ¥tori 
a-wa-tu-ka dam-qa-a-tum ik-ta-na-ai-sa-da-ni-in-ni 
a-na te -mi sa ta-as-pu-ri-im ma-di-is ah-du ma-ha-ar istar it • 4 

dtas-me-tum ak-ta-na-ra-ba-ak-ki-im it a-Ium ka-Iu-su te -ma-
am su-a-ti (suati 'this') is-me-ma i-ka-ar-ra-ba-ak-ki-im 

• 4 

ma-ha-ar a-wi-Ie-e [s]a-bi-i ta-ap-Ia-ti-ia ta-ad-da-na-bu-bi 

Exercise 33.2., Old and Middle Babylonian: The last two sentences 
are MB. 

mu-tam sa a-ta-na-ad-da-ru a-ia a-mu-ur 
is-tu u -mi-im sa te -ma-am sa-a-tu (satu 'this') es-mu-u ia-am-

, 4 • 4 

~r-ha-at-nu i-na e.gal-lim-ma ib-ta-na-ia-at (translate as 'has 
been .. .') 

sa te-te-ne-ep-pu-si su-na-tu-ia it-ta-na-ab-ba-Ia-nim 
na-p[r}is-ti ta-ta-ak-ki-is 
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is-tu mu 3 kam (for three years; Bab. reading uncertain) as-~ 
gu.unhi .• a.sa-ia u KA.kdda e-ti-ia ai-ta-na-ap-pa-ra-ak-ku",_ 
ma (translate 'I have been .. .') u-ul se-am u-ul ku.babbar t"-ia 
ab-ba-La-am . 

e [a]n-tum (antum = name of goddess) ta-ah-ta-na-sa-as 
a.sa-ka u bi-it-ka u-ha-al-La-aq a-na bi-ti-ia-a-[ma] a-na ii-ta 

,., • k .... 
ru-qt-tm qa-tam ta-as-ta- a-an 

a-na i-ta-az-zu-uz-zi a-na sa-si-im a-ah-ka La-a ta-na-an-di 
a-wi-il-tum a-wa-tim ma-di-is uk-ta-ab-bi-it a-na ~-TU-ma (ana 
~TUmma 'in addition to') u4-mi-sa-am ri-ta-qu-di-im i-na 
ru-te-es-si-im qa-qa-ad-ni ma-di-is uq-ta-Li-il 

ki-ma dnin-urta a-na ni-is gi'rukulmd-su ul-ta-nap-sa-qa ka-LiS 
(kaLiS 'altogether') Ubmci 

ki-ma ur.gi li-ib-ta-'-i-ta i-na re-bi-it uru-su 
7 

Exercise 33.3, Standard Babylonian 
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ep-set ina kur.kur nak-ra-a-ti e-tep-pu-su ina si-pir IUur -ra-ku.t; 
s 

e-si-qa qe-reb-sa (qerebsa 'inside it') 
mi-qi-it-ti bu-li is-ta-nak-ka-a[n] 
ina sa-ha-a-ti La ta-at-ta-na-as-sa-ab-su (translate -su as 'next 

to him') 
te-te-ne-bir ta-ma-tum dagal-tum sa-dil-ta 
[at]-ta (atta 'you (m. sg.)') a-na dingir-ma su-pe-e su-taq-rib 
u -me-sam-ma im-da-na-ha-ra cdutu' 

4 

sat-ta a-na sat-ti (year by year) bi-tak-ka-a tal-ti-mis-su 
sa u -mi (translate umu as 'weather') at-Cta'-tal bu-na-su 

4 

(see Unit 11.13) 
de-ta-na u -me-sam-ma im-ta-ah-ha-ra dutu 

h h ·4. d·' k . munus' h . munusk kid-up-ta - Nr ,s-tar e-ez-re-e-t' sam- a-a-t' u ar. 

The most important things to remember 

1 The -tan- systems have the same meaning as the parent steJ]lS, 
but with a nuance of repetition or graduality. 

2 The same assimilations affect the t of the -tan- infix as affect 
the t of the perfect infix -tao. 

3 It is essential that you learn the G present and preterite 
(3rd sg. = iptanarras and iptarras); other forms are rarer. 



3~ 
................................................................................................. 

The Gt, Ot and St systems 

The G, D and S systems give rise to sub-systems created through 
the addition of the infix known as -t- (though it often appears as 
-tao). Unlike the -tan- infix, which has the same meanings across all 
four systems, the meaning of the -t- infix changes from one system 
to another. 

3".1 Forms in the Gt, Ot and St systems 

The forms of the Gt, Dt and St systems for strong, III-weak, 
I-weak and II-weak verbs are given in the tables below, using the 
system explained in Unit 5. Two exceptions (verbs with n 
as first root letter; verbs with t, d, Z, 5 and ~ as first root letter) 
are discussed below. Some comments relevant to all verbs, 
strong and weak, appear after the tables. For St I and St, 
see below. 

Strong verbs are given in Table 38; III-weak verbs in Table 39; 
I-weak verbs in Table 40. After the Old Babylonian period, the 
pattern atR vS is sometimes replaced with itR vS, by analogy with 
strong verbs. II-weak verbs are given in Table 41. 

The following comments apply to all verbs, strong and weak: 

~ Forms with prefixes (present, preterite, perfect) have the 
infix -ta- (-te- in e-verbs); forms without prefix (imperative, 
stative, infinitive) have the infix -it-. 
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Table 38 

Gt Ot 5t --
3rd sg. pres. iPtaRRvS uPtaRRaS $t,: ustaPRaS --.. 

5t2: ustaPaRRaS 
3rd sg. pret. iPtaRvS uPtaRRiS ustaPRiS --.. 

3rd sg. perf. (iPtatRvS ?) uPtataRRiS ustataPRiS -
3rd m. sg. stat. PitRuS (unknown) (unknown) -
m. sg. imp. PitRvS PutaRRiS sutaPRiS -
info PitRuSu(m) (PutaRRuSu(m» sutaPRuSu(m) 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

Table 39 

Gt Ot St 

3rd sg. pres. iPtaRRv uPtaRRa ~t,: ustaPRa 
5t2: ustaPaRRa 

3rd sg. pret. iPtaRv uPtaRRi ustaPRi 

3rd sg. perf. (iPtatRv?) uPtataRRi (ustataPRi) 

3rd m. sg. stat. PitRu (unknown) (sutaPRu) 

m.sg. imp. PitRv PutaRRi sutaPRi 

info PitRu(m) (PutaRRu(m) ) sutaPRu(m) 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

Table 40 

Gt Ot St -
3rd sg. pres. naRRvS utaRRaS ustaRRas -
3rd sg. pret. naRvS utaRRiS ustaRiS -
3rd sg. perf. (itatRvS ?) utataRRiS ustataRiS_ 

3rd m. sg. stat. atRvS (unknown) sutaRuS _ 

m.sg. imp. atRvS (unknown) sutaRiS -info atRvSu(m) (utaRRuSu(m» sutaRuSU~ 
'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 
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Table 41 

Gt Dt St 

~ iPtiiS uPtaS S~l: ustaPaS pres. 3rd sg. 
(5t2 unknown) 

~ 3rdpl. iPtvSSii uPtaSSii ustaPaSSii 
e-- iPtaS uPtiS ustaPiS pret. 
!-'--

3rd pI. iPtaSii uPtiSSii ustaPiSii 
r-
perf. (iPtataS ?) (uPtatiS) (unknown) 

r-
3rd pI. (iPtataSii ?) uPtatiSSii (unknown) 

r- (PitiiS) (unknown) (unknown) stat. 

3rd pI. PitiiSii (unknown) (unknown) 

imp. PitaS (unknown) (unknown) 

2nd pI. PitiiSii (unknown) (unknown) 

info PitiiSu(m) (PutuSSu(m) ?) (unknown) 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

~ The vowel which changes from verb to verb (symbol v in the 
tables) is the same as the vowel in the present of the G system 
(i.e. the theme vowel; a for verbs with the theme vowel alu). 

~ The stative and infinitive always have u between the second 
and the third root letter (in 11- and III-weak verbs: in between 
where these two root letters would be). 

~ The Gt, Dt, and St preterite is always the same as the G, 0, 
and S perfect. 

~ Apan from the present (Dtn uPtanaRRaS, Dt uPtaRRaS), all Dt 
forms are the same as the corresponding Dtn forms. The same 
applies for St and Stn. (For Dtn and Stn forms, see Unit 33.2.) 

~ The existence of a Gt perfect is disputed. Dt and St perfects 
are extremely rare, and not taught here. 

3".2 n as first root letter 

~erbs With n as first root letter lose this in the Gt and Dt stative 
ence also in the verbal adjective, which always has the same 
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core as the stative) and infinitive. This probably also occurs in the 
imperative (i.e. in all forms with the infixes -it- and -uta-, or, PUt 

another way, in all Gt and Dt forms where the first root letter n 
would appear at the start of the word). 

31t.3 t, d, z, sand, as first root letter 

In Gt forms without prefix (i.e. stative (hence also verbal adjective) 
imperative, infinitive) of verbs with t, d, z, 5, ~ as first root letter, ' 
the infixed t and the first root letter change places. 

G ~abatu 'to seize' -+ Gt ti~butu 'to seize each other' 

31t.1t Assimilations 

When the t of the -t- infix is directly preceded by a consonant, 
assimilations may take place. These are the same as for the perfect 
(see Unit 17.4). 

31t.S The meanings of the Gt system 

The meaning of the Gt system varies from verb to verb. The most 
common meanings are reciprocal, reflexive and separative; they 
respectively add 'each other', 'oneself' and 'away' to the meaning 
of the G system. (For a given verb, the Gt system usually has only 
one of these meanings, but see salu Gt below: both reciprocal and 
reflexive.) 

1) Reciprocal Gt: 
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nakapu 'to butt 
(like an ox)' 

rakabu 'to ride' 

-+ itkupu (see section 34.2) 'to butt each 
other, to fight' 

-+ ritkubu ('to ride each other', i.e.) 
'to copulate' 

awU 'to talk' -+ atwU 'to talk with each other' 
malaku 'to advise' -+ mitluku 'to advise each other, to take 

counsel together' 
salu 'to ask' -+ situlu 'to ask each other, to confer' 



z) Reflexive Gt: 

salu 'to ask' -+ Gt situlu ('to ask oneself', i.e.) 'to reflect' 
pasasu 'to anoint' -+ pissusu 'to anoint oneself' (from pitsuSu) 

Oict"you·know?········································· .................................. . 
In ancient Mesopotamia, anointing did not just serve 
ritual and symbolic purposes. It was also a way of keeping 
warm - soldiers were issued with oil for this . ...................................................................................................... 

3) Separative Gt (verbs of motion and, more rarely, a few verbs 
that imply motion): 

alaku G 'to go' 
elu G 'to go up' 
(w)a$u 'to go out' 

-+ Gt atluku 'to go away' 
--+ Gt etlu 'to go up and away' 
-+ Gt (infinitive form uncertain) 'to go 

out and away' 

For many verbs (e.g. karabu 'to pray, to bless') it is not clear 
how the meaning in the Gt system differs from the meaning in 
the G system. With rarer forms, there is often disagreement over 
whether they should be parsed as Gt (rather than G perfect or Gtn 
preterite) . 

31e.6 The meanings of the Dt system 

The Dt system is usually the passive counterpart to the D system. 

sebbu D 'to smash' -+ Dt sitebburu 'to be smashed' 

More rarely, the Dt system has a reciprocal function, adding 'each 
other' to the meaning of the D system. 

31e.7 The two ~t systems and their meanings 

There are two St systems, with different forms for the present tense 
but identical forms for other tenses. They are known as St and St . 
The St, system is usually the passive counterpart to the S s~stem. 1 
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lapatu ~ 'to destroy' -+ ~tl sutalputu 'to be destroyed' 

The ~t, system has meanings which vary from verb to verb. These 
meanings are not derived from the meaning of the ~ system, and 
indeed verbs used in the ~t, system are not necessarily used in the 
~ system at all. The meanings of the ~t, system should be sought in 
the dictionaries (and in the Glossary at the back of this book). 

Exercise 34.1, Old and Middle Babylonian: The last three 
sentences are MB. 

a-wi-lu-u su-nu (sunu 'those') la ud-da-ab-ba-bu 
i-ti-su ti-i§-bu-ta-ku 
suku-ti su-ta-am-ta-a-at 
qa-aq-qa-da-ti-ku-nu su-te -mi-da 

9 

a-na-ku-u it ah-hu-ia a-na zi-it-tim ti-i§-bu-ta-nu 
ka-al-ba-tum i-na (ina 'through') su-te-pu-ri-sa hu-up-pu-du-tim 
u-/i-id 

bi-tam a-na pa-ni-ia (ana paniya 'before my arrival') 
su-ta-as-si-iq 

ur 1 fb-ba-as-si tu-ub-tu ba-lu si-it-nu-ni 
lu-u-ba-ra- (ignore 'extra' -14-) u-ka-lu-ni-ik-ku-ma r If-it-ba-ai 
sa-am-na u-ka-lu-ni-ku-ma pi-iS-sa-aS 

Exercise 34.2, Standard Babylonian 
lit-pa-ta i-mat mu-ti 
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ub-tal-li/ ki-i udu.nfta ina ta-ba-as-ta-ni-ia 
u -mi-sam-ma dingir-ka kit-rab 

4 

a-bi e tu-uS-ta-ni-ih 
a-na OO-u-li kit-pad e-re-sa hi-is-sa-as 
lem-ne-e-ti e ta-ta-me da-me-eq-ta ti-iz-kar 
ge-er bu-li la-ba sa tah-su-su ga-na bi-it-ru gi-il-lat ur.mah i-pu· 

su pe-ta-as-su has-tum 
liS-tap-si-ih ser-ta-ka ka-bit-ta 
ur-ra u-tak-ka-ak mu-sa i-na-ah-hi-[is] ina §e-ri-su (ina ~erisU 

'from him') it-ku-su re-e-mu un-ni-[nu] 
damar.utu e-/i ma-aq-tu-ti taS-ta-kan gi-mil-la 
a-mur su-ut-ta-tu qe-reb-sa bit-ri 



I"-U ",in-du-da (see Unit 47.ro-lI) mi-na-tu-sa (-sa refers to 
a boat) 

Exercise 34·3, Stand~d Babyl~nian: From an inscri~tion of 
Assurbanipal, narratmg the grisly end of an enemy kmg. 
(Translate ponussu as 'in his eyes'). 

ik-ku-ud lib-ba-su ir-sa-a na-qut-tu 
no-pis-ta-su pa-nu-uI-su ul i-qir-ma 
ih-su-ha mi-tu-tu 
a-no IUki-ze-e ra-ma-ni-su iq-bi-ma 
um-ma ra-as-si-ban-ni (Ass. for russibanni) ina Pitukul 
su-u IUki-zu-su ina gir.an.bar sib-bi-su-nu 
up-ta-at-ti-hu a-ha-mis 

Oid·yOu·know?········································· .................................. . 
A relief from the palace of the Assyrian king Assurbanipal 
depicts the king and his wife merrily banqueting in the 
garden. The head of the defeated Elamite king hangs from 
a nearby tree. 

The most important things to remember 

1 The Gt system has several meanings, including reflexive, 
reciprocal, and separative. 

2 The Dt system usually forms the passive of the D system. 

3 The St, system forms the passive of the S system. The 
meanings of the St. system vary from one verb to another. 

" The forms of the St, and St. systems differ only in the present 
(St, ustapras, St. ustaparras). 

5 Whenever a form looks like a perfect, ask yourself whether it 
might in fact belong to the Gt, Dt or St systems. 
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3S 
................................................................................................. 

Participles 

In Babylonian grammar, participles are words which mean 
'person who performs the action of the corresponding verb'. 
They occur in all the systems of the verb, and have separate forms 
for masculine and feminine. In the plural they can take noun 
endings, or adjective endings. Feminine participles are formed by 
adding -t- or -at- to the masculine stem. Participles often translate 
into English as relative clauses ('who .. .', 'which .. .'). 

OB sarrum nadin napistim ana utab lit. 'King, giver of life 
to Adab', i.e. 'The king who gives life to Adab' 
(CH Prologue iii.6S-67) 

OB r;mum kadrum munakkip za'ir; 'Wild bull who butts 
the enemies' (CH Prologue iii.7-9) 

OB bimu namrntum sa marutuk ra'imika u adad banika 
limhuruka 'May the friendly faces of Marduk, who loves you, 
and Adad, who built you, meet you' (AbB II, II9: 29-30) 

OB munawwir pan; tispak 'The one who brightens the face of 
Tispak' (CH Prologue iV.34-35) 

All participles except those in the G system begin with mu-. 

35.1 Forms of masculine participles for strong verbs 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the masculine participles of 
strong verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 42. 
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Table 42 

G 
N D S 

Pai;su(m) muPPaRSu(m) muPaRRiSu(m) musaPRiSu(m) --- Ntn Dtn 5tn Gtn 
-;;;;;PtaRRiSu(m) muttaPRiSu(m) muPtaRRiSu(m) mustaPRiSu(m) 

-
Gt Dt 5t 
muPtaRSu(m) muPtaRRiSu(m) mustaPRiSu(m) 

35.2 Forms of masculine participles for III-weak verbs 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, the participles of III-weak 
verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 43. 

Table 43 

G N D S 

PQRCJ(m) (muPPaRCJ(m)) muPaRRCJ(m) musaPRCJ(m) 

Gtn Ntn Dtn 5tn 

muPtaRRCJ(m) muttaPRO(m) muPtaRRO(m) mustaPRO(m) 

Gt Dt St 
muPtaRCJ(m) muPtaRRCJ(m) mustaPRO(m) 

35.3 Forms of masculine participles for I-weak verbs 

~Sing the system explained in Unit 5, the masculine participles of 
-Weak verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 44. 
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Table 44 

G N D 5 

oRiSu(m) munnaRSu(m) muRRiSu(m) musoRiSU(;;;---
Gtn Ntn Dtn 5tn -
mutaRRiSu(m) (unknown) (unknown) mustaRRiSu(;;;--
Gt Dt 5t -

-(unknown) (unknown) mustoRiSu(m) 

35.4 Forms of masculine participles for II-weak verbs 

Using the system explained in Unit 5, whereby P and S represent 
a verb's first and third root letters, the masculine participles of 
II-weak verbs conform to the patterns shown in Table 45. 

Table 45 

G N D 5 

Po'iSu(m) (unknown) muPiSSu(m) musPiSu(m) 

Gtn Ntn Dtn 5tn 

(unknown) (unknown) (unknown) mustaRRiSu(m) 

Gt Dt 5t 

(unknown) (unknown) mustaPiSu(mJ... 
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35.5 Plural endings 

lbscuJine plural particip.les ma~ take noun or adjective endings. 
(for feminine ones there IS no difference.) 

35.6 Unusual participles 

A small number of weak verbs form G participles in mu-: 

samu 'to decree a destiny' -+ muSimu 'one who decrees a destiny' 
daku 'to kill' -+ mudiku 'one who kills' 
;du 'to know' -+ mud" 'one who knows' 

The most Important things to remember 

1 Participles have the meaning 'person or thing who performs 
the action of the corresponding verb'. 

2 They have different forms for masculine and feminine. 

3 In free English translation they are often rendered as relative 
clauses ('who .. .'). 

ill Any word beginning with mu- is likely to be a participle. 

5 The masculine participles of parasu in the G, N, D and S 
systems are par;su, mupparsu, muparr;su and musapr;su. 

6 Like nouns, participles can be put in different states (basic, 
construct, possessive, etc.). Thus they can take case endings 
and possessive suffixes. 
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36 
................................................................................................. 

Adverbs 

This Unit introduces you to Babylonian adverbs. An adverb is a 
word which answers questions such as 'how?', 'when?', 'where?', 
'how much?'. English examples are 'thus', 'slowly', 'tomorrow', 
'here', 'somewhere', 'enough', 'much', 'very', 'too'. Whilst 
understanding adverbs will deepen your knowledge of Babylonian 
and its structures, much of the information presented here is not 
essential to translation because you can simply look most adverbs 
up in the Glossary (later, in the dictionaries). 

36.1 Adverbial phrases 

When the questions 'how?', 'when?', 'where?', 'how much?' are 
answered by a group of words rather than a single word (e.g. 'like 
that' rather than 'thus'; 'in the house' rather than 'there'; 'at the 
beginning of the second millennium Be' rather than 'then') one 
speaks of an adverbial phrase (i.e. a phrase which has the same 
function as an adverb). Babylonian adverbs are often translated 
with English adverbial phrases, e.g. saddaqdi(m) 'last year' . 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

The word saddaqdi(m) 1ast year' is a compound (with some 
phonetic modification) of sattu 'year' and qadmu 'previous'. 
However, the word's origin was forgotten: the final m (a root 
letter from ...Jqdm) was reinterpreted as mimation (see 
Unit 6. I I), and so it was dropped in late Old Babylonian. . .. ................................................................................................... 
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36.2 Adverbs in -is and -onis 

o e way to transform Babylonian nouns and adjectives into 
a;erbs is to add the suffix -is to the stem. 

abubu 'flood' -+ abubis 'like a flood', 'like the Flood' 
aggu 'furious' -+ aggis 'furiously' 
ayYabu 'enemy' -+ ayyabis 'in a hostile manner' 
dananu 'power, might' -+ dananis 'violently, by strength' 
elu 'upperside' -+ elis 'above' 
halaqu 'to flee' -+ haiaqis 'into flight' 
isaru 'correct' -+ isaris 'correctly' 
isten 'one' -+ istenis 'together' (lit. 'one-Iy', 'as one') 
kamatu 'the outside' -+ kamatis 'to the outside' 
madu 'much, many' -+ madis 'greatly' 
salalu 'to creep' -+ salalis 'surreptitiously' 
saUatu 'booty' -+ sallatis 'as booty' 
SUTSU 'root' -+ sursis 'by the roots' 

Sometimes, -an- is inserted before -is, producing the adverbial 
ending -anis. 

abubu 'flood' 
duru 'wall' 
zuqaqipu'scorpion' 

-+ abubanis 'like a flood' 
-+ duranis 'over the wall' 
-+ zuqaqipanis 'like a scorpion' 

The feminine t is removed before -anis (but not before -is). 

aptu 'window' 
karpatu 'pot' 
sinnistu 'woman' 

-+ apanis 'through the window' 
-+ karpanis 'like a pot' 
-+ sinnisanis 'into a woman' 

(as in 'To turn into a woman') 

~ere is no significant difference in meaning between the endings 
-IS and -anis. They are both characteristic of elevated language, and 
lTlostly appear in literature. However, the adverbs madis 'much' 
and arhis 'quickly' were common in the vernacular language. 
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36.3 Adverbs in -is and -anis followed by genitives and 
possessive suffixes 

Adverbs in -is and -iinis can be followed by a noun in the genitive 
as if the adverb were a noun in the construct state. (But, unlike ' 
nouns, the adverb does not change in any way.) 

diiris umi 'for an eternity of days', i.e. 'for ever and ever' 

Adverbs in -is can be followed by a possessive suffix. 

OB biibiska 'at your gate' (AH 48: 114) 

When a suffix beginning with s is added to an adverb ending in s, 
despite what happens in nouns and verbs (see Units 11.7 and 19.3) 
s + s does not change to 55. 

OB sukkallissu 'to his vizier' (Akkade 184: 13) 

36." Adverbs in -isam 

Another way of forming adverbs from nouns is to add -isam to the 
stem. The sense is usually 'X by X', 'X after X'. 

umisam 'day by day'; 'day after day'; ugiirisam 'meadow by 
meadow'; iilisam 'town by town'; sattisam 'year by year', 'year 
after year'; (w}arhisam 'month by month' 

Occasionally, there is a different meaning. 

diirisam 'for ever'; eSsisam 'anew' 

In Standard Babylonian, -isam is often followed by -ma 
(umisam-ma, etc.), with no discernible change in meaning. 

36.5 The accusative used as an adverb 

Nouns in the accusative can be used as adverbs ('adverbial biaI 
accusatives'). They are usually rendered into English with advet 



phrases. Which preposition to use in English is suggested by 

context 

OB ina niziqtika muSiiitim ul a~allal Through worry for you 
I cannot sleep at night (lit. 'nights')' (AbB I4, 206: 33-35) 

OB huwawa ma~~aram iner-ma kaqqaram 'He smote Huwawa 
the guardian to the ground' (Gilg. Ishch. 26') 

OB muSitam allakam 'I will come during the night' (AbB 3, 66: I9) 
OB musi u urn aktanarrabakku 'I pray constantly for you, day 

and night (lit. 'days and nights')' (AbB 7, 28: I4-I6) 

Adverbial accusatives of abstract nouns in -ut- with possessive 
suffixes translate literally as 'in my/yourletc .... -ness'. 

umussu (umut+su) 'in its dayliness', i.e. 'every day' 
OB riqUssu (riqut+su) la tatarradassu 'Do not send him in his 

emptiness (i.e. empty-handed)' (AbB 7, I73: 20) 
OB ma~uti itruduninni They sent me in my illness (i.e. 'while I 

was ill')' (AbB 7, I66: 3) 
OB [b]alfutka u salmutk[a] alkam 'Come in your healthiness 

and wellness (i.e. well and healthy), (AbB I3, 140: r.6'-i) 

Some accusatives have taken on a special adverbial meaning of 
their own, and are listed in dictionaries as words in their own right. 

umu'day' -+ uma(m) 'today'; urru 'day' -+ urra(m) 'tomorrow' 

36.6 Adverbs in -; 

A number of adverbs are formed with the ending i, but at the end 
of a word this probably shortened to i. 

barari or barari 'at dusk'; amsali or amsali 'yesterday'; timali or 
timali 'yesterday'; matima (mati + mal 'ever' 
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36.7 Adverbs in -j- followed by possessive suffixes 

Some adverbs are formed by adding -i- followed by possessive 
suffix to a noun stem. They often translate literally as 'in mY/YOurl 
etc .... -ness'. 

erisSiya 'in my nakedness' 
OB istu §uhriya ana biibilim ilquninni-ma ina biibilim warad 

ekallim aniiku '(Ever) since they took me to Babylon in my 
youthfulness (i.e. in my youth), I was a palace servant in 
Babylon' (AbB 4, II8: 7-8) 

For mahru, the sense is 'in the presence of'. 

OB urram mahrikunu aniiku 'Tomorrow I will be with you (lit. 
'in your presence')' (AbB 10, 10: 16) 

36.8 Adverbs in -atta(m), -att; 

Some adverbs can be formed by adding -attam (Old Babylonian), 
-atta (Middle and Standard Babylonian), or -atti (Standard 
Babylonian) to the word stem. 

kurkatta 'like a goose'; ahlamatti 'in Aramaic'; pasiilatti 
'crawling'; pasiratti 'secretly'; sartatti 'fraudulently' 

36.9 Adverbs in -um 

Adverbs can be produced by adding -um to the noun stem. They 
usually have a locative (place-related) meaning. (Some scholars 
would question whether such formations should be called adverbs; 
they could also be described as a 'locative' case of the noun, 
alongside nominative, accusative, and genitive.) 

36.10 Adverbs in -um followed by genitives and possessive 
suffixes 

Like adverbs in -is and -iinis, adverbs in -um can be followed 
by genitives and possessive suffixes. When they are followed by 



sessive suffixes, the m assimilates to the initial consonant of the 
pos 
suffix. 

qatukka 'in your (~: sg.) ?an~' ~~rom q~tum + ka) . 
SB adi atta tadekkusu ~altl ursussu 'UntIl you (m. sg.) wake hIm 
up, he will lie in his bed' (Erra I 19) 

-um followed by the first person singular suffix becomes uwa or 

uwwa. 

qa-tu-u-a (sp. qiituwwa or qiituwa) 'in my hand' 

Some prepositions also behave like this: 

OB ulLanukka hiisisam ul isu 'Apart from you, I have no one 
who thinks (of me)' (AbB 7, 28: 6-8) 
OB elenukka ana manniya uzniiya ibassiii 'On whom of mine 
other than you is my attention (focussed)?' (AbB 1 I, 106: 
11'-12') 

sap -Iu-u-a (sp. sapluwwa or sapluwa) 'under me' s 

36.11 Adverbs after prepositions and nouns in the 
construct state 

Some adverbs can follow prepositions and nouns in the construct 
state. 

OB adi inanna 'until now' 
OB ebur saddaqdam 'The harvest of last year', i.e. 'Last year's 

harvest' (AbB 7,168: r.2') 

The most important things to remember 

1 Adverbs (mostly of manner) can be formed with the endings -is 
and -iiniS. 

2 Accusatives can be used as adverbs. Translate them according 
to the context. 
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3 Adverbs (mostly of place) can be formed with the ending - 14", 

They are usually followed by possessive suffixes, and the 111 • 

assimilates to the initial consonant of the suffix. (For the firSt 
person, -umya -+ -uwwa or -uwa.) 

Ie Adverbs can be formed with the ending -isa(m), meaning 
' ... by .. .' (e.g. -umisam 'day by day'). 



37 
................................................................................................. 

Independent pronouns 

So far, you have learned that Babylonian can render English 
('I" " "h' 'h' "h' 'h " '" ) pronouns ,me, you, e, 1m, s e, er, we, us, etc. 

with suffixes. It can also, however, do this with independent words, 
as in English: see Table 46. 

Table 46 

nom. acc./gen. dat. 

1st anaku yati yasi(m) 

2ndm. atta kata kasi(m) 

2nd f. atti kati kasi(m) 

3rd m. su suatu, satu, sati suasi(m), sasu(m), sasi(m) 

3rd f. s; suati, siati, sati suasim, siasim, sasi(m) 

1St ninu niati niasi(m) 
2ndm. attunu kunuti kunusi(m) 
2nd f - . attina kinati (kinasi(m)) 

-Edm. sunu sunuti sunusi(m) 
3rd f. sina sinati (sinasi(m)) -

The no' , d' f 
( mmauve pronouns are use as subJects 0 verbless clauses 
see U ' nit 2.9.3) and, though they are not grammatically necessary, 

as s b' 
U Jects of verbs (see Unit 14.2 ). 
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Accusative/genitive pronouns are so called because they have the 
same form for accusative and genitive. It is quite rare for them to 
be used as accusatives: usually, accusative suffixes (see Unit 19.1) 
are used for this. They are used as genitives after prepositions 
(not after the construct state). 

SB ki yati-rna atta 'You (m. sg.) are just like me' (Gilg. XI 3) 

After the preposition ana 'to, for' it is usual for dative pronouns to 
be used in place of genitive ones. 

OB ana kasirn taklaku 'I trust you (lit. 'to you') (m. sg.)' 
(AbB 4, 161: 39) 

Mimation in the dative pronouns is usually present in Old 
Babylonian, and usually absent later (see Unit 6.II). 



Quadriliteral verbs 

A minority of Babylonian verbs have four root letters, rather than 
the usual three. Some occur chiefly in the N system, and so have 
dictionary forms beginning with na- (ne- in e-verbs). Those whose 
first root letter is s originally took the prefixes of the G system, 
but were subsequently reassigned the prefixes of the S system. 
The following are the most common: 

suharruru(m) 'to be deathly still' (pres. usharrar, pret. usharrir, 
stat. sahur and suharrur). 

suqammumu(m) 'to be utterly silent' (pres. usqammam - Old 
Bab. also isqammam, pret. usqammim, stat. suqammum) 

suqa/lu/u(m) 'to be hanging down' (pres. isqa/la/ and usqa/la/, 
pret. usqalli/, stat. suqallu/) 

supe/u(m) 'to exchange' (pres. uspe/, pret. uspel) 
sukenu(m) 'to bow down' (pres. usken, pret. usken and uskin) 
nabalkutu(m) 'to cross over', 'to turn over' (pres. ibbalakkat, 
pret. ibba/kit, perf. ittabalkat) 

naharmutu(m) 'to dissolve' (pret. ihharmif) 
naparsudu(m) 'to flee' (pret. ipparsid) 
naparku 'to shirk' (pres. ipparakku, pret. ipparku) 
negeltu(m) 'to wake up' (pret. iggeltu and iggelti) 
nekelmu(m) 'to look at with anger or malice' (pres. ikkelemme, 
pret. ikkelme) 

neqelpu(m) 'to float, to glide (along)' (pres. iqqeleppu, pret. 
iqqelpu) 

Other forms of the verbs above are rare. You can find them online 
in the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary (see Unit 42.r). 
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39 
................................................................................................ , 

Numbers 

Babylonian scribes overwhelmingly wrote numbers as sumerograms 
(which modern editors transliterate directly into Arabic numerals). 
Accordingly, there is often uncertainty about how the numbers 
were actually pronounced. 

For the purposes of translation it is not really necessary to know 
Babylonian numbers: on the rare occasions when you encounter a 
number spelled syllabically, you can look it up. Nonetheless, for 
interest's sake, we give here the numbers from one to ten. 

Each number has both a masculine and a feminine form. Up to 
and including two, cardinal numbers agree with the gender of the 
noun they refer to. Above two, cardinal numbers take the opposite 
gender. 

m. f m. f 
1 isten isteat 6 sedis seSset 
2 sina sitta 7 sebe sebet 
3 salas salasat 8 samane samanat 

"- erba erbet 9 tise tisit 
5 hamis hamsat 10 eSer eSret, eSeret 

Ordinal numbers are adjectives, and always agree with the gender 
of the noun they refer to. 
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Cuneiform: some worked examples 

This book does not teach you to read the cuneiform ('wedge
shaped') script. Nonetheless, you may well be curious as to what 
it looked like. This Unit provides some passages in cuneiform 
with transliteration and translation. The passages are presented 
in chronological order. 

Cuneiform, like the Roman alphabet, reads from left to right. 
It does not use punctuation, and does not distinguish upper-case 
and lower-case letters. Unlike letters in English, cuneiform signs 
are usually not spaced into words. Sign shapes changed over 
time, and at any given time there were different forms used by 
Babylonians and Assyrians. The passages below provide examples 
of Babylonian and Assyrian script from different periods. For an 
introduction to the cuneiform script, its workings and history, one 
can recommend Cuneiform by C.B.F. Walker (London, 1987). 
For online resources, see Unit 42.3. 

Passage 1 (see Fig. I): Laws 196 and 197 from the Law Code 
of Hammurapi, also known as Hammurabi (king of Babylon 
1792-1750 Be). The passage is reproduced from E. Bergmann, Codex 
Hammurabi. Textus primigenitu5 (Rome, 1953), page 26, by kind 
pennission of the copyright holders, the Gregorian and Biblical Press. 

The script (also used in passage 2) is 'monumental Old Babylonian', 
employed in the Old Babylonian period for writing on stone 
monuments. The sign forms are archaizing, i.e. they are older than 
the sign forms used on contemporary utilitarian documents. 
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§196. 4s ~Jdff~~ 

~ [:::>~ if *-f
A}tHr ~P¢~ 
~ .[1:> ~ 

~~~r+=~ 
§ 197. 50 ~l8*l>4fi~ 

sum-ma a-wi-lum 
i-in dumu a-wi-lim 
uh-tap-pi-id 
i-in-su 
u-ha-ap-pa-du 

rr 1- <f-

'If a citizen has blinded the eye of a citizen, his eye shall be 
blinded' (see Unit 14.16). 

sum-ma gir.pad.dula-wi-lim 
is-te-bir 
gir.pad.du-su 
i-se-eb-bi-ru 
'If he has broken the bone of a citizen, his bone shall be broken' 

(see Unit 14.16). 



sage 2 (see Fig. 2): from the Epilogue to Hammurapi's Law Code. 

~:e passage ,is re,produced from E. Bergmann, CO,dex Ha~rn.urabi. 
fex tuS primtgenztus (Rome, 195,3), page ~4: by kmd permIssIon of 
[he copyright holders, the Gregonan and BIblIcal Press. 

ha-am-mu-ra-pi 
lugal mi-sa-ri-im 
sa dutu ki-na-tim 
is-ru-ku-sum a-na-ku 
"am Hammurapi, the just king (lit. 'king of justice') to whom 
(lit. 'which ... to him') Samas granted righteousness.' 

Passage 3 (see Fig. 3): from the inscription of Tiglath-Pileser 
[(king of Assyria 1114-1076 Be) used in the Royal Asiatic 
Society experiment of 1857 (see 'Only got ten minutes?', at 
the front of the book). The script is Middle Assyrian. The 
~assage is reproduced from H. C. Rawlinson and E. Norris, 

he Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, vol. 1 (London, 
1861), plate 14. 
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10 am.simeS pu-ha-li dan-nu-te 
i+na kurkaskal-ni U si-di idha-bur 
lu-u a-duk 4 am. simes bal-tu-te 
lu-u-~a-bi-ta kusmeS-su-nu 
zumeS-su-nu it-ti am.simel 

bal-tu-te a-na uru-ia da-sur ub-Ia 
'I killed ten strong bull elephants in the land of Harran and 
along the Habur river. 1 also truly caught four elephants alive. 
Their hides and their tusks 1 brought to my city Assur together 
with the live elephants.' 

~ .. ~ "f-~ ~~ 4'"1.f ~ ~ "'flIT ~ ~ 
I ~4W~ '*IT ~+-'ff ~~~~~~ J:g¥1~"1f lJ 

~ ~'f1 ~r--r:m ~l-J:m.~ ~~ J:f 

~J:r~i>f-~ J:r"TfW1r ~~~ ~ 

~ tj" ..(. ~~ ~ ~~Jf= t- ~ ~~"J:W Pj-

~14-~,g J:r ~ J'l)rm1l= n+..(~ 

Passage 4 (see Fig. 4): from an inscription of Esarhaddon (king of 
Assyria 680-669 Be). The script is Neo-Assyrian. The passage iSJ) 

hatJll°n reproduced from R. Campbell Thompson, The Prisms of Esar. 
and Ashurbanipal Found at Nineveh (London, 1931), plate I, by 
kind permission of the Trustees of the British Museum. 



, i-bit das+sur d30 dutu den it dag 
,naq, d v, b'/db va urunz-nu-a 15 sa uruar a-, a a-nu-u-a 
dJ5 s 

v v eS' " k' 'v II' 'na ukkin sesm -,a sagmes-ta t-ms u - '-ma 
, ",-",a an-nu-u ma-a-ru ri-du-ti-ia 
~uru u dim ina bi-ri i-sal-ma an-nu ke-e-nu 
i_Pu-Iu-su-ma um-ma su-u te-nu-u-ka 
'By the order of Assur, Sin, Samas, Bel and Nabu, IStar of 
Nineveh (and) IStar of Arbela, (my) father who begat me 
solemnly raised my head in the assembly of my brothers, 
(saying) "This is my successor". He asked Samas and Adad 
through extispicy, and they replied with a firm 'yes' (saying) 
"He will succeed you (lit. 'be your replacement')".' 

Passage 5: from an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar (king of Babylon 
605-562 Be). The passage is reproduced from H. C. Rawlinson 
and E. Norris, The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, vol. I 

(London, 1861), plates 53 (Fig. sa) and 59 (Fig. 5b). 

Fig. 5a shows the original inscription, in archaic (monumental 
Old Babylonian) script; note the similarity with Hammurapi's sign 
forms, above. Fig. 5b shows what the same inscription would have 
looked like in contemporary Neo-Babylonian script. 

Note how, in their efforts to use second-millennium grammar, the 
authors of the inscription put mimation on masculine plural nouns, 
where it does not belong (e.g. in line 14). 

Sa ba-Ia-ri-ia lu te-ep-pe-es 
su-u a-sa-re-du ka-ab-tu 
igi.gal dingir.dingir nun damar.utu 
un-ne-en-ni-ia is-me-e-ma 
im-hu-ru su-pu-u-a 
Us-ti-ba-am-ma be-Iu-ut-su sir-ti 
pu-Iu-uh-ti i-Iu-ti-su . 
u-sa-as-ki-in i-na sa-ia 
a-na sa-da-da se-er-de-e-su 
u-sa-ad-ka-an_ni sa-ba 
Pi-it-Iu-ha-ak be-Iu-ut-su 
i-na tu-ku-ul-ti-su ~ir-ti 

I 

5 

10 
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Figure 5a 
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ma.da.ma.da ru-qa-a-ti 
sa-di-im ne-su-u-ti 
is-tu ti-a-am-ti e-fi-ti 
a-di ti-a-am-ti sa-ap-fi-ti 
ur-hu-um as-tit-tim 
pa-da-nim pe-hu-ti 
a-sa-ar kib-si su-up-ru-su 
se-e-pi fa i-ba-as-su-u 
ha-ra-nam na-am-ra-~a 
u-ru-uh ~u-ma-mi 
e-er-te-ed-de-e-ma 
fa ma-gi-ri a-na-ar 
ak-mi za-'i-i-ri 
ma.da us-te-si-ir-ma 
ni-sim us-ta-am-mi-ih 
ra-ag-ga it ~e-e-nim 
i-na ni-si u-se-es-si 

15 

20 

'" ... you should keep me alive (lit. 'you should do the thing of 
my living')." That one, the honoured foremost one, wise(st) 
among the gods, Marduk the noble, heard my entreaty and 
accepted my prayer. He made his exalted lordliness pleasant 
for me, he made reverence for his divinity reside in my heart. 
He incited my heart to drag his carrying pole, and I was 
reverential to his lordliness. With his great encouragement 
I marched across distant lands, faraway mountains from the 
upper sea to the lower sea, across difficult paths, closed tracks, 
where my footfall was impossible (lit. 'cut off), and my foot 
could not be, a most difficult route, a way of thirst - and I 
killed the insubmissive, I bound the foes. I led the land aright, 
and made the people flourish. I kept the villain and the evil one 
far from the people.' 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

In the early 6th century Be, King Nebuchadnezzar II 
undertook a massive campaign of building works to beautify 
and refurbish Babylon. Archaeologist Robert Koldewey 
calculated that over 15 million baked bricks were used. . ....... . ............................................................................................. 



~1 
, ............................................................................................... . 

The main features of Assyrian 

Assyrian is a language extremely similar to Babylonian. (The two 
are often regarded as dialects of a single language, Akkadian.) 
Many extant manuscripts of Babylonian literary and scholarly 
works were written by Assyrian scribes in the first millennium Be, 
so they occasionally display linguistic Assyrianisms. Accordingly, 
this Unit describes the main differences between Babylonian and 
Assyrian, to help you recognize Assyrianisms you might encounter 
when reading Babylonian. We shall concentrate on first millennium 
(i.e. Neo-) Assyrian. With enough practice in utilizing it, the 
information below should go some way to helping you to read 
documents in Assyrian, but it is by no means a full description 
of all the differences between Babylonian and Assyrian, nor of 
Assyrian per se. To learn more about Assyrian you might start 
with J. Hameen-Anttila, A Sketch of Neo-Assyrian Grammar 
(Helsinki, 2000). 

·0···················································· ................................................ . 
idyou know? 
Being great admirers of Babylonian culture, the Assyrians 
were keen to get their hands on tablets bearing Babylonian 
scholarship. The Epic of the Assyrian king Tukulti-Ninurta I 
(c. 1243-1207 Be) says (presumably with some exaggeration) 
that he plundered so many tablets from Babylonia that not 

.... ~ne Was left there . ................................................................................................. 
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'-1.1 Vowels 

Assyrian often writes ele where Babylonian writes iii. 

In Assyrian, e-colouring is confined to the position in the word 
where the guttural was lost, and does not spread to the rest of the 
word: Bab. epesu = Ass. epasu. (If no guttural was lost, Assyrian 
has a throughout: Bab. qerebu = Ass. qarabu.) 

Assyrian is much less prone to vowel contraction than Babylonian. 

Whereas in Babylonian w- at the beginning of a verb is lost after 
the Old Babylonian period, in contemporary Assyrian word-initial 
wa- turns to u-. Hence Middle (and later) Bab. abalu = Middle 
(and later) Ass. ubalu (both from earlier wabalum). 

Short a at the end of a syllable assumes the quality of the vowel in 
the next syllable: 

Bab. sarratu, sarrata, sarrati = Ass. sarrutu, sarrata, sarrete 

Given two successive syllables containing the vowel u, the 
first often turns to a. (This is widely believed to be a result of 
stress patterns.) 

Bab. sa ... iskunu = Ass. sa ... iskaniini 'which ... he placed' 

Compensatory lengthening (Unit 47.2) does not occur in Assyrian 
nouns. 

'-1.2 Consonants 

The Babylonian abstract ending -iitu (see Unit 46.1) is uttu: Bab. 
sarriitu = Ass. sarruttu. 

In Neo-Assyrian, It ~ 55 (e.g. a55apar from altapar, from earlier 
astapar 'I have sent'); qt ~ ql (aql irib 'I approached' = Bab. 
aqterib); tt sometimes ~ 55 (ma'a55u 'much' (f.) = Bab. ma'attU); 
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me verbs, m + t-infix - tt (attahar 'I received' = Bab. amtahar, 
in SO 
arndahar). 

m a Babylonian viewpoint, Neo-Assyrian spellings often invert 
;:~d s. This is probably because Neo-Assyrian inverted the two 

sounds. 

111.3 Verbs 

The Babylonian verbal suffix -u (Unit 30.7) is usually -u ... ni in 
Assyrian (though -u alone occurs too). -u goes where it would in 
Babylonian; -ni goes at the end of the verbal form, after suffixes 
(if present) but before -ma (if present). 

Some verbs have different theme vowels in Babylonian and 
Assyrian. In such cases the dictionaries give both, specifying which 
is which. 

Neo-Assyrian uses the perfect (not the preterite) in positive main 
clauses, and the preterite (not the perfect) in negated main clauses. 

Assyrian distinguishes masculine and feminine verbal prefixes in 
the third person singular: i- (m.) vs. ta- (f.); u- (m.) vs. tu- (f.). 

'She gave' = Bab. iddin, Neo-Ass. tattidin. 

Neo-Assyrian negates only with Iii, not ul. 

In D system forms where Babylonian has u between the first and 
~ond root letter (e.g. imp. purris, info purrusu), Assyrian has a 
(Imp. parris, info parrusu). 

The first person G precative (/uprus in Babylonian) is laprus in 
Assyrian. The Assyrian 3rd m. sg. precative prefix in the D and S 
systems is lu- (Bab. li-). 

~npS system forms where Babylonian has 5uPRuS, Assyrian has 
sa RuS. 
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Assyrian II-weak and III-weak verbs often inflect as if they had 
'strong aleph' (i.e. a glottal stop) as second or third root letter. a 

1t1.1t Nouns 

The Neo-Assyrian case system in the singular is as follows: 

nom.: -U; acc.: -U; gen.: -e 

Assyrian scribes sometimes use this system when writing Standard 
Babylonian. 

1t1.S Other 

Neo-Assyrian does not use -ma to link clauses. 

In Assyrian, plural accusative suffixes are the same as Babylonian 
plural possessive suffixes.(i.e. -sunu rather than -sunuti, etc.). 

Most Babylonian words are (subject to phonetic changes) also 
Assyrian words, and vice-versa, but occasionally one has a word 
which the other does not, or a word is common in one which is 
rare in the other. 



................................................................................................. 

Taking things further 

Perhaps the best way for you to continue learning Babylonian 
(for, as with any language, one never stops ... ) is to read widely. 
Initially, you can be satisfied with understanding how the 
editor's translation corresponds to the transliteration (no mean 
achievement!). Subsequently, you can start to translate for yourself. 

You might start with Standard Babylonian Gilgamesh, Tablets 
I and XI - a great story, and linguistically not too complicated. 
If the critical edition by A.R. George (Oxford University Press, 
2003) proves unobtainable, you might work from the 
transliteration in S. Parpola's The Standard Babylonian 
Gilgamesh Epic (Helsinki, 1997). (See also below on 
httP;llwww.:.s.Qas. .• ac.yk/nme.b::e.s.e.arch/gilgames.h/standa.r.d/.) 

42.1 Dictionaries 

You are strongly recommended to equip yourself with a copy of 
A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz 
Verlag). (Make sure to use the list of roots at the front, which is 
very helpful in parsing verbal forms.) Note the online addenda 
and corrigenda, a link to which may be found on the Complete 
Babylonian webpage, accessible from ww.:w,leachYQurseltcQrnI. 
Additionally, you can consult the multi-volume Chicago Assyrian 
Dictionary (available for free online at hnp;IIQj,YchicagQ,egYl 
reSe<lCch/Puhs/cataiQg/c<ld/). Some of the earlier volumes are now 
somewhat out of date on points of detail. For readers of German 
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there is also W. von Soden's Akkadisches Handworterbuch, though 
this is very expensive and not user-friendly for beginners. 

112.2 Sign lists 

As you become proficient in Babylonian, you will start wondering 
how else a given cuneiform sign can be read. For this, you tum 
to a sign list, which also tells you the Babylonian equivalents 
of sumerograms. The most up to date of these is R. Borger's 
Mesopotamisches Zeichenlexikon (Munster, 2003). Once you 
get the hang of it, you can use it without knowing German, but 
it is an intimidating book for non-specialists. Less up to date, but 
somewhat more user-friendly, is R. Labat and F. Malbran-Labat's 
Manuel d'epigraphie akkadienne (6th ed. Paris, 1982). 

112.3 Babylonian and Assyrian on the WWW 

You can explore a large and growing body of Babylonian and 
Assyrian writings online, in cuneiform, transliteration and translation. 

The Cuneiform Digital Library (with many sources, including 
rituals, letters and lexical lists, and mathematical writings): 
hu.p;Ilc..dli,.g~la.,.e..dY/ 

Old Babylonian (and earlier) literature: hu.p..;Il.w.w.w.:,.~.31,.gni.:le.jp'~.dd 

Transliterations of all manuscripts of Standard Babylonian 
Gilgamesh:hu.p;Ilw.w.w..,.:>.Q.3.s..,.a.c..,.g.k!nme.b::e.l!~a.r~b.lgi.lg3m~.5b.15Wldardl 

ET ANA project (scans of out-of-copyright books, 
including many volumes of cuneiform copies): 
ht.tp;IlWY!Yf.,e~a.ga.,.m:g(c.Q!:e~e..~.!ls.,l!h~ml 

Free PDFs of publications by the Oriental Institute of the 
University of Chicago: ht.tp;IlQ.i.,g.c.hi.c..agQ.,.e..dulre.5e.l!r~h.!p..y.b.sl!;,j_ 

Several volumes of the Revue d'assyriologie et d'archeologie 
orientale are available online for free (this includes editions of 



I tS and articles - sometimes in English - about Mesopotamian 
~bt~ry, languages and culture): lm;p;IIwww..c.airl.1.iniol 
:U~9:~~~yr.i.olQgie,.h.tm 

Ii ou have access to JST<?R (hnp;IIwww..,j~t.Q!::.,m:g{), many other 
y ialist journals are available to you. Note especially Iraq, the 

t::rnal of the American Oriental Society, the Journal of Cuneiform 
studies, and the Journal of Near Eastern Studies. 

The State Archives of Assyria Online (with many letters in Neo
Assyrian and some in Babylonian): hnp;.IIc.dl,ID!J.!!e!J.m,!J.penn,edYl!!.a..aI 

The Corpus of Ancient Mesopotamian Scholarship: 
1!nP-;1Ic..dl.my.s.~!J.m,y'peJ.Hl,.edw. 
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Part seven 

Reference 

~3 
............................................................................................... 

Some common words 

This Unit contains 160 common Babylonian words, arranged in 
groups of ten. You may want to use them as a way of monitoring 
your acquisition of vocabulary from time to time, and/or as 
suggestions for words to learn. Very roughly speaking, they are 
arranged in order of increasing frequency, but since statistics of 
lexical frequency have yet to be produced for Babylonian, the 
arrangement is somewhat impressionistic. 

It should also be noted that many items of Babylonian vocabulary 
are rather genre-specific. Thus many words (and phrases) which 
appear frequently in one genre (e.g. royal inscriptions, letters, etc.) 
may be rare outside that genre. (To some extent this is true also of 
English, but with Babylonian it is more noticeable.) 

Not all the words below are equally common in all periods of 
the language; for example, anumma 'now' is common in Old 
Babylonian, but hardly used thereafter (the later equivalent being 
eninna / inanna). 
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/\11 the words below are cited in their dictionary form (= nom. sing. 
f nouns and adjectives, infinitive for verbs). Variant forms of a 
o~rd are separated by a diagonal slash. The m in brackets at the 

'II d of a word ('mimation') and w in brackets at the beginning of a 
eOord are usually present in Old Babylonian, and usually absent in 
~ter periods (see Units 6.II and 26·4). 

List of common words (and phrases) 

bitu(m) 'house' 
awatu(m) / amiitu(m) 'word, 
matter' 

i/u(m) 'god' 
sarru(m) 'king' 
matu(m) 'land' 
a1u(m) 'town, city' 
ina 'in, at, from, by means of' 
ana 'to, for' 
awi/u(m) / amelu(m) 'man' 
temu(m) 'message', 
'plan', report' 

epesu(m) 'to do, to make' 
(w)ardu(m) 'male slave' 
/equ(m) 'to take' 
annu(m) 'this' 
ina muhhi 'on', 'onto', 'on top of' 
qatu(m) 'hand' 
(w)abalu 'to bring' 
itti 'together with' 
eli 'over', 'above', 'than' 
sakanu(m) 'to put' 

Urnu(m) 'day' 
ana mini(m) 'why?' (lit. 'for 
what') 

urnrn (" a Introduces direct speech) 
na" SU(m) 'to carry' 

saparu(m) 'to send', 'to send a 
letter', 'to write' 

ina libbi 'in', 'within', 'into' 
kima 'like', 'as', 'in accordance 

with' 
ul 'not' 
Iii 'not' 
u 'and', 'or' 
sa 'of', 'who', 'which' 
belu(m) 'lord, master' 
aliiku(m) 'to go' 
qabu(m) 'to speak' 

summa 'if' 
abu(m) 'father' 
miiru(m) 'son' 
adi 'until' 
sanu(m) 'second', 'other' 
rabu(m) 'big, great' 
nadanu(m) 'to give' 
kt'am 'thus' 
edu(m) 'to know' 
amaru(m) 'to see' 

ekallu(m) 'palace' 
semu(m) 'to hear' 
anumma 'now' 
sumu(m) 'name' 
mannu(m) 'who?' 
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(w)asabu(m) 'to sit, to dwell' 
basu(m) 'to exist' 
palahu(m) 'to be afraid' 
amtu(m) 'female slave' 
~ehru(m) 'small' 
nadu(m) 'to throw' 

ummanatu(m) (pI. only) 'troops' 
minu(m) 'what?' 
istu 'since' 
(w)arhu(m) 'month' 
musu(m) 'night' 
damqu(m) 'good' 
lemnu(m) 'evil' 
simtu(m) 'fate' 
dannu(m) 'strong' 
sinnistu(m) 'woman' 

balatu(m) 'to be alive, to be 
healthy' 
mara~u(m) 'to be ill' 
pu(m) 'mouth' 
kabtu(m) 'heavy', 'important' 
madu(m) sg.: 'much', pI.: 'many' 
mahar 'before' 
(w)arka / (w)arki 'after' 
sasu(m) 'to call out, to read 

aloud' 
elu(m) 'to go up' 
isu(m) 'to have' 

halaqu(m) 'to vanish' 
ma/U(m) 'to be full (of)' 
izuzzu(m) 'to stand' 
rasu(m) 'to acquire' 
damu(m) 'blood' 
dayyanu(m) 'judge' 
etequ(m) 'to pass' 

sadu(m) 'mountain' 
tuppu(m) 'cuneiform tablet' 
sattu(m) 'year' 
assu(m) 'because of, about 

(a topic), for the sake of' 
ahu(m) 'brother' 

maharu(m) 'to receive' 
ramu(m) 'to love' 
hura~u(m) 'gold' 
qablu(m) 'battle' 
~eru(m) 'open country, steppe' 
martu(m) 'daughter' 
ummu(m) 'mother' 
mu 'water' 
mati, immati 'when?', 'ever' 
salamu(m) 'to be well' 

uznu(m) 'ear' 
qaqqadu(m) / kaqqadu(m) 

'head' 
le'u(m) 'to be able' ('I can', 
'you can', etc.) 

kakku(m) 'weapon' 
resu(m) 'head' 
ki 'how?', 'like' 
gerru(m) 'campaign, caravan' 
akalu(m) 'to eat' 
ana ... erebu(m) 'to enter' 
taru(m) 'to turn, to return' 

(w)u"uru(m) 'to give a task 
to' 

apalu(m) 'to answer' 
salu(m) 'to ask' 
zumru(m) 'body' 
sammu(m) 'plant' 
kaspu(m) 'silver' 



-rU(m) 'to cross' 
ebe 'b ' h-rU(m) oy, young man 
~ ~(m) 'to be angry' (itti 
zenu 
'with') 

narkabtu(m) 'chariot' 
(w)ussuru(m) 'to let go' 
~abatu(m) 'to seize' 
kiru(m) 'garden' 

OICfyou·kiiow·i······················· ................................................... . 
the famous 'Hanging Gardens' of Babylon are only mentioned 
by later Greek historians, and there is no Babylonian evidence 
for their existence. It has been argued that they were actually 
an Assyrian creation, relocated to Babylon by Greek historians 
unfamiliar with Mesopotamian geography . ...................................................................................................... 

Sibu(m) 'old' (said of people) 
ttihazu(m) 'battle' 
diiru(m) 'city wall' 
kalbu(m) 'male dog' 
satu(m) 'to drink' 
daku(m) 'to kill' 
tabaku(m) 'to pour' 
sataru(m) 'to incise, to write' 
(w)aradu(m) 'to go down' 
rakasu(m) 'to bind' 

alpu(m) 'ox' 
balu(m) 'without' 
umisam / umisamma 'day by 
day', 'every day' 

sisu(m) 'horse' 
imeru(m) 'donkey' 
eqlu(m) 'field' 
mUT~u(m) 'disease' 
eleppu(m) 'ship' 
nuru(m) 'light' 
babu(m) 'gate' 

pagru(m) 'body' 
inanna / eninna 'now' 
labiru(m) 'old (said of things)' 
sarraqu(m) 'thief' 
rubu(m) 'nobleman' 
nakru(m) 'enemy' 
masku(m) 'skin, leather' 
sepu(m) 'foot' 
inu(m) 'eye' 
siru(m) 'flesh' 

nunu(m) 'fish' 
i~~uru(m) 'bird' 
ahatu(m) 'sister' 
sarrutu(m) 'kingship' 
amsali 'yesterday' 
uma(m) 'today' 
naru(m) 'river' 
eSsu(m) 'new' 
tamkaru(m) 'merchant' 
nakasu(m) 'to cut' 
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................................................................................................. 

The main features of syllabic 
spellings 

We summarize here the main features of cuneiform syllabic 
spellings. Unlike Modern English, the cuneiform script does 
not distinguish upper case and lower case. Scribes could choose 
whether to write double consonants double, and long vowels 
long (but see section 44.2 below) . 

.... ··insi~j"ht············································ ....................................... . 
The first root letter in the N pres. and pret. is usually spelled 
double. 

lele.1 Ambiguous spellings 

Many syllabic spellings are ambiguous. For example, there are twO 

ways of interpreting the spelling is-pu-ra-ku-nu-ti: 

ispuriikunuti (= ispurii + kunuti) 'They (f.) sent you (m. pl.)' 
ispurakkunuti (= ispur + am + kunuti) 'He/she sent you (m. pl.)' 

Such ambiguities are usually resolved by context. By contrast, the 
spelling is-pu-ra-ak-ku-nu-ti would not have been ambiguous. 
(It can only be ispur + am + kunuti 'He/she sent you (m. pI),.) 

Spellings of nouns can be ambiguous as to whether they are 
singular or plural. 



'ar-ru = sarru (nom. sg.) or sarrit (nom. pl.) 
~ar-ra-ti = sarrati (gen. sg.) or sarrati (ace. or gen. pl.) 

In feminine nouns and adjectives, a spelling such as sar-ra-a-tu 
(with 'extra' -a-) is a strong indication that the form is plural. 

,,".2 Contracted vowels at the end of words 

contracted vowels at the end of words are usually written with an 
'extra' vowel ('plene spelling'): iq-bu-u = iqbu 'they said' 

,,".3 Sandhi spellings 

'Sandhi spellings' are spellings in which a single cuneiform sign 
straddles two words. (The term 'sandhi' is borrowed, somewhat 
improperly, from Sanskrit grammar.) 

OB u-li-Ie-qe for ul ileqqe 'He will not take' (AbB I I, 27: 13) 

Sometimes vowel elision across words (see Unit 47.3) has 
occurred: 

OB a-na su-ul-mi-ka-as-pu-ra-am for ana sulmiki aspuram 
'I wrote (about) your (f. sg.) well-being' (AbB 10, 170: 10) 

SB su-bat ne-eh-tu-u-se-sib for subat nehti usesib 1 caused 
(them) to dwell (in) a dwelling of peace' (Khorsabad 76: 9) 

44.1e Spellings of the glottal stop 

The glottal stop can be written in several ways: 

~ in Standard Babylonian: with the sign transliterated as '; 
~ in Old Babylonian: with h, e.g. re-hu-u for re'u 'shepherd'; 
~ with a hiatus between syllables, e.g. tes-e for td'e 'you 

sought'; 
~ with a repeated vowel sign, e.g. ra-bi-a-am for rabi'am 'great' 

(ace. sg.) - this is especially common in Old Babylonian. 
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t.t..S Morpho-graphemic spellings 

Scribes did not always write words as they were pronounced. One 
they wrote the form which, so to speak, underlay the spoken fo n 
For example, it is likely that already in the Old Babylonian peri:' 
iskun + ma was pronounced iskumma. However, it is usually 
written with nm rather than mm. Spellings such as these, which 
prioritize etymology over pronunciation, are known as 'morpho_ 
graphemic spellings'. 

t.t..6 Morpho-phonological spellings 

Scribes sometimes wrote a hiatus between different morphemes 
within a word: is-pur-am (instead of is-pu-ram, which would 
follow the syllable division). These are known as 'morpho
phonological' spellings. It is not necessary to suppose a hiatus 
in pronunciation in such cases. 

t.t..7 Purely orthographic consonantal doubling 

Sometimes consonants were written double but, it is suspected, 
pronounced non-double. This is known as '(purely) orthographic 
consonantal doubling'. It is especially common at morpheme 
boundaries, and where the first of the two signs is a consonant + 
vowel + consonant sign (e.g. pur): is-pur-ra 'he wrote to me' 
(probably pronounced ispura). This happens already in Old 
Babylonian, but becomes more frequent in Standard Babylonian . 

...................................................................................................... 
Did you know? 

A letter from the Assyrian king Sargon II (721-705 Be) 
instructs the recipient to write in Babylonian or Assyrian 
rather than Aramaic. The reason may have been pride in 
cultural heritage, or the fact that, being harder to read than 
Aramaic (which was written alphabetically), Babylonian and 
Assyrian (which were written in cuneiform) were a more 
secure means of communication. . .... ................................................................................................. 
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••. 8 vowel-indifference 

be first millennium Be, scribes who wrote Babylonian often had 
In t maic as their mother tongue. Under the influence of Aramaic 
M~ose script is an alphabet of consonants only), they sometimes 
(W d cuneiform signs for their consonants alone. 
use 

••. 9 Plene spellings marking questions 

plene spellings (i.e. 'extra' vowel signs) are sometimes used to 
show that a sentence is a question: atta ul ti-de-e 'Do you (m. sg.) 
not know?' The relevant syllable was probably pronounced with 
interrogative intonation of some kind. 

There is no established convention for how to normalize such 
spellings. One possibility is to use an accent (tide). Such spellings 
are not used systematically, so their absence does not prove that a 
sentence is not a question. 

"".10 The sign sequence a-a 

The sign sequence a-a can represent dy or ayy + any long or short 
vowel (e.g. dya, ayya): da-a-a-nu = dayydnu 'judge'. 

"".11 Fossilized spellings 

In the first millennium, some spellings which originated as syllabic 
spellings became fossilized, and were used (like sumerograms) 
to write a word regardless of the actual form which it assumed. 
(Some books call these 'semi-Iogographic' spellings.) Thus the 
word tamtu(m) is often spelled tam-tim, but on manuscripts which 
distinguish case vowels this should sometimes be normalized 
tarntu. In some books, fossilization is indicated by small capitals: 
TAM-TIM. 
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~s 
................................................................................................ 

Summary of strong verbs' 
cores and suffixes 

As noted in Unit 14.2, Babylonian verbal forms consist of a 'core' 
(determined by tense and system), to which prefixes and suffixes 
(determined by the grammatical characteristics of the subject) are 
added. 

Here we provide an overview of cores for strong verbs in the 
different combinations of tense and system. The overview is 
provided so that from time to time you can remind yourself how 
what you are learning fits into the overall mosaic of Babylonian 
verb forms. 

Most of the cores never stand alone, but only appear with prefixes 
and suffixes. When a core must take a prefix or a suffix, this is 
indicated by a hyphen. 

"5.1 Overview of cores for strong verbs 

Brackets mean: this is what we imagine the core looked like, but 
it is not yet attested. A hyphen means: this form seems not to have 
been used. 

Tables 47-9 apply to a-verbs. In e-verbs, a changes to e. The cores 
for the G, N, D and S systems are shown in Table 47; those for the 
Gtn, Ntn, Dtn and Stn systems are shown in Table 48; and those 
for the Gt, Dt and St, and St, systems are shown in Table 49· 
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rable47 

G N D 5 
I--:: -PaRRvS -PPaRRvS -PaRRaS -saPRas Present 

~e -PRvS -PPaRvS -PaRRiS -saPRis 

~ -PtaRvS -ttaPRvS -PtaRRiS -staPRiS 

~ Stotlve PaRiS naPRuS PuRRuS suPRuS 

~r Irnpera Ive PvRvS naPRiS PuRRiS suPRiS 

Infinitive PaRiJSu(m) naPRuSu(m) PuRRuSu(m) suPRuSu(m) 

--'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

Table 48 

Gtn Ntn Dtn Stn 

Present -PtanaRRvS -ttanaPRvS -PtanaRRaS -stanaPRaS 

Preterite -PtaRRvS -ttaPRvS -PtaRRiS -staPRiS 

Perfect -PtataRRvS (-ttataPRvS) -PtataRRiS -stataPRiS 

Stative PitaRRuS taPRuS PutaRRuS sutaPRuS 

Irnperative PitaRRaS taPRaS PutaRRiS sutaPRiS 

Infinitive PitaRRuSu(m) taPRuSu(m) PutaRRuSu(m) sutaPRuSu(m) 

'v' means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 

Table 49 

Gt Dt St, St2 

Present -PtaRRvS -PtaRRaS -staPRaS -staPaRRaS 

Preterite -PtaRvS -PtaRRiS -staPRiS -staPRiS -
~rfect (-PtatRvS ?) -PtataRRiS -stataPRiS -stataPRiS -

!ative PitRuS - - sutaPRuS 
Imperative --.:.; PitRvS PutaRRiS sutaPRiS sutaPRiS 
Infinitive PitRuSu(m) (PutaRRuSu(m) ) (sutaPRuSu(m) ) sutaPRuSu(m) . , 
v means: a short vowel which changes from verb to verb. 
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ItS.2 Overview of prefixes and suffixes 

Prefixes and suffixes in different tenses in different systems are 
shown in Table 50. The stative and imperative tenses use the 
same suffixes in all four systems. The present, preterite and perfe 
have two different sets of prefixes, one for the G and N systems ct 

(and their derived systems) and another for the D and S systems 
(and their derived systems). 

Table 50 

G, Gtn, Gt N, Ntn D, Dtn, Dt S, Stn, St -
Present 59. 0-, to-, to .. .1, i- 59. U-, tu-, tu .. .I, u-

Preterite pI. ni-, to ... a, i ... D, i ... a pI. nu-, tU ... a, u ... D, u ... a 

Perfect 

Stative -aku, -ato, -ati, -0, -at, -anu, -atunu, -atino, -D, -a 
Imperative 59. -0, -I, pI. -a 

The symbol '121' means 'nothing'. 
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~6 
................................................................................................. 

Forming nouns and adjectives 

As mentioned in Unit 5, most Babylonian words (including nouns 
and adjectives) are formed according to regular patterns. Though 
one can learn to translate simply by looking words up as necessary, 
one will develop a much more refined appreciation of the language 
by understanding how they are formed. Accordingly, this Unit 
presents some of the most important patterns in the formation 
of nouns and adjectives. We use the system explained in Unit 5, 
whereby PRS represent the three root letters. Two preliminary 
points: 

~ In nouns and adjectives related to e-verbs (see Unit 14.13), 
a and a change to e and e. 

~ In nouns related to weak verbs, one or more of the consonants 
will be missing, as in the parent verb. 

Insigiii··············································· ......................................... . 
As a convenient way of speaking about relations between 
nouns and verbs, the phrase 'parent verb' is used: paharu 'to 
come together' for puhru 'assembly', beiu 'to rule' for beiu 
'lord', awu 'to speak' for awatu 'word', etc. (This does not 

..... ~ecessarily imply that the verb originated before the noun.) ................................................................................................ 
"6.1 Patterns 

P-R. t: is-: someone who performs the action of the parent verb in 
eGsystem (see Unit 35). 
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PaRRaS-: someone who performs the action of the parent verb 
in the G system; for most such nouns there is the extra nuance f 
performing the action on a regular basis. 0 

saraqu 'to steal' 
danu 'to give judgment' 

..... sarraqu 'thief' 

..... dayyanu 'judge' 

PaRS-: (verbal) adjectives (see Unit 18. I). (Exceptions: kalbu 
'dog', et/u 'young man', hal~u 'district'.) 

PuRS-: mostly abstract nouns, mostly derived from verbs of being . 

damaqu 'to be good' 
tabu 'to be good' 
lemenu 'to be evil' 
ekelu 'to be dark' 

..... dumqu 'goodness' 

..... tubu 'goodness' 

..... lumnu 'evil(ness)' 

..... uklu 'darkness' 
kanu 'to be firm' ..... kunu 'firmness' 
paharu 'to come together' ..... puhru 'assembly' 

PiRS- and PiRiSt-: nouns of action, and of the product resulting 
from the action. 

kalu 'to detain' 
gapasu 'to swell' 
patalu 'to twist' 
mesu 'to wash' 

..... kilu 'confinement' 

..... gipsu 'welling up', 'mass' 

..... pitiltu 'string, cord' 

..... misu '(the action of) washing' 
...................................................................................................... 

Did you know? 
Deities were installed in their statues through a ritual called 
mis pi 'washing of the mouth'. Afterwards, statues were 
treated as if the gods lived inside them: they were fed, taken 
on trips, and put into bed with each other. . . .................................................................................................... 

maPRaS(t)- and maPRaS-: places where the parent verb is done . 
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nalu 'to lie down' 
etequ 'to pass by' 
erebu 'to enter' 

..... mayyalu 'bed' (from manyalu) 

..... metequ 'route' (for e see Unit 47· l ) 

..... nereb(t)u 'entrance' (ditto above) 



",ara~u 'to be difficult' 

rakabu 'to ride' 

-+ namra~u 'difficult territory' 
(for na- see Unit 47.12) 

-+ narkabtu 'chariot' (for na
see Unit 47.12) 

I'I4~SSii-: mostly produces legal terms. 

nadilnu 'to give' 
parasu 'to divide' 

-+ nudunnu 'dowry' 
-+ purussu 'legal decision' 

taPRiS- and taPRiSt- (or taPRiSt-, see Unit 47.14): nouns related 
to the meaning of the verb in the 0 system (more rarely the Gt 

system). 

halapu 0 'to clothe' 
rabu 0 'to bring up' 
summu 'to ponder' 

-+ tahlipu 'armour' 
-+ tarbitu 'upbringing' 
-+ tasimtu 'reckoning' 

The suffix -utu produces abstract nouns of f. gender. 

sarru 'king' 
~iru 'exalted' 
awilu'man' 

'-6.2 'Nisbe' adjectives 

-+ sarrittu 'kingship' 
-+ ~irutu 'exalted ness' 
-+ awilutu 'humanity', 'humankind' 

Adjectives can be formed by adding -i- (known as the 'nisbe' 
morpheme, a term borrowed from Arabic grammar) to a pre-existing 
word. In masculine adjectives it goes before the case vowel (with which 
it usually contracts), in feminine adjectives before the 'feminine t'. 

assuru (from assur + i + u) 'Assyrian' (m.) 
assuritu (from assur + i + tu) 'Assyrian' (f.) 

lbus also: 

I1'Iahru, f. mahritu 'previous' (from mahru 'front') 
ah,;" f. ahitu 'strange, foreign' (from ahu 'side') 
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······insig·ht········································ ........................................... . 
By coincidence, the nisbe ending has a loose parallel in 
English: English nouns can be turned into adjectives by 
adding 'y' (mud -> muddy). A difference, however, is that in 
English no case vowel or 'feminine t' follows 'y' . ...................................................................................................... 

The nisbe morpheme is not used with all nouns (in fact, it is only 
used with a few). It cannot, for example, be used with sarru 'king' 
or belu 'lord'. To convey the idea of something being 'kingly', 
'lordly', etc., abstract nouns in -utu can be used. 

SB narkabat sarrutiya 'The chariot of my kingship', i.e. 
'My kingly chariot' 

46.3 Gentilic adjectives 

The ending -aya forms 'gentilic' adjectives, i.e. adjectives for a 
people. The ending is spelled the same way for singular and plural, 
in all grammatical cases (see Unit 44.10). 

man-na-a-a or man-na-a (both for mannaya) 'Mannean(s)' 

Owing to the ambiguities of cuneiform spelling, it is not always 
clear whether the final vowel was uniformly a, or whether it 
changed with grammatical case (i.e. -ayu, -aya, -ayi). 

[a]na mitatti zi-kir-ta-a-a (zikirtaya or zikirtayi ?) ittaklu 'They 
trusted to Mitattu the Zikirtean' (Khorsabad 90: 60) 

mat ma-da-a-a (madaya or madayi?) ruquti 'The land of the 
distant Medes' (Khorsabad 77: 23) 

46.4 The importance of parent verbs 

When words from weak roots had a parent verb, this helped 
Babylonian speakers to 'remember' where the weakness was. In 
words from III-weak roots which have the 'feminine t', whether 
or not the feminine t comes into contact with the second root 
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letter depends on whether it was 'remembered' that the root was 
Ill-weak. When the word had a parent verb, the III-weakness 
was 'remembered', and a vowel always interposed between the 
econd root letter and the feminine t, e.g. rabitu 'great' (f. sg.). 
~hen the word had no parent verb, it could be 'forgotten' that it 
calIle from a III-weak root, so the feminine t could be in contact 
with the second root letter, e.g. pertu 'hair', tultu 'worm'. (In such 
cases, one only knows that the word comes from a III-weak root 
frolIl looking at related languages where the third root letter is 
preserved.) 



................................................................................................ , 

Some sound changes 

This Unit gathers together the principal sound changes which OCcUr 

in Old, Middle and Standard Babylonian. 

il7.1 Vowel contraction 

Two adjacent vowels within a word usually contract. When 
contraction occurs, the resulting contracted vowel has the 
quality of the second vowel (for an exception see Unit 21.2). 

In normalization, contracted vowels bear a circumflex accent. 

rabiutu -+ rabutu 'great' (m. pI. nom.) 
ibaSSia -+ ibassa 'they (f.) exist' 

a+i, a+i, a+i, a+i contract to e. 

samu 'sky' (from samau) -+ acc./gen. pI. same (from samail 
rubu 'nobleman' (from rubau) -+ gen. sg. rube (from rubai), 
acc./gen. pI. rube (from rubai) 

semu 'to hear' (from semeu, from original sama'u) -+ gen. sg. 
seme (from semei, from original sama'i) 

i+a normally stays uncontracted in Old Babylonian. 

qibiam 'tell me!' 
rabu 'great' -+ acc. sg. rabiam 

On Old Babylonian tablets from the city of Mari (more rarely 
elsewhere in the OB period), i+a contracts to e. 



iqbiam - iqbem 'He/she told me' 
rabu 'great' - acc. sg. rabem (from rabiam) 

contracted v?wels at the end 0: a word are overwhelmingly spelled 
plene in cuneiform (e.g. ra-bu-u). 

When adjacent vowels have not contracted, some books uniformly 
normalize them with a glottal stop (') in between, e.g. anni'am 
instead of anniam, rabi'utim instead of rabiutim. This does not 
affect the meaning. The practice adopted in this book is to insert 
the glottal stop only if its presence is implied in the relevant 
cuneiform spelling (see Unit 44.4). Thus an-ni-a-am is normalized 
anni'am and an-ni-am is normalized anniam, though they represent 
the same word. It is uncertain whether in such cases the two 
spellings reflect different pronunciations. 

147.2 Compensatory lengthening 

When a guttural consonant was lost (this usually happened before 
the Old Babylonian period), the preceding vowel was lengthened, 
so as to maintain each syllable's length invaried. For example, 
using' to represent the root letter which disappeared, the 3rd sg. 
G preterite of the verb akiilu was originally ;'kul. When' was lost, 
the; was lengthened in compensation. Similarly, milu 'flood' from 
earlier mil'u (related to malit 'to be full'); nerebu 'entrance' from 
earlier ne'rebu (related to erebu 'to enter'). 

"7.3 Vowel elision across words (crasis) 

":ten a word ending in a vowel was followed by a word beginning 
With a vowel, one vowel could elide the other (usually the vowel 
~t the stan of the word elided the one at the end). This probably 
appened more often in speech than is recorded in writing. 

"7.4 Vowel elision within words 

CRabYlonian words obey the following rule: 'Within a word, two 
onsec . 

end Utlve syllables ending in a shon vowel can only appear at the 
of the word; in other positions, the vowel in the second of the 
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two syllables (which need not be the same as the second syllable' 
the word) is lost'. III 

tastakni'You (f. sg.) have placed' (from tastakani, syllabified 
tas-ta-ka-ni) 

Sometimes the vowel to be elided is 'protected' by following T. 

nakarata 'You (m. sg.) are foreign' 
zikaru 'man' 

47.5 Division into syllables 

The rules for dividing a Babylonian word into syllables are as follows: 

i) A single consonant between vowels must begin a new syllable, 
so for example amat is syllabified a-mat (not am-iit!) and 
metequ is syllabified me-te-qu (not me-teq-u!). 

ii) A syllable can begin and end with no more than one 
consonant. Thus, given two adjacent consonants, the first 
closes one syllable, the second opens a new one. For example, 
istakan is syllabified as is-ta-kan (not i-sta-kan!), and itaklu 
as i-tak-lu (not i-ta-klu!). 

iii) Two adjacent vowels belong to separate syllables, e.g. anniam 
is syllabified an-ni-am. (When vowels are separated by a 
glottal stop, this is treated like any other consonant: ann;'am 
is syllabified an-ni-'am.) 

Whether the vowels in a word are short (e.g. a) or long (e.g. a) does 
not affect where the syllable boundaries are drawn. It is possible 
that contracted vowels at the end of a word (e.g. a) sometimes 
counted as two syllables. Double consonants (kk, mm, etc.) are 
treated like any other group of two adjacent consonants. ' is a 
consonant. 

Examples of Babylonian words divided into syllables: purkullutu: 
pur-kul-lu-tu; matati: ma-ta-ti; rabuti: ra-bU-ti; da'ummatu: 
da-'um-ma-tu; iparras: i-par-ras; iprus: ip-rus; iptaras: ip-ta-ra5; 
iptarsu: ip-tar-su; na'dum: na'-dum. 



.,.6 The loss of short vowels at the end of words 

nd 1000 Be, short vowels at the end of words ceased to be 
j\rouounced distinctly in the spoken language, probably collapsing 
~ronsounds like the first 'a' in 'banana' (so-called 'schwa' sounds) 
IntO ff f h" vanishing altogether. An e ect 0 t IS was that cases were no 
~r ger distinguished in the singular basic state and feminine plural 
;;iC state, and that ~he verbal endi~g -u (Unit 30.7) vanished 
(though it often contmued to be wntten) . 

• ,., The loss of guttural consonants 

Semitic languages are rich in guttural sounds, but Babylonian 
gave up several of these early in its history, before the Old 
Babylonian period. The loss of a guttural which was not 
between vowels usually caused compensatory lengthening 
(see section 47.2 ). 

orig. nahrum - niirum 'river' 

Depending on which consonant was lost, a shift from a to e might 
occur. This (which could also occur for other reasons, see Unit 
14.13) is known as 'e-colouring'. 

orig. taQanum - teenum - tenum 'to grind' 

"7.8 Long vowels inducing consonant doubling 

After the Old Babylonian period, it sometimes happens that a 
single consonant following a long vowel doubles. It is likely that 
the vowel shortened. 

kilu 'confinement' _ killu 

~i;~~~~~;;;;'~;;:;;';::;;:~~;~:;';:;;~;;';;';;;;';:,;~;~ :::: ::: ::: ::] 
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47.9 Assimilation of consonants 

Given two adjacent consonants, it can happen that they assimilat 
(i.e. change so as to become more similar or identical). The e 
combinations of consonants which result in assimilation, and the 
forms which the assimilation takes, change from one variety of 
Babylonian to another. We give the main ones here. 

~ nC (i.e. n followed by any consonant) -+ CC (i.e. the consonant 
is doubled). This happens in all periods of Babylonian (for an 
exception see Unit 36.3): addin 'I gave' (from andin); sukuttu 
'jewellery' (from sukuntu) 

~ Sibilant (s, s, §, z) or dental (t, d, 1) + s -+ ss. This happens in 
all periods: bissu 'his house' (from bitsu); mihissu 'strike him!' 
(from mihi§su) 

~ st -+ It and sd -+ Id. This occurs very rarely in Old 
Babylonian, but is frequent in later periods: istapar --+ iltapar 
'he/she has sent'; iktasdii --+ iktaldii 'They (f.) have arrived'; 
napsastu --+ napsaltu 'salve, ointment' 

~ b sometimes assimilates to m before -ma: i-ru-um-ma (= irub· 
mal 'he entered, and .. .' 

~ d + 'feminine t' -+ tt: lidtu -+ littu 'progeny' 
~ § + 'feminine t' --+ st: maru§tu --+ marustu 'ill (f. sg.)' 

47.10 Assimilations involving the verbal ·t· infix 

The -t- infix in verbs (-ta-, -tan-) obeys the relevant applicable rules 
above (nt --+ tt; st --+ It). Additionally: 
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~ it assimilates to first root letter s, ~, d, z (e.g. i§§abat 'he has 
seized', from i~tabat); this happens in all periods. • 

~ gt --+ gd (e.g. igdapus 'he has become proud', from igtapus); 
this can happen in all periods. 

~ mt --+ md or nd (e.g. amdahhar 'I received regularly', Gtn. 
pret., from amtahhar); this happens after the Old Babylonian 
period. 



.7.11 Nasalization of double consonants 

Double voiced 'stop' consonants (bb, dd, gg) sometimes nasalized. 
This (which mostly happens after the Old Babylonian period) 
appears in writing as n or m: 

inaddin 'he will give' -+ inamdin 
imaggur 'he agrees' -+ imangur 
iddi 'he threw' -+ indi 
ibbi 'he named' -+ imbi 

....................................................... ··············································1 

:;';;J.1:. ;.;.;~;.;~:;~~.~~~~;I:~: .:~.:~.~ .~.~~d:.~.~~.~.~~.~~::~:~~ ........... . 
• 7.12 The change of ma- to na-

The prefix mao, used (among other functions) to form nouns of 
place (see Unit 46), changes to na- (ne- in nouns related to e-
verbs) if the root includes b, p, w or m ('bilabial sounds'). This has 
already happened by the Old Babylonian period. 

orig. markabtum -+ narkabtu(m) 'chariot' 
orig. ma'rabum -+ nerebu(m) 'entrance' 

This is known as Barth's Law. 

1t7.13 Sound sequences which Babylonian does not allow 

Babylonian never allowed a sequence of three consecutive 
consonants. Also, at least until the first millennium Be, it never 
allowed a sequence of two consonants at the beginning or end of a 
~ord (unless the following word began with a vowel, in which case 
t e two words could be spoken as one). 

~bYlonian does not usually allow a word to contain two 
ernPhatic' consonants (q, ~, I). When this would arise (e.g. because 
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Babylonian inherited such a word from an ancestor language), 0 

changes to the non-emphatic equivalent (k, s, t). ne 

This is known as Geers's Law. 

,.7.1,. Two hypotheses 

Some scholars believe that long vowels were shortened when they 
occurred in closed syllables (i.e. syllables ending in a consonant). 

m. kassizpu 'sorcerer' vs. f. kassaptu 'sorceress' 
f. sg. kittu 'truth' vs. f. pI. kiniztu 

It is uncertain whether this was really so, but being aware of the 
idea will help you to understand the normalizations produced by 
scholars who subscribe to it. 

Some scholars believe that i changed to e before r or h (a variant 
of this idea is that it happened only when a appeared earlier in the 
word). 

gerru not girru; umasser not umassir 

The same comment applies as above, though the evidence in favour 
of this idea is perhaps stronger. 



sumerograms and their 
Babylonian equivalents 

We here give the sumerograms used in this book, with the 
Babylonian equivalents you need to know to do the exercises. 
It is not a complete list of sumerograms, nor of the Babylonian 
words they represent. For this, you should consult a sign list 
(see Unit 42 . 2 ). 

1 Determinatives 

Determinatives are an aid to reading: their function is to indicate 
what kind of word is at hand. They can be used in conjunction 
with both sumerograms and syllabic spelling. Some precede the 
relevant word, some follow it. Some words are (almost) always 
spelled with determinatives, for others it is optional. 

In transliteration, determinatives are printed in superscript. 
In normalization they are usually omitted. 

Preceding: 
d - names of gods and goddesses 
dug - pot-types 
f - female personal names 
gi - objects made of reed 
gis - wooden objects 
I - personal names, usually male 
fd - names of rivers 
kur - names of mountains, countries and peoples 
16 - nouns denoting male humans 
m - personal names, usually male 
munus - nouns denoting female humans; OR shows that 

the Babylonian word represented by a sumerogram is 
grammatically feminine 



na - stone objects 
4 

uru - names of cities 
uzu - appears before nouns denoting body parts and edibles 

Following: 
ha - see hi.a 
hi.a - indicates that the word is plural; in the first millennium 

also simply used to indicate that the preceding sign(s) 
should be read as a sumerogram 

ki - names of places 
meS - indicates that the word is plural; in the first millennium 

also simply used to indicate that the preceding sign(s) 
should be read as a sumerogram 

2 - indicates that the word is dual; in the first millennium 
also simply used to indicate that the preceding sign(s) 
should be read as a sumerogram 

2 Sumerograms 

Determinatives (in upper case) are not counted for the purposes of 
alphabetization. 

Occasionally, it is not certain how a sumerogram was read. In 
such cases, a conventional reading is employed, and many books 
(including this one) transliterate the relevant sumerogram in small 
capitals. (See dBAD, dGI~ and KA.keSda below.) 

The following list gives the dictionary form of the Babylonian 
word represented by the sumerogram. In the context of a sentence, 
sumerograms often represent forms other than the dictionary 
form, and when normalizing you have to put the word into the 
appropriate form in accordance with your knowledge of the 
language. 



...-
d15 istar '!Star' (goddess of sex and war) 

~ sin 'Sin' (moon god) 

~ a mu 'water' - tamtu(m) 'sea' a.ab.ba -. a.sa eqlu(m) 'field' - asu(m) 'physician' a.lU - I/tu(m) 'cow' ab 

aga agu(m) 'crown' 

aga.us redu(m) 'soldier' 

domar.utu marutuk 'Marduk' (chief god of Babylon) 

am.si piru(m) 'elephant' 

an samu 'heaven', anu(m) 'Anu' (sky god) 

anse imeru(m) 'donkey' 

anse.kur.ra sisu(m) 'horse' 

arad (w)ardu(m) 'slave' 

dsAo en/il'Enlil' (a god) 

dagal rapsu(m) 'broad' 

dLkud dayyanu(m) 'judge' 

dingir i/u(m) 'god'; dingir.dingir =i/ulil/'gods' 

dumu moru(m) 'son' 

dusu tupsikku(m) 'earth basket', 'toil' 

e bitu(m) 'house' 

e.gal ekallu(m) 'palace' 

edin ~eru(m) 'back', 'steppe' 
den.zu sin 'Sin' (moon god) 

""""'ensi so'i/tu(m) 'female dream interpreter' 

erim ~obu(m) 'troop(s)' 
erin ~obu(m) 'troop(s)' 

~~(.gim.mas) gi/games 'Gilgames' (mythical hero) 

-hul 
I- lemuttu(m) 'evil' 
dim 
I-- adad 'Adad' (weather god) 

d' 
~nna istar 'IStar' (goddess of sex and war) 
di~kur adad 'Adad' (weather god) 

(Contd) 
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ga sizbu(m) 'milk' --
gal rabD(m) 'great' ---
garza parsu(m) 'rite' -
geme amtu(m) 'slave girl' --
gestin karanu(m) 'wine' -
gim kima 'like', 'as' -
gl~gigir narkabtu(m) 'chariot' -
gir.an.bar patru(m) 'sword' -
gir.pad.du e~mtu(m) 'bone' 

gu kisadu(m) 'neck', 'bank' (of river) 

gU4 alpu(m) 'ox' -
gu.un biltu(m) 'tribute' 

gl~gu.za kussD(m) 'throne' 

gun biltu(m) 'tribute' 

he.gal hega/lu(m) 'abundance' 

i.gis samnu(m) 'oil' 

i.nun himetu(m) 'butter', 'ghee' 

id naru(m) 'river' 

dim adad 'Adad' (weather god) 

igi panu(m) 'front' (pI. 'face') 

igLgal igiga/lu(m) 'wise one' 

im saru(m) 'wind' 

ka pu(m) 'mouth', 'utterance' 

uruka.dingir babili(m) 'Babylon' 

ka.dingir.rak' babi!i(m) 'Babylon' 

KA.kesda riksu(m) 'knot', 'bond' 

kalam matu(m) 'land' 

kam ThiS often appears after numbers, almost like a 

determinative for them. In most cases it probably did not 

correspond to a spoken Babylonian word. It can usually be 

ignored in translation. -kar.kid harimtu(m) 'harlot' -kas sikaru(m) 'beer' -ki er~etu(m) 'earth', 'netherworld' 
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-. ki.sl.ga 

;';ikil 

~iri6 -ku .-
ku.babbar -kU6 

kur 

-kur 

kus 

kus.usan 

larsamkl 

lu 

lugal 

lugud 

ma.da 

gilma 

~mas.mas 

man 

gilmar 

mas 

mud 

mun 

munus 

murub4 

mus 

musen 

na.ru 

nar 
~I 

I--ne.ne.gar 

~ergal 
~a(ki) 

~da 

~rnun 

kispu(m) 'funerary ritual' 

(w)ardatu(m) 'girl', 'young woman' 

kiru(m) 'garden', 'orchard' 

ellu(m) 'pure' 

kaspu(m) 'silver' 

nunu(m) 'fish' 

sadu(m) 'mountain', matu(m) 'land'; kur.kur =matatuli(m) 

'lands' 

nakru(m) 'enemy' 

masku(m) 'skin', 'leather' 

qinnazu(m) 'whip', 'work team' 

larsa 'Larsa' (a city) 

awi"lu(m), amelu(m) 'man' 

sarru(m) 'king' 

sarku(m) 'pus' 

matu(m) 'land'; ma.da.ma.da = matatuli(m) 'lands' 

eleppu(m) 'boat', 'ship' 

masmassu(m) 'incantation priest' 

sarru(m) 'king' 

marru(m) 'spade' 

uri"~u(m) 'male goat' 

damu(m) 'blood' 

tabtu(m) 'salt' 

sinnistu(m) 'woman' 

qablu(m) 'battle', 'middle' 

~rru(m) 'snake' 

i~uru(m) 'bird' 

naru(m) 'stele' 

naru(m) 'singer' 

abu(m) 'Abu' (a month, '" August) 

nergal'Nergal' (the god of plague) 

ninua 'Nineveh' 

ak(a)/u(m) 'bread', 'food' 

zeru(m) 'seed', 'progeny' 

(Contd) 
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nun rubu(m) 'nobleman' 

g'pisan pisannu(m) 'wooden chest' --
sag resu(m) 'head', asaredu(m) 'foremost' -
sag.du qaqqadu(m) 'head' -
sig §patu(m) 'wool' -
Sigs damqu(m) 'good' -
sa libbu(m) 'heart', 'centre' -
su qatu(m) 'hand' -
su.si ubanu(m) 'finger' 

suku kurummatu(m) 'food ration' 

tug ~ubatu(m) 'garment' 

g'ltukul kakku(m) 'weapon' 

tur ~ehru(m) 'small', 'youngster' 

ub kibru(m) 'edge' 

ud.kib.nunk' sippir 'Sippar' (a city) 

ug.mes niSu 'people' 

ugu eli 'on', 'above', 'over' 

ukkin puhru(m) 'assembly' 

unugk' uruk 'Uruk' (a city) 

ur.gi7 kalbu(m) 'dog' 

ur.mah nesu(m) 'lion' 

urik; akkadu(m) 'Akkadian' (in the first millennium BC this means 

'Babylonian' ) 

uru1kl) alu(m) 'city' 

urudu eru(m) 'copper' 

dutu samas 'Somas' (sun god) 

uz enzu(m) 'female goat' 

uzu slru(m) 'flesh' 

zi napistu(m) 'life' -
zu sinnu(m) 'tooth' -
zu.lum suluppu(m) 'date' (the fruit) -
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Key to the exercises 

'[he bracketed sigla following the translations indicate where the 
sentence was taken from. (Abbreviations are explained at the back 
of the book, before the Index.) 

5.1: rakbaku, rakbata, rakbati, rakib, rakbat, rakbanu, rakbatunu, 
rakbiitina, rakbu, rakba. 

sarqiiku, sarqata, sarqati, sariq, sarqat, sarqanu, sarqatunu, 
sarqatina, sarqu, sarqa. 

habsiiku, habsata, habsati, habis, habsat, habsanu, habsatunu, 
habsiitina, habsu, habsa. 

5-1: unakkis, tunakkis, tunakkisi, unakkis, nunakkis, tunakkisa, 
unakkisu, unakkisa. 

upassis, tupassis, tupassisi, upassis, nupaSSis, tupassisa, upassisu, 
upassisii. 

upattir, tupattir, tupattiri, upattir, nupattir, tupattira, upattiru, 
upattira. 

ubaqqim, tubaqqim, tubaqqimi, ubaqqim, nubaqqim, tubaqqima, 
ubaqqimu, ubaqqima. 

7·1: ana sarrim aqabbi 'I will speak to the king' (AbB 13, 177: r.5') 
aSsu minim taklasu 'What did you detain him for?' (lit. 'Because of 
what did you detain him?') (AbB 6, 10: 7-8) 

ina kaprim barum ul ibassi 'There is no (lit. 'not a') diviner in the 
village' (AbB 6, 22: 28-29) 

nakrum ina matim nadi 'The enemy has settled in the country' 
(AbB 14, 81: 6) 

~kultam subilim 'Send me (some) food!' (AbB 2, 150: 19) 
Ina bitim riqim wasbaku 'I am living in an empty house' (AbB 12, 
89: 18-1 9) 
~tu urim amaqqut 'I will jump down from the roof' (ARM 10, 33: 9) 
sUkun adannam 'Set a time limit!' (SEAL I.I.I.I: 52) 
anZilm kusud 'Defeat the anzu-bird!' (SEAL I.I.I.I: 56) 
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ilum-ma u awilum libtallilu puhur ina titti 'May god and man be 
thoroughly mixed together in clay' (AH 1212-213) 

ru'tam iddu elu titti 'They spat (lit. 'threw spittle') upon the clay' 
(AH 1234) 

7.2: rigma usebbu ina matim 'They made a cry resound in the land' 
(AH II ii.22) 

ubut bita bini eleppa makkura zer-ma napista bullit 'Destroy the 
house, build a boat, spurn property, and preserve life' (AH III 
i.22-24) 

ana dim tim ana minim itenelli 'Why does he constantly go up the 
wooden siege tower?' (ARM 10, 51: 14-15) 

amminim itti nammaste tattanallak ~eram 'Why do you roam 
through the open country with the wild beasts?' (Gilg. II 54-55) 

harimtum istasi awilam 'The harlot called out to the man' 
(Gilg. II 143) 

liptekum padanam pehitam 'May he open for you a closed path' 
(Gilg. III 259) 

idin ana sarrim kakkam dannam 'Give the king a mighty weapon!' 
(Akkade 198: 65) 

ana umim annim uznaya ibassiii 'My attention is focussed on 
this day' (AbB 5, 239: 34-35) 

sirum ana siri[m] inazziq 'Flesh worries about flesh' (i.e. one living 
being worries about another) (AbB 5,42: r.2'-3') 

aga ~ira tuppirasu 'You (pl.) crowned him with a majestic crown' 
(RIMA 2, 13 i.2I) 

asareduta ~iruta qarduta taqisiisu 'You bestowed upon him pre
eminence, exalted ness (and) heroism' (RIMA 2, 13 i.23-24) 

7.3: kariinam tiibam subilam 'Send me (some) good wine!' (AbB 6, 
52: 17) 

kaspam u samnam ul iddinunim 'They did not give me silver or oil' 
(ARM 10, 39: 23-24) 

ina ekallim annim irbi 'He grew up in this palace' (ARM 10,57: 6) 
milkum sa sinnistim imtaqut ana libbisu 'The counsel of the wolDan 

fell into his heart (i.e. struck him profoundly), (Gilg. II 67-68) 
sikaram isti'am 'He drank the beer' (Gilg. II 101) 
issaqqaram ana harimtim 'He spoke to the harlot' (Gilg. II 139) 



kurummatam ul niSu 'We do not have a food ration' (AbB 7,104: 27) 
hi/ta u maddatta elisunu ukin 'I imposed upon them biltu-tribute 
and maddattu-tribute' (RIMA 2,20 iV.29-30) 

7.4: gamilu ul amur 'I could not find a helper' (BWL 34: 98) 
adanna iteq 'The appointed time passed'; also possible: 'He/she 
overstepped the appointed time' (BWL 38: 1) 

kima suskalli ukattimanni sittu 'Sleep enveloped me like a net' 
(BWL 42: 72) 

ina huhari sa ere sahip 'He is caught in a bird-snare of copper' 
(BWL 130: 94) 

dayyana ~alpa mesera tukallam 'You make a crooked judge 
experience imprisonment' (BWL 13 2: 97) 

urappas kimta mdra irassi 'He will enlarge (his, lit. 'the') family, 
he will acquire wealth' (BWL 132: 120) 

sartu lepus 'I will commit a crime' (BWL 146: 40) 
[nil~irta imur-ma katimti iptu 'He saw the [se]cret and opened 
what was hidden' (Gilg. I 7) 
i~~alim urpatum pe~itum 'A white cloud turned black' (Gilg. V 135) 
mutum kima imbari izannun elisun 'Death was raining down upon 
them like fog' (Gilg. V 136) 

ina puzri ulidanni iskunanni ina quppi sa suri 'She gave birth to me 
in secret, placed me in a basket of reed' (Akkade 40: 5-6) 

naruqqu rakistu idinsu 'Give him a bound leather bag!' (GBAO 2, 
48: 43) 

8.1: awilu bitam iplusu 'The (or: some) men broke into a (or: the) 
house' (AbB 3, 70: 8) 

SarrUtam sa nisi isimkum enlil 'Enlil destined you for the kingship 
over (lit. 'of') the people' (Gilg. II 239-24°) 

nablu imtaqqutu 'The flames gradually died down' (Gilg. Schoyen. 
41) 

melemmu ihalliqu ina qisim 'The auras are escaping into the wood' 
(Gilg. Ishch. 12') 

l!~biitim imtala 'He has become full of anger' (AbB 5,48: 6'-7') 
~/bj ukallam 'He will display witnesses' (CH § 122) 
sanzmu ina eqlim ul ibassu 'There are no (lit. 'not') plants in the 
field' (AbB 14, 92: 9-10) 
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tuppam ana me addi 'I threw the tablet into the water' (AbB 3, 
21: 31-32) 

mu ul ibassu 'There is no (lit. 'not') water' (Bab. is plural!) 
(AbB 10, 177: 30) 

alpu salmu 'The oxen are healthy' (AbB 5, 15 1: 4') 
awilu ina nuparim kalu 'The men are detained in prison' (AbB 7, 

58: 6-7) 
alam utter ana tili u karmi 'He turned the city into tells and ruin 

mounds' (Akkade 70: 71) 
awiie wussir 'Release the men!' (AbB 5, 32: 3') 

8.20: ina dimati sihirti ali alul pagrisun 'I hung their corpses on 
towers round the town' (Chic. iii.9-10) 

ana pulhati sa nisi isimsu enlil 'Enlil solemnly appointed him as the 
terror of the people' (Gilg. II 228) 

dami kima imbari usazna[n] 'He makes blood rain down like fog' 
(GBAO 2, 34: 22) 

ina kamati rab~u 'They were sitting in the open' (Gilg. XI 116) 
anunnaki issu diparati 'The Anunnaki-gods carried torches' 

(Gilg. XI 104) 
lu kamsu ina saplika sarru kabtutu u ruM 'May kings, magnates 
and nobles bow down beneath you (m. sg.)' (Gilg. VI 16) 

9.1: pasi ispuku rabutim 'They cast great axes' (Gilg. III 165) 
miri dannutim alili us[talik] 'He sent forth the strong bulls, the 

powerful ones' (Akkade 66: 44) 
in eperi rabi'utim isdisu kima sadim ukin 'With great earthworks 

he made its roots as firm as (those of) a mountain' (Les. 53: 
137-139) 

seriktasa maru mahrutum u warkutum izuzzu 'Her previous 
and later sons (i.e. her sons from the previous and subsequent 
marriages) shall divide her dowry' (CH § 173) 

pusqi wastutim u[p]etti 'I found ways out of dire straits' (CH ep. 
xlvii. I 9-20) 

etJutum unassaqu sepisu 'The young men kiss his feet' (Gilg. 112.1) 
attanallak ina birit etJutim 'I was walking about among the young 

men' (Gilg. II 4-5) 
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9'1.: suluppi watrutim sa ina kirim ibb~ssu be~ kirim-ma ile[qqe] 
'It is the owner of the orchard who will receive the surplus dates 
which grew in the orchard' (CH § 66) 

ili4 rabbutum ibbuninni 'The great gods called me' (CH ep. 
xlvii.4O-4 I) 

alpii u enzatum uri~u sammi napsutim likulu 'The oxen (and) 
the nanny goats (and) billy goats should eat grass in abundance 
(lit. 'abundant grass')' (AbB 3, II: 36-37) 

9.3: itbu-ma malike rabbutu 'The great counsellors arose' 
(Gilg. II 287) 

samas ana humbaba idkassum-ma mehe rab(b)utu 'Samas roused 
great storm-winds against Humbaba' (Gilg. V 137) 

2,1 rzlanisunu dannuti u alani ~ehruti (or ~ehheruti) sa limetisunu 
alme aHud 'I besieged (and) conquered their 21 large cities and 
the small cities in their environs' (Asar. 51: 52-53) 

eli tamle suatum ekallati rabbati ana miisab belutiya abtani 'On 
that terrace I built great palaces as my lordly residence(s)' (Asar. 
61: 2-4) 

usella mituti ikkalu ba/tuti 'I will bring up the dead, (and) they will 
eat the living'; also possible: 'I will bring up the dead, and the 
living will eat' (10 Nin. 19) 

kima sikari asatta me dalhute 'Instead of beer I will drink muddy 
water' (10 Ass. Vs. 35) 

uppissi-ma kima par~i labirut[i] 'Treat her in accordance with the 
ancient rites!' (10 Nin. 38) 

ma/ki sep~uti eduru tahazi'The obdurate rulers feared doing battle 
with me (lit. 'my battle')' (Chic. i.I6) 

kima arme ana zuqti sa(q)quti ~erussun eli 'Like a mountain goat I 
went up against them onto lofty peaks' (Chic. iv.6-7) 

ana nisisu dalpate use~i nuru 'I provided light for his wearied 
people' (TCL 3, ISS) 

eli epseti annati libbi igug 'At these deeds my heart became furious' 
(BIWA 18: A i.63-64) 

harr; nahalli natbak sadi mele marsuti ina kussi astamdih 'On a 
sedan chair I sped across channel~, wadis, mountain gulleys, 
(and) difficult heights' (Chic. iV.3-4) 
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10.1: rimi parak sarrutim 'Sit on the dais of kingship!' (Akkade 
196: 27) 

isalu tabsut iii eristam mami 'They asked the midwife of the gods, 
wise Mami' (AH 1192-193) 

absanam libil sipir enlil 'Let him bear (as) a yoke the work of 
(i.e. assigned by) Enlil' (AH I 196) 

ina sir iii etemmu libsi 'Let a spirit come into being from the god's 
flesh'; also possible: iii 'the gods' flesh' (AH 1215) 

iktabta rigim awiluti 'The noise of mankind has become burdensome 
for me' (AH II 7) 

u anaku ki asibi ina bit dimmati sahurru rigmi 'As for me, like 
one who dwells in a house of mourning, my cry is silent' (AH III 
iii·46-47) 

qistum igresu iskun ekletam ana nur sama'i 'The forest attacked 
him, it brought darkness on the light of the heavens' (Akkade 70: 
59-61 ) 

isat libbi muti napihtum ibli 'The blazing fire within the man 
(lit. 'burning fire of the inside of the man') became extinguished' 
(Akkade 184: II) 

adad bel hegallim gugal same u er~etim re~uya zunni ina same 
milam ina nagbim litersu 'May Adad, lord of plenty, irrigation 
supervisor of heaven and earth, my helper, deprive him of rain in 
heaven and flood (water) in the depths below' (CH ep. 1.64-71) 

ina al sunqim wasbaku 'I am living in a town beset by (lit. 'of) 
famine' (AbB 9, 240: 9-10) 

supsik iii rabi-[m)a 'The toil of the gods was great' (AH 13) 

10.2: salmat quradisunu ina mithu~ tusari kima rahi~i lukemmir 
'Like the storm god in full flood, in a pitched battle I truly 
piled up the corpses (lit. 'corpse'; see Unit 6.13) of their heroes' 
(RIMA 2,14 i.77-79) 

mat katmuhi rapasta ana sihirtisa akSud 'I conquered the vast land 
of Katmuhu in its entirety' (RIMA 2, 16 ii.56-57) 

sada mar~a u gerretdunu pasqate ina aqqullat eri lu ahsi 'I truly 
hewed my way through the difficult mountain range and their (the 
mountains') troublesome paths with axes of copper' (RIMA 2, 
14-15 ii·7-9) 
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IIrnmanat paphe ... itti ummanat mat katmuhi-ma kima sube 
usna"il 'The troops of the Papheans ... together with the 
trOOPs of the land of Katmuhu I laid low like rushes' (RIMA 2, 
15 ii.16-20) 

pagar muqtablisunu ana gurunnate ina gisallat sad; luqerrin 'I truly 
stacked the bodies of their warriors into piles in the mountain 
ledges' (RIMA 2,15 ii.21-22). 

10.3: ana sahat sade pasqate ipparsiddu musitis 'They fled by night 
[0 difficult mountain flanks' (TCL 3, 214) 

kima sapat kunini i~/ima sapatus[a] 'Her lips turned dark like the 
rim of a kuninu-bowl' (ID Ass. Vs. 30) 

mat bubuti u ~umi limuta 'May he/she die a death of hunger and 
thirst' (Etana-Epos 180: 86) 

ummaniit assur gapsate adke-ma 'I called up the vast armies of 
Assur' (Khorsabad 91: 62) 

11.1: abasu wussir 'Let his father go!' (AbB I, 50: 19) 
maHaratuya danna 'My guards are strong' (ARM 2612, 346: 5) 
[t]eretuya salma 'My omens are in good order' (ARM 2612, 394: II) 
atamar paniki 'I have seen your (f. sg.) face' (Gilg. VA+BM ii.I2') 
ilatirn ana subtisina lisallimu 'They (m.) should safely deliver 
the goddesses to their dwellings (lit. 'dwelling', see Unit 6.13)' 
(or see Unit 14.16) (AbB 5, 135: 11-13) 

panisina unawwir 'I brightened their (f.) faces' (AbB I, 139: r.5) 
beli nikkassiya lipus 'My lord should do my accounts' (AbB 5, 
2.18: r.4'-5') 

marhitum lihtaddam ina sunika 'Let the wife enjoy herself in your 
lap' (Gilg. VA+BM iii.13) 

nipatisu (from niputu) liwasseru 'They should release his debt 
slaves' (or see Unit 14.16) (AbB 5, 130: r.2'-3') 

ina rigmika iii bitim ul i~allal 'Owing to your noise the house god 
cannot sleep' (Schlaf, 36: II-I2) 
~uhareni [t]urda[m] 'Send me our boys!' (AbB 5, 58: 7-8) 
~irni minam nippal 'What will we answer OUI boss?' (AbB 5, 262: 9') 
sattam dummuqum ina libbika libsi 'Let there be great goodness in 
b~our (m. sg.) heart this year' (AbB I, 108: 16-17) 
It mubbiriSu itabbal 'He shall take the house of his accuser' (CH § 2) 
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11.2: dayyanu awatisunu immarn 'The judges will inspect their 
words' (CH § 9) 

ina utliya nisi mat sumerim u akkadim ukil 'I held the people of the 
land of Sumer and Akkad in my lap' (CH ep. xlvii.49-52) 

nisiS[u ra]psatim in sulmim ana dar itarram 'He shall lead his 
multitudinous people in peace forever' (Les. 51: 26-28) 

le'uti saninam ul isu 'My power is unrivalled (lit. 'has no rival')' 
(CH ep. xlvii.82-83) 

awatiya suquratim ina nariya as{ur 'I inscribed my precious words 
on my stele' (CH ep. xlvii.74-75) 

ellutim ittaqqi niqisu 'He poured his pure libations' (Akkade 82: 14') 
nipatika istu nuparim su~i'am 'Release your (m. sg.) debt slaves 

from prison!' (AbB 5, 228: 19-20) 
warduya u alpuya ukullam limhuru 'My slaves and my oxen 
should receive food!' (AbB 9, 236: 9-12) 

libbatiya malu 'They (m.) are full of anger at me (lit. 'my anger')' 
(AbB 9,232: 6-7) 

qaqqadka lu mesi 'May your (m. sg.) head be washed' (Gilg. 
VAT+BM iii.II) 

bel hulqim huluqsu ileqqe 'The owner of the lost property will take 
his lost property (back)' (CH § 9) 

ahaka turdam-ma 'Send me your (m. sg.) brother!' (AbB 9, 106: 6) 
ahatki mar~at 'Your (f. sg.) sister is ill' (AbB 10, 169: 20) 

11.3: ina sulme u hade ana matatisunu utirsunuti 'I sent them back 
to their lands in peace and joy' (RIMA 2, 293: 153-154) 

annu maru ridutiya 'This is my crown prince' (Asar. 40: 12) 
itti libbiya atammu 1 communed with my heart' (Asar. 42: 32) 
~ululsunu taba eliya itru~u 'They spread their kindly protection 

over me' (Asar. 42: 39-40) 
epsetisunu lemneti urruhis asme 'I heard of their evil deeds very 

quickly' (Asar. 43: 55) 
~ubat rubutiya usarrit 'I tore my lordly garment (lit. my garment of 

lordliness)' (Asar. 43: 51) 
libbi igug-ma i~~arih kabatti'My heart became furious, and my 

liver became hot (with rage)' (Asar. 47: 57) 
gilgamd ina libbi uruk inaffala sunateka 1n Uruk, GilgameS was 

seeing dreams about you (m. sg.)' (Gilg. I 244) 



jddi marsutisu ittalbisa zakutisu 'He flung off his dirty (garments), 
he clad himself in his clean (garments)' (Gilg. VI 3) 

",ehret ummiiniya a~bat 'I seized the front of my army' (TCl 3: 25) 

0.4: ina gisparriya ul ipparsid 'He could not escape from my 
snare' (Asar. 58: II) 

jmsi malesu ubbib tillesu 'He washed his filthy hair, he cleansed his 
tools' (Gilg. VI I) 

urki pite-ma kuzubki lilqe 'Open your vulva, so he can take your 
sexiness' (Gilg. I 181) 

kima ezzi tib mehe assuha surussun 1 tore out their root like the 
furious onslaught of a storm' (Asar. 58: 16) 

zikirsunu kabtu itta'id 'He strictly observed their grave command' 
(Asar·40: 15) 

sallassun kabittu aslula 1 plundered their weighty plunder (i.e. 
I plundered their belongings in ample measure)' (Asar. 55: 52) 

pita biibka 'Open your (m. sg.) gate for me!' (10 Nin. 14) 
ana kisukkiya itura bitu 'The house turned into my prison (lit. 
'my captivity')' (BWl 44: 96) 

ardiiti ~ehhereti (or ~ehreti) ina ursisina tustamit 'You (m. sg.) 
have killed the young girls in their beds (lit. 'bed', see Unit 6.13)' 
(Erra IV I II) 

miiliik girriya ana ruqete ittul 'He/she observed the course of my 
campaign from afar' (TCl 3: 82) 

IS.I: iilsu uhallaq 'Ilhe/she will destroy his city' (ARM 10,80: 16) 
5uttam ipassar 'He/she interprets a dream' (Gilg. Scheyen. 13) 
inattal u ippallas 'He/she watches and gazes' (Gilg. 88-89) 
sissiktum daritum birini ikkaHar 'An eternal alliance will be 
established (lit. 'knotted') between us' (ARM 2612, 449: 55) 

ina umi sa dannatim i~abbat qiitka 'In times (lit. 'days') of hardship 
he/she will seize your hand' (Gilg. Scheyen. 22) 
er~etum irammum The earth rumbles' (Gilg. Scheyen. 34) 
namriri sa ilim tanattal 'You (m. sg.) will behold the radiant auras 
of the god' (Gilg. Nippur 3) 

anaku elika ahabbub 'Me, I will croon over you' (ARM 10,8: Io-II) 
rnuru~ libbim miidis anattal1 will experience great sorrow' (ARM 

10 ,74: 11-12) 
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kirbiin tiibtim ina lubiirim tarakkas ina kisiidisu tarakka[sJ 
balit 'You tie a lump of salt in a rag, tie (it) onto his neck, (and) 
he will be well' (SEAL 5.I.26.2: 6-9) 

15.2: aniiku musam u ka~atam suniitika-ma anattal 'I see 
dreams about you (lit. 'your (m. sg.) dreams') day and night' 
(AbB 14, 154: 8-9) 

~ubiit awile sattam ana sattim idammiqu atti ~ubiiti sattam ana 
sattim tuqallali 'Year by year, the (other) men's garment(s) get 
better, (but) you (f. sg.), you make my garment shabbier year by 
year!' (AbB 14, 165: 7-12) 

kurummiitisin[aJ tamahhar[iJ 'You (f. sg.) will receive their food 
rations' (AbB I, 26: II-12) 

sum habiilim pagarki tasakkani 'You will establish a bad name 
(lit. 'a name of wrongdoing') for yourself (lit. '(as) your body)' 
(AbB I, II5: r.4') 

bitam udabbab 'Helshe is pestering the household' (AbB I, 67: r.n) 
temam anni'am mahrisu asakkan 'I shall place this matter before 

him' (AbB 3,2: 29) 
ana m[i]nim biti tupallah 'Why are you intimidating my 

household?' (AbB 9, 260: 4-6) 
sep ninsubur u ninsianna beliya anassiq 'I will kiss the feet (lit. 'the 

foot') of Ninsubur and Ninsianna, my lords' (AbB 5, 172: 16-17) 
mimma Iii tanakkudi 'Do not be at all worried' (AbB 5, 255: 17) 
piinusu Iii i~allimu 'His face must not turn black' (AbB 1,79: 17) 

15.3: aransunu ina muhhik[aJ issakkan 'Their punishment will be 
imposed (lit. 'placed') on you' (AbB 9, 192: 16-17) 

amtam ana mamman ul anaddin 'I will not give the slave girl to 
anyone' (AbB 9,149: 20-21) 

assassu Iii ihallalu 'They (m.) must not shut his wife away' (AbB 9, 
21 5: 23-24) 

awatuya mati inki imahharii 'When will my words please you 
(lit. 'meet your (f. sg.) eye')?' (AbB 3,15: 20-21) . 

hitit biltisu ina muhhika issakkan 'The outstanding payment of hIS 
rent will be imposed on you', i.e. 'You will be held responsible for 
payments outstanding in his rent' (AbB 4, 18: 23-25) 



ina nis dim libbakunu unappasu 'They will ease your heart through 
(i.e. by swearing) an oath on the life the god' (or see Unit 14.16) 
(AbB 13, 34: 26'-28') 

apkallum qibissu mamman ul usamsak 'No one will consider a 
sage's utterance bad' (see Unit I Io12) (Adapa 9: 7') 

[in]a qiitisu elleti (or dual: qiitisu elleti) passura irakkas 'With his 
pure hand (or: hands) he lays the table' (Adapa 9: 13') 

eleppasu umahhar 'He steers his boat upstream' (Adapa 9: 21') 
rnelammusu usahhapu nagab zayyiiri 'His auras overwhelm all foes 
(lit. 'the entirety of the foes')' (TN 66: 12') 

ul [i]ssakkan salimu balu mithu~i 'Peace cannot be achieved (lit. 
'set in place') without strife' (TN 90: 15') 

15.4: ekallam Iii udabbab 'He/she must not pester the palace!' 
(AbB 4,64: 19) 

rubum miitam Iii satam qiissu ikassad 'The ruler - his hand will 
conquer a land other than his own' (OBE 98: 9') 

rubum miit nakrisu unakkap 'The ruler will gore the land of his 
enemy' (OBE 99: 19') 
~errum awilam inassak 'A snake will bite a man' (OBE 99: 22') 
ummiinka res eqlisa ul ikassad 'Your army will not reach its 
destination (lit. 'the head of its field')' (OBE 150: r.9') 

ummiini lit ummiin nakrim isakkan 'My army will bring about a 
victory over the army of the enemy' (OBE 156: 6) 

adad ina miitim irahhi~ 'Adad (= the weather god) will be in full 
flood in the land' (OBE 158: 44) 

bit awilim issappah 'The man's household will be dispersed' (OBE 
IS8: S') 

miitum ana dannatim ipahhur 'The land (i.e. the land's inhabitants) 
will assemble in the fortress'; also possible: danniitim 'fortresses' 
(OBE 159: 8') 

miir sarrim kussi abisu i~abbat 'The (or: A) king's son will seize his 
father'S throne' (OBE 171: 16') 

atu su iHabbat ulu-ma ul i~~abbat 'Will this city be seized, or will it 
.not be seized?' (ARM 10, 120: 15-16) 
ekallam Iii udabbabu 'They must not pester the palace!' (or see 
Unit 14.16) (AbB 4,83: 11-12) 
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15.5: qiptasu atammah 'I will seize his position' (BWL 32: 61) 
nisi matati kullassina tapaqqid 'You care for the people of the 
lands in their entirety' (BWL 126: 23) 

dayyana ~alpa mesera tukallam mahir ta'ti la mustesiru 
tusazbal arna 'You give the unscrupulous judge experience 
of fetters, an unjust bribe-taker you make bear punishment' 
(BWL 13 2: 97-98) 

isaddad ina mitrata zarU eleppa 'A father drags a boat along the 
canal' (BWL 84: 245) 

isa"ak terdinnu ana katt tiuta 'The second son gives food to a 
pauper' (BWL 84: 250) 

[ana za]maru qubbtya usa~rap '[For a s]ong I make my laments 
resound' (BWL 36: 108) 

milik sa anzanunze ihakkim mannu 'Who understands the plan of 
the underworld gods?' (BWL 40: 37) 

atta ana sibutisunu tassakkan cy ou will be appointed as their 
witness (lit. 'to their witness-hood')' (BWL 100: 34) 

mukaSSidi ikkassad 'My pursuer is being (or: will be) pursued' 
(BWL 241: iii.I-2) 

16.1: libbi imra~ 'My heart became sore' (ARM 10,44: 6) 
sumi ul izkur 'He/she did not utter my name' (ARM 10, 

39: 32-33) 
ilbas libsam 'He/she donned clothing' (Gilg. II 110) 
iphur ummanum ina ~erisu 'The populace gathered round him' 

(Gilg. II 178) 
ishut libsam 'He/she tore off the garment' (Gilg. II 69) 
ibriq birqum innapih isatum 'Lightning flashed, fire broke out' 

(Gilg. SchByen. 36) 
sibuti upahhir ana babisu 'He gathered the elders to his gate' 

(AH 1386) 
ina sereti ibbara usaznin 'In the morning hours he caused a fog to 

rain down' (AH II ii.30) 
ipru' markasa eleppa iNur 'He severed the rope (and) released the 

boat' (AH III ii.55) 
abuba ana kullat nisi uzammer 'Ilhe/she sang of the flood to all 

(lit. 'all of') the people' (AH III viii.18-19) 
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16.2: qistum igreSu iskun ekletam ana nur sama'i 'The forest 
attacked him, it set darkness in place of the light of the heavens' 
(Akkade 70: 59-61) (For another possibility see Ex. 10.1.) 

/ibbimadis izziq 'My heart was very vexed' (ARM 10, 114: 12-13) 
Sir awilim ishul 'He/she/it pierced the (or: a) man's heart' (AbB 3, 
85: 4) 

nis sarri ina pisu askun 1 placed in his mouth an oath sworn on the 
life of the king' (AbB 3, 55: 21) 

hubtam ihbut 'He/she carried off the plunder' (AbB 14, 146: 8) 
kima nit/iya ittisa adbub 1 spoke with her according to my 
judgment (lit. 'gaze')' (AbB 3,2: 9) 

dinam an[a) ahisu ul agmur 'I have not completed a judgment 
(i.e. 'not yet reached a full judgment') about his brother' (AbB 3, 
21: 23-24) 

reska ukabbit 'I/he/she honoured you (m. sg.) (lit. 'made your head 
heavy')' (SEAL 1.1.5.1 Susa rev.13') 

ana minim qatka ina zumriya tassuh 'Why did you (m. sg.) 
wrench your hand away from me (lit. 'my body', see Unit 13.1)?' 
(AbB 10, 52: 4-5) 

it" matim itruru-ma issiqu sepisu 'The gods of the land trembled 
and kissed his feet' (SEAL 1.1.I.1 42) 

16.3: ana sapiriya minam ugallil 'What sin have 1 (or: has he/she) 
committed against my boss?' (AbB I, 16: 9) 

ina eburi (or eburi) seam ul idd[i)nu 'They did not give out grain 
during the harvest (or: harvests)' (or see Unit 14.16) (AbB I, 

4: r.7') 
ina puhri sillati idbuba 'They (f. pl.) spoke slander in the assembly' 
(AbB 6,124: 16-17) 

ana epesim annim ki la taplah 'How come you (m. sg.) were not 
afraid of this undertaking?' (AbB 2, 53: 17-18) 

appasu iplus-ma [~e)rretam iskun 'He/she perforated his nose and 
installed a nose rope' (ARM 2612, 434: 36-37) 

qaqqadka ukabbit 'I/he/she honoured you (m. sg.) (lit. 'made your 
head heavy')' (ARM 2612, 449: 28) 
~iibum sa beliya iphur 'My lord's troops assembled' (Bab. is 
singular!) (ARM 2612, 408: 9) 
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awatim watriitim-ma hayasumu ana ~er beliya ispur 'Hayasumu 
wrote additional words to my lord' (ARM 2612,4°9: 22) 

adini temam ul almad 'Up till now I have heard (lit. 'learned') no 
news' (ARM 2612, 404: 92) 

isiitam ina libbi qirti ippuh-ma dim tum imqut 'He kindled a fire in 
(or: with) the bitumen, and the siege tower collapsed (lit. 'fell')' 
(ARM 2612, 318: II-12) 

kaspam ul nimhur 'We received no silver' (lit. 'We did not receive 
any silver') (AbB 12,95: 8) 

awile sunuti ahi ana minim ihsus 'Why did my brother think of 
those men?' (ARM 2612,408: 50) 

harum iqqatil 'The sacrificial donkey was killed' (ARM 2612, 404: 
61-62) 

imeru ana gerrim ihhashu 'Donkeys were needed for the caravan' 
(AbB 13, 52: 5) 

16.4: ana suiitu nemeqa iddinsu (or iddinassu) napistam daritam 
ul iddinsu 'To that one he gave wisdom, (but) not (lit. 'he did not 
give') eternal life' (Adapa 9: 4') 

adapa sa suti [k)appasa isbir 'Adapa broke the south wind's wing' 
(Adapa 18: 35'-36') 

ammini sa suti kappasa tesbir 'Why did you break the south wind's 
wing?' (Adapa 18: 48'-49') 

ana gisallat sadi saquti kima i~~uriiti ipparsu 'Like birds they flew 
to the ledges of lofty mountains' (RIMA 2, 15: ii.41-42) 

salmat (pI. salmiit also possible, see Unit 6. I 3) quriidisunu ina 
bamiit sadi ana qurunniite lu uqerrin 'I truly heaped up the 
corpses of their warriors into piles on the mountain slopes' 
(RIMA 2, 18: iii. 53-54) 

sagalti ummiiniitisunu rapsiiti kima rihilti adad lu askun 'I truly 
accomplished the slaughter of their vast armies like a flood of the 
weather god' (RIMA 2, 21: iii.89-91) 

ul isnun matima ina sarriini kullati qabalsu mamma 'None among 
the kings of the entire earth ever matched his onslaught' (lit. 'any 
... did not match') (TN 70: 22') 

ana resisunu useppik samna 'He poured oil onto their heads (lit. 
'head', see Unit 6.13)' (TN 74: 10') 
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iskun anu mitta la pada elu targigi 'Anu brought down (lit. 'set') 
the merciless m#tu-weapon on the evildoers' (TN II8: 35') 

ninurta qardu asared ilani kakkisunu usebber 'Heroic Ninurta, 
foremost of the gods, smashed their weapons' (TN II8: 39') 

16.5: masmassu ina kikitte kimilti ul iptur 'The incantation priest 
could not dissolve the (divine) wrath against me with a ritual'; 
also possible to interpret ki-mil-ti as a basic state accusative, 'the 
(divine) wrath' (BWL 38: 9) 

qerbiya idluhu 'They stirred up my insides' (BWL 42: 65) 
agurri ina uqnt usabsil 'I glazed the bricks with lapis lazuli' (RIMA 
2,290 : 32 ) 

anum enlil u ea urappisu uzunsu 'The gods Anu, Enlil and Ea 
broadened his wisdom' (Gilg. 1242) 

taniidat(i) sa"i ilis umassil u puluhti ekalli umman usa/mid 'I made 
the praises of the king equal to (those of) a god, and I taught the 
populace reverence for the palace' (BWL 40: 31-32) 

am mini ata tatbal aga raha sa qaqqadiya 'Why, 0 doorman, did 
you remove the great crown on (lit. 'of') my head?' (10 Nin. 43) 

ikpud-ma libbasu lemuttu 'His heart plotted evil' (Etana-Epos 
174: 38) 

unakkis kappisu abrisu nuballisu (duals!) 'He cut off its kappu
wings, its abru-wings, (and) its nuballu-wings' (Etana-Epos 184: II7) 

ana cSra biri iksupu kusapa ana salasa biri iskunu nubatta 'At 
twenty leagues they broke bread, at thirty leagues they stopped 
for the night' (Gilg. XI 319-320) 

sade ubbit-ma bulsunu usamqit / tamati idluh-ma misirtasina 
uhalliq / api u qisi usahrib-ma ki girra iqmi 'He annihilated 
mountains and felled their cattle, he stirred up seas and destroyed 
their produce, he lay reed beds and forests to waste and burned 
(them) like Girra (= the fire god)' (Erra IV 147-149) 

17·1: libbi tultemmin 'You (m. sg.) have troubled my heart' 
(AbB 7, 61: 20) 

[ijibbasu imtara~ 'His heart has become sore', i.e. 'He is worried' 
(AbB 5, 42: r.II') 

tustamri~ libbi u muru~ libbi rabi'am ana paniya tastakan 'You 
(m. sg.) have made my heart sore and brought about great 
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soreness of heart for me', i.e. 'You have made me very worried' 
(AbB 14, 18: 6-8) 

rigmam eliya tastaka[n] 'You (m. sg.) have raised a complaint 
against me!' (AbB 3, 26: 7) 

hi~patum kabittum ana paniya iptarik 'Grave insolence has lain in 
the way of my face (i.e. 'obstructed me')' (AbB I, 128: r.I3'-I4') 

usatim rabiatim ina muhhiya tastakan 'You (m. sg.) have rendered 
me (lit. 'placed onto me') great assistance' (AbB 9, 174: 1-2) 

kisadka kaqqaram ustakSid 1 have (or: he/she has) made your neck 
reach the ground', i.e. 'I have (or: he/she has) trampled you down' 
(AbB 7,187: 6-7) 

sipatim sa ekallim istaqlu 'They (m. pl.) have weighed out the wool 
for (lit. 'of') the palace' (or see Unit 14.16) (AbB 7,160: I) 

eqlam amtakar 'I have watered the field' (AbB 7,55: 19) 
sarraqi sunuti aHabat 'I have caught those thieves' (AbB 13, 

12: 14-15) 
rigma rabi'am istakna 'They (f. pl.) have raised a big complaint' 
(AbB 6, 193: 12-13) 

misaram ina mati astakan 'I have established justice in the land' 
(AbB 14, 130: 15-16) 

17.2: adapa mar ea sa suti kappasa istebir 'Adapa, son of Ea, has 
broken the wing of the south wind (lit. 'of the south wind ... its 
wing')' (Adapa 16: 11'-12') 

mar sipri sa ani iktalda (from kasadu) 'Anu's messenger has 
arrived' (Adapa 18: 34'-35') 

samna [ilq]unissum-ma ittapsis 'They brought him oil, and he was 
anointed' (Adapa 20: 64'-65') 

[k]ullat matiya taltalal (from sa/alu) 'You (m. sg.) have plundered 
all of my land' (TN 88: 5') 

17.3: mili ittahsu 'The floods have subsided' (Erra 1136) 
misittu imtaqut eli siriya 'Paralysis has fallen upon my flesh' 

(BWL 42 : 76) 
lu'tu imtaqut eli birkiya (du.) 'Debility has fallen upon my loins' 
(BWL 42: 78) 

imha~ pensa ittasak ubansa 'She (also possible: he) struck her thigh, 
bit her finger' (10 Ass. Rs. 17) 



igdamra massakkiya sa'ilatu asliya ina tubbuhi ilu igdamrU 'The 
female dream interpreters have used up my incense, the gods have 
used up my sheep through slaughter (for sacrifices)' (Etana-Epos 
188: 135-1 36 ) 

quradu eTTa ana suanna al sar iii istakan panisu 'Erra the warrior 
set his face towards Suanna, city of the king of gods' (Erra 1124) 
Ul1nha~isu-ma kappasu talteb[ri] 'You (f. sg.) struck him, and broke 
his wing' (Gilg. VI 49) 

qaqqad uri~i ana qaqqad ameli ittadin 'He has given the head of a 
male goat in place of the head of a man' (GBAO 2,40: 22) 

18.1: teretum madis lapta 'The omens are very unfavourable' 
(ARM 2612, 411: 64) 

inanna sattum gamrat 'Now the year is complete' (AbB 10, 
96: r.I) 

anaku nis ilim zakraku 'I myself have sworn an oath on the life of 
the god' (ARM 10, 32: II) 

mallu rabbutum nilram parku 'Big mallu-boats are blocking the 
river' (ARM 10, 10: 7-8) 
ha/~um sa beliya salim 'My lord's district is well' (ARM 2612, 
481: r.12') 

kirih alim dan 'The town's enclosure wall is strong' (ARM 2612, 

424: 29) 
nakrum ana matiya qerub 'The enemy is close to my country' 
(ARM 2612, 416: 8) 

b;ssa ana bitiya qurrub 'Her house is very close to my house' 
(AbB 3, 18: 17) 

sitt kima kakkabi ugari sahpu 'They covered the meadows (or: my 
meadow) like stars (cover the sky)' (Akkade 68: 55-56) 

maratki sa/[m]at 'Your (f. sg.) daughter is well' (AbB I, 26: 5) 

18.2: bubutum ina muhhiya kamrat 'Hunger is heaped up upon 
me' (AbB 14, 37: 18-1 9) 

awilum wasat 'The man is difficult' (AbB 3, 81: 9-10) 
siipirni 114 bali{ 'May our boss be in good health!' (AbB I, 45: 6) 
awatum in; ul mahrat 'The matter does not please me (lit. 'meet my 
eye')' (AbB 8, 61: 7) 

libb; lummun 'My heart is very wretched' (AbB II, 14: 15) 
awi/um su musken 'This man is a wretch' (ARM 2612, 377: II) 
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ibri lu itbaranu ana u atta 'My friend, let us be partners, you 
(m. sg.) and I' (SEAL 1.1.5.1 Morgan vi.6') 

gerrum dan 'The journey is difficult' (AbB 2, 87: 25) 
beya ana minim naziq 'What is Beya annoyed about?' or 'Why is 
Beya annoyed?' (AbB II, 14: 19-20) 

18.3: ina qati habba[ti] isatum naphat matam ikka[l] 'A fire has 
arisen through the doings (lit. 'hands') of the robbers, (and) it is 
consuming the land' (AbB 8, 28: 8-10) 
~uharum ina mat subartim wasib 'The young man is living in the 

land of Subartu' (AbB 12, 60: 11-12) 
ina babilim was;b 'He lives in Babylon' (AbB 7, 4: 26) 
eru mahir ukultam kima nesim na'eri 'The eagle was receiving the 

food like a roaring lion' (SEAL 1.1.5.1 Morgan vi.3') 
temka lu sadir 'May your report be regular' i.e. 'Please report on a 
regular basis' (AbB 3, 12: 21) 

abuni lu salim lu balit 'May our father be well, may he be healthy' 
(AbB I, 131: 6) 

asal sarr; kubburat 'The king's measuring rope is very thick' (AbB 
3,55: 25) 

uznatum u kisadat[um] nukkusa 'Ears and necks are being cut (off) 
in great numbers' (AbB 9,264: 9-11) 

awilu madis ~urrumu 'The men are striving hard (lit. 'greatly')' 
(AbB 3, 55: 26) 

teretum luppuia 'The omens are very unfavourable' (ARM 10,87: 7) 
redenu (from redu) 'We are soldiers' (AbB 7, 125: r.17) 
ana manni karra labsata 'For whom are you wearing a mourning 
garment?' (Adapa 18: 22'-23') 

ina mat;ni ilu sina hal[q]u 'Two gods have vanished from our land' 
(Adapa 18: 23') 

18.4: pullulu rubu / wasru sikkuru seretum sakna / habratum n;sii 
saqumma / petutum uddulu babu 'The nobles are seen to, bolts 
are lowered (and) bars are set in place, the noisy people are utterly 
silent, (previously) open gates are shut' (SEAL 2.1.3.1: 1-4) 

18.5: aSsassu amat (from amtu) 'His wife is a slave girl' (BWL 236: iii.4) 
sir'anu'a nuppuhu 'My sinews were/are inflamed' (BWL 44: 94) 
meSretu'a suppuha 'My limbs are/were splayed' (BWL 44: 105) 
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kippat matati ina qereb same saqlata 'You suspend the orb of the 
lands from the middle of heaven' (BWL 126: 22) 

Iii saniq pika lu na~ir atmuka 'May your mouth be controlled, may 
your speech be guarded' (BWL 100: 26) 

ilu ana sarrabi ul paris alakta 'The god has not blocked the way of 
(lit. 'interrupted the way for') the sarrabu-demon' (BWL 84: 244) 

kal narkabti sugmuraku 1 am in complete control of the entire (lit. 
'all of the') chariot' (BWL 178 r.lo) 

lemneta-ma kabtati tusamri~ 'You (m. sg.) are evil, and you have 
made my liver sore (with anger)' (Etana-Epos 186: 127) 

pasqat nebertum supsuqat uruhsa 'The crossing is difficult, its path 
is extremely difficult' (Gilg. X 83) 

18.6: ina sa[m]e rimaku ina er~etim labbaku / ina mati sarraku ina 
iii ezziiku / ina igigi qardaku ina anunnaki gasraku / ina [b]ulim 
mahi~aku ina sadi subaku / ina api girra[ku] ina qisi ma[g]sarak / 
ina alak harranu urinniiku 'In heaven I am a wild bull, on earth 
I am a lion. In the land I am king, among the gods I am furious. 
Among the Igigu-gods I am a hero, among the Anunnaku-gods I 
am powerful, among the cattle I am a 'striker', on mountains I am 
a battering ram. In crane thickets I am fire, in forests I am an axe. 
On campaign I am a standard' (Erra 1109-114) 

gimir par~i-ma hammata ilu-ma palhuka / igigi sahtuka anunnaki
ma galtuka 'You concentrate all (lit. 'all of') the rites in yourself, 
the gods fear you. The Igigi-gods revere you, the Anunnaki-gods 
tremble at you' (Erra III D 9-10) 

19.1: madis iddalhuninni 'They have greatly disturbed me' (AbB 4, 
152: II) 

nis iii usazkirsu 'I/he/she got him to swear an oath by the life of the 
gods' (ARM 2612, 401: 7) 

libbasu madis maru~kum 'His heart is very sore (i.e. 'He is very 
angry') at you (m. sg.)' (AbB 5, 32: 1'-2') 

amminim sep-sin tudabbab la tudabbabsu 'Why are you (m. sg.) 
harassing 5ep-Sin? Do not harass him!' (AbB 9, 105: 23-25) 

assum hibiltisu ulammidanni 'He informed me about his crime 
(i.e. the crime done to him)' (AbB 10, 161: 2'-3') 

sittum rahi'at nisi imqussu 'Sleep, which seeps over people (lit. 'the 
see per of people'), fell upon him' (Gilg. Sch0yen, 30) 
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ina tertisu la tanassahSu 'Do not remove him from his office!' 
(AbB 14,66: 23) 

puham ul iddinuniasi[m] 'They did not give us a substitute', or 
'We were not given a substitute' (see Unit 14.16) (AbB 14, I: 8) 

nis ilim [l]a tusazkarisu 'Do not get him to swear an oath on the 
life of the god!' f. sg. addressee (AbB 13, 87: I<rII) 

mu ikSuduniati 'The water reached us' (Bab. is plural!) (AbB 4, 
148: 14) 

19.2: inatum saknasunusim 'Eyes are (lit. 'are placed') upon them 
(m.)' (ARM 2612, 370: d. i.3") 

gerrum paris-ma adi inanna ul aspurakki[m] 'The way was cut off, 
so 1 could not write to you (f. sg.) until now' (AbB 6, 64: I<rII) 

akalam isten ul iddinam 'He/she did not give me one loaf of bread' 
(AbB 7,36: 22-23) 

ana minim ipirsa taprusa ipirSa idnasim 'Why did you (pl.) 
discontinue her food allowance? Give her her food allowance!' 
(AbB 2, II7: 17-21) 

ana ahatiya ul addin ana kasum anaddinakkum 'I did not give (it) 
to my sister, (but) 1 will give (it) to you' (AbB I, 51: 34-36) 

anniatum damqak[u]m 'These things are good for you (m. sg.)' 
(AbB 5, 193: 10') 

sattam erbet alpi atarradakkum 'This year 1 will send you four 
oxen' (AbB I, 123: 5-6) 

beli u belti assumiya daris umi liballitukunuti 'For my sake may my 
lord and my lady keep you (m. pl.) alive forever'; grammatically 
also possible: 'My lord and my lady, for my sake may they keep 
you alive forever' (or see Unit 14.16) (AbB 7, 100: 4-5) 

anaku mur~u i~batanni 'Me, a disease has seized me' (AbB 7,144: 14') 
ana gilgamd kima ilim sakissum (sakin + sum, see Unit 47.9) 

mehrum 'For Gilgamd, like a god, a counterpart had been 
appointed' (Gilg. II 194-195) 

19.3: sarru tema iskunsu 'The king gave him instructions' (BBSt. 
13: 8) 

ul u[S]ellimsu ina mahra himiltasu damiqta (or: damqata) ul amgur 
1 did not make it good to him previously, 1 did not agree to his 
excellent plan' (TN 92: 26') 
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pani banuti sa ani sunu ukallamuka 'Those ones will show you the 
friendly face of Anu' (Adapa 18: 27'-28') 

19.4: napistasu usatbakSu 'I (or: he) will make him shed his life' 
(BWL 32: 59) 

sa/lassunu kabittu tasallala ana qereb suanna 'You (m. sg.) will carry 
off their (m.) weighty tribute into ~uanna (i.e. Babylon)' (Erra V 30) 

kima suskalli ukattimanni sittu 'Sleep covered me like (i.e. as 
thoroughly as) a net' (BWL 42: 72) 

asakku mar~u ittaskansu (N perf.) 'A grievous asakku-demon has 
been assigned to him' (GBAO 2,46: 20) 

issaknanim-ma idat (from ittu) piritti 'Omens of terror (i.e. 
terrifying omens) were assigned to me' (BWL 32 : 49) 

salimtu saknassu 'Good fortune is decreed for him'; also possible: 
'She has decreed good fortune for him' (Erra V 58) 

~erru i~~abassu ina kappisu (dual!) 'The snake has seized him/it by 
his/its wings' (Etana-Epos 184: 109) 

20.1: ilam-pilah 'Fear the god!' m. sg. (AbB 1,91: I) 
qaqqadki kutmi-ma 'Cover your (f. sg.) head!' (ARM 10,76: 8) 
qati ~abat 'Seize my hand!' m. sg. (AbB 14, 177: 19) 
sarram lummid 'Inform the king!' m. sg. (AbB 10, 57: 24) 
sammiukum 'Heap up the plants!' m. sg. (AbB 3, II: 47) 
mugrinni 'Agree with me!' f. sg. (AbB 3,15: 25) 
ittisu isaris dubub 'Talk straight with him!' m. sg. (AbB 12, 144: 

20-21) 

ana balatika-ma kurub 'Pray for your life!' m. sg. (AbB 14, II 5: 
28-29) 

amtam idnam 'Give me a slave girl!' m. sg. (AbB 9,149: 15) 
pagarka ~ur 'Protect yourself (lit. your body)' m. sg. (AbB 1,71: 21) 
bita ~ullil 'Roof the house over!' m. sg. (AbB 10, 145: 23) 
kima qane[m] kuprassu 'Cut him down to size like a reed for me!' 
m. sg. (AbB 9,206: Io-II) 

gimillam eliya sukun 'Do me a favour!' m. sg. (AbB 10, 82: r.IO'-II') 
[ina] annitim athutam kullim 'Show partnership [in] this matter!' 
m. sg. (AbB I, 13: 23-24) 
rub~am sukunsiniit[i] 'Provide them (f.) with a bed place!' 
m. sg. (AbB 9, 76: 7) 
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alkunu ku~~ira 'Fortify your (pl.) town!' pI. (ARM 2612, 409: 60) 
nis subula iii belisu ina pisu sukun 'Place in his mouth an oath sworn 
on the life of Subula, the god his lord!' m. sg. (AbB 6, 189: 20-2 2) 

taphuri ina isrim ana asaru sukna-ma ilam sullima 'Hold assemblies 
for Asaru in the village and appease the god!' pI. (AbB 2, II 8: 15-19) 

Negated ilam-Ia-tapallah 'Do not fear the god!' 
qaqqadki la takattami-ma 'Do not cover your head!' 
qati la ta~abbat 'Do not seize my hand!' 
sarram la tulammad 'Do not inform the king!' 
sammi la tanakkam 'Do not heap up the plants!' 
la tamaggurinni 'Do not agree with me!' 
ittisu isaris la tadabbub 'Do not talk straight with him!' 
ana balatika-ma fa takarrab 'Do not pray for your life!' 
amtam la tanaddinam 'Do not give me a slave girl!' 
pagarka fa tana~~ar 'Do not protect yourself!' 
bita la tu~allaf 'Do not roof the house over!' 
kima qam?[m]/a takapparassu 'Do not cut him down to size like a 
reed for me!' 

gimillam eliya la tasakkan 'Do me a favour!' 
[ina] annitim athCttam fa tukallam 'Do not show partnership [in] 
this matter!' 
rub~am la tasakkansinat[i] 'Provide them (f. pl.) with a bed place!' 
alkunu fa tuka~~ara 'Do not fortify your town!' 
nis subula iii belisu ina pisu la tasakkan 'Do not place in his mouth 
an oath sworn on the life of Subula, the god his lord!' 

taphuri ina isrim ana asaru la tasakkana-ma ilam la tusallama 'Do 
not hold assemblies for Asaru in the village, and do not appease 
the god!' 

20.2: amatiya limd[a] (or fimd[a], m. sg. + vent.) 'Mark (lit. 'learn') 
my words!' (Erra V 5) 

sira kima sirisu dama kima damisu idin 'Give flesh instead of his 
flesh, blood instead of his blood' m. sg. (GBAO 2, 36: 69) 

ina pan ~aftim-ma putur 1n the face of a quarrel, go away!' (BWL 
100: 36) 

naplis-ma belum sunuhu aradka 'Look, lord, at your exhausted 
servant' m. sg. (AfO 19, 57: 57) 
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idnam-ma (from nadanu) samma sa aladi kullimanni samma sa 
a/adi 'Give me the plant of conception! Show me the plant of 
conception!' m. sg. (Etana-Epos 188: 138-139) 

pilt; (from pistu) usuh-ma (from nasahu) suma suknanni 'Wipe 
out my insult, and gain me (lit. 'equip me with') a name!' m. sg. 
(Etana-Epos 188: 140) 

ll.l: eqlam me i nilput 'Let's sprinkle the field with water' (AbB 
10,42: 34) 

bunu namrutum sa marutuk iii alika limhuruka 'May the bright 
face of Marduk, the god of your town, greet (lit. 'meet') you 
(m. sg.)' (AbB 13, 140: r.4'-5') 

nipatisu liwasseru 'They (m.) should release his debt slaves' (or see 
Unit 14.16) (AbB 5, 130: r.2'-3') 

ilatim ana subtisina lisallimu 'They should lead the goddesses 
to their dwellings (lit. 'dwelling', see Unit 6. I 3) safely' (or see 
Unit 14.16) (AbB 5,135: 11-13) 

marutuk ana epesika (inf. used as noun) annim likrub 'May Marduk 
bless (you) for this deed of yours (m. sg.)' (AbB 9, 174: 3-4) 

~almika ina ahiya luqqur 'I will destroy your (m. sg.) statues with 
my arm'; also possible: ahiya 'arms', duo (AbB 3, 22: 9) 

utam ina babim liskun 'He/she should appoint a doorman for 
(lit. 'in') the gate' (AbB 6, 189: 24) 

pir~am lama eburim likSur 'He/she should repair the breach before 
the harvest' (AbB 14, 180: 19-20) 

samas u marutuk daris umi liballituka 'May Samas and Marduk 
keep you (m. sg.) alive forever' (AbB I, 3: 4-5) 

biimassunu lu wasbu bamassunu [l]illiku 'Half of them should stay, 
half of them should go' (AbB 13, 104: 5'-6') 

21.2: [a]tti qaqqadki kubbiti-ma (D imp. 2nd sg. f.) u aniiku 
qaqqadki lukabbit 'You (f. sg.) honour me (lit. 'make my head 
heavy'), and 1 will honour you (f. sg.)' (AbB 7, 151: 4'-6') 

belki u beletki kima kisi sa qatisunu IiHuruki 'May your (f. sg.) 
lord and your lady protect you like the money bag in their hand' 
(see Unit 13.2) (AbB 6, I: ll-I2) 

subultum amatka pisannam lisapliska 'Subultum, your (m. sg.) 
slave-girl, should show you the chest' (AbB I, 105: 7-8) 
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maHarit li~~uritnissu 'The guards should protect him' (AbB 13, 
40: 9-10) 

amtam liddikkum (liddin + kum) 'He/she should give you (m. sg.) 
a slave girl!' (AbB 9, 149: 9) 

ilam nam i nuballit 'Let's provide for our god!' (AbB 3, 73: 23) 
u~uriitiya ay usassik 'May he/she not allow my ordinances to be 
repealed' (CH ep. xlviii.73-74) 

samas dayyiin diniiti elenu linersu sapliinu arittasu me ka~itti ay 
usamhir 'May Samas, the decider of verdicts, kill him (here) above 
(i.e. on earth), (and) not allow his libation pipe to receive cold 
water below (i.e. in the nether world)' (BBSt. 6: 19-20) 

ay i~bat iiI samsi quriidi ay islul sallatam-ma libbasu ay iblut 'May 
he/she not seize the city of Samas, the hero, may he/she not carry 
off (its) plunder, and may hislher heart not be healthy' (Akkade 
286: 20'-21') 

sin nanniir same ellitti saharsubba Iii teba gimir liinisu lilabbis 'May 
Sin, light of the pure heavens, clothe all his body with incurable 
saharsubbU-disease' (BBSt. 7: ii.16-17) 

samas dayyiin same u er~etim piinisu limha~ 'May Samas, the judge 
of heaven and earth, smite his face' (BBSt. 7: ii.19) 

nergal bel tille u qasiiti kakkisu lisebbir 'May Nergal, lord of 
trappings and bows, smash his weapons' (BBSt. 8: iV.21-22) 

nergal bel qabli u tiihiizi ina tiihiizisu lisgissu (Iisgis + -su) 'May 
Nergal, lord of battle and combat, slaughter him as he fights 
(lit. 'in his combat')' (BBSt. 9: ii.3-S) 

21.3: dannu lumha~-ma aka lupallih 1 will strike the strong (one) 
and terrify the weak (one)' (Erra IV lIS) 

e tasniqsu 'Do not approach him!' (or: 'Do not test him!') m. sg. 
(Akkade 36S: 167) 

ummiinu lusashir 'I will cause the army to turn about', i.e. 'I will 
put the arm to flight' (Erra IV II6) 

bilassunu kabittu lisdudit ana qereb suanna 'May they drag their 
heavy tribute into Suanna (i.e. Babylon)' (Erra V 35) 

amta ina biti e tukabbit 'Do not treat a slave girl as important in 
(your) house' m. sg. (BWL 102: 66) 

samna sigarika kima me Iisarmik 'May he bathe your (m. sg.) bolts 
with oil (as plentifully) as water' (AfO 19, S9: 163) 
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nisu liplaha-ma litquna hubursi[n] 'May the people be afraid, and 
may their din subside' (Erra I 73) 

ilu lismu-ma liknusu ana nirika / malki lismu-ma likmisu sapalka 
'May the gods hear, and may they bow down to your (m. sg.) 
yoke. May the kings hear, and may they kneel down beneath you' 
(Erra I 64-65) 

22.1: ana narim petem sekerim saknaku 'I have been appointed to 
open up (and) block the river (lit. 'for opening (and) blocking 
the river')' (AbB 5, 224: 10-12) 

ana eperi (or eperi) sapakim qatam iskun 'He/she set his hand to 
heaping up the soil' (ARM 2612, 416: 5-6) 

ana temisu lamadim aspurakkum 1 wrote to you (m. sg.) to learn 
his news' (AbB 2, 92: 27) 

ana temika lamadi ispura (or ispura) 'He/she wrote to me (or: 'they 
(f.) wrote') to learn your (m. sg.) news' (AbB 1,79: 28) 

magarrika rakabum ul arkab 'I jolly well didn't ride your (m. sg.) 
waggons!' (AbB 8, 5: 16-17) 

ana saparim la teggi 'Do not be remiss in writing!' m. sg. (AbB 5, 
159: r.16') 

ana liatim alpi u imeri bullu#m la teggi 'Do not be remiss in 
keeping the cows, oxen and asses alive!' m. sg. (AbB 3,38: 14-15) 

alakam ana ~erika ula nile"e 'We are not able to come to you 
(m. sg.)' (AbB 9,88: 9-11) 

ana ~ab tupsikkim sua[t]u la dubbubsunu sarrum iqbi 'Regarding 
that same troop of corvee workers, the king decreed that they 
should not be hassled' (lit. 'the king decreed their non-hassling') 
(AbB 10, 13: 17-18) 

[ina la] akalim u satem ma#aku u labasum-ma ullabsaku 'I am 
wasting away through want of food and drink (lit. through not 
eating and drinking), and I do not even have anything to put on 
(lit. am not even clothed)' (AbB 5, 160: r.2'-4') 

anum u enlil ana sir nisi tubbim sumi ibbu 'Anu and Enlil called 
out (lit. 'named') my name (i.e. appointed me) to secure the bodily 
wellbeing of the people' (CH i.45-49) 

alaki qurrub 'My coming (or: my going) is very close at hand' (AbB 
7,64: 9) 

gagum ana masa'im sakin 'Is the convent placed for plundering?' 
i.e. 'Is the convent there to be plundered?' (AbB I, 129: 20-21) 
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2.2.2: ana ubbubika ispuran[ni] 'He/she sent me to purify you 
(m. sg.)' (BWL 48: 26) 

irissu-ma libbasu epes tiihiizi 'His heart demanded of him to do 
battle' (Erra I 6) 

[an]a sakiin abubi ubla Iibbasunu iIi (or iliini) rabuti 'Their heart 
induced the great gods [t]o bring about the flood' (Gilg. XI 14) 

ki aqbi mahar iIi (or iliini) Iemutta / ana huIIuq nisiya qabla aqbi 
'How could I speak evil before the gods (and) declare battle to 
destroy my people?' (Gilg. XI 121-122) 

23.1: Iibbi Iihdu 'May my heart rejoice' (ARM 10,64: 18) 
IibbiuI ihdu 'My heart did not rejoice' (ARM 10,65: 13) 
ka~utim me ana samsim tanaqqi 'You (m. sg.) shall pour cold 
water (as a libation) to Samas' (Gilg. III 270) 

matima bitni uI ileqqu 'They (m.) will never take our house' 
(AbB 3, 48: 20) 

mu i[!]tehunim 'The water has come close' (Bab.is pl.!) (AbB 9, 35: 5) 
ittika ezenne 'I will be angry with you (m. sg.)' (AbB 3, 2: 50) 
sarrum Iibbiitim imtala 'The king has become full of anger' (AbB 
II, 147: ]'-8') 

zenum (see Unit 22.6) zaniiita 'You (m. sg.) are well and truly 
angry!' (AbB 14, 31: 5) 
haI~um Iii innaddi 'The district must not be abandoned' (AbB 9, 

140: 22-23) 
[t]apta (tapte + ii) uzniya (dual) 'You (pl.) enlightened me'; also 
possible: tapte + vent.: 'You (m. sg.) enlightened me' (Akkade 62: 3) 

awiitam iqabbi suiisim 'He/she says a word to him' (Gilg. VA+BM 
iv.20) 

ibki-ma IibbaSa unappis 'She wept and eased her feelings' (AH ill iv.12) 

23.2: ana nemelisa inka Iii tanaSSi 'Do not covet (lit. 'raise your 
eye at') her profit' m. sg. (AbB 5,44: 8'-9') 

situti Ieqiat 'I have been scorned' (AbB 5, 160: r.lo') 
Iu mali karaska 'May your (m. sg.) belly be full' (Gilg. VA+BM: iii.6) 
unati IiSsunim 'They (m.) should bring the equipment' (AbB 10,45: 12) 
niziqtum ina Iibbiki Iii ibassi 'There must be no worry in your 

(f. sg.) heart' (AbB 3, 68: 14-15) 



/a ikkalunim 'They (m.) must not be detained!' (AbB 10, 15: 36) 
sunuti uhtappi'am ina uzzisu 'He smashed those ones in his anger' 
(Gilg. VA+BM: iV.I) 

sarrum kunukkatim sa hubullim uheppi 'The king smashed the 
sealed documents pertaining to (lit. 'of') the debt' (AbB 14, 15: 
18-1 9) 

ammini barianu (from berU) 'Why are we starving?' (AbB 7, 
59: 12) 
mur~um i~batanni-ma ina napistim annadi (nadu N) 'A disease 
seized me, and I was thrown out of life' (AbB 14,43: 17-18) 

ana alpim ukullu la imafti 'The fodder must not diminish for the 
ox!' (AbB 9,67: IQ-II) 

ina huburisina uzamma sitta 'Through their (f.) noise I am 
(or: he/she is) deprived of sleep' (AH II i.8) 

23.3: u"urti sarri danni kima ale zumursu iksi 'The command of 
the mighty king bound his body like an alu-demon' (TN 92: 24') 

uzza u saga Ita sa tahsuhu nusabra ninu 'We will get (you) to 
experience the fury and slaughter which you (m. sg.) wanted' 
(TN 106: 20') 

userdi sara abuba eli tahazisunu adad ursannu 'Adad the warrior 
made wind and flood flow over their (m.) battle' (TN II8: 37') 

arki iii tiklisu (or: tiklisu) sarru ina pani ummani usarri qabla 
'Behind the gods, his trust(s), the king commenced battle at the 
head of the army' (TN 120: 41') 

ina ziqit mulmulliya adi tomti elenite lu ardisunuti 'With my 
pointed arrow I truly chased them (m.) to the upper sea' (RIMA 
2, 22: iV.99-IOO) 

labbu-ma samru kima anzi sanu nabnita / [ka]dru ezzis ana tese 
halu tahlipi 'They were raging and furious, (as) different in form 
as an anzu-bird, [rea]ring up angrily into the melee without 
armour' (TN 120: 45'-46') 

23.4: asakku mar~u ina zumur ameli ittabsi amela muttallika kima 
~ubati iktatam 'The grievous asakku-demon has come into being 
in a man's body, he has covered the restless man like a garment' 
(GBAO 2, 40: 2-4) 
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kima tibut eribe mata imtalu 'They (m.) have filled the land like a 
swarm of locusts' (GBAO 2,46: 18) 

ila alsi-ma ul iddina panisu 'I called out to the god, but he did not 
show me his face' (BWL 38: 4) 

par~iya usalqu sanam-ma 'They allowed someone else (lit. 'another') 
to take my offices' (BWL 36: 103) 

napihta bul/i (from belu) 'Extinguish the blazing fire!' m. sg. 
(BWL 100: 37) 

saplanu libbasu remu rasisu 'Deep down, his heart has taken 
(lit. 'acquired') pity on (lit. 'to') him' (Asar. 42: 30) 

inaqqanikka (see Unit 19.4) sikar sabi'i tamahhar 'They (f.) pour 
out brewer's beer for you, (and) you (m. sg.) receive (it), (BWL 
136: IS8) 

kabtat qassu ul ale"i nasasa 'His hand is heavy, 1 cannot lift it' 
(BWL 48: I) 

tasemme samas suppa suI/a u karabi 'You will hear, 0 Samas, 
supplication, entreaty and prayer'; also possible: suppaya sul/aya 
karabi 'my supplication, my entreaty and my prayer' (BWL 134: 130) 

iltaqu harharii. ana attaspil 'Villains have risen (i.e. been 
successful), 1 have been cast down' (BWL 76: 77) 

sipat bala,; idda 'Helshe cast a life-giving spell for me', or 'They 
(f. pl.) cast a life-giving spell' (BWL 48: 28) 

2.4.1: anaku lemnis epseku 'Me, 1 have been treated badly' (AbB I, 

67: r·4-S) 
teretim ana sulum matiya lupus 'I will take omens about the 
well-being of my land' (ARM 2612,41 I: 23-24) 

teretim nusepis 'We had omens taken' (ARM 2612,427: 22) 
saptiya (dual) issiq bi~~uri ilput isarsu ana bi~~uriy[a] ul irub 'He 

kissed my lips (and) stroked my vulva, (but) his penis did not 
enter my vulva' (ARM 2612,488 : 34-37) 

sittam sa iii anaku ekmeku 'I have been robbed of (lit. 'with respect 
to', see Unit 18.S) the sleep ofthe gods' (Gilg. Harmal J 2) 

ina annitim athutka lumur 'May 1 see your (m. sg.) partnership in 
this (matter)' (AbB I, 3: 22-23) 

sattam eleppetim ul nipus 'This year we made no (lit. 'we did not 
make') boats' (AbB 14, 37: S-6) 

pul/uhaku u lemnis epseku 'I have been intimidated and treated 
badly' (AbB 14, 149: 2S-27) 



sattam ana sattim namdattasunu ebetum-ma (see Unit 22.6) ;bit 
'Year by year, the amount they pay (lit. 'their (m.) paid amount') 
has well and truly increased (lit. 'swollen')' (AbB I, 125: 4-8) 

rninam nikkal 'What are we going to eat?' (AbB 3, 37: 17) 
ana bitiya la irrubam 'He/she must not enter my house!' (AbB 10, 

56: 34) 
kima hadeya (see the introduction to Unit 22) epus 'Act in such a 
way that 1 will rejoice' m. sg.; also possible: epus 'I acted in such a 
way that 1 would rejoice' (AbB 14,65: 21) 

ina annitim ahhutka lumur 'May 1 see your brotherliness in this 
(matter)' (AbB 3, 62: 21-22) 

1.4.2: kar~;ka ana sarrim ikulu 'They (m.) slandered you to the king' 
(AbB 5, 234: 10-12) 

marti luddikkum-ma (luddin + kum + ma) ahuz 'I will give you my 
daughter - marry her!' (AbB 14, IIO: 40) 

sapirni minam nippal 'What will we answer our boss?' (AbB 5, 
1.62: r.9') 

eru ikul ikulu marusu 'The eagle ate, its children ate' (SEAL 1.1.5.1 
Susa obv.9') 

ina tuppi labirntim sa bit nisaba ki'am amur 1 read as follows 
(lit. 'thus') on the old tablets from the temple of Nisaba'; also 
possible: amur 'read!' m. sg. (AbB 4, II8: II-I2) 

anaku minam lupus 'What am I to do?' (AbB 8, 130: 8') 
ina ekallim awatusu linnamra 'His words should be checked in the 
palace' (AbB 10, 19: 16-17) 

ahuni ~ehrum assatam ul ahiz 'Our little brother is not married 
(lit. 'He has not married a wife')' (AbB 3, 2: II) 

sebetta babu uddulu elu dapnim 'Seven gates are (or: were) barred 
against the aggressive one' (SEAL LL5.1 Morgan i.lo) 

dullum kima herinim iterub ana libbiya 'Misery has entered my 
heart like grass seeds' (grass seeds are used to convey the idea of 
pricking) (AbB 14,9: 8'-9') 

assum ki'am suttam tamur 'That is why you (m. sg.) had (lit. 'saw') 
a dream' (AbB 9, 263: 8-10) 

ittiya nanmir 'Meet with me!' m. sg. (AbB 6,52: 19-20) 

24.3: samas-hazir u tappCtsu ikimuniati 'Samas-hazir and his 
associate (or: associates) robbed us' (AbB 4,37: Io-II) 
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sammi kalumiitiya lisiikilu 'They should get/allow my lambs to eat 
grass' (or see Unit 14.16) (AbB 10, 117: r.I-2) 

sepam ahltam ana libbi iilim Iii tuserrebii 'Do not allow a foreigner 
(lit. 'a foreign foot') to enter the city!' pI.; also possible: tuserreba 
(m. sg. + vent.) (AbB 7, 50: 12'-14') 

ina sartim Iii tennemmedii 'Do not seek refuge in lies!' pI.; also 
possible: tennemmeda (m. sg. + vent.) (AbB 2, 130: 18-19) 

ana durim erebam mannum iqabbikum 'Who will tell you (m. sg.) 
to enter the city wall?' (AbB 9, 40: 13-14) 

sa arhis bullutisu epus 'Do that of curing him quickly' m. sg., 
i.e. 'Do whatever is necessary to cure him quickly!'; also possible: 
epus 'I did .. .' (AbB 8, 95: 12-14) 

supram-ma ~ibutka lupusakkum 'Write to me, and I will do your 
(m. sg.) wish (i.e. 'as you wish')' (AbB 1,40: 12-13) 

ibrt iitamar suttam amminim Iii tedkianni miidis palha[tj 'My 
friend, I have seen a dream. Why did you (m. sg) not wake me? 
It (= the dream) was very frightening!' (Gilg. Sch0yen. 4) 

ktma Iii naziiqika eppus 1 will act in such a way that you 
(m. sg.) will not be annoyed (lit. 'in accordance with your not 
being annoyed')' (AbB 3,2: 27) 

mimma aniiku ul [S]uhuziiku 'I have not been informed at all' 
(ARM 2612,40 4: 75) 

umam dimmassu ttakianniiiti 'Today his wailing has eaten us up!' 
(AbB 14, 83: 22) 

an[iikju eltemnakkim (eltemin + am + kim) 'I have become angry at 
you (f. sg.)' (AbB 6, 188: 38') 

ay ikul akla bulut libbi ay t~in [nipjis siriis 'May he/she not eat 
bread, the life of the heart, (and) may he/she not smell the [scejnt 
of beer' (Akkade 286: 22'-23') 

24.4: ilu miitim istariit miitim / samas sin adad u istar / tterM ana 
utul same 'The gods of the land (and) the goddesses of the land 
have entered the interior (lit. 'lap') of heaven' (SEAL 2.1.3.1: 5-7)· 

umma su-ma samas-hiizir eqel bit abiya ikimanni-ma ana redim 
ittadin kl'am ulammidanni eqlum durum matima innekkim 
warkatam purus 'Thus he (said): "Samas-hazir stole the field of 
my father's household from me, and sold it to a soldier". Thus 
he informed me. (But) is a permanently owned field ever stolen? 
Establish the facts!' m. sg. (AbB 4, 16: 7-14) 
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l4.S: sarru ibukSunuti 'The king led them away' (BBSt. II: 32) 
epus usati ana bel babili gimilta iskun 'To the lord of Babylon 
he/she rendered assistance, he/she did a favour' (TN 74: 8') 

[i]tti nuhatimmi (or: nuhatimmi) nuhatimmuta ippus 'He/she does 
duty as cook together with the cooks (or: cook)' (Adapa 9: 10') 

urrih-ma sarru dannu iktasad ana kisad ulaya / innendu-ma 
sarru kilallan ippusu tahaza / ina birisunu innapih isatu / ina 
turbu'tisunu na'durU panu samsi 'The mighty king hastened, 
(and) arrived at the bank of the Euphrates. The two kings came 
together, (and) did battle. In between them, fire broke out. 
Through their dust storm (i.e. through the dust storm which they 
raised) the face of the sun was darkened' (BBSt. 32: 28-3 I) 

14.6: ina pi labbi na'ir[i] ul ikkimu salamtu 'They (m.) cannot 
snatch (lit. 'steal') a body from the mouth of a roaring lion' 
(or see Unit 14.16) (Erra V II) 

raha marutuk usaggag 'llhe/she will anger Marduk the great' 
(Erra 1123) 

kiulilte annabik 'I was thrown down like a dried fig' (BWL 42: 70) 
uruhka tezzib 'You (m. sg.) will abandon your path' (BWL 99: 24) 
kiil pagriya itahaz rimutu 'Paralysis has taken hold of my whole 
body'; also possible: 'My whole body has taken paralysis on 
board' (BWL 42: 75) 

ana suzub napistisu innabit ana qereb ni' 'To save his life he fled 
into Thebes' (BIWA 25: A ii.3I) 

tetenettiq gina samami 'You (m. sg.) regularly pass across the sky' 
(BWL 126: 27) 

pite-ma ni~irtasu erub ana libbi 'Open his treasure house and go 
inside!' m. sg. (BWL 102: 83) 

ikkalle'u sim idisu u la le'u sim [se]rrisu 'A powerful individual 
lives off the price of his arm (i.e. off his wages), but a weak (lit. 
'non-powerful') individual off the price of his children (i.e. by 
selling them)' (BWL 242: 7-10) 

sadi beruti irrima salummatka 'Your (m. sg.) radiance covers 
distant mountains'; also possible irima 'covered' (BWL 126: 19) 

ahuz qassu putur aransu 'Take his hand, undo his punishment!' 
m. sg. (AfO 19, 59: 151) 

[S]utbi-ma sertukka ina nariti etrassu 'Remove your (m. sg.) 
punishment, and save him from the swamp!' (AfO 19,59: 154) 
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istar uggugat '{star is/was utterly furious' (Gilg. VI 81) 
sunqu ina birisun issakin-ma ana (translate ana as 'in') burisunu 

ikulu sir marisun 'Famine occurred in their midst, and in their 
hunger they (m.) ate the flesh of their children (lit. 'sons')' (BIWA 
114: B viii.2.S-2.6) 

nikis qaqqad teumman belisunu qereb ninua emurU-ma sane (inf. 
construct state) temi i~bassunuti 'They (m.) saw the decapitation 
(lit. 'cutting of the head') of Teumman, their lord, in Nineveh, 
and madness seized them' (BIWA 106-107: B vi.62.-63) 

2.5.1: da'atni ul isal 'He/she did not ask after us' (also possible: ;sal 
'he/she will not ask') (AbB I, 134: 2.4) 

amat-ma tiibkum 'I'm going to die, and it is good for you (m. sg.)!' 
(perhaps meaning ' ... and you're happy with thatl') (AbB 9, 2.32.: 2.2.) 

ummaka imtut 'Your (m. sg.) mother has died' (AbB 8,100: 17) 
nagarU la ;riqqu 'The carpenters must not be without work!' (AbB 

13, 86: 2.2.) 
assumisunu remann; 'For their sake, have mercy on me!' m. sg.; 

also possible 'For their sake, he is having / has had mercy on me' 
(AbB 9, 141: 16-17) 

summa atta misatt!inni (misata + anni) anaku elika ahabbub '(Even) 
if you (m. sg.) despise me, I will croon over you' (ARM 10, 8: 9-11) 

imeri sam 'Buy donkeys!' m. sg., also possible: 'My donkey has 
been bought' or 'Buy my donkey!' m. sg. (AbB 2., 176: 2.0) 

libbasu ittuh 'His heart has become calm' (ARM 2.612, 413: 2.4) 
minum ubassakka 'Who can dishonour you (m. sg.)?'; also 
possible: ubasakka 'Who dishonoured you?' (Gilg. 1M obv. 2.1) 

mutni tarammi-ma [b]aLatni tezerri'You (f. sg.) love our death 
(i.e. the idea of us dying), and hate our life (i.e. the idea of us 
being alive)'; also possible: tarami ... tezeri 'you (f. sg.) loved ... 
you hated' (AbB 12.,63: 2.6-2.7) 

libbi utib 'He/she/it satisfied me' (AbB 6, 12.6: 2.1) 
riqussu la iturra 'He must not come back empty-handed' (La rather 
than ul shows cannot be itUra) (AbB 13, 146: 9) 

2.5.2.: kallatki izerki 'Your (f. sg.) daughter-in-law hates you', 
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samas dini lidin 'May Samas render my judgment', also possible: 
'May Samas render judgments' (AbB 5,159: r.8') 

urum ser 'The roof has been plastered' (AbB 2,140: 13) 
kaspam ul nasiaku-ma ukultam ul asam 'I am carrying no silver, so 
I cannot buy (any) food'; also possible: asam 'I was carrying no 
silver, so I could not buy (any) food'; also possible: nasiakkum-ma 
'He was carrying no silver for you, so .. .' (AbB I, 132: 7-8) 

harbam ana belisu tir 'Return the plough to its owner!' (0 imp.) 
m. sg. (AbB 10, 165: 26) 

sadum iqupam-ma isihan[ni] 'The mountain collapsed upon me 
(-am), and begirt me'; also possible: iquppam-ma issihan[ni] 
, ... will collapse upon me and begirt me' (Gilg. Schoyen, 6) 

girrum ruq-ma [m]amman ana alakim lull imaggaranni 'The 
journey is long, so nobody agrees with me about going', i.e. 'The 
journey is so long that .. .' (AbB 7, 144: 5'-i) 

sa kaspim suati nuni damqutim samam-ma ana akaliya subilam 
'With that silver buy (some) good quality fish (pl.), and have 
(them) sent to me so that I can eat them (lit. 'for my eating')' 
m. sg. (AbB 5, 224: 20-24) 

kaspam mahir libbasu tab 'He has received the silver, he is satisfied 
(lit. 'his heart is good')' (AbB I, 139: i) 

kima kalbi da'ti ul tasali 'As if (for) a dog, you (f. sg.) did not 
enquire after me', also possible: tasalli 'you will enquire' (AbB 5, 
160: r.6') 

sir nisi utib 'I/he/she gave bodily well-being to the people' (CH V.24) 
kima sa a[n]aku wasba[k]u libbasu [t]ibba 'Satisfy him just as if I 
were present!' (0 imp. pI.; also possible: tibba, imp. m. sg. with 
ventive suffix) (AbB 13, 58: 27-30) 

25.3: [h]ibletuya ina qati samas-hazir imtida 'The wrongs done to 
me (lit. 'my wrongs') have become numerous through the doings 
(lit. 'hands') of Samas-hazir' (AbB 4,134: 9-10) 

ina sattim annitim tirrinni-ma (tirri, 0 imp. sg. f. taru, + m + ni + 
-rna) naram subirinni (subiri, Simp. sg. f. eberu, + (a)nni) 'Send 
me back and allow me to cross the river this year' (addressee f. 
sg.); ina sattim annitim applies to both verbs (AbB 9,63: 8-10) 

dini u dinka samas lidin 'May Samas render my judgment and your 
(m. sg.) judgment' (AbB I, 135: 35) 
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alpi ul taptur-ma ina dannat ku~# tustamissunuti 'You (f. sg.) 
did not release the oxen (from the yoke), and so you have 
allowed them to die through the harshness of winter' (AbB ro, 
96: r. 2-3) 

[l]ama alakini [l]ibbaka nutab 'We will satisfy you (m. sg.) before 
we leave (lit. 'before our going')' (AbB ro, r I4: ro-I2) 

ana hissatiki ruq 'He is far away for thought of you (f. sg.)', 
i.e. 'He is too far away to think of you' (AbB 9, 230: 9-ro) 

lemutta ul ukil ana ibriya 'llhe/she did not hold evil in store for my 
friend' (SEAL I.I.s.r Susa rev.r4') 

summa ina kinatim tarammanni ana bitisu mamman la isassi 
'If you (m. sg.) really (lit. 'in truth') love me, nobody must state 
a claim against his household' (AbB ro, r: 32-35) 

ina mak redi ina SAG.DA-IN.pAD ha/~a[m] mamman ul ukal 
'Owing to (lit. 'through') a lack of soldiers in Sagda-inpad, 
nobody can hold the district' (AbB 9, r40: 9-r3) 

eqlam suati ina qatim killassu-ma (kil, D imp., + am + su; su = the 
field, see Unit r9.9) la anazziq 'Hold that field in hand for me, so 
that I will not be annoyed' m. sg.; also possible: killasum-ma (kil, 
D imp., + am + sum) 'Hold that field in hand for him, so that 
I will not be annoyed' m. sg. (AbB 3, 2: 53-S4) 

ana nahlaptim usalliakki-ma (from sullu) ul tereminni 'I beseeched 
you for (f. sg.) a garment, but you did not take pity on me' 
(AbB S, r60: r.4'-s') 

sitta qinnazi (also possible: qinnazin, dual) suhmitam alpu ina 
mak qinnazim riqu 'Get two teams of workmen to hasten to me! 
Through want of a team of workmen, the oxen are inactive' imp. 
m. sg. (AbB 9, rr6: 7-9) 

ana minim ki'am temissanni (or: temisanni) 'Why do (or: did) you 
(m. sg.) scorn me so?' (AbB r4, 73: 9) 

dawdam duk-ma sumam naskin 'Bring about a defeat, and so be 
equipped with a name (i.e. 'make a name for yourself!)!' m. sg. 
(ARM ro, 107: 23-2S) 

25.4: [am]mini sutu istu sebet umi ana mati la iziqa 'Why has the 
south wind not been blowing over (lit. 'at') the land for the past 
seven days?'; also possible: izziqa (pf.), present (iziqqa) (Adapa 
16: 9') 
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ana bit beliya ina qablat tamti nuni abiir 'I caught fish for my lord's 
household in the middle of the sea'; also possible: abar 'I am 
catching, 1 will catch' (Adapa 18: 50'-51') 

me muti ukallunikkum-ma (ukallu + nim + kum + ma) Iii tasatti 
'They will offer you (lit. 'hold towards you (m. sg.)') water of 
death, so do not drink!' (Adapa 18: 30'-31') 

midu arnuya 'Many are my misdeeds' (TN 94: 37') 
nanniiru sin ukin elisunu namungat qabli 'Luminous Sin (lit. 'Sin, 
the light of the sky') fixed upon them the paralysis of battle' (TN 
1I8: 36') 

2.5.5: ina rub~iya abit ki alpi 'I spent the night in my dung, like an 
ox' (BWL 44: 106) 

sarrahiiku-ma atur ana resi 'I had been magnificent, but I turned 
into a slave' (BWL 34: 78) 

ana ahi ahi itura ana lemni u galle itura ibri'My brother turned 
into a stranger, my friend turned into an evil being and a gallu
demon' (also possible: iturra 'will turn') (BWL 34: 84-85) 

ana gullultisunu rib dumqi 'Requite their misdeed with good deeds!' 
m. sg. (Akkade 366: 172) 

ana epis lemuttika damiqta ribsu 'To one who does evil to you (lit. 
'to your (m. sg.) evildoer'), requite goodness!' (BWL 100: 42) 

zaziqu abiil-ma ul upatti uzni 'I supplicated a dream spirit, but it 
did not enlighten me'; also possible: abal, pres., same translation 
(BWL 38: 8) 

ana kibsi ahe uzunsa turrat 'Her attention is turned to the tracks 
of a stranger'; also possible: 'She has turned her attention to the 
tracks of a stranger' (BWL 102: 79) 

25.6: miira usmiit-ma abu iqabbirsu / arka aba usmiit-ma qebira ul 
lSi 'I will kill the son, and the father will bury him. Then I will kill 
the father, and he will have not one to bury him (lit. 'he will not 
have a burier') (Erra IV 97-98) 

quriidu erra kinam-ma tustamit / Iii kinam-ma tustamit '0 hero 
Erra, you have killed the righteous one, you have killed the 
unrighteous one' (Erra IV 1°4-1°5) 

tariimi-ma nesa gamir emuqi / tuhtarrissu sebe u sebe suttiiti / 
tariimi-ma sisa na'id qabli / istuhha ziqti (dual) u dirrata taltimissu 
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'You (f. sg.) loved the lion, perfect in strength, / (but) you dug seven 
and seven pits for him. / You loved the horse, devoted to battle, / (bUt) 
for him you decreed as destiny crop, spurs and lash' (Gilg. VI 5 I-54) 

26.1: 1 ullad G pres. ISt/3rd sg. 2 iwwaldu N pret. 3rd m. pI. 
3 iwwalid N pret. 3rd sg. 4 ulidka or ulidka G pret. ISt/3rd 
sg. + ka 5 uldanni G pret. 3rd sg. + anni 6 ulissi or ulissi G pret. 
ISt/3rd sg. + si 7 tuldinni G pret. 2nd f. sg. + (a)nni 8 bilam imp. 
m. sg. + vent 9 ubbalam G pres. ISt/3rd sg. + vent. 10 tubbalinni 
G pres. 2nd f. sg. + (a)nni llliblunissu G prec. 3rd m. pI. + vent. 
+ su 12 ittabal G perf. 3rd sg. 13 usabbalakkum ~ pres. Ist/3rd 
sg. + vent. + kum 14 ustabil ~ perf. ISt/3rd sg. 15 utassar D perf. 
ISt/3rd sg. 16 utassaru D perf. 3rd m. pI. 17 wusseram D imp. 
2nd m. sg. + vent. 18 tuwassarsum D pres. 2nd m. sg. + sum 
19 uwasserusu D pret. 3rd m. pI. + su 20 wasrata G stat. 2nd 
m. sg. 211iwasseranni D prec. 3rd sg. + anni 22 susiba-ma ~ imp. 
pI. + ma (theoretically possible: susibam-ma ~ imp. m. sg. + vent. 
+ ma, but the spelling would be odd) 23 usasib ~ pret. ISt/3rd sg. 
24 usesim-ma ~ pret. ISt/3rd sg. + -ma 25 susibanni ~ imp. m. sg. 
+ anni 26 urdam G pret. ISt/3rd sg. + vent. 27liridu-ma G prec. 
3rd m. pI. + ma 28 urdunim G pret. 3rd m. pI. + vent. 29 iqqir 
G pres. 3rd sg. 30 waqrat G stat. 3rd f. sg. 

26.2: ittisu ana eqlim rid 'Go down to the field with him!' m. sg. 
(AbB I, 102: II) 

ana mutisa sina marl (or dual: marin) aldat 'She has given birth to 
two sons for her husband' (AbB 7, 106: 20-21) 

marti a~bat (3rd f. stat. wa~abu) 'My gall bladder is enlarged', i.e. 
'I am angry' (AbB 9, 260: 19-20) 

kakkum sa i1im ana eqlim Itrid 'The weapon of the god should go 
down to the field' (AbB 4, 40: 32) 

26.3: 1 atrat G stat. 3rd sg. f. 2/indasser D prec. 3rd sg. 3 umassarki 
D pres. ISt/3rd sg. + ki 4 umassirn D pret. 3rd m. pI. 5 usser D pret. 
Ist/3rd sg. or D imp. m. sg. 61umasser D prec. 1st sg. 7 numasser 
D pret. 1st pI. 8 mussurat D stat. 3rd sg. 9 undasser D perf. 
ISt/3rd sg. (see Unit 47.10) 10 tusesibsu D pret. 2nd m. sg. + 



5u or tusdsebsu D pres. 2nd m. sg. + su 11 ultdibanni S perf. 
3rd sg. + anni 12 lusesib S prec. 1st sg. 13 turraqi D pres. 2nd 
sg. f. 14 urruq D stat. 3rd m. sg. 15 nurrad G pres. 1st pI. (also 
theoretically possible: D pres 1st pI., but this verb does not appear 
in the D system) 16 urid G pret. 1st/Jed sg. (also theoretically 
possible: urrid D pret. 1St/3rd sg., but this verb does not appear 
in the D system) 17 attarda G perf. 1st sg. + vent. 18 uridanim-ma 
G pret. 3rd f. pI. + vent. + ma 19 ridimi G imp. pI. + vent. 
20 iqirsu G pret. 3rd sg. + su or iqqirsu G pres. 3rd sg. + su 
21liqir G prec. 3rd sg. 22 aqrat G stat. 3rd f. sg. 23 itta'iad 
G perf. 3rd sg. 24 tattalda G perf. 2nd m. sg. + vent or tattalda 
G perf. 2nd pI. 25 uldassum-ma G pret. 1St/3rd sg. + sum + ma 
26 u'alladka G pres. 1St/3rd sg. + ka 27 lubla G prec. 1st sg. + 
vent. 28 usabila S pret. 1St/3rd sg. or usabila S pret. 3rd f. pI. 
29 ultebila S perf. 1St/3rd sg. or ultebila S perf. 3rd f. pI. 

26.4: palahu damaqa ullad niqu balala [u]ttar 'Reverence (lit. 'being 
reverent') begets goodness (lit. 'being good'), a sacrifice (to the 
gods) prolongs (lit. 'increases') life' (BWL 104: 143-144) 

nasi marri alii tupsikki epis dulli ziibil kudurri ina eleli u/~i hud 
libbi nummur pani ubbalu umsun 'The bearer of spade, hoe (and) 
earth basket, the worker (lit. 'the doer of work') (and) the hod 
carrier spend their day in song, delight, gladness of heart (and) 
brightness of face' (Asar. 62: 38-4°) 

[an]a sakan abubi ubla Iibbasunu iii rabuti 'The great gods, their 
hearts (lit. 'heart', see Unit 6. I 3) induced them to bring about the 
flood' (Gilg. XI 14) 

ilquinni-ma ina ruqi ina pi narati ustesibuinni 'They (m.) took me, 
and settled me far away, at the mouth of rivers' (Gilg. XI 206) 

ana sunbut zim[i]ya u ubbub ~ubatiya girra umta"ir 'I have 
instructed the fire god to make my features shine, and to purify 
my garment' (Erra 1141) 

eli tarqu sar mat kusi ana sakan ade u salimi uma"eru rakbesun 
'To Taharka, king of the land of Kush, they (m.) sent their 
messengers on horseback to establish a treaty and peace' 
(BIWA 22: A i.123-124) 
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27.1: pika Iii tenni 'Do not alter your (m. sg.) utterance!' (AbB 5, 2: r.2.') 
kima ana kasim-m[a] taklak[u] atta ul tidi 'Do you (m. sg.) not 
know that it is to you whom 1 trust' (AbB 5, 173: 6-8) 

samas u marittuk iqbu-ma kerrum si ul it~i '~amas and Marduk 
spoke (through divination), so that caravan did not leave' (AbB 5, 
2.32.: 26-27) 

dibbatum mattum ili'am 'A lot of chatter came up to me (i.e. 
'reached me')' (AbB 3, 2: 6) 

matum kalitsa ana eresim itta~i 'The whole land has gone out to do 
the sowing' (ARM 2.612, 491: 42.-43) 

~eherni u ~ehertani bab ekalli ul it~i 'Our little boy and little girl did 
not go out through the palace gate' (AbB I, 134: 10-11) 

nipatika ina nurparim sit~i'am 'Allow your (m. sg.) debt slaves to 
come out of prison!' (AbB 2, 114: 15-16) 

abulia a~am (inf. (w)a~u) ul ele"i 'I cannot leave through the gate' 
(AbB 9, 146: 16-17) 

awiLe ana ~eriya sitrianim 'Direct (some) men to me!' pI. (AbB 9, 
113: 17-18 ) 

anniati gullulatika lit tide 'You (m. sg.) should be aware of these 
sins of yours (lit. 'these your sins')! (AbB 11,94: 32.) 

riksatiya ul enni 'I will not change my contract' (AbB 12, 5: 28) 
idu qarradittka sarranit itanaddarit qabalka 'The kings know your 

(m. sg.) valour (and) are constantly fearful of your onslaught'; 
qabalka could also mean '(doing) battle with you' (TN 116: 19') 

ut{i (D pret. etu) in ummanat mat sumeri u akkadi samas bel dini 
'~amas, lord of judgment, darkened the eye of the troops of the 
land of Sumer and Akkad' (TN 118: 38') 

27.2: qereb mur~isu mamma ul ide 'No one understands (lit. 
'anyone does not understand') the nature (lit. 'the inside') of his 
illness' (GBAO 2, 44: 8) 

quradu erra ~i-ma ana ~eri 'Hero Erra, go out to the steppe!' (Erra 1 60) 

28.1: ina idisu iziz 'Stand at his side!' m. sg.; also possible: izziz 'He! 
she stood .. .' (AbB 9, 2.19: 7-8) 

anaku ana isinna allakam 'I will come to Isin' (AbB 7, 77: 17-18) 
dimtam usziz 'I/he/she set up the wooden siege tower (lit. 'caused ... 
to stand,), (ARM 2612, 416: 5) 



ana awatisu kima awatini iziz 'Assist in his matter as (in) our matter' 
m. sg.; also possible: izziz 'He/she assisted .. .' (AbB 4, 146: 20-21) 

i/lik-ma ana simatu awilutim 'He/she went to the destiny of 
mankind', i.e. 'He/she died' (Gilg. VA+BM ii.4') 

dimti u dimmati eliki lillik 'May my weeping (lit. 'tear') and 
lamenting (lit. 'lament') go over you (f. sg.)' (AbB 5, 160: r.7'-8') 

ana babiUm allikam-ma ul amurki madis azziq 'I came to Babylon, 
but I did not see you (f. sg.). I was very worried' (AbB 5, 225: 9-12) 

ana bab gagim aUk 'Go to the cloister gate!' m. sg.; also possible: 
alUk 'I went' (AbB I, 137: 13-14) 

pullusaku-ma ana mahar abiya ul allikam 'I was concerned, and so 
could not come to my father' (AbB I, 100: 31-32) 

inuma ustu sippir ana babilim allikam i[tt]i a[w]ilim utul-istar 
annamer 'When I came from Sippar to Babylon I met Mr. (lit. 'the 
man') Utul-!Star' (AbB 7, 93: 10-12) 

alik urha etiq sada 'Go along the path, cross the mountain!' m. sg.; 
also possible: alUk urha etiq sada 'I went along the path, I crossed 
the mountain' (Etana-Epos 188: 142) 

ana pani ani ina uzuzzika akala sa muti ukallunikkum-ma la 
takkal 'When you (m. sg.) stand before Anu they will offer you 
(lit. 'hold to you') bread of death, but do not eat (it)!' (Adapa 18: 
28'-30') 

28.2.: gana e tattil seSset urri u sebe musati 'Come, do not sleep for 
six days and seven nights!' m. sg. (Gilg. XI 209) 

adakka-ma panatu'a usallakka 'I will kill you (m. sg.) and make 
you (m. sg.) go (to the netherworld) ahead of me' (BWL 148: 85) 

namriri assur u istar ishupusu-ma iIIika mahhutis 'The radiant 
auras of Assur and !Star covered him, and he went berserk' 
(BIW A 20: A i.84) 

29.1: sarrum-kima-ilim 'The king is like a god' (AbB 9, 95: 6) 
sumgurum u qabum ittika-ma 'Persuading and talking (i.e. the 
negotiations) are up to (lit. 'with') you (m. sg.)' (AbB II, 53: 
19-20) 

lu awilum atta 'You should be a man!' (AbB 12, 54: 19) 
rnannum sumka 'What (lit. 'who') is your name?' (Gilg. 
VA+BM: iV.5) 
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biti bitka u kisi kiska 'My house is your (m. sg.) house, and my 
purse is your purse' (AbB 4, 152.: 2.0) 

istu pana bitni u bitk[al isten-ma 'Since previous times, our house 
and yo[url (m. sg.) house are one' (AbB I, 82.: 5-7) 

siprum eli tasimtika 'The task is above your (m. sg.) reckoning 
(i.e. more than you thought)' (AbB 9, 2.02.: 4-6) 

~illi-marutuk 'Marduk is my protection' (AbB 8, 2.4: I) 
ul [alhhukd ninu bitat[ulni ul bitkd 'Are we not your (m. sg.) 

brothers? Are our houses not your house?' (AbB 7, 104: 12.-13) 
bitum su u[l blit redim bit awil dnunna 'That house is not the 
house of a soldier, (it) is the house of a man from (lit. 'of') 
ESnunna' (AbB 10, 3: 9-II) 

ul bitkunu 1s it not your (m. pl.) house?' (AbB 2., 154: 2.1) 
su-ma ~alam enlil daru 'The eternal image of Enlil is he' 
(TN 68: 18') 

2.9.2.: dabib nuWitiya ilu re~usu 'The speaker of my calumny 
(i.e. the person who slandered me), god was his helper' 
(BWL 34: 95) 

amur gulgulle sa ark uti u panuti ayyu bellemuttim-ma ayyu bel 
usati 'Behold the skulls of low and high - which was a doer of evil 
and which was a doer of good?' m. sg. (BWL 148: 77-78) 

atta diparum-ma inattalu nurka 'You (m. sg.) are althe torch, they 
can see by your light' (Erra I 10) 

napissunu mutum-ma 'Their (m.) breath is death' (Erra I 2.5) 
atta nam~arum-ma 'You (m. sg.) are a sword' (Erra 112.) 

30.1: kima asapparakkum epus 'Do as I will write to you (m. sg.)!' 
(AbB 3, II: 50-51) 

inuma anaku ina dannatim sa beliya kaliaku redu biti imassa'u 
'While I am detained on my lord's harsh instructions, the soldiers 
are plundering my house' (AbB 8, 18: 4-7) 

istu ina alini wasbu ina sartim matima sums[u 1 ul hasis 'Since he 
has been living in our town, his name has never been mentioned 
in connection with a crime' (AbB 14, 144: 2.6-2.8) 

nar ana suti tatrudam madis naziq 'The singer whom you (m. sg.) 
sent to the Suteans is very worried' or 'He is very worried about 
the singer whom you sent to the Suteans' (AbB 5, 2.30: 7-8) 



kima kinati adabbubu marussi (from maru~-si) 'That I speak the 
truth is painful to her', i.e. 'It is painful to her that 1 speak the 
truth' (AbB I, 28: 8-9) 

kima sa beli baJtu ana beltiya-ma taklaku 'I trust to my lady, just 
as if my lord were still alive' (AbB I, 53: 24-25) 

summa Iii ina ahhiya Iii ina mar ahhi abiya mamman bitam 
udabbab temam gamr[am] supram 'If anyone among my brothers 
or my cousins (lit. 'the son(s) of the brothers of my father') bothers 
the house, write me a ful[l] report!' m. sg. (AbB 14, 73: 24-28) 

adi ~ehru la namru ina uba[n]i I[a] talappat 'As long as he is young 
and not (yet) fleshed out, do not touch (him) with a finger!' m. sg. 
(AbB I, 139: 12'-13') 

adi la namrat u ~ehr[e]t ina ubani la talappat 'As long as she is 
not (yet) fleshed out and (still) young, do not touch (her) with a 
finger!' m. sg. (AbB I, 139: 14'-15') 

kima ensum ana dannim mahar beliya la issarraku sippir kaliisu 
limu[r] 'May the whole of Sippar see that no weak man is given in 
gift to a strong man before my lord' (AbB 7, 153: 50-52) 

30.2: asar iqabbu (iqabbi + u or iqabbi + Ii) kaspam luddin 'I will 
give the silver where he/she says' or ' ... where they (m. pI.) say' 
(AbB 2, 105: 12-13) 

mamman sa ina idisu izzazzu ula ibassi 'There is no one to (lit. 
'there is not anyone who can') stand at his side' (AbB II, 167: 
9-10) 

saptaka (dual!) Iii taba kima ina muhhisa tazzazzu 'May your 
(m. sg.) lips (i.e. 'your words') be sweet when you stand in her 
presence' (AbB 2,141: 13-14) 

kima awat hammurapi tummura ina panitim-ma ana ~er beliya 
astapram 'I have written to my lord previously that Hammurapi's 
words are covered (i.e. ambiguous)' (ARM 2612, 373: 3-4) 

~iibi sa adi ana larsa allakam u aturram iilam usallamii isu 'I have 
troops which will keep the city safe until 1 come to Larsa and 
(then) return here' (AbB 8, 23: 17-20) 

mali ilii ukallamiika epus 'Do everything that the gods show you!' 
m. sg. (ARM 10, 31: r.12'-I3') 

kima taqabbu inneppus 'It shall be done as you (m. sg.) command' 
(AbB I, 7: 26-27) 
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kima taqabbi linnepus 'May it be done as you (f. sg.) command' 
(AbB I, 70: 20-21) 

summa atti terrisi atti-ma epsi 'If you (f. sg.) yourself want (it), you 
yourself do it!' (AbB 3, 71: 6-7) 

ana ~erum-ma adannam sa issaknu tustetiqiininni 'What is more, 
you (pl.) have caused me to pass (i.e. 'to miss') the deadline which 
had been set' (AbB 9, 19: 15-16) 

30.3: inuma ilu ibnu awilutam mutam iskunu ana awilutim ba/atam 
ina qiitisunu (dual) i~~abtu 'When the gods made mankind, they 
apportioned death to mankind. Life they have kept (lit. 'seized') in 
their (own) hands' (Gilg. VA+BM: iii.3-5) 

adi wasbiiku ~ibutka lipus 'So long as I am present, he/she should 
carry out your (m. sg.) wish' (AbB 12, 28: 13-15) 

epesum sa tepusu damiq 'The deed which you (m. sg.) did is/was 
good' (AbB I, 56: 4) 

yasim magriiitim sa ana e~enim Iii nata idbub 'He/she spoke words 
of malice to me which were unpleasant to smell (lit. 'not fit for 
smelling')' (AbB 2, 1I5: 1I-14) 

asar wasbiiku ukultum ana akiiliya ul ibassi 'Where I am dwelling, 
there is no food for me to eat (lit. 'for my eating')' (AbB 5,224: 
13-16) 

ina eqlim sa iddinuniiisim biimassu mu itbalu u ninu bariiinu 
'In the field which they (m.) gave us, the (flood) water carried off 
half of it, and we are starving' (AbB 4, 13 I: 8-10) 

beli atta ina qibit marutuk biinika asar taqabbu tammaggar 
'You, my lord, by the command of Marduk, will be agreed with 
whatever you command' (AbB 2,86: 14-15) 

se'am sani'am sa ummasu ana kasim babiilam iqbusum ana 
siibitisu imtadad 'He has measured out for his female tavern 
keeper the other grain which his mother ordered you to bring to 

you' (AbB 7, 53: 1I-14) 
inuma kaspum imtaqta usabbalakkim 'When the silver has come 
to me (lit. 'fallen to me'), I will send (it) to you (f. sg.)' (AbB 7, 
36: 30-3 1) 

30.4: assum ~uhiiram ana tinur[i]m [i]ddu [a]ttunu wardam ana 
utunim idiii 'Since he/she threw the boy into the oven, throw the 
slave into the kiln!' m. pI. (AbB 9, 197: 7-10) 
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",arum sa ana abi La ugallalu ul ibassi 'There is no son (lit. 'A son does 
not exist') who does not sin against his father' (AbB 6, 15: 17-19) 

inuma wardum ina bitim iHabtu (i~~abit + u) alum isalsu-ma mar 
nur-dingir-mah-ma ihsus mar asim ul ihsus 'When the slave was 
caught in the house the city questioned him, and he mentioned 
Nur-Dingir-mah, he did not mention the son of the doctor' 
(AbB 14, 144: 6-9) 

adi temni nutarrakkum ekallam la tulammad 'Until we send you 
(ro. sg.) back our full report, do not inform the palace!' (AbB 9, 
224: 10-1 I) 

assum alpim sa samam aqbukum summa tastama alpam s;;'ri'am
ma kaspam lusabilakku[m] 'Regarding the ox which 1 told you 
to buy, if you (m. sg.) have (already) bought (it) for me (-a), have 
the ox sent to me, and 1 will have the silver brought to you' 
(AbB 9, 84: 25-30) 

~ubiitam ana paniya sam-ma ana paniya ul tasam mimma ul ra'imi 
atta ittika ul adabbub 'Buy me a dress! (If) you (m. sg.) do not 
buy it for me, you do not love me at all (lit. 'you are not at all one 
who loves me'), (and) 1 will not talk to you!' (AbB 8, 93: 18-21) 

lama ana ~er belisu illikam-ma belsu ulammidu libbasu tib 'Satisfy 
him before he gets to his lord and informs his lord!' m. sg. 
(AbB 4,134: 19-22 ) 

amsi-ma ul aqbikum 'I forgot to tell you (m. sg.)' (AbB 10, 8: 21) 
summa tabakkum (tab + am + kum) ittiya lillik 'If it's OK by (lit. 
'good for') you (m. sg.), he should come with me' (AbB 14, 80: 
19-20) 

30.5: mannu il;;, sina sa ina mati halq;;, 'Who are the two gods who 
disappeared from the land?' (Adapa 18: 24'-25') 

amiita sa aqbakku (aqbi + am + ku) I;;, ~abtata 'You should take on 
board the word which 1 said to you (m. sg.)!' (Adapa 18: 33'-34') 

tema sa askunuka (askun + u + ka) la temekki 'Do not neglect 
the instruction 1 imparted to you (lit. 'placed (on) you (m. sg.)')!' 
(Adapa 18: 33') 

ana sikkat (see Unit 6.13; pI. sikkat also possible) hursani saquti 
u gisallat sadi pasqate sa ana kibis ameli la natu arkasunu I;;, eli 
'Truly, 1 went up after them (m.) (on)to the pinnacles of high tors 
and difficult ledges of mountains which are not suited to the tread 
of man' (RIMA 2,17: iii.r8-21) 
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ina qabli sa laluka i~rupu qerebka nuppis 'Ease your heart in the 
battle which you (m. sg.) so ardently wanted (lit. 'which your 
desire desired')' (TN 108: 28') 

annu umu sa dam nisika umakkaru name qerbeti 'This is the day 
(on) which I will drench deserts (and) fields with the blood of 
your (m. sg.) people' or 'This is the day on which the blood of 
your people will drench deserts (and) meadows' (TN 108: 32') 

ultu abu-daru imutu marutuk-kudurri-u~ur temsu ana sarri meli
sipak utir 'After Ahu-daru died, Marduk-kudurri-u~ur returned 
his report to king Meli-sipak' (BBSt. 16-17: 7-11) 

amela sllsu ilu rabutu mala ina same u er~eti sumsunu zakru aggis 
lirurUsu 'That man, may the great gods, as many as whose (lit. 
'their') names are uttered in heaven and earth, curse him angrily' 
(BBSt. 6: ii.37-38) 

bit ippusu libel sanum-ma 'May another be master in the house 
which he/she builds' (BBSt. 36: 53) 

adi samu u er~etu basu zerusu (see Unit 11.9) libliq 'May his 
progeny be destroyed for as long as heaven and earth exist' 
(BBSt. 6: ii.60) 

30.6: gerri (construct state of gerru) annutu ikusu alaka tahSih 
'Do you (m. sg.) need to go (by) the road (that) those ones went 
along?' (BWL 74: 65) 

ilani (or: iii) mati sa iznu tusallam ana subtisunu (see Unit 6.13) 
'You (m. sg.) shall lead the gods of the land who were angry back 
to their dwellings (lit. 'dwelling') safely' (Erra V 31) 

amelu sa sartam ippus (for earlier ippusu) summa dik summa ki~ 
summa nuppul summa ~abit summa ina bit killu nadi 'The man 
who commits a crime is either killed, or flayed, or blinded, or 
caught, or thrown into jail' (BWL 146: 44-45) 

sa ihtuka-ma tustamit sa la ibtuka-ma tustamit 'You (m. sg.) have 
killed the one who sinned against you, you have killed the one 
who did not sin against you' (Erra IV 106-107) 

sarru sa sumi usarbu libel kibrati 'May the king who makes my 
name great rule the whole world' (Erra V 5 I) 

amat erra iqbu elisu itib 'The word which Erra spoke was pleasing 
to him' (Erra 1191) 
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",annu idi ki saknaku seretka 'Who knows that I bear your (m. sg.) 
punishment?' (lit. ' ... that I have been imposed in respect of your 
punishment?') (Etana-Epos 186: 123) 

",irnrnu ina ~urrikun ibsu linnepus 'May whatever you wish for 
(lit. 'whatever came into being in your (m. pl.) mind)' be done' 
(Asar. 82: 17) 

asar tallaki ittiki lullik 'Wherever you (f. sg.) go, I will go with you' 
(BIWA 100: B V.6I-62) 

30.7: sisu tebultebu ina mu[hh]i atan pare ki elu / ki sa rakbu
rna ina uznisa ulahhas / u[mma m]uru sa tullidi (for earlier 
tulidi) ki yilti lu lasim 'When a rutting stallion was mounting a 
she-mule (lit. 'the she-ass of a mule'), while it was riding (her) 
it whispered in her ear: "May the foal which you will have 
given birth to be as swift as (lit. 'a runner like') me'" (BWL 
218: 15-17) 

e tiihuz harimtum s[ii] sari mutusa / istaritu sa ana iii zakrat / 
kulmasitu sa qerebsa ma'd[a] / ina marustika-ma (see mar~u(m)) 
ul inassika / ina ~altika-ma elika san~at / palahu u kanasa 
ul ibassi ittisa 'Do not marry a harlot, whose husbands are 
thousands, (or) a hierodule, who has been sworn to the god, (or) a 
kulmasitu-prostitute, who is often approached for sex (lit. 'whose 
approaching is much'): she will not carry you when you are 
distressed (lit. 'in your distress'), she will sneer at you when you 
are quarrelling (lit. 'in your quarrel'), reverence and submission 
do (lit. 'does', see Unit 14.3) not exist with her' (BWL 102: 72-77) 

alu lemnu sa kima birqi ittanabriqu I etemmu lemnu sa amela 
ihhazu I gallu lemnu sa amela imtu isaqqu I sunu mar sipri 
lemnut[ u] sunu 'The evil alu-demon who again and again flares 
up like lightning, the evil ghost which takes hold of a man, the 
evil gallu-demon which gives a man poison to drink - they are evil 
messengers, they are!' (GBAO 2,46: 4-10) 

31.1: miqtum imqutam-[m]a sa ana asim anaddinu ul isu 'miqtu
disease has fallen on me, and I do not have that which I can give 
the doctor', i.e. 'miqtu-disease has befallen me, and I have nothing 
to give the doctor' (AbB 10, 55: 15-17) 
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beli sa elisu tabu lipus 'May my lord do that which is pleasing 
to (lit. 'good upon') him', i.e. 'My lord should do as he pleases' 
(ARM 2612, 479: 23-24) 

sa taqabbCt lupusakkum 'I shall do for you (m. sg.) what (lit. 'that 
which') you (m. sg.) command' (AbB 7,171: 17) 

sa eliSu kispi iddCt iddak (N pres. daku) 'The one who accused hirn 
of sorcery (lit. 'the one who threw sorcery upon him') shall be PUt 
to death'; also possible: 'The one who was accused of sorcery (lit. 
'the one upon whom "they" threw sorcery') shall be put to death' 
(CH§2) 

sa surqam ina qatisu (or qatisu, dual) imhuru iddak 'The one who 
received the stolen goods in his hands (or hands) shall be put to 
death' (CH § 6) 

bitum sa kaliaku bit dannatim 'The house where 1 am detained is a 
house of hardship' (AbB 2, 83: 8) 

31.2: alu sa kakkasu la dannu nakru ina pan abullisu ul ippattar 'A 
city whose weapon is not strong - the enemy will not be dispelled 
from its gate' (BWL 245: 53-57) 

sa suk~uru (S stat. + -u) tapattar 'You (m. sg.) release the one who 
was tightly bound' (BWL 134: 129) 

sa ana sarrani abbiya isutu-ma etappalu (Gtn pret. apalu) zerati ina 
qibit assur beliya ina qatiya immanCt 'By command of Assur, my 
lord, the ones who had despised the kings my fathers and replied 
(to them) in hostile fashion were delivered into my hands' (Asar. 
57: V·3-4) 

sarrani asibut tamti sa duranisunu tamtum-ma edCt salhCtsun sa kima 
narkabti eleppa rakbu kum sise ~andu parrisani palhis ultanapSaqii 
'The kings who dwell in the sea, whose fortification walls are the 
sea, and whose outer walls are waves, who ride the ship instead of 
the chariot (and) harness boatmen instead of horses, were fearfully 
suffering constant anguish' (Asar. 57: iv.82-85) 

abdi-milkutti sar ~idunni la palih belutiya la semCt zikir saptiya 
(dual) sa eli tamtim gallatim ittaklu-ma (N perfect; or possibly 
Nt preterite) i~lCt nir assur ~idunnu al tuklatisu sa qereb tam tim 
nadCt abubis aspun 'Abdi-milkutti, king of Sidon, non-fearer of . 
my lordship, non-listener of the utterance of my lips (i.e. 'who dId 
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not fear my lordship, who did not heed the utterance of my lips'), 
who trusted to the rolling sea and threw off the yoke of Assur -
Sidon, the city of his trust, which is situated in the middle of the 
sea, 1 flattened like the Flood' (Asar. 48: 65-69) 

sa igigallasu kakkasu ~aba suiitu ikmu ikSudu iniiru ina nare ul i#ur 
'The one whose wisdom (and) weapon captured, defeated and killed 
that army did not inscribe (his victory) on a stele' (Akkade 306 and 
337-338: 28-29) 

simirria uban sad; rabitu sa kima selut sukurri zaqpat-ma eli hursani 
subat belet-ili saqat resi / sa elis resasa samami enda-ma saplanu 
5ursusa sukSuddu qereb aralli / u kima ~er nuni idi ana idi meteqa 
la isat-ma (stative of isu) panis u arkis sumru~u mulusa / ina 
ahisa harri natbak sade iqdudu-ma ana itaplus (Ntn info palasu, 
construct state) nitil ini sitpurat puluhtu (The following translation 
is fairly literal, and does not aim to do justice to the passage's 
beauty) 'Simirria - the great mountain pinnacle which sticks up 
like a spear blade and which is higher at (lit. 'in respect or) the 
top than the mountains (which are) home to (lit. 'or) Belet-ili, 
whose peak presses into the heavens above, and whose roots are 
driven right into the netherworld below, and (which) like the back 
of a fish has no passage (from) side to side, and whose ascent is 
very difficult afore and aback, on whose two sides channels and 
mountain waterways plunge down, and (which) at the repeated 
inspecting of the gaze of the eyes is shrouded in fearsomeness' 
(TeL 3: 18-21) 

32.1: supra-ma arkatam liprusunikkunusim (liprusu + nim + 
kunusim) 'Write, so that they (m.) will establish the facts for you 
(m. pl.)!' (or Unit 14.16) (AbB 9, III: II'-I2') 

elqe-ma (lequ in hendiadys) ana sibut awatim ~ubati asrut 'I 
undertook to tear my garment in testimony of the matter' (ARM 
2612,323: 21-22) 

Sa panini i nippalis-ma temam gamra i nispurakku (nispur + am + 
ku) 'We will see what is before us, so we can send you (ro. sg.) a 
full report' (AbB 7, 167: II-I2) 

;stu inanna-ma dababa dummuqam ittisu dubum-ma (dubub + mal 
la itar-ma ~ehri la i~abbat 'From now on speak nicely (lit. 'speak 
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a very nice speaking') to (lit. 'with') him, so that he will not seize 
my child again!' m. sg. (AbB 10, 181: 17-21) 

kima ~uhartum si mitat qibisum-ma (or qibessumma, qibi + am 
+ sum + ma; the letter is from Mari; see Unit 47.1) lu ide 'Tell 
him that that girl has died, so that he will know' (ARM 10, 106: 
18-19) 

ana adan issaprakkum tulappatam-ma panuka ul ibbabbalu 'If you 
(m. sg.) are delayed beyond the time limit he/she wrote to you, 
you will not be forgiven' (AbB I, 84: 25-27) 

arhis apuLSu-ma nemettam elika la irassi 'Answer him quickly, 
so that he will not complain about you (lit. 'acquire a cause for 
complaint against you')' m. sg. (AbB 4, 54: 19-20) 

minam tepusanni-ma taplatika adabbub 'What did you (m. sg.) 
do to me, that I should slander you (lit. 'speak your slander')?' 
(AbB 5, 13 8: 12'-14') 

ul atar-ma ul asapparakku 'I will not write to you (m. sg.) again' 
(AbB 14, 105: 28-29) 

ana ayyi tattakkal (N pres. takalu) namra~i-ma nisika tetter 'In 
which difficult terrain will you (m. sg.) trust to save (lit. 'so that 
you can save') your people?' (TN 108: 24') 

gula azugallatu beltu rabitu simma lazza ina zumrisu lisabsi-ma 
sarka u dama kima me lirtammuk 'May Gula, the great physician, 
the great lady, bring a persistent wound into being in his body, 
so that he is constantly covered in pus and blood as if he were 
bathing in water' (lit. 'so that he constantly bathes in pus and 
blood as though (in, see Unit 13.4) water') (BBSt. 7: ii.29-3I) 

33.1: atti libbaki [i]mtanarra~ 'You (f. sg.), your heart is always 
sore!' (AbB 7, 22: 6) 

umisam abtanakki 'I weep every day' (AbB II, 14: 18) 
anniatim tastanappari 'You (f. sg.) keep on writing these things to 

me' (AbB 9,61: 13) 
umisam ina esagil aktanarrabakkum 'I pray for you (m. sg.) in the 

Esagil temple on a daily basis' (AbB 2, 89: 9-10) 
kima tagdanammilanni gimlanni 'Be kind to me, as you (m. sg.) are 
so often kind to me!' (AbB 13, 149: 25-26) 

attunu awfltim tuktanattama-ma ana ~eriya ul tasapparanim 'YOU 

(m. pl.) are always covering matters up, and do not write (them) 
to me' (AbB 9, II3: 12-14) 



attanaggis kima hiibilim qabaltu ~eri 'I wandered like a trapper 
through the midst of the wild' (Gilg. VA+BM ii.I I') 

awatuka damqiitum iktanassadiininni 'Your (m. sg.) good words 
are forever reaching me' (AbB 9, 174: 22-23) 

ana temi sa taspurim miidis ahdu mahar istar u tasmetum 
aktanarrabakkim u iilum kalusu temam suiiti isme-ma 
ikarrabakkim 'I rejoiced greatly at the new which you (f. sg.) 
wrote me. 1 constantly pray before IStar and Tasmetum for you, 
and the whole city heard this news and is praying for you' (AbB 7, 
129: 5'-12') 

mahar awile [s]iibi tapliitiya taddanabbubi 'You (f. sg.) are forever 
slandering me (lit. speaking my slander) before the gentlemen 
(and) brewers' (AbB 5, 13 8: 4'-5') 

33.2: mutam sa atanaddaru ay amur 'May 1 not see the death 
which 1 am always fearing'; also possible: mutam 'the husband 
whom .. .' (Gilg. VA+BM: ii.lf) 

istu umim sa temam siztu esmu yam~ihatnu ina ekallim-ma 
ibtanayyat (Gtn batu) 'Since the day (on, see Unit 31.3) which 1 
heard this news, Y am~ihatnu has been spending the night in the 
palace!' (ARM 2612,495: 15-17) 

sa teteneppusi sunatuya ittanabbalanim 'My dreams keep on 
bringing me what you (f. sg.) are doing' (AbB 14, 53: 27-28) 

napisti tattakkis 'You (m. sg.) kept on slitting my throat' (AbB 3, 
38: 21) 

istu mu 3 kam (Bab. reading uncertain; salas sanatim?) assum bilat 
eqliya u rikis bitiya astanapparakkum-ma ul seam ul kaspam 
tusabbalam 'For three years 1 have been writing to you (m. sg.) 
again and again about the yield of my field and the contract on 
(lit. 'of') my house, but you have neither grain nor silver brought 
to me' (AbB 7, ISS: 1-6) 

bit [a]ntum tahtanassas 'You (m. sg.) are always reminiscing about 
the temple of [A]ntum' (AbB 8, 5: 7) 

eqelka u bitka uhallaq ana bitiya-[ma] (-ma is emphatic) ana 
sitarTUqim qatam tastakan 'I (or: 'he/she') will destroy your 
(m. sg.) house and your field. (For) you have set your hand to 
repeatedly robbing my house' (AbB 10, 178: 6-10) 
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ana itazzuzzi ana siisim ahka Iii tanandi (from tanaddi, with 
nasalization) 'Do not neglect to stand by him from time to time' 
m. sg. (AbB 9, I: 12-13) 

awiltum awiitim miidis uktabbit ana ~erum-ma umisam ritaqqudi", 
ina ruteSsim qaqqadni miidis uqtallil 'The lady has greatly 
aggravated matters. In addition to prancing about daily, she has 
greatly dishonoured us through repeated inconsiderateness' (AbB 
14, 189: 10-15) 

kima ninurta ana nis kakkisu ultanapsaqii kalis kibriitu 'At the raising 
of his weapons (i.e. 'when he raises his weapons') the world is 
altogether harrowed again and again as at Ninurta('s)' (TN 68: 15') 

kima kalbi libta"ita ina rebit iilisu 'May he spend night after night 
in his town square, like a dog'; also possible: libta"ita 'May they 
(f.) spend night after night in his town square, like dog(s)' (BBSt. 
7: ii.24) 

33.3: epset ina miitiiti nakriiti eteppusu ina sipir urrakuti esiqa 
qerebsa 'Inside it, with sculptor's craft, I carved (reports of) the 
deeds which I accomplished in foreign lands' (Asar. 62: 28-29) 

miqitti buli istanakka[n] 'Again and again he/she brings about 
deaths among (lit. 'death of') cattle (GBAO 2, 34: 24) 

ina sahiiti Iii tattanassabsu 'Do not sit next to him in the corner on 
a regular basis!' m. sg. (GBAO 2, 84: 32) 

tetenebbir tiimatum rapastum sadilta 'You (m. sg.) keep on 
crossing the broad wide sea' (BWL 128: 35) 

[at]ta ana ilim-ma suppe sutaqrib '[Y]ou, present prayers to the 
god on a regular basis!' m. sg. (BWL 108: I I) 

umisamma imdanahhara samas 'Day after day he/she appeals to 

Samas' (Etana-Epos 186: 121) 
satta ana satti bitakkii taltimissu 'You (f. sg.) have determined as 

his destiny constant weeping, year by year' (Gilg. VI 47) 
sa umi attattal buniisu 1 studied (lit. 'looked repeatedly at') the 
weather's appearance' (Gilg. XI 92) 

etana umisamma imtahhara samas 'Day after day, Etana appealed 
to Samas' (Etana-Epos 186: 131) 

uptahhir istar kezreti samhiiti u harmiiti '!Star gradually assembled 
the kezertu-prostitutes, the voluptuous ones, and the harlots' 
(Gilg. VI 158) 



34.1: awilu sunu la uddabbabu 'Those men should not be 
harrassed!' (AbB 10, 13: 22) 

ittisu ti~butaku 'I am having a lawsuit with him' (AbB 14, 140: 43) 
kurummati sutamtat (stat. matu) 'My food ration has been 
diminished' (AbB 9, 160: 19) 

qaqqadatikunu sutemida 'Put your heads together!' pI. (ARM 2612, 

394: 13-14) 
anaku u ahhuya ana zittim ti~butanu 'My brothers and I are locked 
in litigation about the division (of our parents' estate)' (AbB 5, 
223: 7-9) 

kalbatum ina sutepurisa huppudutim ulid 'Through her hurrying 
about, the bitch gave birth to blind (puppies)' (ARM I, 5: 11-13) 

bitam ana paniya sutassiq 'Get the house in order before my 
arrival!' m. sg. (AbB 9, 137: 29) 

ul ibbassi {ubtu balu sitnuni 'Peace does not come into being 
without strife' (TN 90: 16') 

lubara ukallunikkum-ma litbas 'They will offer you (m. sg.) 
a garment, so clothe yourself (with it)!' (Adapa 18: 31'-32') 

samna ukallunikkum-ma pissas 'They will offer you (m. sg.) oil, 
so anoint yourself (with it)!' (Adapa 18: 32') 

34.2: litpata (or litpata) imat muti 'Smear yourselves (or: yourself, 
m. sg. + vent.) with deadly poison!' (Erra I 7) 

ubtallil ki immeri ina tabastaniya 'I was smeared with my (own) 
excrement like a sheep' (BWL 44: 107) 

umisamma ilka kitrab 'Pray to your (m. sg.) god every day!' (BWL 
104: 135) 

abi e tustanih 'My father, do not weary yourself!' (En.EI. II 115) 
ana buli kitpad eresa hissas 'Be assiduously mindful of the cattle, 
and ponder sowing!' m. sg. (BWL 108: 14) 

lemneti e tatame damiqta tizkar 'Do not speak evil things, say 
something good!' m. sg. (BWL 104: 128) 

ger buli labba sa tahsusu gana bitru gil/at nesu ipusu petassu 
hastum 'Come, look carefully at the enemy of the cattle, the lion, 
whom you mentioned - the sin which the lion committed has 
opened a pit for him' m. sg. (BWL 74: 61-62) 

listapsih sertaka kabitta 'May your (m. sg.) heavy punishment be 
alleviated' (AfO 19, 57: 59) 
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urra utakkak musa inahhi[s] ina ~erisu itkusu (Gt stat. akasu) 
remu unnilnu] 'By day he scratches himself, by night he collapses, 
mercy and prayer have gone away from him' (AfO 19, 52: 
148- 149) 

marutuk eli maqtuti tastakkan gimilla 'Marduk, you grant favour 
to the fallen' (AfO 19,65: 15) 

amur suttatu qerebsa bitri 'Look at the pit, inspect its inside!' m. sg. 
(Etana-Epos 188: 143) 

lu minduda (mitduda -+ midduda -+ minduda) minatusa 
'Her measurements should be commensurate with each other' 
(Gilg. XI 29) 

34.3: ikkud libbasu irsa naquttu / napistasu panuS5u ul iqir-ma / 
ihsuha mitutu / ana kize ramanisu iqbi-ma / umma rassibanni ina 
kakki / su kizusu ina patar sibbisunu / uptattihu ahamis 'His hean 
throbbed (with fear), he got desperate (lit. 'he acquired a critical 
condition'), and his life was worthless in his eyes. He desired 
death. To his own groom he said "Smite me with a weapon!". He 
(and) his groom stabbed each other with the swords from (lit. 'of') 
their belts' (BIWA 59: vii.31-37) 
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Glossary 

This glossary is as an aid to translating the examples and exercises, 
not a guide to all the meanings and usages of the words listed. 
(In particular, no indications are given of the periods in which the 
words occur; many verbs are attested in more systems than are 
listed here; and some words have more meanings than are listed 
here.) For more detailed information about individual words, the 
reader is referred to the dictionaries (see Unit 42). 

Thanks are expressed to the editors of A Concise Dictionary of 
Akkadian and the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, from whom many 
felicitous renderings of Babylonian words were borrowed. 

Notes: 

~ For the bracketed m ('mimation') see Unit 6.11. Words which 
are listed without mimation never display it. 

~ Some words which begin with a in Middle and Standard 
Babylonian are listed under (w), because they begin with w in 
Old Babylonian. 

~ s,~, 5, t and t are all different letters. 
~ For the purposes of alphabetical ordering it does not matter 

whether a vowel is short, long or contracted; the glottal stop 
(') is disregarded altogether. 

abiiku(m) 1 (alu) G 'to lead away' 
abiiku(m) 2 (alu) N 'to be thrown 
down' 

abiitu(m) (alu) G 'to destroy', 
o 'to annihilate' 

abnu(m) m. and f. 'stone' 
abru(m) (part or type of) 'wing' 
absiinu(m) 'yoke' 
abu(m) 1, pI. abbu 'father' 

abu(m) 2 name of month (August) 
abubu(m) 'flood', 'deluge' 
abul/u(m) f. 'gateway', '(city) 

gate' 
adannu(m) 'deadline' 
adad, addu(m) (name of the 

weather god) 
adiiru(m) 1 (alu) G 'to be(come) 

dark' N 'to become dark' 
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adiiru(m) 2 (aJu) G 'to fear' Gtn 
iter. 

adi 'until', 'so long as', 'for as 
long as' (prep. and subordinator) 

ad,ni 'until now' 
adu pI. only 'treaty' 
agiigu(m) (aJu) G 'to be(come) 

furious' (stat. agug) D stat. 'to 
be utterly furious'S caus. 

aggis 'angrily' 
agu(m) 1 'crown' 
agu(m) 2 'wave' 
agurru(m) 'brick' 
ahiimiS 'each other' (this word 

originated as an adverb, but 
can be used as a noun; it has no 
case ending) 

ahiitu(m) f. 'sister' 
ahiizu(m) (aJu) G 'to take on 

board', 'to take possession 
of', 'to marry'S stat. 'to be 
informed of (acc.) , 

ahhutu(m) f. 'brotherhood', 
'brotherliness' 

ahu(m) 1 'arm'; a. nadu(m) 'to 
throw down the arm', i.e. 'to 
be idle', to be negligent' ana 
'about' 

ahu(m), pI. ahhu 'brother' 
ahu, f. ahltu(m) 'foreign' 
akalu(m) '(loaf of bread)' 
akiilu(m) (aJu) G 'to eat' 
akiisu(m) (u) G 'to go (along)' 

Gt 'to go away' 
akkadu(m) 'Akkad' 
aku(m) 'weak' 
alaktu(m) f. 'way', 'gait', 

'conduct'; a. pariisu(m) 'to 
block the way 

aliiku(m) G 'to go' (+ vent. 'to 
come', see Unit 19.5), 'to go 
along' (+ acc.) Gtn 'to go 
repeatedly, back and forth, 
to and fro' S caus. 

alllu(m) 'powerful' 
allu(m) 'hoe' 
alpu(m) 'ox' 
iilu(m) 'town', 'city' 
alU(m) (a kind of demon) 
amiiru(m) (aJu) G 'to see' 'to 

find', 'to read', 'to inspect' N 
'to be checked', 'to meet with 
(itti) s/o' 

amiitu(m) see awiitu(m) 
amelu(m) see awllu(m) 
amelutu(m) see awllutu(m) 
ammlni(m) see ana mlni(m) 
amsiili(m) 'yesterday' 
amtu(m) f. 'female slave', 'slave 

girl' 
ana 'to(wards)', 'for' (prep.) 
ana libbi 'into' (prep.) 
ana mlni(m), ammlni(m) 'why?' 
ana muhhi 'onto' (prep.) 
ana qereb 'into' (prep.) 
ana ~r 'to' (lit. 'to the back of'): 

ana ~riya 'to me' (prep.) 
aniihu(m) (a) St 'to weary 

oneself' 
aniiku'I' 
annu(m), f. annltu(m) 'this' 
antu(m) f. (name of a goddess) 
anumma 'now' 
anunnaku (a group of gods) 
anzanunzu(m) (poetic term for 

the gods of the underworld) 
anzu(m) (a mythical bird) 
apiilu(m) (aJu) G 'to answer' 



aparu(m) 0 'to put X (acc.) on 
head of Y (acc.) , 

apatu(m) f. pI. only 'numerous' 
apka/lu(m) 'sage' 
appu(m) 'nose' 
aptu(m) f. 'window' 
apsu(m) 'subterranean cosmic 
waters' (see Unit 31.2, DYK 
box) 

apu(m) 'reed-bed' 
aqqullu(m) pI. -atu(m) 'axe' 
arahu(m) 0 'to hasten' 
arallu 'netherworld' 
aramu(m) (i) G 'to cover' 
araru(m) (aJu) G 'to curse' 
ardatu(m) f 'young woman' 
arhis 'quickly' 
arka, arki see (w)arki 
armu(m) 'mountain goat' 
arnu(m) 'crime', 'punishment', 
'fault' 

arutu(m) f.? '(clay) pipe' 
asakku(m) (a type of demon) 
aslu(m) 'sheep' 
asu(m) 'physician' 
asar 'where(ever)' (subordinator) 
asaredu(m) 'foremost', 'pre-
eminent' 

asarediitu(m) f. 'pre-eminence' 
asibu(m) 'someone who 
dwells' 

aslu(m) f. 'measuring line' 
asru(m) 'place' 
assatu(m) f. 'wife' 
assu(m) 'because of', 'about' (a 
topic), 'for the sake of' (prep.); 
'because' (subordinator) 
assu(m) kiam 'thislthat is 
why' 

assur Assur (the chief god of 
Assyria) 

atanu(m) f. 'she-ass' 
athOtu(m) f. '(business) 

partnership' 
atmu(m) 'speech' 
awatu(m), amatu(m) f. 'word', 

'matter' 
awiltu(m) f. 'lady' 
awilu(m), amelu(m) 'man' 

(OB PI. awilu) 

awiliitu(m), ameliitu(m) f. 
'mankind' 

awu(m) G 'to speak' Gt 'to 
speak to each other' 

ayyabu(m) 'enemy' 
ayyu, f. ayyitu(m) 'which (one)?' 
azugallatu(m) f. 'great female 

physican' (epithet of Gula) 

babalu(m) see (w)abalu(m) 

babi!i(m) 'Babylon' 
babu(m) 'gate'; baba(m) 

(w)a~u(m) 'to leave, to go out, 
by a gate' 

baku(m) (i) G 'to weep' Gtn iter. 
balalu(m) 0 'to cover', 'to smear' 

ina 'with', 'to mix' Ot pass. 
balatu(m) (u) G 'to be alive', 

'to be healthy' 0 'to keep (s/o) 
alive', 'to provide for (s/o)', 
'to revive (s/o)' 

baltu(m) 'alive', 'living' 
ba1tiitu(m) f. 'the conditionl 

state of being well' 
balu(m) 'without' (prep.) 
bdlu(m) (a) G 'to supplicate' 
bamatu(m) f., pI. only 'open 

country' 
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bamtu(m) f. 'half' 
banu(m) 1 (i) G 'to build', 

'to beget' 
banu(m) 2 'friendly' (face) 
baqamu(m) (aJu) G 'to pluck' 

D=G N 'to be plucked' 
baraqu(m) (i) G 'to flash', 'to 

shine' Ntn 'repeatedly to flare 
up' 5 'to cause to shine' 

baru(m) (i) G 'to see', 'to look 
at' Gt 'to look carefully at', 'to 
inspect' 5 'to cause (s/o) to 
see, to experience (s/th)' 

baru(m) 'diviner' 
bdru(m) 1 (a) G 'to hunt', 'to 

catch' 
bdru(m) 2 (U) 0 'to confirm', 

'to convict' Dt 'be established 
precisely' 

basalu(m) (a, i) G 'to become 
ripe, cooked' 5 'to cook (s/th)', 
'to glaze' (bricks) 

bdsu(m) (a) G 'to be(come) 
ashamed' 0 'to dishonour' 

basu(m) (i) G 'to exist', 'to be' 
(see Unit 29.1) N 'to come into 
being' 5 'to bring into being' 

bdtu(m) (i) G 'to spend the 
night' Gtn iter. 

batalu(m) (i) G 'to cease' 
beltu(m) f. 'lady' 
belO(m) (i) G 'to come to an 

end' 0 'to extinguish' 
belu(m) (e) G 'to rule' 
belu(m) 'lord, master', 'owner' 
belutu(m) f. 'lordship' 
beru(m) (e) G 'to starve' 
beru(m) 'distant' 

biblu(m) pI. -atu(m); 'thing(s) 
brought'; b.libbi(m) 'heart's 
desire' 

biltu(m), f. 'tribute', 'rent' 'yield' 
biri- 'between' (prep.); birini 

'between us', ina birisunu 'in 
their midst' 

birku(m) 'knee'; dual also 'loins' 
birqu(m) 'lightning' 
biru(m) 1 'extispicy' 
biru(m) 2 'double hour'; also 

a measure of distance (over 
10 km), sometimes translated 
'league' 

bi~~uru(m) 'vulva' 
b!tu(m) m., f. pI. bitatu(m) 

'house(hold)', 'temple' 
bubu'tu(m), bubutu(m) f. 'hunger' 
bultu(m) 'life' 
bulu(m) 'cattle' 
bunu(m) 'appearance'; pI. 'face' 

(related to banu(m)) 

buru(m) 'hunger' 
busu(m), busu(m) 'goods, 

property' (related to basu(m)) 

da'(a)tu(m) f. 'information'; 
d. X salu(m) 'to ask after X' 

dababu(m) (u) G 'to talk', 'to 
speak' Gtn iter. 0 'to harass', 
'to pester' Dt pass. 

dabibu(m) 'speaker' 
dadmu pI. only 'villages', 'the 

inhabited world' 
dadu(m) 'allure', 'sex appeal' 
dah(a)tu(m) see da'(a)tu(m) 
daku(m) (U) G 'to kill' N 'to be put 

to death' 5 'to cause slo to kill' 



daliihu(m) (a/u) G 'to stir up', 
'to disturb' N 'to be disturbed' 

daliilu(m) (alu) G 'to praise' 
dalhu(m) 'muddied' 
dalpu(m) 'weary' 
daltu(m) f. 'door' 
damiiqu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

good' D 'to make good', 'to do 
good' (to slo, dative) 

damqu(m), f. damiqtu(m), 
damqatu(m) 'good', 'good 
quality', 'excellent', 'beautiful', 
'gracious'; f. as noun 'goodness'; 
f. pI. also 'good deeds' 

damu(m) 'blood' 
dananu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 
strong', stat. (dan) also 'to be 
difficult' 

dannu(m), f. dannatu(m) 
'strong', 'mighty'; f. as noun: 
i) 'hardship', 'harshness', 
'harsh instructions' ii) 'fortress' 

danu(m) dina d. 'to give a 
verdict' 

dapnu(m) 'aggressive' 
daris 'eternally'; dariS iimi 

'forever' (see Unit 36.3) 
darO(m), f. daritu(m) 'everlasting' 
dQ~tu(m) f. 'disrespect' 
dasu(m) (a) G 'to disrespect' 
dawdO(m) 'defeat' d. dciku(m) 

'bring about a defeat' 
dayyiinu(m) 'judge'; dayyiin 
dinati(m) 'decider of verdicts' 

dekO(m) (e, i) G 'to rouse'S 'to 
incite' (heart to do something) 

dibbatu(m) f. 'chatter' 
dimmatu(m) f. 'lamentation' 

dimtu(m) 1 f. '(siege) tower' 
dimtu(m) 2 f. 'tear' 
dlnu(m) pI. -atu(m) 'judgment', 

'verdict' 
dipiiru(m) pI. -atu(m) 'torch' 
dirratu(m) f. 'lash' 
dullu(m) 'work', 'task' 
dummuqu(m) 1 'great goodness' 
dummuqu(m) 2 'very nice' 
dumqu(m) 'goodness', 'good 

deeds' 
diiru(m) 1 '(city) wall' 
diiru(m) 2 'eternity' 

ea (name of the god of wisdom) 
ebebu(m) D 'to cleanse' 
eberu(m) (i) G 'to cross' Gtn iter. 

S 'to causelallow to cross' 
ebetu(m) (i) G 'to swell up' 
ebiiru(m) 'harvest (time)' 
ededu(m) (u) G 'to be(come) 

sharp' 
edelu(m) D 'to shut' 
edO(m) 1 G 'to know' (see Unit 27) 
edO(m) 2 'wave' 
e'elu(m) (i) G 'to bind' 
egO(m) (i, u) G 'to be negligent' 

ana 'about' 
ekallu(m) f. 'palace' 
ekeku(m) (i) G 'to scratch' Dt'to 

scratch ols' 
ekelu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) dark' 
ekemu(m) (i) G 'to steal (s/th, 

ace. from slo, ace.) N 'to be 
stolen' 

ekletu(m) f. 'darkness' 
elelu(m) 'cheerful song' 
elenO(m), f. elenitu(m) 'upper' 
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eleppu(m) f. 'ship' 
eli, elu 'upon', 'over', 'above', 

'against', 'than' (prep.) 
elis (or eliS or elis) 'above' (adv.) 
el/u(m), f. el/etu(m) 'pure' 
elu see eli 
elU(m), f. efitu(m) 'upper' (sea) 
elU(m) (i) G 'to go up', 'to 

mount' 0 'to raise' 
emedu(m) (i) G 'to come into 

contact with', 'to lean on', 'to 
impose' N 'to meet' (in battle), 
'to seek refuge' ina 'in' St 'to 
put together' 

ememu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) hot' 
enequ(m) (i) G 'to suck' 
enesu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

weak'; in hend. see Unit 32.lt 
ensu(m) 'weak' 
enO(m) G 'to change (s/th)' 
enzu(m) f. 'nanny-goat' 
eperu(m) see epru(m) 
eperu(m) St 'to hurry about' 
epesu(m) (u) G 'to do', 'to 

make', 'to treat' 'to take' 
(omens) (stat. epus) Gtn iter. 
N 'to be done', 'to be made'. 
(See Unit 24.1, Insight.) 

epiStu(m), epustu(m) f. 'deed' 
episu(m) 'doer' 
epru(m), eperu(m) 'earth', 

, earthworks' 
eqlu(m), f. pI. eqletu(m) 'field' 
erebu(m) (u) G 'to enter' (with 

ana) 5 'to causelallow to enter' 
eresu(m) 1 (i) G 'to sow' 
eresu(m) 2 (i) G 'to want', 'to 

request' (s/th, ace. from slo, ace.) 
eribO(m) 'locust' 

erretu(m) f. 'curse' 
er~tu(m)f. 'the earth', 'the 

netherworld', 'earth' 
ersu(m) 1 'bed' 
ersu(m) 2, f. eriStu(m) 'Wise' 
erO(m) 1 'copper' 
erO(m) 2 'eagle' 
esehu(m) (i) G 'to gird' 
esequ(m) (i) G 'to carve' 
e~em~ru(m) 'backbone' 
e~emtu(m) f. 'bone' 
e~enu(m) (i) G 'to smell (s/th)' 
eseru(m) St 'to lead aright' 
essu(m), f. edustu(m) 'new' 
etellis 'like a lord' 
etequ(m) (i) G 'to pass (across)' 

Gtn iter. 5 'to cause (s/o) to 
pass (across)' 

etemmu(m) 'ghost', 'spirit' 
eteru(m) (i) G 'to save' 
et1u(m) pI. -utu(m) 'young man' 
etO(m) (i) G 'to be(come) dark' 
o 'to darken' 

ezebu(m) (i) G 'to leave' 5 'save' 
ezziS 'angrily' 
ezzu(m), f. ezzetu(m) 'angry' 

gagO(m) 'convent' 
galatu(m) (u) G 'to tremble', 'to 

be(come) afraid' 
gal/u(m), f. gal/atu(m) 'rolling' 
gal/O(m) (a type of demon) 
gamalu(m) (i) G 'to spare (s/o, 

ace.)', 'to be kind to' Gtn iter. 
gamaru(m) (alu) G 'to complete', 

'to finish', 'to use up' 5 stat 'to 
be in complete control of' 

gamilu(m) 'helper' 
gamru(m) 'complete' 



gana 'come (on)!' 
gapasu(m) (u) G 'to swell up', 
'to become proud' 

gapsu, f. gapustu(m) 'swollen', 
'vast' 

gasru(m) 'powerful' 
gerru(m), girru(m), kerru(m) m. 
and f. 'campaign', 'caravan', 
'journey' 

geru(m) 'enemy' 
gi/latu(m) 'sin' 
gimi/lu(m) 'favour'; g. sakanu(m) 

'to do a favour' eli 'for', 'to' 
gimiltu(m) f. 'favour' 
gimru(m) 'all', 'entirety'; gimir X 

'all of X, all X, the whole of X' 
gina 'regularly' 
girra (name of the fire god) 
girru(m) see gerru(m) 
gisa/lu(m) pI. -atu(m) 'ledge' 
gisparru(m) 'snare' 
guga/lu(m) 'canal controller' 
gula 'Gula' (the goddess of 
healing) 

gulgu/lu(m) 'skull' 
gu/lultu(m) f. 'sin', 'misdeed' 
gu/lulu(m) D 'to sin' ana 

'against' 
gurunnu(m) pI. -atu(m) 'heap' 

hababu(m) (u) G 'to croon' eli 
'over'slo 

habalu(m) (iii) G 'to do wrong, 
Violence to' N 'to be badly 
treated' 

habasu(m) (u) G 'to be(come) 
swollen' 

habatu(m) (a/u) G 'to carry off 
by force' 

habbatu(m) 'robber' 
habilu(m) 'trapper' 
habru(m) 'noisy' 
hadu(m) (u) G 'to be(come) 

glad' 
hakamu(m) (i) G 'to understand' 
halalu(m) 1 (alu) G 'to lock 

(s/o) up' 
halalu(m) 2 (alu) G 'to creep' 
halapu(m) (u) G 'to slip into' D 

'to clothe (s/o, ace.) with 
(s/th, ace.)' N 'to clothe oneself 
with' 

halaqu(m) (i) G 'to vanish', 'to 
be destroyed', 'to escape' 
D 'to destroy' 

ha/~u(m) 'district' 
hamamu(m) (alu) G 'to collect 

(in oneself)' 
hama~u(m) 5 'to cause to 

hasten' 
harabu(m) 5 'to lay waste' 
harbu(m) 'plough' 
harharu(m) 'villain' 
harimtu(m) f. 'harlot' 
harranu(m) f. 'journey' 
harru(m) '(water) channel' 
hQru(m) 'sacrificial donkey' 
hasasu(m) (alu) G 'to mention', 

'to think (of)' Gtn iter. Gt 'to 
ponder (s/th)' 

hasahu(m) (i) G 'to need', 'to 
want' N 'to be necessary' 

hastu(m) f. 'hole', 'pit' 
hQyi~u(m) 'espier' 
hega/lu(m) 'abundance' 
hepu(m) (i) D 'to smash' 
her"inu(m) 'grass seeds' 
heru(m) (i) G 'to dig' D = G 
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hibiltu(m) f. pI. -etu(m) 'crime' 
himetu(m) 'ghee', 'butter' 
himiltu(m) f. 'plan' 
hissatu(m) f. 'the action of 

mentioning', 'the action of 
remembering' 

hi~patu(m) f. 'insolence' 
hititu(m) f. 'fault', 'crime', 

'outstanding payment' 
hubtu(m) m. 'robbed goods', 

'plundered good(s)' 
hubullu(m) 'debt' 
huburu(m) 'noise', 'din' 
hudu(m) 'joy' 
huharu(m) 'bird-snare' 
hulqu(m) 'lost property', 'stolen 

goods' 
huppudu(m) 0 'to blind' 
hura~u(m) 'gold' 
hursanu(m) 'mountain' 

ibbaru(m) see imbaru(m) 

ibru(m) 'friend' 
ibrutu(m) f. 'friendship' 
idu(m) 'arm', 'side', 'wages' 
idO(m) see edO(m) 

igigallu(m) 'wise one', 
'wisdom' 

igigu (a group of gods) 
ikkibu(m) 'abomination' 
ilu(m) 'god' 
iltu(m) f. 'goddess' 
i1utu(m) f. 'divinity' 
imbaru(m), ibbaru(m) 'fog' 
imeru(m) 'donkey' 
immeru(m) 'sheep' 
imtu(m) f. 'poison' 
in see ina 

ina (archaic also in) 'in', 'at', 
'with (Le. by means of)', 
'from', 'among' 

ina libbi(m) 'in', 'within', 'into' 
(mimation can only appear if 
no genitive or suffix follows) 
(prep.) 

ina muhhi(m) 'on', 'onto', 'on 
top of' (mimation can only 
appear if no genitive or suffix 
follows) (prep.) 

ina pan, ina pani 'before', 'in 
front of' (prep.) 

ina ~er 'on', 'around'; ina ~risu 
'around him' (prep.) 

inanna, eninna 'now' 
inu(m) f. 'eye' 
inuma 'when', 'while' 
ipru(m) 'food allowance' 
i~~uru(m) pI. -atu(m) 'bird' 
i~u(m) pI. i~~u 'tree' 
isariS 'straight' (adv.) 
isaru(m) 'penis' 
isatu(m) f. 'fire' 
isdu(m) 'root' 
iSru(m) 'village' 
istar (name of the goddess of 

sex and war) 
istaritu(m) f. 'hierodule' 
istaru(m) pI. -u or -atu(m) 'goddess' 
isten, f. iStet 'one' 
istu, ustu, ultu(m) 'since', 'for 

the past... , 
iStuhhu(m) '(riding) crop' 
isO(m) G 'to have' (see Unit 27) 
itbCiru(m) 'friend', '(business) 

partner' 
itti 'together with' (prep.) 



ittu(m) f., pI. idatu(m) 'ominous 
sign' 

itulu(m) G 'to lie (down)' 
izuzzu(m) G 'to stand'; ana X i. 

'to assist in X' Gtn iter. 5 'to 
set up' 

kabaru(m) 0 stat. 'to be very 
thick' 

kabattu(m), kabtatu(m) f. 'liver' 
kabatu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

heavy, difficult' 0 'to make 
heavy', 'to aggravate', 'to treat 
as important'; res/qaqqad X k. 
'to honour X' 

kabtatu(m) see kabattu(m) 
kabtu(m), f. kabittu(m) 'heavy', 

'important', 'grave' 
kadaru(m) (i) G 'to rear up' 
kadru(m), f. kadirtu(m) 

'rampaging' 
kakkabu(m) 'star' 
kakku(m) 'weapon' 
kalbu(m) 'male dog' 
kaflatu(m) f. 'daughter-in-law' 
kalO(m) 1 (a) G 'to detain', 

'to restrain'S 'to have (s/o) 
detained, restrained' 

kalO(m) 2 'all'; matu(m) kalOsa 

'the entire land' 
kalUmtu(m) f. 'Iamb' 
kamaru(m) (alu) G 'to heap up' 
kamasu(m) 1 (i) G 'to finish up' 
kamasu(m) 2 (i) G 'to kneel down' 
kamltu(m) f. 'area outside' 
kamu(m) (i) G 'to bind', 'to 
capture' 

kanasu(m) (u) G 'to bow' (down) 

kanlku(m) 'sealed document' 
kanu(m) (U) G 'to be(come) 

firm' 0 'to make firm' 
kanu(m), f. kanutu(m) 

'cherished' 
kapadu(m) (u) G 'to plot' Gt 'to 

devote oneself to something 
assiduously' 

kaparu(m) (alu) G 'to peel', 'to 
strip' 

kappu(m) (part or type of) 'wing' 
kapru(m) 'village', 'settlement' 
kaqqadu(m) see qaqqadu(m) 

kaqqaru(m) see qaqqaru(m) 
karabu(m) (alu) G 'to pray', 'to 

bless' Gtn iter. Gt unci. 
karanu(m) 'wine' 
karmu(m) 'hillock' 
karpatu(m) f. 'pot' 
karru(m) 'mourning garment' 
kar~u(m) 'slander'; k. X akalu(m) 

'to slander X' 
karsu(m) 'belly' 
kasapu(m) (alu) 'to break into 

pieces' 
kaspu(m) 'silver' 
ka~ru(m) (alu) G 'to bind', 

'to knot', 'to gather' N 'to be 
gathered', 'to be knotted' 
D 'to fortify'S stat. 'to be 
tightly bound' 

ka~(t)ta(m) 'in the early morning' 
ka~u(m) f. ka~/tu(m) 'cold' (adj.) 
ka~u(m) (U) G 'to flay' 
kasadu(m) (alu) G 'to reach', 'to 

arrive (at)', 'to conquer' Gtn 
iter. N 'to be pursued'S 'to 
cause s/o to reach, to arrive (at)' 
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kasaru(m) (alu) G 'to repair' 
kassaptu(m) f. 'witch' 
katamu(m) (alu) G 'cover' 0 'to 

cover', 'to conceal' Dtn iter. 
katimtu(m) f. 'something 

hidden' 
katU(m) 'poor' 
kerru(m) see gerru(m) 

kezertu(m) f. (a type of cultic 
prostitute) 

kl 'how?', 'how come?'; prep. 
'like'; subordinator 'that' (as in 
'I know that ... ') 

k/'am'thus' 
kibru(m) 'edge'; pI. -atu(m) also 

'the whole world' 
kibsu(m) 'footprint', 'track' 
kikittO(m) 'ritual' 
kilallan 'both', 'the two' (dual, 

see Unit 12.1) 
kllu(m), killu(m) 'confinement', 

bit k. 'prison' 
kim a prep. 'like', 'as', 'in 

accordance with', 'instead of'; 
subordinator 'that' (as in 'I 
know that .. .') 'when' 

kimiltu(m) f. 'anger' 
kimtu(m) f. 'family' 
kinatiitu(m) f. 'the fact of being 

colleagues' 
klnis 'solemnly' 
k,nu(m), f. kittu(m) 'firm', 

'reliable; f. as noun also 'truth'; 
ina kinatim 'truly' 

kippatu(m) f. 'circumference', 
'circle' 

kirbanu(m) 'lump' 
kirhu(m) 'enclosure wall' 

kirO(m) 'garden', 'orchard' 
kispu(m) 'funerary rite' 
k,su(m) f. 'money bag', 'purse' 
kisadu(m) 'neck', 'bank of river' 
kissatu(m) f. 'entirety', 

'Universe'; kiSsat X 'all of X', 
'the entirety of X' 

kispii pI. only 'sorcery' 
kisukku(m) 'captivity' 
kittu(m) see k,nu(m) 

kizO(m) 'groom' 
kudurru(m) 1 'hod (for bricks)' 
kudurru(m) 2 'boundary', 

'boundary stone' 
kullatu(m) f. 'all', entirety'; 'the 

whole world' 
kullu(m) 0 'to hold', 'to have' 
kullumu(m) 0 'to show' slo 

(acc.) slth (acc.), 'to make slo 
experience slth' 

kulmasltu(m) f. (a type of 
temple prostitute) 

kiim 'instead of (prep.) 
kunlnu(m) (a type of bowl) 
kunukku(m) pI. -atu(m) 'seal', 

'sealing', 'sealed document' 
kuppu(m) '(water) spring' 
kurummatu(m) f. 'food ration' 
kusapu(m) 'bread'; k. kasapu(m) 

'to break bread' 
kussO(m) 'throne', 'sedan chair' 

(stem kussi-) 

ku~~u(m) 'Winter' 
kuzbu(m) 'sex appeal' 

10 'not', 'non-' (see Unit 1lt.18) 
lababu(m) (alu) G 'to be(come) 

furious' 



labQnu(m) (i) G 'to stroke': 
appa(m) I. 'to stroke the nose', 
as gesture of submission 

labosu(m) (a) G 'to put on' (a 
garment) Gt 'to clothe oneself 
o 'to clothe' (s/o, acc., with 
slth, acc.) 

labbu(m) 'lion' 
labiru(m) 'old' 
lahosu(m) 0 'to whisper' 
lalU(m) 'desire' 
loma 'before' (prep. and 

subordinates) 
lamodu(m) (a) G 'to learn', 

'to be informed (of)' 0 
'to inform'S 'to cause (s/o) 
to learn (s/th)', 'to teach 
(s/o s/th)' 

lamu(m) (i) G 'to surround' 
lonu(m) 'form', 'body' 
lapotu(m) (alu) G 'to touch', 

'to stroke', 'to irrigate (a field, 
acc.) with (water, acc.), stat. 
of omens 'to be unfavourable' 
Gt 'to smear oneself 0 
'to be delayed'S 'to ruin' 

larsa(m) (name of a city) 
lasomu(m) (u) G 'to run' 
losimu(m) 'runner' 
lazzu(m) 'perSistent' (of a 

wound) 
letu(m) f. 'cheek' 
lemenu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

evil', 'to be(come) angry (at 
slo, dative)' (stat. lemun) 
o 'to trouble' stat. 'to be very 
wretched' 

lemniS 'badly', 'cruelly' 

lemnu(m), f.lemuttu(m) 'evil': 
f. as noun 'evil': bellemutti(m) 
'evildoer' 

lequ(m) (e) G 'to take'S 'to 
cause (s/o) to take (s/th)' 

le'u(m) 'powerful' 
le'u(m) (i) G 'to be able' 
le'utu(m) f. 'power' 
libbotu(m) f. pI. only 'anger' 
libbu(m) 'middle', 'heart', 

'mind', 'self 
libsu(m) 'garment', 'clothing' 
limitu(m),limetu(m) f. 'vicinity' 
lipu(m) 'fat' (noun) 
littu(m) f. 'progeny' 
IItu(m)1 f. 'victory': lit X both 

'victory over X' (Le. 'defeat 
of X') and 'victory by X' 

IItu(m) 2 f. 'cow' 
lu 1. 'truly' 2. see Unit 21 

(especially 21.2 and 21.5) for 
precative function 

IU(m) 'bull' 
lubusu(m) 'wool ration' 
lu'tu(m) f.? 'debility' 
luboru(m) 'piece of cloth', 'rag', 

'garment' 

-ma connective particle (linking 
clauses: 'and', 'but'): for other 
functions see Units 6.15, 29.3, 
and 32 

ma'odu(m) see madu(m) 
madodu(m) (alu) G 'to measure 

out' Gt 'to be commensurate 
with each other' 

maddattu(m) f. 'tribute' 
modis, ma'dis 'greatly' 
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mddu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 
much, numerous' 

madu(m), ma'du(m) f. mattu(m), 
ma'attu(m) sg. 'much', pI. 
'many' 

magarru(m) 'wagon' 
magaru(m) (u) G 'to agree 

with', stat. 'to be agreeable' N 
'to be agreed with' 5 'to cause 
slo (ace) to agree' 

magiru(m) 'submissive' 
magrltu(m) f. 'slander', 'malice'; 

pI. 'words of malice' 
magsaru(m) 'axe' 
mahar 'before' (prep.) 
maharu(m) (alu) G 'to receive', 

'to appeal to' (s/o, ace), 'to 
meet'; In X m. 'to meet the eye 
of X' = 'to please X' Gtn iter. D 
'to steer (a boat) upstream' 5 
'to cause (s/o, ace) to receive 
(s/th, ace)' 
mah~(m) (a) G 'to hit', 'to smite' 
mahhOtiS in m. alaku(m) 'to go 

berserk' 
mahiru(m) 'recipient' 
mahi~u(m) 'beater' 
mahru(m) 'front' 
mahrO, f. mahrltu(m) 'previous' 
mahO(m) (i) G 'to become 

frenzied' 
makaru(m) G 'to drench' D'to 

drench' 
makkuru(m) 'property' 
maku(m) 'lack'; ina mak 

'through lack of' 
mala, mali' as much as', 'as 

many as', 'everything that' 

malaku(m) 'course', 'route' 
maliku(m) 'counsellor' 
malku(m) 'ruler', 'king' 
maIlO(m) (a type of ship) 
malO(m) 1 (a) G 'to be(come) 

full (of), 
malO(m) 2 'matted hair' 
mamma, mamman 'anyone' 

(this word does not have case 
endings) 

mannu(m) 'who?' 
manO(m) (u) G 'to count' N 'to 

be delivered' (into slo's hand) 
maqatu(m) (u) G 'to fall', 'to 
jump down' 5 'to fell', 'to 
cause the downfall of' 

maqtu(m), f. maqittu(m) 'fallen' 
mara~u(m) (a) G 'to be(come) 

ill', 'to be(come) sore' (stat. 
maru~) Gtn iter. 5 'to make 
sore' stat. 'to be very painful', 
'to be very difficult' 

marh,tu(m) f. 'female consort' 
markasu(m) 'bond', 'rope' 
marru(m) 'spade' 
marsu(m) 'dirty' 
mar~u(m), f. marustu(m) 'ill', 

'difficult' (terrain); f. as noun 
'distress' 

mar~utu(m) f. 'the conditionl 
state of being ill' 

martu(m) f. 'gall bladder' 
martu(m) f. 'daughter' 
maru(m) 'son'; mar sipri(m) 

'messenger' 
marustu(m) see mar~u(m) 
marutuk Marduk (name of chief 

god of Babylon) 



masoku(m) 5 'to consider as bad' 
ma~~rtu(m) f. 'guard' 
ma~~aru(m) 'guard' 
ma~~arutu(m) f. 'safekeeping' 
masolu(m) (a) G 'to be identical' 

ana 'to' 0 'to make equal' 
maso'u(m) (a/u) G 'to rob', 'to 

ransack' 
masku(m) 'skin', 'leather', 'hide' 
maSmassu(m) 'incantation priest' 
massakku(m) 'incense' (pI. same 

meaning) 
masO(m) (i) G 'to forget' 
matoqu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

sweet' 
mati, immati 'when?', 'ever' 
matima 'ever', 'always' 
matu(m) (U) G 'to die' 5 'to kill' 
motu(m) f. 'land', 'country' 
matO(m) (i) G 'to become 

less', 'to waste away' St, 
'to diminish' 

mayyolu(m) 'bed' 
mehretu(m) f. 'front' 
mehru(m) 'counterpart', 'match 

(Le. equal person)' 
mehO(m) 'storm wind' 
mekO(m) (i) G 'to neglect' 
melemmu(m), melammu(m) 

'aura', 'radiance' 
melO(m) 'high place', 'height' 
meseru(m) 'imprisonment' 
mesO(m) G 'to wash (s/th)' 
mesfl?tu(m) f. pI. only 'limbs' 
mesrO(m) 'wealth' 
mesu(m) (I) G 'to despise' 
metequ(m) 'passage' (Le. the 

fact of passing), 'route' 

mih~u(m) 'strike', 'blow' 
milku(m) 'counsel', 'plan' 
milu(m) 'flood' 
mimma 'at all' 
mimmO 'whatever' 

(subordinator) 
minitu(m) f. 'measure'; pI. 

'limbs', 'measurements', 
'dimensions' 

minu(m) 'what?' 
miqittu(m) f. 'fall', 'death' (of 

cattle) 
miqtu(m) m. (a disease) 
miru(m) 'bull' 
misu(m) (the act of) 'washing' 
misaru(m) 'justice', 'law code' 
misirtu(m) f. 'produce' 
miSittu(m) f. 'paralysis' 
mithu~u(m) 'combat', 'strife' 
mitu(m) m. 'dead' 
mitlitu(m) f. '(the condition of) 

death' 
mitratu(m) f. 'canal' 
mittu(m) (a kind of weapon) 
mO pI. only 'water' (stem mo-) 
mubbiru(m) 'accuser' 
mudO(m) 'knowing' 
muhhu(m) 'top of the head' 
mukassidu(m) 'pursuer' 
mulmullu(m) 'arrow' 
mulO(m) 'ascent' 
mur~u(m) 'disease', 'soreness'; 
muru~ libbi(m) 'sorrow' 

muru(m) 'foal' 
musabu(m) 'dwelling' 
musebiru(m) 'someone who 

enable (s/o else) to cross' 
(a river) 
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musepiSiitu(m) f. 'the duty of 
overseer': m. epesu(m) 'to act 
as overseer' 

musitis 'at night' 
musitu(m) f. 'night' 
muskenu(m) 'wretch' 
musteseru(m) 'just' 
miisu(m) 'night': miisa(m) 'at 

night' 
muttalliku(m) 'roaming', 'restless' 
mutu(m) m. 'man', 'husband' 
miitu(m) m. 'death' 
mu"uru(m) see (w)u"uru(m) 

nabiitu(m) (u) G 'to shine'S 
caus. of G 

nablu(m) 'flame' 
nabnitu(m) f. 'form' 
naM (i) G 'to name' 
nadiinu(m) (i) G 'to give', 'to 

grant', 'to sell' 
nadO(m) (i) G 'to throw', 'to cast' 

(a spell), X eli Y n. 'to accuse Y 
of X', stat. 'to lie' (on bed) N 'to 
be abandoned' (of settlement) 

nagiiru(m) 'carpenter' 
nagiisu(m) Gtn (i) 'to wander 

about' 
nagbu(m) 'entirety', 'depths' 
nahallu(m) f. 'wadi' 
nahiisu(m) (i) G 'to collapse', 

'to subSide' 
nahlaptu(m) f. 'garment' 
nahu(m) (ii) G 'to become restful' 
nii'iru(m), nii'eru(m) 'roaring' 
nakiidu(m) (u) G 'to throb', 

'to be(come) worried' N 'to 
become anxious' 

nakiimu(m) (alu) G 'to heap up' 
nakiipu(m) 0 'to butt', 'to gore' 

{like a bull) 
nakiisu(m) (i) G 'to cut. 'to slit' 

(throat) Gtn iter. 0 'to cut' 
nakru(m), f. nakirtu(m) 'foreign', 

'hostile': as noun 'enemy' 
naku(m) (i) G 'to have sex with' 
namiiru(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

bright', 'to be(come) healthy, 
well developed' 0 'to brighten' 

namdattu(m) f. 'amount paid' 
nammastU(m) 'wild beasts' 
namrii~u(m) 'difficult territory' 
namriru(m) 'radiance', 'radiant 

auras' (pI. with same meaning 
as sg.) 

namru(m), f. namirtu(m) 
'bright', 'friendly' (face) 

nam~aru(m) 'sword' 
namO(m) 'desert' 
namungatu(m) f. 'paralysis' 
nanniiru(m) 'light (of the sky)' 

(epithet of moon god) 
napiihu(m) (alu) G 'to kindle' 

(fire) N 'to break out' (fire) 0 
stat. 'to be swollen, inflamed' 

napiilu(m) (alu) 0 'to gouge out 
(eyes)' 

napiisu(m) 0 'to ease' 
naphu(m), f. napihtu(m) 

'blazing' (fire): f. as noun 
'blazing fire' 

napistu(m) f. 'life', 'throat' 
napisu(m) 'breath' 
naprusu(m) N 'to fly' 
napsastu(m), napsaltu(m) f. 

'salve', '0 i ntment' 



napsu(m) 'abundant' 
naqiiru(m) (alu) G 'to destroy' 
naqbu(m) 'cosmic underground 

waters' (synonym for apsu(m)), 
'the deep' 

naqu(m) (i) G 'to libate' 
naquttu(m) f. 'critical condition' 
niiritu(m) 'swamp' (also 

metaphorically) 
narkabtu(m) f. 'chariot' 
naru(m) 'stele' 
niiru(m) 1 'singer' 
niiru(m) 2 f., pI. -iitu(m) 'river' 
naru(m) (ii) G 'to kill' 
naruqqu(m) f. 'leather bag' 
nasiihu(m) (alu) G 'to pull out', 

'to wipe out', 'to transfer' 
nasiiku(m) 5 'to allow to be 

repealed' 
nasiiqu(m) St 'to put in order' 
na~iiru(m) (alu) G 'to guard', 

'to protect' 
nii~iru(m) 'guard', 'protector' 
na~ru(m) 'guarded', 'protected' 
nasiiku(m) (alu) G 'to bite' 
nasiiqu(m) (i) G 'to kiss' . 
nasu(m) (i) G 'to lift', 'to carry' 
niisu(m) 'bearer' 
natbiiku(m) 'waterway' 
natii1u(m) (alu) G 'to look 

(at)', 'to observe', 'to see', 'to 
experience' Gtn iter. 

natu(m) (u) G (stative only) 'to 
be suitable' ana 'to'/,for' 

naziiqu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 
annoyed' 5 'to annoy' 

nebertu(m) f. 'crossing', 'ford' 
nemelu(m) 'earnings' 

nemequ(m) 'wisdom' 
nemettu(m) f. 'cause for 

complaint' 
neru(m) (e) G 'to kill', 

'to smite' 
nesu(m) 'distant' 
nesu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

distant' 5 'to keep (s/th, s/o) 
away' 

nesu(m) 'lion' 
nikkassu(m) 'arithmetic' pI. 

'accounts' 
niksu(m) '(the act of) cutting' 
ninu 'we' 
nipsu(m) 'scent' 
niputu(m) f. 'debt slave' 
niqu(m), niqu(m) 'libation', 

'sacrifice' 
niru(m) 'yoke' 
ni~irtu(m), f. 'secret', 'treasure 

(house)' 
ni~ru(m) 'protection' 
nisu pI. only, f. 'people' 
nisu(m) 'life'; nis X 'oath sworn 

on the life of X' 
nit1u(m) 'gaze'; kima n. X 

'according to X's judgment' 
nitutu(m) f. '(a) beating' 
niziqtu(m) f. 'worry' 
nuba/lu(m) (part or type of) 

'wing' 
nubattu(m) f. 'resting place'; 

n. sakiinu(m) 'to halt for the 
night' 

nudunnu(m) 'dowry' 
nuhatimmu(m) 'cook' 
nuhatimmutu(m) f. 'duty as 

cook' 
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nul/atu(m) f. almost only pI. 
'calumny' 

niinu(m) 'fish' 
nuporu(m), nurporu(m) 'prison' 
niiru(m) 'light' 

padonu(m) f. 'path' 
padu(m) (0) G 'to lock (s/o) up' 
padO(m) 'merCiful' 
pagru(m) 'body', 'corpse' 
pahoru(m) G 'to come together' 

Gtn 'to come together a few 
at a time, bit by bit' D 'to bring 
together' 

pa/ahu(m) G 'to be(come) 
afraid' ana 'of If or'; stat. 'to be 
frightening' Gt 'to revere' D 
'to make afraid', 'to terrify', 'to 
intimidate' 

palihu(m) 'fearer' 
pa/a/u(m) G 'to guard' D (unci., 

perhaps:) 'to see to (s/o)' 
pa/asu(m) N 'to see', 'to look at' 

Ntn iter. D 'to see to', stat. 'to 
be concerned'S 'to cause (s/o) 
to see (s/th)', 'to show' 

pa/osu(m) (aJu) G 'to pierce'S 
caus. 

panonu(m) 'previously' 
panis 'at the front' 
panu(m) 'front', 'surface'; pI. 

'face'; panl X babo/u(m)1 
(w)aba/u(m) 'to forgive X' 

panO(m), f. ponltu(m) 'past', 
'previous' 

paphO(m) 'Paphaean' (gentilic 
adjective; do not pronounce 
'ph' as in Philip!) 

paqadu(m) (i) G 'to entrust', 
'to care for' 

parakku(m) 'dais' 
paroku(m) (i) G 'to obstruct (sl 

th)', 'to lie in the way' ana 'of' 
parosu(m) (aJu) G 'to divide', 'to 

cut off', 'to wean', 'to render a 
verdict (in a lawsuit)' (see Unit 
15.5 DYK) 

para'u(m) (aJu) G 'to cut off', 
'to slice through' 

parrisanii pI. only 'boatmen' 
parsu(m) 'cut off' 
par~u(m) 'rite', '(cultic), office' 
parO(m) 'mule' 
parzi/lu(m) 'iron' 
paspasu(m) 'duck' 
pasohu(m) (a) G 'to rest' St, 'to 

be alleviated' 
pasaqu(m) (u) G 'to be narrow, 

difficult'S 'to be in difficulties' 
Stn iter. 

pasaru(m) (aJu) G 'to interpret' 
(a dream) 

pasasu(m) (a) G 'to anoint' Gt 
'to anoint oneself' N 'to be 
anointed' 

pasqu(m), f. pasuqtu(m) 
'narrow', 'difficult' 

passiiru(m) 'table'; p. rakasu(m) 
'to lay the table' 

pasu(m) 'axe' 
patohu(m) D 'to stab' Dt'to 

stab each other' 
pato/u(m) (i) 'to twist' 
patru(m), 'sword', 'dagger' 
pataru(m) (a/u) G 'to loosen', 

'to undo', 'to release', 'to 



ransom', 'to go away' N 'to be 
loosened', 'to be dispelled' 

pehU(m), f. pehitu(m) 'closed' 
(route) 

pemu(m) 'thigh' 
pertu(m) f. 'hair' 
pe~O(m), f. pe~itu(m) 'white' 
petO(m) (e) G 'to open' 
piltu(m) see piStu(m) 
pirittu(m) f. 'terror' 
pir~u(m) 'breach' 
pir'u(m) 'offspring' 
piru(m) 'elephant' 
piSannu(m) 'box', 'chest' 
pistu(m), piltu(m) f. 'insult' 
pitiltu(m) f. 'string', 'cord' 
pizal/iiru(m) f. 'gecko' 
pO(m) 'mouth', 'speech' 
puhalu(m) 'male animal' 
puhru(m) 'assembly' 
piihu(m) 'substitute' 
puhur'together' 
puluhtu(m) f. 'fear', 'reverence', 

'fearsomeness' (pI. same 
meaning) 

purussO(m) 'legal decision' 
pusqu(m) 'strait' 
puzru(m) 'secrecy' 

qabaltu(m), qablatu(m) 
f. 'middle' 

qablu(m) 'battle', 'onslaught' 
qabO(m) (i) G 'to speak', 'to say' 
qadadu(m) (u) G 'to plunge 

down' (of water courses) 
qalalu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

light' 0 'to make light', 'to 
spoil', 'to make shabby' 

(clothes): reSlqaqqad X q. 'to 
humiliate X' 

qal/is'lightly' 
qamO(m) (u) G 'to burn' 
qanO(m) '(a single) reed' 
qapu(m) (ii) G 'to collapse' 
qaqqadu(m), kaqqadu(m) 

'head' 
qaqqaru(m), kaqqaru(m) 

'ground' 
qardu(m) 'heroic' 
qardiitu(m) f. 'heroism' 
qarradiitu(m) f. 'heroism' 
qastu(m) f. 'bow' 
qasu(m) (I) G 'to give as a gift' 
qatalu(m) N 'to be killed' 
qatO(m) (i) G 'to come to an end' 
qatu(m) f. 'hand': transf. also 

'doings' 
qeberu(m) (i) G 'to bury' 
qebiru(m) 'burier' 
qerbetu(m) f. 'meadowland' 
qerbu(m) 'middle', 'inside', 

'interior': pI. 'insides' (of body): 
see also qereb, ana qereb 

qereb 'in', 'inside' (prep.) 
qerebu(m) (i) G 'to approach': 

stat. (qerub) 'to be near' 0 
stat. 'to be very near' 5 'to 
present (a prayer, a plea) to 
slo' Stn iter. 

qibitu(m) f. 'utterance', 
'command' 

qinnazu(m) f. 'whip', 'team of 
workmen' 

qiptu(m) f. 'office', 
'appointment' 

qirtu(m) f. 'bitumen' 



qiStu(m) f. 'forest' 
qisu(m) 'forest' 
qubbO(m) 'lamentation' 
quppu(m) 'basket' 
quradu(m) 'hero' 
qurunnu(m) f., pI. -atu(m) 'pile' 

rabO(m) 1 (i) G 'to be(come) big, 
great' D 'to bring up (a child)' 
5 'to make big, great' 

rabO(m) 2, f. rabitu(m) 'big', 
'great' 

rabu(m) (i) G 'to pay back', 'to 
requite' (s/th, ana, with slth, 

acc.) 
raggu(m) 'wicked': as noun 

'villain' 
raha~u(m) (iIi) G 'to flood', 'to 

overwhelm like a flood': with 
weather god as subject: 'to be 
in full flood' 

rahi~u(m) 'flooder' (epithet of 
the storm god): kima rahi~i(m) 
'like the storm god in full flood' 

rahO(m) see rehO(m) 
rakabu(m) (ala) G 'to ride' (also 

sexually) Gt 'to ride each other, 
to copulate' 

rakasu(m) (alu) G 'to bind' 
rakbO(m) 'messenger on 

horseback' 
raksu(m), f. rakistu(m) 'bound' 
ramaku(m) (u) G 'to bathe (in)' 
ramamu(m) (u) G 'to roar, to 

rumble' 
ramanu(m) 'self': X ramanisu 

'his own X' 
ramO(m) 1 (u) G 'to become 

slack' 

ramO(m) 2 (i) G 'to sit on' 
ramu(m) (a) G 'to love' 
rapasu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

broad'D 'to broaden' 
rapsu(m), f. rapastu(m) 'broad', 

'vast' 
raqadu(m) (u) Gtn 'to prance 

about' 
raqu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

unoccupied' 
rasabu(m) (i) D 'to smite' 
rasO(m) (i) G 'to acquire' 
rebitu(m) f. '(town) square' 
redO(m) (i) G 'to pursue (s/o, 

acc.)', 'to march' 5 'to cause 
to flow' 

redO(m) 'soldier' 
rehO(m), rah(}(m), f. rahitu(m) 

'the one who seeps over (s/o, 

slth, gen.)' 
remu(m) (e) G 'to have mercy 

(on slo, acc.)' 
remu(m) 'mercy' 
requ(m) (U) G 'to be(come) distant' 
re~u(m) 'helper': re~iisu 'his 

helper' 
resu(m) 'head', 'top', 'peak', 

'beginning', 'slave': r. eqli(m) 

'destination': dual can be used 
with same meaning as sg. 

ridOtu(m) f. 'succession': mar r. 
'crown prince' 

rigmu(m) 'shout', 'cry', 'noise': 
rigma(m) eli X sakanu(m) 'to 
raise a complaint against X' 

rihi~tu(m), rihiltu(m) f. 
'devastating inundation' 

riksu(m) 'knot', 'contract': pI. 
-atu(m) 



rimtu(m) f. 'wild cow' 
rimu(m) 'wild bull' 
rimutu(m) f. 'paralysis' 
riqu(m) 'empty' 
riqiitu(m) f. 'emptiness' 
rubatu(m) f. 'noblewoman', 

'lady', 'princess' 
rub~u(m) 'bed place', 'dung' 
rubu(m) 'nobleman', 'lord', 

'prince' 
rubutu(m) f. 'lordliness', 

'nobility' 
rupsu(m) 'breadth' 
riiqu(m) 'distant'; as noun 

'distance'; ina riiqi(m) 'in the 
distance', 'in a faraway place'; 
ana riiqete (f. pI. used as noun) 
'from afar' 

rutessu(m) Dtn 'to be constantly 
inconsiderate' 

ru'tu(m) f. 'spittle' 

sabitu(m) f. 'female tavern 
keeper', 'ale wife' 

sab(}(m), sabi'u(m) 'brewer' 
sadaru(m) (i) G stat. 'to be 

regular' 
sahalu(m) (alu) G 'to pierce' 
sahapu(m) (alu) G stat. 'to be 

spread over', 'to cover' D'to 
overwhelm' 

saharsubbu(m) (a skin disease, 
perhaps:) 'leprosy' 

saharu(m) (u) G 'to go around', 
'to turn (about)', 'to search for' 
N 'to turn towards, to favour' 
S caus. 

salamu(m) D 'to appease' 
sallmu(m) 'peace' 

samu(m) (i) G 'to be red' 
sanaqu(m) (i) G 1. 'to test', 

'to keep under control' 2. 'to 
approach' 

sapahu(m) N 'to be dispersed' 
D stat. 'to be splayed' (limbs) 

sapanu(m) (alu) G 'to flatten' 
sartu(m) f. 'crime', 'lie', 'lies' 
sekeru(m) (i) G 'to block up' 
serdu(m) 'carrying pole' (for 

sedan chair) 
seru(m) (e) G 'to plaster' 
sihirtu(m) f. 'entirety', 

'circumference' 
sikkatu(m), f. '(foundation) peg', 

'pinnacle' (of mountain) 
sikkiiru(m) 'bolt' 
sili'tu(m), f. 'illness' 
simmu(m) 'wound' 
simtu(m), f. 'fitting thing'; simat 

X '(that) which befits X' 
sin (name of the moon god) 
sinniStu(m), f. 'woman' 
sippir Sippar (name of city) 
sissiktu(m), f. 'alliance' 
sisu(m) 'horse' 
sullu(m) 1 D 'to pray' 
sullu(m) 2 'prayer' 
suluppu(m) 'date' (fruit) 
sunqu(m) 'famine' 
siinu(m) 'lap' 
suppu(m) 'prayer' 

~batu(m) (a) G 'to seize', 'to 
catch' Gt 'to seize each other', 
'to engage in litigation' N'to 
be caught', 'to be seized' D = 
G Stn 'to constantly cause (s/o, 
ace) to seize (s/th, ace) 
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~obu(m) 'troop(s)' (of workers, 
soldiers), 'work-party' 

~a/omu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 
black, dark' 

~allu(m) 'sleeping' 
~a/mu(m) 'statue' 
~a/pu(m) 'crooked' 
~o/tu(m) f. 'quarrel' 
~alU(m) (i) G 'to throw (off)' 
~amodu(m) (i) G 'to harness' 
~aromu(m) D 'to strive' 
~aropu(m) 1 (aJu) G 'to desire' 
~aropu(m) 2 (u?) G 'to be loud' 

S 'to make resound' 
~arpu(m) 'refined' 
~eheru(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

little, young' 
~ehru(m), f. ~ehretu(m), 
~ehertu(m) 'little', 'small' 

~enu(m) 1 'evil' 
~enii(m) 2 pI. only, f. 'sheep and 

goats' 
~erretu(m) f. 'nose-rope' 
~erru(m) 'snake' 
~eru(m) i) 'back' ii) 'steppe', 

'open country', 'the Wild': see 
also ina ~er, ana ~er 

~ibOtu(m) f. 'wish' 
~illu(m) 'shadow', 'protection' 
~iru(m) f. ~irtu(m) 'exalted' 
~iriitu(m) f. 'exaltedness' 
~ubotu(m) m. 'garment' 
~uhQrtu(m) f. 'girl' 
~uhoru(m) (OB pI. ~uhorO) 'boy' 
~uhru(m) '(time of) youth' 
~ullu/u(m) D 'to cover 

(a building) with a roof' 
~ulii/u(m) 'shade', 'protection' 

~umomu(m) 'thirst' 
~iimu(m) 'thirst' 
~urru(m) 'mind' 

sa prep. 'of': subordinator 
'which', 'who' 

sabosu(m) (aJu) G 'to gather' 
sadodu(m) (aJu) G 'to drag' 
sad/u(m), f. sadi/tu(m) 'wide' 
sadO(m) 'mountain (range)' 
sagastu(m), saga/tu(m) f. 

'massacre' 
sagosu(m) (i) G 'to slaughter' 
sahohu(m) (u) G 'to be(come) 

loose' (of hair) 
sahotu(m) 1 m.? 'corner', 'side' 
sahotu(m) 2 (u) G 'to fear' 
sahotu(m) 1 (aJu) G 'to 

tear off' 
sahotu(m) 2 (i) G 'to jump': in 

hend. 'hurriedly' 
so'i1tu(m) f. 'female dream 

interpreter' 
sakonu(m) (aJu) G 'to put', 'to 

impose', 'to set in place', 'to 
establish', 'to appoint', 'to 
equip' (s/o, ace with slth, ace) 
'to bring about' Gt = G N 'to 
be placed', 'to be appointed', 
'to be equipped with (ace)', 
'to occur'S 'to cause to reside' 
(in heart) 

sa/o/u(m) (aJu) G 'to plunder' 
sa/amtu(m) f. 'corpse' 
sa/omu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

well' D 'to make (s/th, ace) 
good to slo (ace)', 'to lead 
(s/o) in safety', 'to keep safe' 



sa/hU(m) 'outer wall' 
salimtu(m) f. 'good fortune' 
sal/atu(m) f. 'plunder'; 5. 

sa/a/u(m) 'to carry off plunder' 
sa/matu(m) see salimtu(m) 
sa/mutu(m) f. 'the conditionl 

state of being healthy' 
so/u(m) (a) G 'to ask', 'to 

question' 
sa/ummatu(m) f. 'radiance' 
samahu(m) 0 'to make 

flourish' 
samamu see samO 
samafu(m) (u) G 'to rage' 
samas (name of the sun god) 
sama'u see samO 
samhu(m), f. samuhtu(m) 'lush', 

'voluptuous' 
sammu(m) 'plant', 'grass' 
samnu(m) 'oil' 
somu(m) 1 (a) G 'to buy' 
somu(m) 2 (i) G 'to decree (as) a 

destiny' 
samO, sama'u, samamu pI. only 

'sky', 'heaven', 'the heavens' 
sananu(m) (alu) G 'to match', 

'to rival' 
sana~u(m) (i) G 'to sneer' 
saninu(m) 'rival' 
sanO(m) 1 (i) G 'to be(come) 

different'; with temu(m) 'mind': 
'alteration of the mind' = 
'madness' 

sanO(m) 2 'second', 'other' 
sapaku(m) (alu) G 'to pour', 

'to heap up', 'to cast' (metal 
objects) 0 'to pour' 

sapa/ see sap/u(m) 

sapa/u(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 
low' N 'to be cast down' 0 
'to lower' 

sopafu(m) (alu) G 'to send', 'to 
send a letter', 'to write' Gt (see 
sitpufu(m)) Gtn iter. N 'to be 
sent' 

sop/anu(m) 'below' 
sop/u(m) 'underside'; sapol5u 

'under him' 
soplO(m), f. soplitu(m) 'lower' 

(sea) 
sapifu(m) 'boss' 
saptu(m) f. 'lip', 'rim' (of vessel) 
saqa/u(m) (alu) G 'to weigh out', 

'to suspend (Le. hang)' 
soqO(m) 1, f. saqutu(m) 'high' 
soqO(m) 2 (u and i) G 'to 

be(come) high' 
soqO(m) 3 (i) G 'to give (s/th, 

ace. to slo, ace.) to drink' 
soqummu(m) 'utterly silent' 
saf 3600 (used as a large round 

number) 
safahu(m) G 'to be(come) 

magnificent' 
sOfaku(m) (alu) G 'to give (as a 

present)', 'to grant' N 'to be 
given (as a present)' 

safku(m) 'pus' 
sOfaqu(m) (i) G 'to steal' Gtn iter. 
sOfatu(m) (alu) G 'to tear' 0 = G 
sorrabu(m) (a demon) 
sarraqu(m) 'thief' 
safratu(m) f. 'queen' 
sarru(m) 'king' 
sarrutu(m) f. 'kingship' 
sartu(m) f. 'hair' (collective) 
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saru(m) 'wind' 
sasu(m) (i) G 'to shout out', 

'to state a (legal) claim' ana 
'against' 

satahu(m) D 'to elongate' 
satta(m) 'this year' 
sattu(m) f. 'year' 
satO(m) (i) G 'to drink' (5: 

saqu(m) usually used instead) 
sataru(m) (alu) G 'to incise', 

'to inscribe', 'to write' 
satu(m) (U) G 'to despise' 
seberu(m) (i) G 'to break' D 

'to smash' 
selUtu(m) f. 'blade' 
semu(m) (e) G 'to hear' 
semu(m) 'hearer' 
sep~u(m) 'obdurate' 
sepu(m) f. 'foot' 
seriktu(m) see siriktu(m) 

serru(m) 'child' 
sertu(m) 1 f. 'morning', pI. 'the 

morning hours' 
sertu(m) 2 f. 'bar' (as part of lock) 
sertu(m) 3 f. 'punishment' 
se'u(m) 'grain' 
si 'she', 'this' (f.), 'that' (f.) 
sibbu(m) 'belt' 
Sibu(m) 'old'; as noun 'old man', 

'witness' 
sibutu(m) f. 'witness-hood', 'the 

fact of being a witness' 
sigaru(m) 'bolt' 
sikaru(m) 'beer' 
sikittu(m) f. 'shape' 
sillatu(m) f. 'shamelessness', 

'sacrilege'; pI. 'shameless, 
words', 'sacrilegious words' 

simtu(m), Simatu(m) f. 'fate' 

simu(m) 'price' 
sinnu(m) 'tooth', 'tusk' 
sipatu(m) f. pI. only, 'wool' 
sipru(m) 'work' 
siptu(m) f. 'spell'; s. balati(m) 

'life-giving spell' 
sir'anu(m) 'sinew' 
Siras 'beer' (the word has no 

case vowel!) 
siriktu(m), seriktu(m) f. 'gift', 

'dowry' 
siru(m) 'flesh' 
sitnunu(m) 'strife' 
sitpuru(m) Gt stat. 'to be clad in' 
sittu(m) f. 'sleep' 
s/tutu(m) f. 'scorn'; s. X lequ(m) 

'to scorn X' 
sizbu(m) 'milk' 
su 'he', 'this' (m.), 'that' (m.) 
suanna (a poetic name of 

Babylon); the word has no case 
vowel, i.e. it is the same for 
nom., ace. and gen. 

subtu(m) f. 'dwelling' 
subu(m) 'rush' (plant) 
subO(m) 'battering ram' 
sukurru(m) 'spear' 
sulmu(m) 'peace', 'wellbeing' 
summa 'if' s .... s. 'either ... or' 
summu D 'to ponder' 
sumu(m) 'name' 
sunatu(m) see suttu(m) 
sunuhu(m) 'exhausted' 
supsikku(m) see tupsikku(m) 

supsuqu(m) 1 5 'to be in 
difficulties', stat. 'to be very 
difficult' Stn iter. 

supsuqu(m) 2 'very difficult' 
suquru(m) 'precious' 



surqu(m) 'stolen goods' 
sumJ(m) 0 'to start (s/th)' 
sursu(m) 'root' 
suru(m) 'reed bundle' 
suskal/u(m) 'net' 
suttatu(m) f. 'pit' 
suttu(m), sunatu(m) f. 'dream'; 

s. amiiru(m) 'to have a dream' 
sutu(m) f. 'the south wind' 
suturu(m) 'very great' 

tabiiku(m) (alu) G 'to pour' 5 
'to cause (s/o) to shed (s/th)' 

tabiilu(m) (a) G 'to take (away)' 
tabiistiinu(m) f. 'excrement' 
tabsutu(m) f. 'midwife' 
tiihiizu(m) 'boUie', 'combat' 
tahlipu(m) 'armour' 
takiilu(m) (a) G 'to trust' N 'to 
trust' analeli 'in, to' 

tamiihu(m) (alu) G 'to seize' 
tamiiru(m) 0 stat. 'to be 

covered', referring to words 'to 
be ambiguous' 

tomatu(m) see tamtu(m) 
tamkiiru(m) 'merchant' 
tamlU(m) 'terrace' 
tamtu(m), tamatu(m) f. 'sea' 
tanattu(m) f. 'praise' 
taphuru(m) 'assembly' 
tappD(m) 'friend', '(business) 

partner' 
taqiinu(m) (u) G 'to be in order', 

'to subside' (noise) 
tariiru(m) (u) G 'to tremble' 
tar~u(m) 1 (alu) G 'to stretch out' 
tarii~u(m) 2 (u) G 'to be in good 
order' 0 'to put in order' 

tarbltu(m) f. 'upbringing' 

targlgu(m) 'evil-doer' 
taru(m) (ii) G 'to (re)turn', 'to 
turn' ana 'into'; in hend.: 'to 
do again' 0 'to turn slth' ana 
'into', 'to return' slth ana 'to' slo 

taslmtu(m) f. 'reckoning' 
tebD(m) 1 'erect' 
tebD(m) 2 (i) G 'to rise' 5 'to 

remove' 
tebD(m) 'rutting'; Iii tebD(m) 

'incurable' 
tenD(m) 'replacement' 
terdinnu(m) 'second son' 
tertu(m) f. 'instruction', 'omen' 
te~D(m) 'to excrete' 
tesD(m) 'chaos', 'melee' 
tiamtu(m) see tamtu(m) 
ttbu(m) 'rise, attack'; t. 

tiihiizi(m) 'onslaught' 
tibDtu(m) f. 'swarm' (of locusts) 
tiklu(m) 'trust' 
tillD(m) 'equipment', pI. 'tools' 
tIIu(m) 'tell', 'ruin mound' 
tinuru(m) 'oven' 
tiUtu(m) f. 'food' 
tukultu(m) f. 'encouragement', 

'trust' 
tUltu(m) f. 'worm' 
tupsikku(m), supsikku(m) 'earth 

basket', 'toil', 'corvee work' 
turbu'tu(m) f. '(dust) storm' 
tusa(m) 'for sure' 
tUsaru(m) 'plane'; mithu~ t. 

'pitched battle' 
tabiihu(m) (alu) G 'to slaughter' 

D=G 
tiibtu(m) f. 'salt' 
tabu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

good', 'sweet', eli X t. 'to be 
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pleasing to X' 0 sir X t. 'to give 
bodily well-being to X' 5 'to 
make pleasant' 

tabu(m), f. tabtu(m) 'good', 
'kindly'; f. as noun 'goodness' 

tapultu(m) f. 'slander' 
ta'tu(m) f. 'bribe(ry)' 
taradu(m) (a/u) G 'to despatch' 
tehO(m) (i) G 'to draw near' 

ana 'to' 
temu(m) 'message', 'plan', 

'report', 'matter', 'mind', 
'news'; t. ~abatu(m) 'to make 
up one's mind'; see also 
sanO(m) 1 

tenu(m) G 'to grind' 
tittu(m) m.? 'clay' 
tiibtu(m) f. 'peace' 
tuppu(m) pI. -atu(m) 'cuneiform 

tablet' 

u 'and', 'or' 
ubanu(m) f. 'finger', 'pinnacle' 

(of mountain) 
ugaru(m) 'meadow' 
uggatu(m) f. 'anger' 
uklu(m) 'darkness' 
ukul/O(m) 'food', 'fodder' 
ukultu(m) f. 'food' 
ul'not' (see Unit 1£,.18) ul ... ul 

'neither ... nor' 
uliltu(m) f.? 'dried fig' 
ul/ikia(m) 'there' 
u/~u(m) 'delight' 
ultu see ;Stu 
iima(m) 'today' 
iimakka/(m) 'a single day' 

iimisam(ma) 'day by day', 'day 
after day' 

umma (introduces direct speech) 
ummanu(m) f. 'army', 

'populace'; pI. -atu(m) 'troops' 
ummu(m) 1 'fever' 
ummu(m) 2 f. 'mother' 
iimu(m) 'day' 
unninu(m), unninnu(m) 'prayer' 
uniitu(m) f. 'equipment' 
uqnO(m) 'lapis lazuli' 
urhu(m) m. and f. 'path' 
urinnu(m) 'standard' 
uri~u(m) 'male goat' 
urpatu(m) f. 'cloud' 
urrakiitu(m) f. sipir u. 'sculptor's 

craft' 
urru(m) 'day'; urra(m) 'by day', 

'tomorrow' 
urruh;s(m) 'very quickly' 
ursanu(m), ursannu(m) 'hero' 
ursu(m) 'bed' 
iiru(m) 1 'roof' 
iiru(m) 2 'vulva' 
uruk (name of a city) 
usatu(m) pI. 'help'; bel u. 'doer 

of good' 
u~urtu(m) f. 'ordinance' 
usal/u(m) f. 'meadows along river' 
ussusu(m) 0 'to renew' 
ustu see istu 
utlu(m) 'lap' (poetic also of 

heaven) 
utnenu(m) 'prayer' 
utO(m) 'doorman', 'gatekeeper' 
utUnu(m) f. 'kiln' 
u"urtu(m) see (w)u"urtu(m) 



uznu(m) f. 'ear', 'attention', 
'wisdom'; u. X petU(m) 'to 
enlighten X' 

uzzu(m) anger 

(w)abalu(m) G 'to bring', 'to 
spend (time)', with libbu(m) as 
subject 'to induce (s/o, ace., to 
do s/th)' Gtn iter. 5 'to have 
(s/th) brought', 'to send' 

(w)aladu(m) G 'to give birth to' 
(w)aqaru(m) (il G 'to be(come) 

precious' 
(w)aradu(m) G 'to go down' 
(w)ardu(m) 'male slave' 
(w)arhu(m) 'month' 
(w)arki, (w)arka 'after', 'behind' 

(prep.); 'afterwards' (adv.) 
(w)arkatu(m) f. 'rear'; w. 

parasu(m) 'to establish the 
relevant facts' 

(w)arkii(m) 'later' (adj.) 
(w)arsu(m), marsu(m), f. 

(w)arustu(m) 'dirty' 
(w)arii(m) (u) G 'to lead' 5 'to 

direct' 
(w)a~abu(m) G 'to add on', 'to 

increase' 
(w)a~ii(m) G 'to go out', 'to go 
away'; baba(m) (w)a~ii(m) 

'to go out through the gate' 5 
caus 

(w)asabu(m) G 'to sit', 'to 
dwell', 'to remain', 'to be 
present' Gtn iter. 5 'to settle 
(s/o)' 

(w)asaru(m) G 'to lower' 

(w)asatu(m) G 'to be(come) 
difficult' (stat. (w)asat) 

(w)asibu(m) 'dweller'; (w)iiSib X 
'person who dwells in (lit. 'of') 
X' 

(w)astu(m) 'difficult' 
(w)ataru(m) G 'to increase' 

(Le. 'to become more') 0 'to 
increase' (Le. 'to make more') 

(w)atru(m) 'surplus' (adj.) 
(w)edu(m) 'sole', 'alone' 
(w)ussuru(m) 0 'to let go', 'to 

release' 
(w)u"urtu(m) f. 'command', 

'mission 
(w)u"uru(m) 0 'to give a task 

to', 'to instruct slo to do 
something', 'to despatch' 
(messenger) 

zabalu(m) (i) G 'to bear', 'to 
bring' 5 'to cause to bear' 

zabilu(m) 'carrier' 
zakaru(m) (alu) G 'to utter', 'to 

swear (an oath)' Gt = G 5 'to 
cause (s/o) to swear (an oath), 

zakii(m) 1, f. zakiitu(m) 'clean', 
'pure' 

zakii(m) 2 (u) G 'to be(come) 
clean, pure' 

zamaru(m) 1 0 'to sing about' 
zamaru(m) 2 'song' 
zananu(m) 5 'to cause (s/th) to 

rain down' 
zaqapu(m) (alu) G 'to be(come) 

pointed', 'to stick up' (mountain 
peak) 
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zaqlqu(m) (a dream spirit) 
zaqu(m) (I) G 'to blow' 

(of wind) 
zaru(m) 'father' 
zayyaru(m) 'foe' 
zQzu(m) (ii) G 'to divide' 
zenu(m) (i) G 'to be(come) 

angry' (itti 'with') 
zeratu(m) f. pI. only 'hostilities'; 

z. apalu(m) 'to reply in a hostile 
way' 

zeru(m) 'seed', 'progeny' 
zeru(m) (e) G 'to hate' 
zikru(m) 'utterance', 'command' 
zlmu(m) 'face'; pI. 'features' 
ziqtu(m) m. 'sharp point' 
zittu(m) f. 'division' 
zummu(m) D 'to be deprived of 

(ace)' 
zumru(m) 'body' 
zunnu(m) 'rain' 
zuqtu(m) m. 'peak', 'spur' 



Abbreviations 

Table 51 lists the abbreviations of English words used throughout 
the text, and Table 52 gives the abbreviations used to indicate 
where a Babylonian sentence was taken from. 

Table 51 

acc. accusative 
adj. adjective 
adv. adverb 
Ass. Assyrian 
Bab. Babylonian 
caus. causative 
d. compare (with) 
D D system 
e.g. for example 
esp. especially 
f. feminine 
G G system 
gen. genitive 
hend. hendiadys 
i.e. that is 
Imp. imperative 
info infinitive 
iter. iterative (see Unit 33.1) 
lit. literally 
m. masculine 
MB Middle Babylonian 
mill. millennium 
N N system 
nom. nominative 
ols oneself 
OB Old Babylonian 
orig. original(ly) 
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pass. 
pers. 
pI. 
prec. 
prep. 
pres. 
pret. 
S 
SB 
slo 
slth 
sg. 
sp. 
stat. 
transf. 
uncl. 
vent. 

Table 52 

AbB 

Adapa 

AfO 17 

AfO 19 

AH 

Akkade 

ARM 

Asar. 

passIve 
person 
plural 
precative 
preposition 
present 
preterite 
S system 
Standard Babylonian 
someone 
something 
singular 
spells, spelling 
stative 
transferred (meaning) 
unclear 
ventive (see Unit 19.5) 

Various authors, Altbabylonische Briefe in Umschrift 
und Obersetzung (Leiden, 1964-; 14 vols.) 

S. Izre'el, Adapa and the South Wind (Winona 
Lake, 2001) 

E. Weidner, "Hochverrat gegen Nebukadnezar II. 
Ein Grosswiirdentrager vor dem Konigsgericht", 
Archiv fur Orientforschung (1954-1956), 1-9 

W. G. Lambert, "Three Literary Prayers of the 
Babylonians", Archiv fur Orientforschung 19 
(1959-1960),47-66 

W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-Hasis: The 
Babylonian Story of the Flood (Oxford, 1969) 

J. Goodnick Westenholz, Legends of the Kings of 
Akkade (Winona Lake, 1997) 

Various authors, Archives Royales de Mari 
(Paris, 1950; 27 vols.) 

R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons (Graz, 1956) 



BBSt. 

BIWA 

BWL 

CH 
Chic. 
CT 39 

En.EI. 
Erra 
Etana-Epos 
GBA02 

Gilg. 

Gula Hymn 

ID 
Khorsabad 

Les. 

Maqlu 

OBE 
Poor Man 
of Nippur 

RIMA 2 

RIMA 3 

L. W. King, Babylonian Boundary Stones (London, 
1912) (now rather outdated) 

R. Borger, Beitriige zum Inschriftenwerk 
Assurbanipals (Wiesbaden, 1996) 

W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature 
(Oxford, 1960) 

The Law Code of Hammurabi, edited in Les. 
'Chicago Prism' of Sennacherib, edited in Les. 
e. J. Gadd, Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian 

Tablets, & C, in the British Museum. Part XXXIX 
(London, 1926) 

Ph. Talon, Enuma Elis (Helsinki, 2005) 
L. Cagni, L'Epopea di Erra (Rome, 1969) 
M. Haul, Das Etana-Epos (Gottingen, 2000) 
W. Schramm, Ein Compendium sumerisch-
akkadischer Beschworungen (Gottingen, 2008) 

A. R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic 
(Oxford, 2003) 

W. G. Lambert, "The Gula Hymn of Bullu!sa-rabi", 
Orientalia 36 (1967),105-132 

IStar's Descent, edited in Les. 
A. Fuchs, Die Inschriften Sargons aus Khorsabad 

(Gottingen, 1994) 
R. Borger, Babylonisch-assyrische Lesestucke, Heft I 

(3rd ed. Rome, 2006) 
G. Meier, Die assyrische Beschworungssammlung 
Maqlu (Berlin, 1937); a new edition of Maqlu is 
expected from T. Abusch and D. Schwemer 

U. Jeyes, Old Babylonian Extispicy (Istanbul, 1989) 
O. R. Gurney, "The Sultantepe Tablets (Continued). 
v. The Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur", 
Anatolian Studies 6 (1956), 145-164 (this edition is 
now rather outdated) 

A. K. Grayson, Assyrian Rulers of the Early First 
Millennium BC I (Toronto, 1991) 

A. K. Grayson, Assyrian Rulers of the Early First 
Millennium BC II (Toronto, 1996) 
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Schlaf 

SEAL 
TeL 3 

TN 

YOS 

W. Farber, Schlaf, Kindchen, Schlaf! 
(Winona Lake, 1989) 

hnp;IIW'!f.Y:{,.s.~~l.uni:kjp;?;ig,d~1 
F. Thureau-Dangin, Une relation de la huitieme 
campagne de Sargon (Paris, 1912) 

P. Machinist, The Epic of Tukulti-Ninurta I 
(unpublished PhD dissertation, 1983) 

S. Langdon (translated by R. Zehnpfund), Die 
neubabylonischen Konigsinschriften (Leipzig, 1912) 
(now rather outdated) 

Several Authors, Yale Oriental Series (New Haven) 

When reference is made to the works above, capital Roman 
numerals (I, II, III, IV, etc.) refer to Tablets (i.e. 'chapters') of ancient 
compositions. Lower-case Roman numerals (i, ii, iii, iv, etc.) refer 
to columns of text on an individual object (e.g. a tablet, a prism, a 
stele). When an apostrophe appears after the line number, it means 
that the top part of the object is broken, and some lines are lost. 
Thus in a reference such as Gilg. VA+BM i.II', what is line II 
currently (i.e. on the broken tablet) was not line I I originally 
(i.e. on the pristine tablet). 

Assyriologists are very fond of bibliographical abbreviations. 
Accordingly, while reading their writings you may find it helpful 
to refer to the following website, where more Assyriological 
abbreviations are explained: 

Imp:lkdli.ucla.edulwiki/d.Qku.php/abbr~yi~tiQnLfoL~~syr.i.ology. 



Index 

Numbers refer to Units and sections within them. 'DYK' represents 
a 'Did you know?' box; 'Insight' represents an 'Insight' box; 'ex.' 
represents an exercise; 'pass.' represents a passage. 

For purposes of alphabetization, t is treated as if it were t, and ~ 
and 5 as if they were s. (This differs from the practice observed in 
the Glossary.) 

The contents of Unit 41 ('The main features of Assyrian') have not 
been indexed individually. 

a-verbs: 14.13 
abbreviations: Table 51 
accusative case, function of: 6.3, 

18.5,36.5 
accusative of respect: 18.5 
accusative suffixes: 19 
acute accents: 4.3 
adjectives, formation of: 46 
adjectives, gentilic: 46.3 
adjectives of dimension: 9.4 
adjectives, position of: 6.7 
adjectives qualifying nouns in 
genitive constructions: 10.7 

adjectives used as nouns: 6.10 
adjectives, verbal: 18, esp. 18.2 
adverbial accusative: 36.5 
adverbial phrases: 36.1 
adverbs: 36 
agreement between nouns and 
adjectives: 6.8 

agreement between nouns in 
apposition: 6.9 

agreement between subject 
and verb: 14.3 

Akkadian: 1, 41 
a/i1ku 'to comelto go': 28.1 
alphabet: 44.8 
ambiguous spellings: 44.1 
anaphora: 19.10 DYK 
'and': 6.16 
-i1nis (adverbial ending): 36.2 
anointing: 34.5 DYK 
'any': 6.1 
Anzu: 10.3 DYK 
apposition: 6.9 
apsu: 31.2 DYK 
Aramaic: 44.8 
areal phenomenon: 6.1 Insight 
articles, lack of: 6.1 
aSaredu 'foremost': 6.17 
aspect, verbal: 14.4, 18.4 Insight 
assimilations of consonants: 
47.9-10 

Assurbanipal: 7.2 Insight, ex. 34.3 
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Assyrian: 41 
Assyrian isms: ex. 31 .2, 4 1 
Assyriology: 1 
Atra-hasis: ex. 10.1 DYK 
-atta(m) (adverbial ending): 
36.8 

-atti (adverbial ending): 36.8 

Barth's Law: 47.12 
'basicforms' of verbs: 24.2 
Belet-ili: ex. 22.2 
beards: 30.3 
biliteral roots: 18.10, 26 Insight 
blessings: 21 
blinding: 40 pass. 1 
brackets, square: 2.2 
bricks: 40 DYK 
British Museum: 7.2 Insight 
bulls: 40 pass. 3 

case, grammatical: 6.2 
case attraction: 22.5 
casus pendens: see 'dangling' 

words 
causative verbs: 14. 1 a 
Chicago Assyrian Dictionary: 
26.4,42.1 

choices in spelling: 4.2 
circumflex accents: 3.2 
clauses: 29 
clauses joined into sentences: 30 
cohortative: (what some books 
call the 'cohortative' is what this 
book calls the 1st pl. precative) 

commands for second person: 
18.9,20,29.7 

commands for third person: 
18.9,21,29.7 

comparisons: 6.14 
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compensatory lengthening: 
24.6,47.2 

composite text: 1.2 
compound words: 6.17, 36.1 DYK 
concord: see agreement 
consonants, assimilation of: 47.9 
consonants, double: 3.1,44.7 
construct state: 10 
contagion, awareness of: ex. 

11.2 DYK 
contracted vowels spelled plene: 

44.2 
contraction of vowels: 47.1 
'core' of verbal form: 14.2 
Cuneiform Digital library: 42.3 
cuneiform script, examples of: 40 
cuneiform script, spelling 

conventions of: 44 
cuneiform tablets, how to turn: 
22.3 DYK 

curses: 21 

'dangling' words: 11.12 
dative suffixes: 19 
decipherment: 1 
demons: ex. 17.3 DYK, ex. 30.7 
dentals: 11.7 
determinatives: see list of 
Sumerograms 

dictionaries: 42.1 
doubling of consonants, purely 
graphic: 44.7 

Dt system: 34 
Dtn system: 33 
duals: 12 
durative: (this is what some 

books call the tense which this 
book calls 'present') 

durative verbs: 15.1 



e-colouring: 14.13 
e-verbs: 14.13 
edu 'to know': 27.2 
Elamite king: 22.2 OYK, 

ex. 34.3 
elephants: 40 pass. 3 
elision of vowels: 47.3-4 
emphatic consonants: 3.1, 
47.13 

epesu, meanings of: 24.1 
Insight 

equids, love life of: ex. 30.7 
Erra, Epic of: ex. 16.5 OYK, ex. 

18.6, ex. 25.6 
Esarhaddon: 40 pass. 4 
e~em~eru 'backbone': 6.17 
et1u 'young man': 8.1,9.6 
eunuchs: 30.3 
exclamation mark: ex. 15.1 
extispicy: 40 pass. 4 

feminine: see gender 
feminine t: 6.5 
fingerprints rare on tablets: 

11.4 Insight 
fossilized spellings: 44.11 
future, conceptualization of: 

19.8 OYK 
future, referring to: 15.1, 17.1, 

18.3 

Geers's Law: 47.13 
gender: 6.5 
gender, change of from singular 
to plural: 8.7 

Genesis: 18.5 OYK 
genitive case, function of: 6.3 
genitive constructions: 10.4 
gentilic adjectives: 46.3 

Gilgames, Epic of: 1.2 OYK, 14.3 
OYK, 18.5 OYK, ex. 22.2, ex. 
25.6,42 

Gilgames, the name: 29.4 OYK 
glottal stop: 3.1, 24.8, 27, 41.3, 

47.1 
glottal stop, spellings of: 44.4 
grammatical terminology: 2.5 
grave accents: 4.3 
Gt system: 34 
Gtn system: 33 
guttural consonants: 25, 47.7 
guttural consonants, loss of: 

14.13,47.2,47.7 

Hammurabi: see Hammurapi 
(c(. 40, pass. 1) 

Hammurapi: 24.4 
Hammurapi, Laws of: 22.2 OYK, 
40 pass. 1 and 2 

Hanging Gardens: 43 OYK 
hendiadys: 32.4 
hiatus in spelling: 44.4, 44.6 
hollow verbs: see verbs, II-weak 
hunting: 40 pass. 3 

II-guttural verbs: 25 
II-vowel verbs: 25 
Iliad: 14.3 DYK 
imperative: 20 
indeclinable nouns: 6.2 
independent pronouns: 37 
infinitives: 6.10,22 
infixes: 14.11 OYK 
intonation: 3.1 
-;s (adverbial ending): 36.2 
Isaiah: ex. 31.2 OYK 
-;Sam (adverbial ending): 

36.4 
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IStar: 6.14 Insight, 19.4 DYK, 
ex. 25.6 

;su 'to have': 27.2 
iterative meaning: 33.1 
;tiilu: 28.3 
;zuzzu: 28.2 

Job, Book of: 18.11 

10: 14.18 
length, metathesis of: 47.8 
libraries at Nineveh: 7.2 Insight 
locative: 36.9 
longest Babylonian word: 
33DYK 

Louvre Museum: 22.2 DYK 
lu: 18.9,21 

-ma 'if': 32.3 
-ma connecting clauses: 30.1 
-ma, dash before: 4.4 
-ma, emphatic: 6.15 
-ma marking predicate of 
verbless clause: 29.3 

macron: 3.2 
manu, meanings of: 23.1 DYK 
manuscripts: 1.2,7.2 
Mari: ex. 11.2 DYK, 21.4, 47.1 
masculine: see gender 
medical prescriptions: 11.12 

DYK 
metathesis of length: 47.8 
Middle Babylonian: 1.1 
mimation: 6.11,36.1 DYK 
mood: 21 Insight 
moon god: ex. 25.4 Insight 
morphemes: 15.3 DYK 
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morpho-graphemic spellings: 
44.5 

morpho-phonological spellings: 
44.6 

myths: 1.3 

n-dash: 6.12 Insight 
names: 6.12 Insight 
nasalization: 47.11 
Nebuchadnezzar I: ex. 24.5 
Nebuchadnezzar II: 40 pass. 5 
negation: 14.18,29.6,22 
Neo-Babylonian: 1.1 
Nineveh: 7.2 Insight, 40 pass. 4 
nisbe adjectives: 46.2 
noise: ex. 23.2 DYK 
nominative, function of: 6.3 
normalization: 4.4 
nouns, abstract: 46.1 
nouns, formation of: 46 
nouns, indeclinable: 6.2 
nouns occurring in plural only: 8.6 
nouns with stative suffixes: 18.8 
Ntn system: 33 
number differences between 
Babylonian and English: 6.13 

number in nouns and 
adjectives: 6.6, 6.13 

number in verbs: 14.3 
numbers: 39 

Old Babylonian: 1.1 
'or':6.16 

parasu, meanings of: 15.5 DYK 
parent verbs: 46 Insight, 46.4 
paronomastic infinitive: 22.6 



participles: 35 
passive: 14.8, 14.16, 18.2, 18.4, 
34.6,34.7 

past, conceptualization of: 19.8 

DYK 
patterns: 5 
perfect: 17 
performative utterances: 16.1 
periods of Babylonian: 1.1 
permansive: (this is what some 
books call the tense which this 
book calls 'stative') 

phonetic complements: 4.1 
plague: ex. 16.5 DYK 
plant of life: 18.5 DYK 
plene spellings: 4.2, 30.9, 
44.2,47.1 

plene spellings marking 
questions: 44.9 

plural: see number 
poetry: 6.7, 10.7, 11.1, 14.1,30.1 
Poor Man of Nippur, The: 

13.7 DYK 
possessive suffixes: 6.4, 10.4, 

11, 18.8,22,29.2,36.3,36.7, 
36.10 

prayer to gods of the night: ex. 
18.4, ex. 24.4 

precatives: 21 
precatives expressing purpose 
or result: 32.1 

prepositional phrases: 13 
prepositions: 6.3,11.14,13,30.3, 
30.5,31.3,36.10 

present: 15 
preterite: 16 
prohibitions: 15.1,20.1 

pronouns: 19 
pronouns, independent: 14.2, 
37 (see also possessive suffixes) 

pronunciation: 3 
pu 'mouth': 11.6 Insight 
purpose clauses: 32.1, 32.2 

quadriliteral verbs: 38 
questions marked with plene 

spellings: 44.9 
questions, negated: 14.18,29.6 
questions, word order in: 14.1, 
29.2 

radicals: (this is what some books 
call root letters) 

reciprocal: 34.5-6 
recordings: 3.3 
reflexive: 34.5 
result clauses: 32.1,32.2 
rituals: 46.1 DYK 
roots: 5 
Royal Asiatic Society: 40 

pass. 3 

so 'of', 'who', 'which': 10, 10.5, 
11.3,13.2,13.7,30.3,30.6,31 

sandhi spellings: 44.3 
Sargon: ex. 31.2,44.8 DYK 
scapegoats: ex. 17.3 DYK 
schwa: 10.2 Insight, 47.6 
semi-Iogographic spellings: 

44.11 
saddaqdim 'last year': 36.1 DYK 
SO system: 14.10 
shewa: see schwa 
short forms of ana and ina: 13.3 
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short forms of possessive 
suffixes: 11. 1 

St systems: 34 
Stn system: 33 
summa 'if': 30.4 
sibilants: 3.1, 11.7 
sign lists: 42.2 
similes: ex. 32.1 DYK 
singular: see number 
small capitals: 44.11, 
Sumerograms 2 

snake: 18.5 DYK 
'some': 6.1 
sound changes: 47 
spelling conventions in 
cuneiform: 44 

spellings, ambiguous: 44.1 
spellings at morpheme 

boundaries: 44.7 
spellings, fossilized: 44.11 
spellings, morpho-graphemic: 
44.5 

spellings, morpho-phonological: 
44.6 

spellings, semi-Iogographic: 
see spellings, fossilized 

spellings, sumerographic: 4.1 
spellings, syllabic: 4.1, 44 
spellings, traditional: 6.11, 17.4 
spellings, unassimilated: 11.8 
Standard Babylonian: 1.1 
state (of noun), absolute: 70.4 
state (of noun), basic: 10.4 
state (of noun), construct: 70 
state (of noun), possessive: 70.4 
state (of noun), predicative: 

70.4,18.8 
stative: 18 

stative of nouns: 18.8 
stative, when cannot be used: 
29.2 

statues: 46.1 DYK 
stem of nouns and adjectives: 

6.2,7.1 
stress accent: 3.1 
strong aleph: see glottal stop 
'subjunctive' suffix: 30.7 
subordinating conjunctions: 

(this book calls subordinating 
conjunctions 'subordinators') 

'subordinative' suffix: 30.7 
subordinators: 30 (esp. 30.3-6) 
subscript numbers: 4.3 
suffixes, accusative: 19 
suffixes, dative: 19 
suffixes, possessive: 11 
Sumerian: 4.1,14.1 
sumerograms: 4.1; see also list of 
sumerograms 

Susa: 22.2 DYK 
syllabic spellings: 44 
syllabification: 47.5 
syllables, division into: 47.5 
systems (ofverb): 14.6 

Tablet of Destinies: 10.3 DYK 
tablets, plundered: 41 DYK 
tense: 2.5. 14.4,29.5 (in verbless 
clauses) 

Thebes: ex. 24.6 
theme vowels: 14.15 
thirty as sumerogram for moon 
god: ex. 25.4 Insight 

Tiglath-Pileser I: 40 pass. 3 
'time': 15.1 DYK 
'to allow': 14.10 



'to be': 18.8 
'to cause': 14.10 
'to sneeze': 12.3 DYK 
transliteration: 4.3 
Tukulti-Ninurta I: 41 DYK 
Tukulti-Ninurta I, Epic of: 

ex. 23.3 

u 'and/or': 30.2 
-u (verbal suffix in most 
subordinate clauses): 30.7-8 

u/'not': 14.18 
-um (adverbial ending): 
36.9-10 

unassimilated spellings: 11.8 

ventive: 19.5-7 
verbal adjective: 18, esp. 18.2 
verbless clauses: 29, 30.10-11 
verbs, a- and e-: 14.13 
verbs, doubly weak: 27 

verbs, I-w: 26 
verbs, I-weak: 24 
verbs, II-weak: 25 
verbs, III-weak: 23 
verbs of being and doing: 14.5 
verbs, position of: 14. 1 
vocative, form and function of: 

6.3 
vowel elision: 47.3-4 
vowels, contraction of: 7.1, 47.1 
and passim 

vowels, loss of short (at end of 
words): 47.6 

vowels, short and long: 3.2 

weak verbs: see verbs 
'whose': 31.1 
wisdom, god of: 31.2 DYK 
wishes: 18.9,21,29.7 
word order: 13.2, 14.1 (see a/so 
questions) 
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